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T? thank everyone who has lent a band, providing friendship and sup- 
port and prayers— iol to mention important information and insights 

that [ve used in my work—can get repetitive. 5o here 1 sav “thanks again" to all 

of you wha have clone so. But special thanks are once again due Willis & 
Elisabeth Carto for their continuing support that has made my writing career 
possible and lo Paul Angel whose pivetal graphie talent brings my books into 
being. I must also mention Mark Glenn and his tamily—I feel like a member ot 
that family—and my friend Matthias Chang in Malaysia whose wise counsel is 
much valued. [could go on and on mentioning so many other special people but 
they know who they are, so T woni burden the reader any further. 

About the cover... Shown is a view of the Palace of Calaphias in 
Jerusalem, the remnant of that historic site where Jesus was brought before the 
high priest Cauaphas who ultimately condemned Christ to death, This structure 
is very much a “complex” in the architectural sense of the term, but as we 
explore in the pages of this volume, the concept of a Caiaphas Complex means 
much more than that. And it is the Caiaphas Complex that the author—<and so 
many other good people here and around the world— have been challenging on 

a direct basis for so long. To vanquish the Caiaphas Complex, at long last, may 
ensure the survival of mankind, 

By MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER 

SEWARD SQUARE 

Washington, DC 
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MORE VOICES LIKE THIS ONE ARE NEEDED... Professor Ray Goodwin, a 
stalwart Texan, is shown above speaking in Irvine, California before the contro- 
versial “No More Wars for Israel" conference that agents af the Caiaphas 

Complex tried to sabotage. Goodwin—who drove a school bus to work his way 

through college—upset the thought police during his days as a history professor by 
daring to think freely. Michacl Collins Piper comments about Goodwin: 
“Although, of course, m a bit biased, inasmuch as Ray first came to my personal 
allention when, during his history courses, he dared to endorse my book, Final 
dudoment, alleging Israeli involvement in the JEK assassination, the fact is that 

Ray is precisely the type of very real grass-roots citizen activist America needs 
more of We isn’t afraid to be politically incorrect on any topic and he's a charm- 
ing and articulate voice who states his views effectively and with passion.” Piper 
says Goodwin is one of many such people (both here and abroad) that he's been 
honored to meet and know over the years, but that Goodwin, in particular, stands 

out, “Ray is an intellectual of the first order, a dynamic speaker, and one Hell of a 
writer who also happens to be a talented singer” says Piper. “But he's also a down- 
to-carth ‘regular’ guy, And that’s what makes Ray so dangerous to the Caiaphas 
Complex. The power elite know all too well that there are a lot of people all over 
the world who are starting to stand up and speak out or otherwise listen to and 

agree with guys like Ray.” And itis to Ray Goodwin and those good people that this 
book is dedicated. Mlay their ranks continue to grow. 

A DEDICATION By WAY OF A FOREWORD... 

To All of Those Good Folks Who've 

Shared My Frustration at Trying to Convey 

the Unpleasant Truths About Our World Today 

f you are actually planning to read this book, its certain chat you 

know precisely what I mean. 

On the other hand, if you just happened to stumble across this book 

at your local library book sale—one of those sales where the library dis- 

cards oll books and those that have been donated (but which the library 

doesn't want to put on its shelves, books like mine, that is)—then you'll 

probably have no understanding of what Pm talking about. 

But if you're one of the latter folks, then, by all means, you seed to 

read this book, erent sire s0. 

I suppose this decication—by way of a foreworcd—says it all, 

One of the biggest stumbling blocks for those good Americans Gind 

people fram all over the planet) who have sought to lay bare the facts 

about the New World Order and its accompanying intrigues has always 

been the frustration at finding out—all too quickly—that when we have 

dared to speak out and blow the whistle and cry for our friends and fam- 

ily to listen to what we have to say, we have (invariably) been met with 

frowns, glassy stares, open mouths, and—on occasion (but maybe too 

ollenj—angry denunciations. 

Ultimately, of course, we are met with howls of denial, accusations 

of “promulgating conspiracy theories, and downright hostility. 

Sometimes threats. More than a few have lost their jabs, seen their mar- 

rages dissolve, had longstanding friendships come to an end-<andl, yes, 

even faced persecution and outright prosecution in the couris. 

It is mot easy being someone who really knows what the Hell is 

going on in this country and in our world today, especially if you are 

someone who has some desire Gor reasons known, probably, only to 

God} te tell others what you know (or, at least, what you think vou 

know) about all af these difficult subjects. 

I have been fortunate, these last thirty vears or more, by having had 

weekly forums in such newspapers as Whe Spotfieht and now American 

free Press and regularly on Internet radio geven, including, for live years 

inightly broadcast) through which I've been able to speak out. And ve 

loved every minute—no, every moment—ot it, 

During the past decade, in addition, Pye had the great honor of hav- 

ing traveled to the far reaches of the globe, to some remarkable places 

that most Americans have never visited—from Russia to Malaysia to [ran 

to Japan and to Abu Dhabi—and spoken before diverse audiences, rang- 
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ing from some of the wealthiest and most powerful people on the plan- 
et to “just folks" from all walks of life. It has been interesting, to say the 

very least, and [ve learned a lot, 

Most of you reading this, alas, have not had such opportunities. But 

dort despair You've written letters to the editors of local newspapers 

and called radio and television talk shows, distributed books, videos and 

other literature, and—whether you realize it or nor—you bave had an 

Impact, even ff you haven't had the national (and internationals audi- 

ences that ve been able to reach, 

The truth is, as I have always said, every person counts. Every per- 

son has lus particular abilities and talents. Every person has his own 

unique audience—whether friends and neighbors or the readers of the 
local newspapers or people who view the home-made videos that 

you've produced. And that is exactly what it takes to get the all-impor- 

tant word out. It is a cooperative effort. ICs not a matter of competi- 

tien. And we are having an impact, even if it cocsn’t always seem so, 

Ray Goodwin of Texas, whose visage accompanies this dedication, 

is one such individual who has risked much by speaking out and he is 
he is one individual whom I admire immensely, So lve singled him out 

in these pages. But there are—thank God—others out there like Ray and 

they are too Numerous to mention, But Rav is definitely one of those 

people whose important individual efforts really count a lot, 

To my readers I must say this: lve always appreciatecd—anel 

learned from—your supportive calls and letters, your constructive criti- 

cism, your questions, all of the input and guidance you've provided me. 

This particular book is an assembly of some of my own individual 
cfforts to communicate my—our—views outside the regular venues 

with which Lam most publicly associated. Here you'll find a variety of 

material, ranging from commentary and news articles and letters to the 

editor, along with a number of historical essays (both previously pub- 

lished and never-before-published) as well as an array of private letters 
and missives sent to friends and associates over the last 30 years, 

It is my hope that the readers of this particular volume will not only 

learn some new things but, more importantly, that vou'll be able to find 

a few nugegets—dare I call them “gems*?—that you can pick up and use 

for your own purposes.As I said it is a cooperative effort, so... Go to it. 
Use these missiles as part of your own ammunition. 

And Good Luck and God Bless, 

— MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER 
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Thiion Rothschild Must Pay 
Dollars For Crimes Against 

Humanity For Slavery... 

Black Americans in Los Angeles dare to 
pinpoint the moving force behind slav- 
ery {top} in a photograph taken by their 
friend, the famed Hollywood sereen 
writer, Bill Norton (center right with f 
another friend), a no-holds-barred dis- f 

sident who honored his pen pal, f 
Michael Collins Piper, by endorsing | 
Piper's book, Plea! Jvdgerernd, which | 

documents the central role of Israel | 

(and Rothschild dynasty operatives) in J 
the assassination of Jolin F. Kennedy. 
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HOLOCAUST? HOLOCAUST 

Black Americans in Washington, bC—led by Dr Robert L, Brock (center), founder 
of the Self Determination Committee and a veteran of World War [l—picket out- 
side the U.S, Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC, a task Brock ener- 
eeli¢ally carried out regularly for several years, much to the dismay of The 
Cataphas Complex. Brock, incidentally, also happens to be the author of the intro- 
duction to Michacl Collins Piper's aforementioned book, Final Jidgerent, 

The Jewish Wir Against Freedom of Speech in America... a. 
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Here's what the Netw World Order really is... 

o understand the concept of what is commonly referred to as 

“The New World Order°—the idea of a “one world® or “global” 

govemnment— we must acknowledge these critical factors: 

* THAT the origins of this grand scheme, the New World Order, do 

(beyond any question) lie in the ancient teachings of the Jewish Talmud; 

"THAT. ultimately the New World Order is an intended realization of the 

Talmudic cream of what has been called “The Jewish Utopia.” that is, a glob- 

al Jewish Imperium, cule of the planet by the Jewish elite; 

+ THAT the rise of the Zionist movement (dedicated to the creation of a 

Jewish state—that is, the State of Israel—as a geographic ancl political enti- 

ty has been integral to the plan for a New World Order the philosophical 

foundation of the Jewish Imperium; 

* THAT the rise of International Jewish Finance and the consequent 

emergence Of the Rothschild) Dynasty as the foremost influence in that 

realm are central to the program for advancing the New World Order 

* THAT the consolidation of Rothschild power over the British Empire 

laid the foundation for the framework of the New World Order; 

* THAT the United States today—as a result of Rothschild influence 

within—is now the virtual engine of Rothschild power, that the United 

States constitutes “The New Babylon” in the Jewish world view, the force to 

be utilized for achieving the New World Order, 

This is mot te suggest that “the Rothschilds” oc"the Jews” or"the Zionists” 

are in commete control of the mechanism of power in our world today. 

However, their influence is $0 substantial that they can be referred to as the 

fulcrum upon which the Safance of modern power rests: Every day they 

work relentlessly to make certain that, in the end, they do achieve absaliute 

power And their goal is indeed... the New World Order, 

There are still forces, even at high levels, resisting the Jewish Utopia, 

However, there are many nonJewish powers that accept the Jewish influ. 

ence as a reality that must be dealt with. These elements have thus surren- 

dered and thus cooperate with the New World Order hoping to be granted 

afew crumbs when the Jewish Utopia comes into being. But they are fool- 

ing themselves, for they Gul to understand the philosophical intentions of 

the New World Order so clearly outlined in Jewish teachings, 

In truth, the aec-old Jewish dream of a New World Order—set forth in 

the Talroucl and even und in the Old Testament— was, in a definitive sense, 

the clriving force behind the rise of the Rothschild Empire. 

—Fron The New Babylon, by Michael Coffins Piper 
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INTRODUCTION 

Confronting the Caiaphas Complex 

nour world todayv—anc most especially in America—we are now 

confronted with what I have come to cdeseribe as “The Calaphas 

Complex,” recalling, of course, Caiaphas, the infamous high priest 

at the Pharisees who was responsible for the arrest and brutal execution 

of Jesus Christ. This Caiphas Complex isin short—the reality of Jewish 

power ac its nature. I is the foundation of what we have come to geir 

erally refer to as “The New World Order” 

The word “complex” has multiple meanings and, as youll see, the 

concept of The Caiaphas Complex is a remarkably accurate deseription 

of the state of affairs that faces mon-Jews today as they grapple with the 

problem of anti-Semitism and all of its arising consequences. 

In the first place. a complex is a whole composed of interconnected 

or interwoven parts. In America we see avery real complex that provides 

the foundation of Jewish power, ranging from the Jewish cantrol of the 

American economy through che corrupt plutocratie Federal Reserve 

money system and the mass print and broadcast media that is dominat- 

ed by an eversmaler number of Jewish families and Anancial groups to 

the Jewish domination of diverse arenas ranging from academia andl art 

and “culture” to low and medicine, not to mention real estate, the garment 

and fashion industries and on to advertising which, in many respects, 

links all of this together, 

[Fewer there was a complex of undoubted intricacy Gund power) it 

is the Jewish complex—The Caiaphas Complex—and it has indeed come 

ta be the preeminent foree in directing what has traditionally been called 

the “military-industrial complex" that is now often Cand quite correctly) 

relerred to as the “military-industrial-mecia® complex, 

But the concept of a “complex” also includes the classic use of the 

term in the realm of psychology: a complex is a group of related, often 

repressed ideas and impulses that compel characteristic or habitual pat- 

terns of thought, feelings, ancl behavior. 

In the most specilic sense, in the Jewish mindset, we do have a 

deeply-rooted historical pattern of thought and behavior toward nan- 

Jews guided by the Talmud anc by the most vile aspects of the Old 

Testament. 

Iris npe coincidence that the Jews regard Jesus Christ as their erett- 

est of all foes and this, too, points toward a central nexus in the problem 

ofanti-Semitism: that as a consequence of the dirty deeds of Cataphas, the 

Jews while—on the one hand, destroying Christ as man—set the stage 

for their age-old hatred of—ane war against—Chirist and Christianity that 

rages here on Earth today. 
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The Jews, in that respect, know that the Crime of the Ages as archies- 
trated by Caiaphas—the crucifixion of Jesus—will haunt them forever 
And so, this aspect of the Caiaphas Complex genuinely deserves the com- 
memoration of that infamous Pharisce by his name. 

Likewise, a Complex, in more popular usage, refers to an exagrerat- 
ed or obsessive concern or fear And in the Jewish mind, there has always 
been an obsessive fear (and resulting hatred) of “The Other” 

On the other hand, for their own purposes (and perhaps even 
instinctively) the Jews have traditionally exaggerated the existence and 
reality of “anti-Semitism” and its consequences, even to the point of time 
and again ascribing to the Goyim responsibility for attitudes and actions 
against Jews that, more often than not, have been first traceable in histo- 
ry to the Jews themselves 

That is, the Jews blame others for crimes that they themselves—xs Al 
group—have been responsible for. 

In medicine—in the matter of actual physical well being—a com- 
plex is the combination of fvctors, symptoms, or siens of a disease or dis- 
order that forms a syndrome (that is,a set of symptoms Occurring toeelh- 
er, the sum of signs of any morbid stale, In our world today we do have, 
in all reality, a very real complex in this definition of the word, arising 
irom the Jewish impact upon society: war and racial strife, social and cul- 
tural mstability—a cerebral mass sense of discomfort and depression that 
tortures humanity as a consequence, 

Lastly a complex can also be defined asa group of culture traits rekat- 
ing to a single activity or to a culture unit—that is, a tribe, 

We do indeed find Jewish cultural traits that have led them into a 
variety of particular realms of activity, 

And let's be frank about it, usury is perhaps foremost among those 
identified with the Jews, Some might even suggest “entertainment” — 
using the term loosely, describing what passes for modern “culture” in the 
realm of the Jewish-controlled media—being another such activity that 
has a clistinetly Jewish nature. 

And certainly, what is Jewish culture teven as defined by the Jews) is 
one that is distinct, one that is tribal, one that sets the Jewish people 
apart from all others, as they are the first to proclaim. 

As such, this monstrous complex that stands in place today—named 
aher Cataphas—can be no better named: The most notorious villain in 
human history—rivaled maybe only by Judas Iscariot—thus personilies 
the reality of Jewish power and its impact upon mankind, 

This is said with very real sadness and regret, recognizing fully that, 
as the popular refrain goes, "not all Jews are bad" Gand they aren't) but 
still affirming in no uncertain terms that the actions and attitudes of the 

CONFRONTING THE CAIAPHAS COMPLEX Ll? 

organized Jewish community Cas it is now constituted) present a serious 

challenge ta the future survival of lite on our planet. IE anything is unfor- 

tunately clear, it is that. 

As a result of the power—evergrowing power—of The Caiaphas 
Complex, the Jews arc ever-present in our midst—in the foreiront of our 

minds—ane that is precisely because the Jews want that to be the case, 

It is the Jewish-controlled mass mecia that keeps Jewish concerns, 

Jewish issues, Jewish matters before us, whether it has to do with the 

state of Israel or any other matter—especially, of course, "The 

Holocaust"—of concern to the Jews. And yet when anyone cares raise a 

concern about the media-enforced Jucleo-centric focus of modern socie- 

ty, he is loudly shouted down as an “anti-Semite” 

ln the lore of the supernatural, we find that a stake through the heart 

will kill the vampire and a silver bullet will vanquish the werewolf. 

And for those of us who do believe in Good and Evil—however it 

may be framed, in whatever religion we follow—the rite of exorcism has 

been used to dispatch demons back to the underworld from which 

they ve arisen, 

But taking on the modern-day (and very real) Pharisees who circu- 

late amongst us is another task altogether—and perhaps not so simple. 

There are many people, for cxample, who absolutely refuse to con- 

front the enemy head on. Many such folks refuse to talk about Zionism 

or Judaism or the inordinate role of Jewish political power in America 

and on the face of the planet today. In so doing, in my opinion, they are 

cHectively miscdirecting the focus of our energy and, for all intents and 

purposes, surrendering, giving up the war before the first battle has even 

been fought. You cannot tight (or winja war without identifying the 

encmy And yee there are those who will not identify the enemy. 

This, I believe, is a drastic mistake, for it only gives further power and 

influence to those who are working relentlessly to conquer our planet 

far themselves and for the Satanic forces whose bidding they do. That is 

why a long Gime ago, I chose—deliberately—to throw foolish caution to 

the wind and to name names and to pinpoint the unGodly forces that 

arë operating openly in our world today. 

Admittedly, as Pye noted, ve had the golden opportunity to actually 

be paid—as an employee, first of The Spolffeht and now for American 

Free Press—to do what | cdo. Manvy—no, most—do not have that perhaps 

dubious luxury. Most people are out there carning a living as doctors, 

lawyers, cabdlrivers, accountants, hairdressers, store clerks, farmers—the 

list goes on and on—andi it’s difficult for these good people din many 

instances) to put out their names and reputations in public forums in 

order to fight the good fight that must be fought to save mankind. 
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To make matters more difficult, many good people who do want to 
speak out just simply don't have either the time or—to put it blunth— 

the ability to sit down and write a letter to the editor or to friends and 

lamuly expressing the views that they want to put forth, no matter how 

firmly they feel about some particular “controversial” matter. 
My own father—well read, well-informed, highh-opinionated—aotten 

turned to me to help him write letters on various matters. It wasn't that 

he couldn't express himself—voecally, he was quite articulate and witty 
and linguistically talented; however, he just simply found the task of put- 
ting his views on paper to be quite difficult, 

Obviously, that’s never been a problem for me, but I recognize that it 

isa problem tor many people And that’s one of the reasons T chose this 

opportunity to open my own private files and put them together in these 

pages as sort of an informal framework that other people can use to pick 

up and use for their own purposes, 

Back in high school, although I pot straight "A's in English ancl histo- 

ry and science and most other courses, I failed miserably at algebra. I 

could get the right answers but I didn't understand the process of put- 

ting together the correct formulas and consequently | flunked every 

exum—and I mean every one of them. 

But a lot of times, in homeroom in the morning, I turned to a friend 

who was an algebra whiz and he would let me play “copy cat” and use 

his homework to put together a rough layout of formulas in my own 

homework that would be just enough te turn in to the teacher Bue T still 

flunked algebra anyway. 

Well, here in this volume, Pm inviting vou—the reader—to play 

“copycat” and use whatever material I've provided in writing vour own 

letters to the editor or to friends and family or even in calling radio talk 

shows. I have no problem whatsoever in doing this, because it is the mes- 

sage that is important. I have no pride of authorship or any fear ar com- 

petition or loss of income. While I, of course, clim a copyright on the 

Whale body of work and would, naturally, take umbrage at someone 

reprinting this book for his own personal profit or glory, I am very 

pleased to be able to put forth this material and encourage other people 

to adapt it for their own communications purposes, | 

We are in this fight together and, in the end, we may well hang 

together, but let me say that having had the opportunity to know so many 

good people that ve come in contact with through the past 30 years of 

involvement in the public arena, I'd be very honored to share the gallows 

with these folks, for 1 know that they—vou—are good-hearted patriots 
who share my concerns and share my desire to communicate mugh- 

needed truths to so many other people who need the facts, 
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In these pages you will find a variety of material, ranging from con- 

mentary and news articles and historical essays from the pen of yours 

truly {both previously published and never-before-published) along 

with an array of never-hefore-published private letters and missives sent 

to friends and associates during my own long career, 

All of the selections, in one way or another, touch on the subjects of 

Jewish power politics and the intrigues of the state of Israel and all of 

which, taken together, present a picture (and not a nice one at that} of 

some of the realities that drive world affairs today. The material consti- 

tutes a heac-on challenge to the New World Order and its Cataphias 

Complex that reigns supreme (sadly so) in America todity. 

You will see that I don’t refer to the various chapters as “chapters.” 

Rather, | call them “missiles,” for that is what they are, They are ballistic 
weapons in an arsenal not of offensive—but rather defensive—nature, 

You are free, of course, to temper the tone as you see fit, but I strongly 

urge that when you do choose to use this material that you provide the 

documentary material that I have provided. 

As we all know too well, our crities are always quick to ask," What's 

your source on that?” and, more often than not, as you'll see, I have pro- 

vided those sources, particularly when they are necessary and appro- 

priate. Most people, unfortunately, don't know the very real difference 

between fact and opinion and will frequently say, Well, that’s your opin- 

ion,” when, in truth, that so-called opinion is based on very real fact. 

That's a problem we'll never really ever be able to surmount, 

However, on the whole, I think that this volume will be a handy 

guide for the real patriots of all races, creeds and colors who want to 

contribute in some written or verbal fashion to the very real war of sur- 

vival that we are engaged in and that's why it's been quite a pleasure for 

me to be able to sit dawn and put this material together, 

The Caiaphas Complex can be brought down. It may well ultimate- 

ly implode on the basis of its own flawed and venal nature, collapsing 

within, just as the criminals of 9-11 imploded the World Trade Center 

towers, but—for the present—we must wage an up-front, no-folds- 

barred war against these alien invaders who are, in a very real sense, an 

earthly manifestation of the war between Good and Evil that has raged 

since the beginning of mankind ... and long before Adam. 

I enthusiastically invite your comments and crilicisms and always 

look forward to your calls, emails, cards and letters—and welcome your 

prayers—for they are a continuing reminder that I am not alone in these 

battles and in this war, no matter how lonely il sometimes seems. 

We can—and will—win! 

— MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER 



These tragic images reflect the devastation 

inflicted upon our world by The Calaphas 

Complex. Above, a lone cat wanders 
through a Palestinian village destroyed by 
Israeli shelling. Top right, an Iraqi boy 

with his pet rabbit amidst the destruction 

reigned upon their home by the American 
military carrying out #ionism’s war 
against Iraq. Bottom right, Ali, a Lebanese 

boy with his goat “Lulua“whom he rescued, 

refusing to leave her behind—he said, 
“She was my favorite” —when his family 
Med their village which was under assault 

by Israeli airstrikes, 

MISSILE ONE 

Reaching Out to the Unwashed Masses: 

Exposing Jewish Zionist Domination 

of the Major Media in America 

hones I wes facky fo bave bad ad national fever filerne- 

Arona Weebly) fort fo express ony biews Mirae the gegis 

of The Spotlight newspaper and then, later American Free Press ae 

The Barnes Review Ofsfory mictecdzine, f stil felt a pressing need, as the 

years weet by fo bring imporlant ideas and tiformietion to olbers 

outside that veain, tn perticdan the readers of iy little bometoiwn 

newspaper The Juniata Sentinel published tn the rural comaniunity of 

WTE OW, PERNS pi. 

in dbase days, The Juniata sentinel wes d good solid old-fashioned 

Americar Saen weebh: locally-owned by traditional Americans, 

and while fhe paper was never piven fo political! exttitageaice, #0 to 

speak, efbber in edfiorfals or news colonna, (he paper did publish no- 

nonsense letters from the editor from those Girypself amang thent) wha 
dered to irite thene On occasion, perDaps, a fetter fone Patinig Of 

too Dard fo Bome, riait there at forme, maybe tating on a local politi- 

clan, for examples intent not get published. Dut “big” letters on “Dig” 

issues were snore offen tbe nob published 

And / fool advantage of fhe opportinity to bring “Dig” issues to 

the local connnunity for exaniple, the following leiter foctistiig on the 

fact thet the major media in America wes felling mto the bands of a 

select few—a Jewish select Jew... 

magine the commotion if Rev. Jerry Falwell bought control of 

Tone magazine, Rev, Pat Robertson bought control of Wewsiweek 

dil Rev Jimmy Swageert bought control of £04. Ves & Wore 

Report The outcry would be tremendous. People would sav, “That's 

wrong. Thats a media monopoly. Religious fanatics arc in control of the 

major newsmagazines in America, 

Well, here's the bad mews. It has happened. Religious fanatics are 

now in control of the major newsmagazines in America, But their names 

aren't Falwell, Robertson and Swageert. Instead, ther names are 

Bronfman, Meyer and “Auckerman, 

Time magazine is now controlled by the Canadian-based Bronfman 

family that made its money in organized crime and has now (presum- 

lbh) gone “legitimate © 

Newsweek is controlled by the heirs of war profiteer Eugene Meyer, 

‘inc they also just happen to own Poe Washington Post, said ta be the 

most powerful newspaper in America, 
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US, News & World Report is controlled by Mortimer Zuckerman, a 

billion-dollar Wall Street wheeler-dealer who was never a “newsman” 

until he decided to buy a magazine, 

All three of these powerful families are frenzied and devoted fanat- 

ics of a religious cult known as “Zionism.” 

That is, they put the interests of the state of Israel above America’s 

interests and expect the American working people to pick up the tab— 

through U.S, foreign aid to Israel—for the extravagantly high living stan- 

dards of the people of Israel, who are among the richest people, per 

capita, in the world. 

What makes all of this even scarier is the fact that the major televi- 

ston networks—ALC, CBS, NBC, Fox—are also largely owned or influ- 

enced by people of the Zionist persuasion. 

The American people should be made aware, by word of mouth and 

through letters to the editors of local newspapers, how three super-rich 

religious-fanatic families and their allies have taken control of the major 

newsmiagacines and the TY networks in America, 

Thank God there are a lew independent voices out there such as 

fhe unata Sentinel where this news can be brought to the attention 

of the people. 

yo fhe wap sedi enough, the powerful billionaire Jewish 

PVewborse family—ibe Orotbers “Si” avel Donald out af New 

tore—eoventially grabbed control of the Hite Juniata Sentinel and a 

Huber of medgbboring Conmmnity newspapers, after baving owned 

foe Dig nearby Harrisburg Patriot for years. Tbe NewDonse GARG, asf 

cell them, Dove media tnterests far and wide and are aintong the mosi 

Dowerfil of the Atonist femnifies in America today As you might Dave 

guessed, The Juniata Sentinel wih no longer publish my letters to the 

editor Dut before fhe Newhouse fanihy—iwho fave Deen Dankrolling 

(he Ang Defamation League (ADJ) of B'nai Brith for yeors—stole the 

good (iife Sentinel away from focal ownership, d did manage to sneak 

mm quite a few bered-bitting letters to the editor fo open the eves and 

Mids Gf (hose good people whem the Bigshot Jews would consider 

“ATED Tes. 

MISSILE TWO 

The Truth About Columbine: 

An Anti-Christian Act by Christ-Hating Jews 

ter the tragic mess murder at Coftanbine High Acbool tn 

Colorado, the media wes rife witb stories that two young 

mneCoristian men—iho were said fo be neo Nazis and “admirers 

af Hifter"—were responsible for tbe crime. In fect, one of foe young 

men, Dylan Klebold, wes actidally a member of a prominent Jewish 

fanti ont of Cofranbus, Obio And by all fneaications, (he young men 

were wot working fo advance ihe Nazi agenda Dy tbeir erine, Dut, 

rofber they were acting out—seeking revence—for the Holocaust thet 

the mass media Dad told them was tbe consequence of tbe GCoristhat 

religion. in effect, by killing Christians, they were getting REVENGE for 

the Holocaust That fect, of course, was suppressed by the matistream 

viedia, What follows is a brief fetter io foe editor fiat d wrote fo my 

Hometnion newspaper trying to brine out tbe faets—rot the mytos— 

about wheal realy Dappened at Cofarnoine ,.. 

he prayers of All Americans go out to the families of the vic- 

tims of the vile anti-Christian hate crime that was committed 

recently in Littleton, Colorado Cat Columbine High School) by 

Christ-hating fanatics. 

Yet, what is so amazing is that the national media (which is always 

talking about “hate crimes”) has yet to acknowledge that this crime was 
indeed an anti-Christian hate crime. 

At first the big media announced (falsely) that only Blacks anc 

Hispanics were targeted (and this was even before all the bodies were 

recovered!) And then the media said that the bro killers were voung 

“Nazis.” 

However, when it was discovered that one of the bovs was from aone 

of the wealthiest and most powerful Jewish families in Columbus, Ohio, 

the media began to shy away. 

In fact, as the body count shows, quite a few of Lhe victims in 

Colorado were Bible-believing Christians! And quite a few people have 

begun to Agure that out, 

A few newspapers such as The Rocky Mountain News which is 

right on the scene in Denver) and a few others have mentioned this— 

but only in passing. 

And don't forget, at the previous school shooting in Kentucky, the 

victims were actually praying outside the school, 

The question is: “Why is the media not telling people that these 

were, in fact, anti-Christian hate crimes?" 
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After all, every time there is another kind of hate crime committed, 

there is a major national media uproar. 

But when a non-Christian kid goes gunning for Bible-belicving 

Christians, the media doesn't call it a“hate crime.” 

Something's wrong here. 

However, here is what is interesting: They did allow prayer in 

Columbine High School after the gunmen started firing. Nobody got 

sent to the principal's office for praying in school! 

But before the shooting, if someone had whipped out the New 

Testament, there would have been Hell to pay After all, vknow, prayer 

isn't allowed in public schools! 

E Jusi s0 Dappened Dal tbe Colhendine tragedy bappened rigbi 

È around the time that d was in Coframbus, Obfo on d speaking 

engagement ct a local fiat school and at a public forint organized 

Oy wey Peblisher The Spotlight newspaper Sy eerfe coincidence, dn 

agent of toe very local Jewish conmmmriauty organization finde by the 

Jamiy of GCaftenbine killer Dylan Klebold showed up at ary JOrn 

dnd tried to disrupt i, He wes an American veteran of World War H 

non-Jewish by fie wayio cot up and started crying about the 

Hofocaiest, eben Doug p tbe topic of my discussion teas Israel's role in 

foe JPR assassination conspiracy: 

in other words, because foe Jews Dad suffered dirita the 

fofoceatist, be wes stiggesting, i ives “aatisenitic and inappropriate 

for me to tale about the crimes of israel fn tots fastance, tbe JEK 

cssasciniotion. T wasir t toe first time something (ike this happened to 

aie, cea U wotildee’ De Loe feat As d lotd people at fhe time, d suppose 

l showed be giad that Dylan Klebold wasn T tn Coltunbus visitinu bis 

family He might bave decided fo come and shoot me, 

MISSILE THREE 

The Attack on the Liberty, the Lavon Affair 
and the Massacre of the U.S. Marines in Beirut 

eres a Orief capsule sunorary of fe alfeck on the US. 

E Liberty Op (be dsrachi nediftery aS well as a etpsile SHIRATI 

of the fittle-fnown Lavon affatr—the latter beri a terrorist atteck an 

Ustristatiations in ERDI Gy rael saboteurs woo were alteniittng to 

make it appear as though the attack bad been carried out by Miuslim 

terrorists.” Jn addition, theres reference fo tbe mass murder af the OS. 

Marines tn etre’ with dacimented foreknowledge of the attack Dy 

fhe intelligence forces of israet. 

Certainty (sn each case, iP pore Americans knew about bbese Mei- 

denis, bhey world Bave a feller understanding as to winy if is ideed 

entirely possible thet Isracl could Gave orchestrated the Oi? attacks 

Ht toe dateniion af bleating toe Arabs and/or toe Musitnis titip tie 

purpose of disrupting American relations with the Arab and Muslim 
mod and, fh feet, sparking OS nifiitary retaliation agains tbem fr 

fect, ft abnost bappened in the case of the Liberty. 

Most Americans don’t know it, 

but Israel has an ugly history 

of violence and terrorism 

aimed at AMERICANS... 

id you know that on June 8, 1967 three Israeli fighter jets and 

D three Israeli torpedo boats conducted an unprovoked attack on 
an American Navy ship, the LSS. Liberty, when it was sailing peacerul- 

ly in the Mediterranean Sea off the coast of Egypt? The Israelis attacked 

the Liberty repeatedly over a period of several hours, killing 34 

American sailors and wounding 172 others. 

There was absolutely no case of mistaken identity as the Israclis 

continue to claim, The attack took place in the middle of a sunny after- 
noon. The American flag aboard the Liberiy Qapped clearly in the 

breeze. 

The attack began with rockets, and then continued with napalm, a 

burning chemical that clings to human skin with grisly results.Then the 

torpedo boats raked the decks of the Liberty with machine-gun fire as 

the American sailors tried to extinguish the fires started by the napalm. 

The fiberty was then torpedoed mot once, but three times although 

only one torpedo actually struck the ship), 

Miraculoushy, the ship did not sink. 

The intent by the Israelis was to destroy the Liberty and all of the 
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men aboard in order to trick the United States into believing that “the 
Arabs” (that is, the Egyptians) had attacked the 0.5. ship. The Israelis 

staged this attack with the hope that it would draw the United States 

into War against the Arabs in retaliation. 

In fact, when news of the attack reached the White House, President 
Lyndon B. Johnson alerted the commander of the Sixth Fleet to prepare 

for retaliatory action, assuming “the Arabs” were responsible. When the 

president learned! the Israelis had committed this terrorist attack, he 

called off the alert. 

Later, the survivors were toll—under the threat of court martial Cor 

worst)—that they were never to speak of the incident. Many of these 

Americans (many grievously wounded remained silent for 20 years or 

more, but finally they have begun to speak out. Prominent among them 

is Phil Tourney, whose personal experiences are fully documented in a 

wonderful new book entitled Whatd Sew That Dery 

id you know that in 1954 the government of Israel dispatched 

Jewish Israeli terrorists into Egypt—disguised as “Muslim furn- 

damentalists"—and that these Jewish terrorists were caught by the 
Egyptian authorities after they set off bombs at the offices of the U.S, 

Information Agency in Alexandria and Cairo and a British-owned theater. 

The purpose of this terrorist conspiracy was to undermine the secular 
Egyptian regime of President Nasser and make il appear as though he 

Was unable to control Muslim fundamentalists in Egypt. 

According ta Israeli historian Shabtai Teveth, the assignment was 

“To undermine Western confidence in the existing [Egyptian] regime by 

generating public insecurity and actions to bring about arrests, demon- 

strations, and acts of revenge, while totally concealing the Isracli factor. 

The team was accordingly urged to avoid detection, so that suspicion 

would fall on the Muslim Brotherhood, the Communists, ‘unspecified 

malcontents’ or ‘local nationalists’." 
When the Israeli conspiracy was exposed, a major scandal erupted 

in Israel and was known as “The Lavon Affair” fafter the Israeli official, 

Pinhas Lavon, who was Israel's defense minister at the time}. 

This terrorist attack against American government agencies by the 

Israelis was the first-ever terrorist attack in the Middle East on American 

interests, And no, it wasn't the Arabs” —it was America’s “ally” Israel who 

was responsible. 

Jil you know that in 1983 when the U.S. Marine barracks in 

Beirut, Lebanon was attacked by Arab terrorists, resulting in che 

deaths of 299 U.S. servicemen, the Israelis had advance knowledge of 

THE JEWISH ATTACK GN Pore JOHN PAUL I] 2; 

the impending attack but alowed it to happen, believing that this would 

help inflame American opinion against the Arab world? The Fact of 

Isracl foreknowledge of the tragedy was first revealed by a former 

Israeli intelligence officer, Victor Ostrovsky 

[E Israel really our “Ally”? Does Israel deserve billions of U.S. for- 

eign aid dollars? Should Americans be fighting Israel's wars in 

the Middle East? Think about it... 

MISSILE FOUR 

Defending Pope John Paul II 

From Attack by the Jews in Israel 

nie members of miy feathers family were devout members of 

Wi Roman Caibbholie Chpureh, J itas nol raised fb Dal rei- 

gious fastifailfon, Gal despite fhe fact tbat hen-Pope Jopn Pati ii 

meade many efforts fo be nice to (oe Jews and to the siate of israel’, ibe 

aiden! Pope sti monciieless was a favorite target of tbeir tre. Whal for 

lores is d fetter to the editor (het f crafted in collaboration with wry 

fate friend Dallas Texas Neplor—a proud convert to Cathalicisin— 

caline dileniion fo (he Diller attacks on bbe Pope fy He Jets... 

he voice was weak and the shoulders were stooped. The 
hands trembled slightly. Dut the message put forth by the frail 

öld vicar was stronge and sure: On March 22 [2000], the 

beloved Pope Jobn Paul I defiantly stood up to the most powerful and 

well-linanece political lobby on the face of the planet and gave his bless- 

ing to the Palestinian people (who are both Christians and Muslims} and 

oñered them hope for the future 

Angering the Israelis and their American supporters, John Paul 

declared forthrightly to the Palestinians: Your torment is before the eyes 

of the work And it has gone on for too long 

The Pope was referring to the way that the Palestinians have been | 

living in what are essentially concentration camps for nearly 50 vears, 

ever since Jewish invaders from Europe decided to claim the land of 

Palestine as theirs, as same sort of "sit front God’ —a boeus theory the 

Pope reypects. 

The Pope kissed a bowl of Palestinian soil—a gesture normally 

reserved for sovereign stutes—and then walked hand-in-hand with Dr. 
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| Yassir Arafat, the leader of the oppressed Christian and Muslim 

| Palestinian people.The Pope thus repudiated those who call Dr. Arafat a 

“RELrorist” 

The Pope declared that these Christian and Muslim people have a 

“natural right to a homeland a polley that the [sraclis—who suppress 

the religious rights of both Christians and Muslims—have long rejected. 

The Muslims and Christians greeted the Pope as almost a conquer- 
ing hero. 

Contrast that with the way the Israelis complained that the Pope 

“didn't do enough” to apologize for purported involvement of the 

Cathole Church in the Holocaust, 

(This is similar to the way thar the Israelis say that our beloved 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt—who sent American boys to fight 

Hitler—didi't do enough to ight the Holocaust.) 

Truly, this day in Occupied Palestine was a day of rejoicing for 

Christians and their Muslim brothers (vho honor Jesus as a Great 

Prophet). There truly is hope lor peace in the world, now that Christians 

dil Muslims have been united through the actions and words of this 

wondectul man, John Paul I. 

The Israelis thought they had the last hugh when they banned pub- 

lic Christmas celebrations in the land where Jesus Christ walked the 
earth, bul John Paul I took the message of God's love into the belly of 

the beast and came out shining. Ib was a momentous day indeed. 

MISSILE FIVE 

The Jews, the Swiss, the Nazis 

and the Beleaguered Palestinians 

VHE Hate ceo ioe major media spent a predi cect of irre cere 

eee y belyaching abaut the famous “Nazi cold” stashed atay 

in fhe SiiS Danks; in deditio, we were told, toe evil Sioiss were sit 

Eng OR perDaps Diiftions of dollars if wealth Dal fewish victinis af ibe 

Holocausi—prior to their purported execution— Pad Didden away tr 

Suvtcertand, dE wes d Major topic af discussion in tbe deity press for 

years and sti! regularly pops up as though ff were “current!” news of 

Hoe dap drn any eveni, af toe fame of the initial apron d made an effort 

to put the facts about the malter into perspective in the followrne let- 
fer to ibe editor that was published (Ony howrerorn newspaper TT 
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row that the Swiss banks are turning the proceeds of Nazi 

gold over to Jewish survivors of the Holocaust, it is high 

time that the Jewish people in Israel (many of whom are 

Holocaust survivors} begin making amends for what they did to the 

Christian and Muslim Palestinian people. 

In the 194s—alter the Holocaust—many Holocaust survivors set- 

tled in Palestine and forcibly evicted Christian and Muslim Palestinian 

Arabs from their homes. They bombed them and shot them and chased 

them out by the hundreds of thousands. Some Palestinian families aban- 

doned homes which had been in those families for hundreds of years, 

Families were separated. The Palestinian people became a people with- 
out a homeland. 

The Jewish Holocaust survivors who settled in Palestine and creat- 

ed the state of Israel and stole the land and wealth of the dispossessed 

Palestinian people are now claiming billions of dollars in Nazi gold. So, 

every good turn deserves another, as all decent people would agree, 

The Jewish state of Israel should immediately begin paying billions 

of dollars in reparations to the Palestinian people instead of trying to 

degrade them in every way possible This is the just thing. 

Anvone who disagrees with this is essentially saying that the “Nazi 

style” treatment the Jewish people in Israel are giving the Palestinian 

people is okay Anc it isn't, 

And, by the way, although there was recently a very sacl story that 

was broadcast about same people from Berlin who lost their home and 

all oH ee Fioni Lpa arel oe uae their Swiss a anaua 

Br 

a concentrat ei me Tia id es are was Te cause he Was 

a criminal—not | because he was Jewish. The reason why all his valuables 

“were take away from him was because he was dr ug-peddling criminal 

and engaged in swindling And just like here in the United States, where 

the government canfiscates the wealth of drug dealers and criminals, 

the German government was doing the same. 50 it turns out there’s 

more to the story of the money in the Swiss banks than meets the eve. 
Plus, it is also interesting to note that Edgar Broniman, the owner of 

Time magazine, is leading the fight to get all this 1 money from the Swiss 

banks. IC is no coincidence that Bronfman’'s family, back in the 1920s, 
was tied up with the Lansky Crime syndicate which made_ hundreds of 

millions of dollars in c criminal activities, Many Bronfman family associ- 

ites had money hidden in the Swiss banks. Now we can understand 

what the fuss is really all about. 



MISSILE SIX 

To a Sinall-Town Politician: 

“Yow ll Never Dare ‘Talk About the Jews” 

good friend of mine from Bigh school days rose to become 

one of the leading political figures iR ny bometowrnAnd over 

foe pears J sent Din Whal I jel were many faportant documents, 

news chipplries and otber matters relating fo imordinate Jewish power 

i America. Knowing that fe wes a good person front d Good fenrify 

i Ppäd— or MOUP Dad—bopes Gobet perhaps De would dare to sianed 

Oto foe fendtso fiterests, DUI that wes rot lo be. Perhaps fives natte. 

i any case, d disbetched this letter to my friend, reffecttria on the fret 

Hat De— ime so Mahy otber politicians —iwas fast sinpi mot going to 

do what needs to be done... 

just wanted to assure vou, after all this time, that | never really 

expect you to go public and go alter the Jews—as you should, 

It’s just not something that can be expected fram a politician, 

although it's something that every honest politician should do 

I just hope that none of your kids are draft age or that any of your 

family are in the military and end up being butchered in [raq—a war 

that the American military doesn't want to fight, but a war that the Jews 

do want American kids to fight. 

American politicians—with the exception of a brave handful—are 

all totally controlled, in one wav or another, lock-stock-aned-barrel by 

Jewish money 

Even Little Juniata County is a Jewish fiefdom, what with the Jewish 

control of the local newspaper and with Empire Kosher Poultry, a major 

New York-based Jewish corporate entity, being the largest employer in 
the community. The Jewish tentacles reach everywhere. 

The last time I saw you, vou said to me "I'd like to see a copy of your 

newspaper Toe Spotig I knew that you didn't really want to see it, 
but that you were being “a politician.” 

$0, I thought Fd do you one better: Wve sent you numerous books, 

news clippings and other materials about THE REAL PROBLEM in this 

country. 

Now, al least vou know the wicked truth, even if you will never say 

it publicly—in the words of the Bible ... 

“For Fear of the Jews.” 

It is precisely that “Fear of the Jews" by American politicians—from 

the county courthouse to Congress—that is going to destroy America. 

And in many ways, we deserve what we get, 

sad, so sad, but true. 
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e politician ft question twas later defeated for reelection, 

Ty on d boapeful note, there wes another politician ta fat 

comunity who did—at one point—challenge the domination of the 

comununity bp the fetish financial tnterests, dithowen she did nal 

address the jewish question per se, the fect Goel she publich: stood up 

to the Jewish financial interests is remarkable tadeed. That brave lady 

polttfcian remains in office—for now, at any rete. 

MISSILE SEVEN 

The Jewish War Against 
Freedom of Speech in America 

qomericans are constantly reminded that the faradation of our 

A jreedom under the Constitution is the right to freedom of 

expression, Aid as a ifelong jerrncafisl, Poe vetlied that very special 

coarantee that is put forth in the frst Amendment fo the 

Comsiitition, However the truth ts thet there Das fone Geen d COnN- 

certed effort on tbe pari of powerful orsantzations—and, quite par 

ferent) the Antt-Defarmation League of Brat Hrith—thel Bave 

worked to suppress the Mirsi Amendment What follows ts toe text af a 

letter thet faeraie some pears (oal was seal fo a wide-ranging Breip 

af petriats across the Courir warning then of the dangers of these 

enemies of freedom. lf anything, im Jaci, foe whole Problent bas gotten 

PCH, PHCA ESC... 

ave the Thought Police grabbed control of your local public 

library? Have your “letters to the editor” of local newspapers 

been CENSORED of otherwise SUPPRESSED outright 

Have radio talk shows cut you off if you mention some “controver- 

sial” topic? Have some of your favorite books or magazines been 

BANNED or “disappeared” from your library? Have you been defamed as 

a “racist” or “conspiracy theorist’ or another such name lor expressing 

vour Opinion on some issue? 

These kind of things—and worse—have happened to thousands of 

decent, law-abiding, intelligent, thoughtful American patriots time and 

time again over the past 50 years.And lately, it’s gotten worse. You know 

it and I know It. 

Although American libraries are “public” in that they are open to the 

public and receive public funding, the truth is chat libraries are largely 
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run as private fieldoms by tightly-knit selfperpetuating boards, seldom 

subject to scrutiny and operating without any real oversight, 

Under such conclitians, libraries often fall under the influence of 

special interest groups and become little more than propaganda distri- 

bution centers and book-buying agencies that help further enrich a tiny 

handful of global media conglomerates that dominate the “mainstream 

news media and the book publishing industry worldwide. 

Thats pretty scary, and is most assuredly not what our 

Constitution's First Amendment is designed to protect. 

America is under siege.The Thought Police Gvho are allied with the 

global Media Monopoly) are determined to have total control of the 

American minil. Their relentless war against genuine freedom of thought 

and expression manifests itself every day in so many, many wavs. 

Don't kid yourself.. 

Censorship and suppression and book burning are not limited to 

hard-hitting Revisionist journals like The Barnes Recvrew and outspoken 
newspapers such as American Free Press. 

The Thought Police have trained their guns on all free-chinking pul- 

lications and independent voices standing in the way of the New World 

Order and the plutocratic power elite.Certain subjects are “off limits” as 

far as the Thought Police are concerned. 

That's why these disciples of*Mind Control" are doing everything in 

their immense power to suppress public discussion of these gand many 

other} important issues that affect our way of life... 

‘Tf you call for Constitutional taxation and abolition of the Internal 

Revenue Service, you'll be accused of advocating “lawlessness” and “anti- 

COVEFTIMLENL exLremism.” 

‘If vou publicly support the Second Amendment and its commit- 

meni to preservation of American liberty, you'll be called a “gun nut” or 

a “gun-toting militia member” 

* If you stand against the New World Order's plan for a Global 

Plantation, they'll call you a “nativist,” or an “isolationist” Cat the very 

least). And, of course, they'll also drag out the old-standby: that you're a 

“conspiracy theorist.” That's one of their favorites. 

‘Ifyou commemorate your southern heritage, fly the Confederate 

banner, and recall the bold, states-rights legacy of the Confederacy, you'll 

be tarred as a “racist,” 

© Likewise, if you oppose affirmative action and racial quotas or 

even take a stand against unrestricted immigration, you'll be called a 

“bigot” or a“hate-monger,” 

e Ti you question the Federal Reserve's monopoly on America’s 

money, YOU'LL be declared an “antisemite” 
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That's right. Just mentioning “international bankers” is all it takes to 

be called an anti-Semite” It’s happened to probably hundreds of unsus- 

pecting patriots over the vears. 

You coukl probably add hall a dozen more examples on your own, 

The list could go on and on 

The bottom line is that the Thought Police want to keep publici- 

tions that locus on such issues out of the libraries and off the news- 

stands. They also want to prevent YOU as a free-thinking individual— 

from expressing ANY views that run contrary to what these Cultural 

Coantnunists have deemed to be “politically correct.” 

You see, we need to fight for the First Amendment more than ever, 

That's why the enemies of freedom are working hard to water down the 

First Amendment, to twist it and to pervert it, Ultimately, they want to 

abolish it altogether, 

As long as there is a First Amendment we have the right to speak 

oul, bo associate with like-minded fellow Americans in patriotic organi- 

zations and to worship treely in the traditions of our Founding Fathers. 

That's what the First Amendment is all about. 

In some countries, such as “democratic” Germany, Austria, 

Switzerland, and even next door in Canada— America's enlorced partner 

in the New World Orders NAFTA fraud—lreedom of speech is—tor all 

Htents and purposes—clead, Dead as the proverbial doornail, 

If the Thought Police have their way, freedom of speech inAmerica 

(and the First Amendment which protects iQ will be a thing of the past, 

The ADL is—beyond question—the biggest enemy of the First 

Amendment in America today, and the primary force working to control 

freedom of expression, working to ban independent publications and 

voices that threaten the power of the plutocratie elite. 

The ADL's idea of "liberty" is very interesting... 

While the ADL does everything in its power to silence dissident 

political thought, the ADL heralds pornography peddlers like Larry Flynt 

(a big contributor to the ADL) and Hugh Heiner as tribunes of freedom 

of speech. 

The ADL even gave Hefner one of tts annual awards. Another recip- 

ient was Las Vegas gambling kingpin “Moe” Dalitz, a top figure in Meyer 

Lansky’s worldwide drugs-prostitution-and-gambling syndicate. 

This is what the ADL's peculiar concept of ‘liberty’ under cur First 

Amendment is all about. 

While the ADL stresses the need to enforce limitations upon freg- 

dam of political speech which runs counter to the ADL's own political 

aims, the ADL proclaims the First Amendment as a banner under which 

its lavorice gangsters and smut-peddiers can flourish. 



MISSILE EIGHT 

Standing Up for General Colin Powell 

When the Jews Called for “Limiting” His Influence 

eneral Colin Powell bad not even been sworn in as Secretary 

Ga... in fhe foeenew George Woiush a¢dninistration hen 

Jewish wearnioigers and fitterneatianatists bad already begun publicly 

calling for fim to be brave Dito "re. 

The first fewish declaration m this vein appeared in Forward, one 

of tbe most powerful feutsh newspapers in America, and not lang 

afterward the same type of rhetorical cannon fire against Powell 

oe Lic deat dj "PAIRS TFET” a Stich cts Time. ane 

Peer in the snber i5 of the cel powerful Rothse pild famdly Hie CPUE 

Defices of fe JatisD eiie. 

What follows fs a fetter d sent to da variety of friends and aprnton- 

mehers T my Bome town explaining whet was realy gomg on. As 

Jeni see, T even enclosed a copy of tbe Jewish newspaper for Meni fo 

sce the evidence Hheniselves, Afy letter follows . .. 

ll good Americans, Republican and Democrat alike, were 

mighty proud of George Wo Bush when he seleeted General 

Colin Powell, a valiant African American veteran of our armed 

forces. as Secretary of State. 

Yet, wouldn't vou just Know tl? The powerful Jewish lobby is already 

attacking General Powell ancl talking about trying to “limit” his authori 

ty over foreign policy. Guess why? 

According to a front-page story in the January 19, 2001 issue of 

Forward, the most influential Jewish newspaper in America, those Jews 

don’t think that outstanding general is pro-lsracl enough, 

Enclosed isan actual copy of the January 19,2001 issue of Morir, 

This is not a reproduction! This is an actual Jewish newspaper in which 

Jewish writers talk freely about their attitudes toward non-Jews andl 

about the issues of the day. 

Youll alsa nate that in another article they reveal that their own 

people, the Israelis, run the “ecstasy" drug trade, Pretty scamy behavior 

for “God's Chosen People” Chances are that if there's any ecstasy in 

Juruata County, ii has its origins with Israeli Jewish racketeers. 

And note also that the Orthodox Jews (the socalled “most religious" 

of the Jews) are big in the drug rackets. It might be a good idea to keep 

an eye on some Of the Orthodox Jews who come to Juniata County. It's 

quite possible that they are drug couriers. 
Read the story for yourself, 

ie ii JEWISH ATTACKS ON COLIN POWELL AND G. W. BUSH 

In any case, regarding General Powell, the headline story begins in 

a round-about fashion, saving that the “hawks” (that means pro-Israeli 

types and the powerful Jewish lobby) want “to limit Powell” and “are l 

hoping to limit his power over foreign policy” j 

Can you imagine that? These Jews want to limit the power of the 

Secretary of State over foreign policy! They evidently consider the gen- 

eral ta be “hog uppity” 

On page 7, the article lays ic all out. The Jews don't consider General | 

Powell to be pro-Israel enough, and you'll see how sneaky these Jews are 

by saving that “few will discuss it for the record.” 

The Jews want to send American boys and girls fighting in brusliire 

wars all over the globe, particularly in defense of Israel, and they have 

the audacity to challenge the intelligence and military expertise of 

General Colin Powell! 
What is essentially comes down to is the fact that General Powell 

knows what war is really all about, and he doesn't believe in needlessly 

shedding blood of American boys and girls and flexing American mili- 

tary power all over the world. But the Jews—who have been warmon- 

gers and war profireers throughout history—want to see US. interven- 

tion abroad [t's that simple, 

Its che opinion of the Jews as expressed in the most influential 
Jewish community newspaper in America and tt has been an opinion 

that’s been expressed about General Powell (quietly) for a long time, 

Americans of all political parties need to rally behind General 

Powell and give him the clout he needs to discipline these Jewish war- 

mongers and the state of Israel once and for all. 

MISSILE NINE 

Standing With President George W. Bush 
Against the Pressure of the Jewish Lobby 

hough George W Bush tltimately beconie one of the mosi 

Aon and shameless shilis of the fewish lobby during Bis 

rewehensible elobi (Pegal) years of misrule in Werestington, every so 

often, just prior to—arned even after—the O/T! terrorist attacks, there 

ere some sions that perbaps—fust perbaps—husb might be wilitria 

to challenge the Jewish lobby At one tastance of this, d was moved to 

write d letter to the editor of my bonietown newspaper encouraging 

support for the president and outlining a muanber of halters that 
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focal folks needed fo know about regarding the odiented “wear on ter- 

ron denwornstrathng thet there wes actually much more Boing on EDON 

hey aight ofberiise know What follows is the brief prefice to tbe let 

fer (a Personal nate io tbe editor) ane the fetter to the editor for acth- 

al publication . 

ditor: The patriotic, pro-President Bush, pro-war on terrorism 

SOU-word letter which follows ts a precise and carefully docu- 

mented analysis of a fearful trend that PATRIOTIC FLAG-WAY- 

UNG AMERICANS must be conscious of in the davs ahead. 

We MUST MUST MUST STAND BEHIND OUR PRESIDENT. 

Please advise any religious fanatics who might raise questions about 

this letter that I have all documentation to back up every statement that 

appears in this letter. Please note, though, that I have shortened the CLA 

quotation listed below for editing purposes but have not changed the 

meaning or the intent. 

As YOU KNOW I always have “mainstream” sources to back up any 

statements I make, so no one can say that anything that appears in this 

letter is something that I "made up” 

Perhaps publication of letters such as this will send a hint to the 

Jewish lobby that they should be careful about the manner in which 

they attack our president. 

The letter follows: 

ow DARE the Israelis and their powerful lobby in America 

attack our President George Bush and valiant General Colin 

Powell 

While America is STANDING UNITED, the Jewish lobby refuses to 

support the president's formula for lighting terrorism And Israel's leader 

alsa publicly attacked our president, We must support President Bush 

and reject the Israeli lobby’s demand for an all-out world war! 

The Jewish lobby is angry that Mr. Bush won't declare war on Iraq, 

Syria, Libya and Iran—nations Isracl wants destroyed, Israel's supporters 

claim that Iraq's Saddam Hussein helped in the Sept. 11 attacks, even 

though í OUR | president says he did NOT. 

f INOTE: Unfortunately, of COPEC, President Bush later DELAR 

MR Diying (oat saddam Hussein and frag were invoteed it Oe i i, to tbe 

(point that many good Americans caine to believe it Busi cast the 

[ewish war on Saddam as an titeere!] part of the overall “war an ter- 

ros” Really i wes another Jewish War of Survival —MCP} 

The Jewish newspaper, Sormdrd, reported the Jewish lobby react 

ed’ “furiously” to eflorts by Mr. Bush to build ties to the Arab we orld in the 
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fight against terror, saying the president is putting pressure on Americar | 

Jews ta“choose sides between America and Israel’ 

ANYONE who would side with Israel over America has no place in 

America during war-time. George Washington warned Americans against 

“entangling alliances” with foreign nations, saying they bring trouble — 

and Israel is one such nation. 

According to Newsweek, more Americans now believe all-out U.S. 

support for Israel motivated the Sept. 11 attacks. Similar numbers 

believe it's time to change those policies to prevent future terror And 

the widespread belief that Israel secretly orchestrated the attacks and 

used “spy tactics” to pin the blame on Muslims has a basis in fact: 

© On September 20, 2011—the day before al = Phe Wesdreng ton 

Times reported that top analysts at the U.S. Army’ s School for Advar anced 
Military $ Studies believe Israel's spy agency is "ruthless and ci J cunning, ‘and 

"has: as [the] capability to target U.S forces and make it leok like a 

Palestinian/Arab act." (Que own Army leaders said that!) 

“+ Our own CIA has reported that: “Many Israelis have come from 

Arab countries where they were born and appear more Arab than, 

Israeli. By forging passports and identity documents of Arab and coun- 
tries and providing sound background legends [Israel] has successfully; 

sent into Arab countries Israelis disguised and documented as Arabs. 

These persons are also useful for their ability to pass completely for al 

citizen of the nation in question. The Israeli talent for counterfeiting or! 

forging foreign passports ably supports the agents authenticity” ° 

+ In addition, there is evidence Israel financed Muslim terrorists to 

undermine Arab nations. On April 25, 1083, Jack Anderson revealed that 

Israel financed Abu Nidal (who preceded Osama bin Laden as the 

worl id's s most wantedl te 'rrorisť)! a 

And note this: on Sept. L1, well-known pro-Israel analyst, George 

Friedman, said Isracl was “the big winner today" and that Israel was “feel- 

ing relief that America might declare all-out war on Israel's enemies, 

(which is what the Jewish lobby wants!) 

e And here's something really shocking. The Aug. 3, 1993 issue of 

fhe Village Voice reported evidence Israeli spies w ere involved in (or 

had foreknowledge off the the previous "Arab te rearist" attack Orn the World 

Trade Center some years ago. 

All of this taken together raises questions as to just how much of an 

alliy Israel really is. 

y fhe way fits fetter wes never published by the newspaper 

which wes fn fewish bands by this thie. (Are you surprised: } 



MISSILE TEN 

Challenging the Self-Styled Intellectuals 

of the Academic and Policy-Making Elite 

auing d college degree niyself—and one pranted by a rather 

fg pie aiversity af fhat—f can speak ith a certai 

authority about the academic and titellectual arena, And baving a 

personal Ubrary af roughly PO.000 volumes, works written by all 

manner Of bidittdials (Meluding many pany renown ferwish wri- 

ers), J do bave a broged-ranging tatellectieal backeround, But that has 

Hever catsed me to consider myself to be “superior” to anyone. 

‘fy oldest foneiinte friend—fram chifdoood—spent Dis entire je 

scrubbing floors and toilets and be wes one of the most intelligent 
People Poe ever known., Olber good friends of mine Dave bad [ftite, if 

ay, formal education at all Bret in todays society self-styled “fritel- 

lectures” seem to dominate public discussion and debate and in 

meaty Respects f find Sheet both repugnant and dangerous. 

if foe following essay—eotng back to POP a—! sougot to brine to 

public attention the dangers of our system being dominated by an 

olite fewe—jewish or otberwise—who believe that they can best make 
decisions about the conduct of publie policy... 

reaming is a favorite American pastime—one which has pro- 

vided all of many hours of bliss. The sad truth is, however, it 

cin someday prove to be the key to our destruction. The 

dreams and thoughts ofa select few, no matter how public spirited, may 

be the end of us all. 

The dreamers in American life—the intellectuals—are the one that 

Will end up destroying this country. Their twisted solutions to the prob- 

lems they see facing this country are the first steps toward the collapse 

of American democracy as we know it today. 

Democracy—tin the eyes of the intellectuals, the pseudo-intellectu- 

als—is a system in which they dictate to the majority of the American 
people how things should be, 

These false thinkers have no time for the opinion of the average 
man; they scorn him! 

When real leadership rises trom the ranks of the common people, 

then this country has a changing of surviving the coming struggles of 

the next decade. If, however, the pseudo-intellectual thinkers continue 
to run the show, then there is simply no hope for this nation. 

Perhaps that is the just punishment a dying nation deserves for 

allowing itself to fall into the hands of those who don’t know as much 

as they think they do. 
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This illness of America—it has risen from the poison which has per- 

meated American thought. The poison of intellectualism developed in 

the hallowed Halls of Ivy, the birthplace of the decadent thought of 

Eastern Liberalism. Poisoned Ivy. Harvard, Yale. Princeton. 

These are just a lew of the centers of intellectual evil in America and 

there are many more. Intellectual devils Flock here by the dozen, 

Hundreds more are spawned here. 

Iin the crumbling hall of Eastern intellectualism, selbstvled elitists 

rather to plot against the common people of America. 

Thev believe that they provide the salvation for this country, but the 

average American knows better! He knows what the false thinkers want. 

He knows how they have performed in the past and he knows what to 

expect in the mMture. 

lts lime that we tear down the poisoned Halls of Ivy. [t's time that 

we drive the thinkers from the center of American life. They must be 

banished from government and they must be driven from our society 

altogether Let them gather in the ruins of the Halls of Ivy and plan their 

poisonous plots— but let them leave the rest of us alone! 

These so-called intellectuals must be man-handled, whipped inte 

line. No longer can their elitist viewpoint form the guideline upon 

which American governmental policy is formed. 

The power of the bogus men of thought must be diminished. The 
power of the average man must be returned to cur high levels of gov- 

crnmecnt, Common sense solutions are the key to America’s salvation, 

not the bizarre thoughts emanating from the damaged minds of the 

averediuicated, uoder-hancdecd, selEstyled elitist preucdo-intellectuals. 

Intellectualism has brought the American republic to its knees. 

The common people of this country have lain dormant as these 

false thinkers—these false prophets—have risen to the highest ranks of 

pur nation's political leadership. 

The pseudo-intellectuals have developed into a powerful force that 

must first be reckoned with in the effort to restore the government of 

this country inte the hands of the common marn, 

Anti-intellectualism should be the cornerstone of political thouglit 

in this country today—today and in the future. The average American 

musi wage war against the intellectual elite. 

The time has come when the common people of this country must 

rise up and declare: “We've had i! We're sick of it all! Down with the 

intellectuals!” 

When that finally happens, we can rest assured that America is on 

the real road to salvation, not on the road that the pseucdo-intellectuals 

would have us travel: the road to nowhere, the road to destruction. 
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Challenging the Self-Styled Intellectuals 

of the Academic and Policy-Making Elite 

oving a college degree myself — and one granted by a rather 

lsp universite dt thal—F can speak wib a certain 

authority about the academic and intellectual arena And having a 

Personal fbreary of roughly POLO volumes, works written by all 

manner of individuais (Melding many, my renown Jewish writ- 

ers), J do bave a broaed-ranging intellectual backpround. But that bas 
never camsed ime io consider myself to be “superior” fo anyone, 

iy ofdest longtime friend—frorm childbood—spent Ofs entire ie 

screbbing floors and toilets and be was one of the most fitelligent 

people Pee ever froin. Other good friends of mine Dave Dad Hiie, if 

any, formal education at ait But in todays soctety, selfsiyled “tntel- 

fechas” seen fo dorningte publie discussion and debate ana in 

HNP wespecls J fired Moet both repugnant and danceraus, 

in the folloutng esseay—potig back to 1978—] sought to bring to 

fedlic aftention fhe dangers of our system Deine dominated by an 

elite feww—fewish or olberivise—iibe belteve that iey can best make 

decisions about the conduct of publie poltey ... 

reaming is a favorite American pastime—one which has pro- 

vided all of many hours of bliss, The sad truth is, however, it 

can someday prove to be the key to our destruction. The 

dreams and thoughts ofa select few, no matter how public spirited, may 

be the end of us all. 
The dreamers in American lite—the intellectuals—are the one that 

wall end up destroying this country, Their twisted solutions to the prob- 

lems they see facing this country are the first steps toward the collapse 
of American democracy as we know it today. 

Democracy—in the eyes of the intellectuals, the pseudointellectu- 

als—is a system in which they dictate to the majority of the American 

people how things should be. 

These false thinkers have no time for the opinion of the average 

man; they scorn him! 

When real leadership rises from the ranks of the common people, 

then this country has a changing of surviving the coming struggles of 

the next decade. li, however, the pseudo-intellectual thinkers continue 

to run Lhe show, then there is simply no hope for this nation. 

Perhaps that is the just punishment a dving nation deserves for 

dlowing itself to fall into the hands of those who don't know as much 

as they think they dlo. 
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This illness of America—it has risen from the poison which has per- 

mented American thought. The poison of intellectualism developed in 

the hallowed Halls of Ivy, the birthplace of the decadent thought of 

Eastern Liberalism. Poisoned Ivy, Harvard, Yale. Princeton, 

These are just a few of the centers of intellectual evil in America and 

there are many more, Intellectual devils Mock here by the dozen. 

Hundreds more are spawned here, 

[In the crumbling hall of Eastern intellectualism, sell-styled elitists 

gather to plot against the common people of America. 

They believe that they provide the salvation for this country, but the 

average American knows better! He knows what the false thinkers want, 

He knows how they have performed in the past and he knows what to 

expect in ihe ture. 

It's time that we tear down the poisoned Halls of Ivy. It's time that 

we drive the thinkers from the center of American life, They must be 

banished from government and they must be driven fram our society 

altogether, Let them gather in the ruins of the Halls of Ivy and plan their 

poisonous plots— but let them leave the rest of us alone! 

These so-called intellectuals must be manhandled, whipped into 

line. No longer can their elitist viewpoint form the guideline upon 

which American governmental policy is formed, 

The power of the bogus men of thought must be diminished. The 

power of the average man must be returned to our high levels of gov- 

crniment. Common sense solutions are the key to America’s salvation, 

not the Dizarre thoughts emanating from the damaged minds of the 

aver-cducated, under-hanced, sellstvled elitist pseudo-intellectuals, 

Intellectualism has brought the American republic to its knees. 

The common peaple of this country have lain dormant as these 

false thinkers—these false prophets—have risen to the highest ranks of 

our nation's pualitical leadership. 

The pseude-intellectuals have developed into a powerlul force that 

must first be reckoned with in the effort to restore the government of 

this country into the hands of the common man. 

Anti-intellectualism should be the cornerstone of political thought 

in this country tedav—today and in the future, The average American 

must wage war against the intellectual elite. 

The time has come when the common people of this country must 

rise up and declare: “We've had it! We're sick of it all! Down with the 

inlellectuals!” 
When that finally happens, we can rest assured that America is on 

the real road to salvation, not on the road that the pseucdo-intellectuals 

would have us travel the road to nowhere, the road to destruction, 



MISSILE ELEVEN 

The Elites Want the U.S. to Fight a War for Israel— 
And Expect the Common Folks to Fight It 

Has always been te case thal the regular people fight the 

Dn that the big money interests profit from, it’s not likely to 

change Aut bere, in bats fetter fo the editor J described in suecinet 

ferns the fact that while "elites" in the United States were fully in 

favor of Americans fraitine wears tn defense of fsrael, there was a dis- 

Macy divergent mitler af opiition an the part of those people whose 

children would fabi ioe Wars, 

he nich and powerful people who influence and control pub- 

lic opinion in America do not think like the average working 

man and woman, Here’s the proof: 

A NEW poll conducted by the prestigious Pew Research Center for 

the People and the Press shows that while only 45 percent of the 

American working men and women would favor American boys and 

sit ls being sent to defend Israel if Arab forces invaded Israel, tally 74 per- 

cent of the so-called “opinion elites” would favor U.S. involvement in a 

war Lo save Israel. 

Just who do these “opinion elites” think they are, anyway? Do they 

really think they “know better” than the average American what's best 

lor America? Their kids aren’t the ones who do the fighting and the 

dying. If they favor Israel so much, why don't they simply pack their 

bags and move theret (Ov, by the way, does the opinion poll perhaps 

also show who really controls things in this country?) 

Israclis avery warlike nation and is very hateful toward people, The 

Washington Post recently reported the explanation of an Israeli diplo- 

mat as to why the Israelis had formed an alliance with the brutal butch- 

ers in the government cof Turkey: The | reason why, said the Israeli, was 

that “the Turks really hate Arabs very mugh” 

S0, in other words, Israel conducts its fore ign policy on the basis of 

hate! And that is very wrong and contrary to everything that civilized! 

people hold dear. (Ane certain people tell us how “wonderful? Israel is. 

Here is proof positive to the contrary.) 

What's even more shocking is that now even President Gill Clinton 

is under attack by Israel's lobby in America January of 1998). There was 

a recent full page advertisement attacking the president and saving that 

he has“ turned his back on Israel" This is hard to believe, but it’s true that 

they are saying this. Are these people never satisfied? 

The American people must say “never again" to these outragcous, 

anti-American promoters of Israel and tell them to “ger out and stay out.” 

‘THE PERSECUTION OF CHRISTIANS IN ‘THE Ho uy LAND 4] 

We don't need to be fighting Israels wars and we don't need Israel's 

problems plaguing us on American soil, We've got enough problems in 

America of our own, This is America—not [sraél—and the sooner these 

troublemakers learn that cold, hard fact, the better. 

MISSILE TWELVE 

Exposing Isracl’s War 

Against Christian Missionaries 

any American Christians who are devotees of israel—not to 

ME ion the average American Christian tr general—bhave 

absolutely no idea thet tbe stele of israel bets consistent)! waged wear 

against Coristian misstonartes israed is seen as a benevolent friend of 

American Christians who make pilarinages to the Holy Land enrich- 

ing israel’s coffers, af course) Bui few of those Corishans RROWw that 

they could be focked up or ofheruvse sanctioned by the state of israel 

should they (ihe Christians) dare to Proasefylize while on ferwisi-cor- 

trated soil in the Land of Christ, What follows ts an Open Letter from 

pots truly fo Jewish Senator Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania (Dert d 

Republican, mow a Democrat, defeated for renomination tm 2cuite) 

thet was published in my Hometown newspaper The fetter urged 

Specter fo take Isreel to task for tis untoward oftitiuces dnd actions 

against Christhans ... 

iberly-loving people in Pennsylvania—inaleced liberty-loving 

people around the world— were shocked to learn that Israel's 

parliament is € onsidering A measure that would put Christian 

missionaries in jail for one year for printing, distributing cit importing 

materials urging, 1 people tog ammit themselves to Jesus Christ. 

The measure passed ov erwhelmingly (2l-Y) on the first vote and a 

poll of other members of Israel's s parliament shows that 3 78 out of 120 

are committed to the “Jail the Christian Missionaries" legislation, ; as it is 

being called by critics. 7 

Imagine it! In the Holy Land the Jewish people Ovho suffered dis- 

crimination under Nazi Germany) are now proposing a law that would 

discriminate against Christian missionaries, The measure proposed in 

Israel is little different from that which we saw in Nazi Germany. 

In 1992, Senator Specter, you ran for president on a platform advo- 

cating religious freedom and against religious discrimination, 
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It is now very clearly your duty—as a believer in religious liberty— 

to rise forthrighth on the floor of the Senate and demand that the 

United States should immediately cut off all aid to Israel and levy trade 

sancions against this mation until this legislation is withdrawn, 

If a single Christian missionary is taken into custody, the United 

States, in league with the United Nations, should consider military 

action against Israel to ensure the rights of the Christian minority with- 

in Israel's borders and in territory occupied by Israel. When Saddam 

Hussein violated the rights of the people of Kuwait, military action was 

brought into play The situation in Israel is no different. 

The United States of America was founded on the basis of religious 

freedom, What Isracl is now doing is totally contrary to those principles, 

Ii we must launch a military strike against Israel, so be il. 

Please assure me, Senator, that—as a believer in religious liberty— 

you reject this bigoted, inflammatory measure by the Israelis. I know 

that you have a sister who lives in Isracl and that you are a regular visi- 

tor te Israel, so I understand that you have a sensitivity to this matter, 
You must use your influence to fight this religious bigotry. IE you do 

nat, Senator Specter, you can be certain that it will haunt you in your 

reelection campaign in 1998.The people of Pennsylvania do mot coun. 

tenance this kind of hatred and discrimination. 

Speak Gul now, Senator Specter! 

MISSILE THIRTEEN 

The Reprehensible Jewish Bigot 
Named Joseph Lieberman 

A s nooled ecniier after the bienatre Jewish Newhouse family 

ae Coased COMO! Of any Domelowe newspaper tbe paDES 

editors siiddenty) discovered that candid discussion of anything veldi- 

fie fo fens Power or Jewisp tissues was not a matter to be discussed 

mi fetiers ta the editor mess, of course, (be malier was presented in 

a wey fivorable to Jewish corcernys, 

During the 200) presidential campaign, when foe Lieberman 

wes foe Democratic Partys vice presidential candidate, a Christian 

Jirneddnientatist sent a (borogugity silly fetter to the newspaper Datling 

Lieberman's noniination as the work af God Himself (Seriousty), 

it response to this ridiculous letter, which certainly deserved a 

refotnder fterate a letter (that went unpublished) and then followed 
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wo by sending foe same fetter again with a prefatory nole to tbe edi 

tor both of which letters speak for themselves. And, incidentally, the 

letter to the editor (again) weni wapublistee . .. 

ditor: What follows is a 474-word letter to the editor in 

response to religious/ political statements made in the August 

30 issue of The Juniata Sentinel regarding Sen. Joseph 
Lieberman. I sent a previous copy of this to you, but it has not vet 

appeared, so Tam assuming that perhaps it was lost in the mail. 

However, since you did print a pro-Licberman letter making some, 

pretty outlandish claims (about God having dictated Licberman’s selec- | 

tion as the Democratic vice presidential candidate), it is vital that there ! 

be another side presented. 

By the way, just for the record, Lieberman was not the first Jewish 

vice presidential candidate. My friend, attorney and author, Mark Lane, 

was the vice presidential running mate of Black civil rights leader Dick 

Gregory, on the Peace and Freedom Party ticket in 1968. 

[ regret that The Sentinel opened up this can of worms by publish- 

ing that letter, but there is a crying need for a response based on fact and 

not on religious fervor After all, this is the selection of the vice president 

(and likely president) of the United States that we are talking about 

here, 

(I say likely president” because I suspect that if the Gore-Lieberman 

ticket does win, there will be a lot of banana peels on the Capitol steps 

on inauguration day} 

| trust that despite the fact that your newspaper is now owned by 

one of the most powerful Jewish families in America that my better will 

not be trashed, 
Please note that the letter is carefully documented, and I would ace 

that if necessary, I can provide more material on the subject, from thor- 

oughly and equally “reliable” and “respectable” sources. Pm sorry 1 don't 

have the particular documentation from The Washington Post handy, 

but rest assured, it can be found., 

The fact is that Joc Lieberman ts a religious bigot of the worst 

arder—anel that's just the beginning. 

The letter follows: 

letter in the Aug. 30 issue of your paper suggested that Joe 

Lieberman's selection as Al Gore's running mate was “the 

work of Divine Intervention” 

Since this view was permitted to be heard, the counterpoint must 

asa be heard. 
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Put simply, a close examination of Judaism (and not just the 

Qrthodox brand) demonstrates this faith is bigoted and exclusionary 

and quite hostile to non-Jews, 

It has been reported that Lieberman instructed his children not to 

date non-Jews, Imagine ifa Christian politician told his own children not 

to date Jews. He would have been called “another Hitler” 

On Aug. 8, OSA Today let slip that Lieberman used the term "shab- 

bos gov" to refer to Al Gore, but did mot reveal that the term “gov" (a 

Jewish term for non-Jews) is equivalent to the "n” word—a belittling 

term equating non-Jews to cattle. 

[fa Christian politician had used a derogatory term about Jews, he 

would have been cast into political pureatory, 

In addition, Dr Israel Shahak (an Israeli Jewish Holocaust survivor) 

has revealed in his book Jewish Jstorwfewish Religion that the 

Orthodox Jewish faith teaches that non-Jews are inferior to Jews and 

that the Jewish faith permits Jews to work on the sabbath to save ONLY 

the lives of Jews—not non-Jews, Shahak is not the only source on this, 

but the press has not delved too deeply into the matter. 

Those Americans enthralled with Lieberman's “religious devotion” 

don't know the entirety of the story—an ugly story indeed. 

The foundations of Judaism are based not on the Bible, but on teach- 

ings known as the Talmucd—look it up for yourself—and the most cur: 

sory review of the Talmud's teachings about non-Jews would shock even 

the most hardened atheist. They couldn't even be published in a family 

News HIper, | 

As far as the‘Judeo-Christian® tradition, Jewish American Professor 
Peter Novick has documented in The Holocaust in American Life, that 

this term was invented by Jewish writers in the U.S. Office of War 

niformation te ep convince = BOM of Americans—who ie en 
a n Š 

E hr STANLY, The peri is POLIT IC AL PROP AGANDA_ 

The truth is that Lieberman is a religious fanatic, For years we have 

been told (by the media, which includes Jewish families among its own- 

ers) that Christian fanaticism has no place in the political arena. 

Yet, in the case of a Jewish fanatic, this is greeted as being “refresh- 

ing” beverly Fowler wrote in Pe fenicta Sentinel about the dangers of 

the Christian Right—but is she equally concerned about the Jewish 
Right and the Jewish Left? She should be, 

There's much more to be said, but like it or not, Lieberman's cancli- 
dacy has brought the issue of Jewish power in America into the fore- 

front. 

MISSILE FOURTEEN 

Why Must the Goyim 
Pay the Price for Israel's Misdeeds? 

f heii of ford can sometimes be datgeras, particufarip 

when pou fo aeefist the grain and, God forbid, sey some 

Hing thet fs conmipletely logical (aad especially when tE contradicts ihe 

Jfewsh-coniveled mainsiredih miedia or sonebei rns contrary fo 

fetish demands on Loe APRECO Ganperyers). 

Balin fhe wake of toreats” by onr orem government officiis Mial 

suicide DormOilngs Op Musitin terrorists were a ffheliboaod, diwas giit- 

en fo send (als weisstie to friends aiid associates fan bowie comnty 

i Pemoioniia—lhose good rerai folks who probabiy perceived 

Loenselves fo be “right safe” oul Dere fa foe Oratertaness. 

I tigd fo par tbe tebefle malter fi perspective and demonstrate 

Hhal faroceln! Americans who fave done notinaee fo oaflente fe 

Mfiesifais should nol Dave bo pay fire price for the outrageous antics of 

the Jewish elite and those repo do tbeir bidding. 

in some respects, (ois private tetler (neper before DiGlisbed inti 

none) teed! consiliile one of toe most “controversial” things ive 

ever phi to paper Dut d stand beside wheat f said, cone if there Dapper 

to be any potential Muslim suicide terrorists woe cre redding what I 

heave written, d Dope thew il bink carefully abort what I said in tis 

letter fo sore Hice Christian people who bave never done anylbing 

(so fer ds d emt) to Durt any Muslims anywhere ... 

The FBI Director Says Suicide Bombings in the United States 

by Muslim Terrorists Are “Inevitable.” 

Other top officials have said it is not "Ga" but “when” the next 

terrorist incident will happen on American soil. 

Okay, if that's the case, then let's publicly urge those Muslim 

terrorists to ONLY target Americans who place Israel's interests 

first. 

Why should we patriotic Americans who place AMERICA 
first suffer alongside those whose loyalties lie with Isracl? 

Pretty logical, huh? 

Cold-blooded? Not at all. 
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Just realistic, and gutsy and forthright—an honest reaction 

toa very real concern, 

Those of us who don't agree with the pro-Israel policies of our 

country Shouldn't have to pay the price for those policies, 

And bear in mind that those pro-Israel policies are carried out not 

Ibecause Israel is so vital or special or important—it’s only because the 
American Jewish community is wealthy and powerful and has bought 

ancl paid for both Republican and Democratic politicians alike. 

What if the terrorists decided to strike in a rural area—to make a 
point that EVERYBODY not just the “big city’ people are vulnerable? 

Imagine a suicide bomber at a Juniata High School football game or 

at the Port Royal Speedway. 

Think about it... 

Why should innocent Juniata County citizens be victims of terror- 

i5117 

There are only a handful of people in Juniata County who are big 

supporters of Israel Cor who are blackmailed or paid off to support 

[sre] }. 

Most Juniata County citizens couldn't care less about that country. 

Yet, Juniata County people could be victims of terrorism—or they could 

be visiting other places where terrorists strike and be “in the wrong 

place at the wrong time” 

ff the Muslim terrorists want to set off bombs in America and the 
FBI and the authorities can't stop them, then let us all pray to God that 

the suicide bombers target those targets who are supporters of Israel, 

It is time that we BREAK THE BACK OF THE JEWISH LOBBY in 

America aid prevent any suicide bombings in this country by throwing 

out the Jewish lobby and the bought-and-paid-lor politicians who do 

their bidding. 

To Hell with the Jews and what the French Ambassador to Britain 

called their “shitty little country" that’s brought the world to the brink 

of war. 

Those of us who do not support Israel must band together and pub- 

licly urge the Muslims who want to attack America to only target Jewish 

cand pro-Jewish) interests. 

This wav the good people of America will (largely) be safe, 

The terrorists don’t seem to be about to go away, if we are to believe 

our American leaders, so we have got to look out for ourselves, 

MISSILE FIFTEEN 

Trying a New Literary Way to 

Alert People to Jewish Lobby Intrigues 

i pia come fo recopnize Mal, increase HARY Soal OA 

newspapers fn America (iat fust in my own Dome town) 

rere starting to sty: covey from publishing letters critical of dsrael, iy 

friend Delias Texas Naylor and d mied a new “elinaice,” s0 to speak 

aid d drafted the following fetter to the editor (signed Dy Naylor) 

mich wes sent io a newspaper tin Central Pennsylvania Cond hich 

wos fideed Published Oy Mal paper). 

fowl note the manner fr iwoich the fetter expresses shock fet 

(here are people whe are saying nasty Dings about israel and citing 

(hase very IDNES feat are bebe said Trankiy J ought HHS Was 

reaither clever and am pleased to present it bere as a possible model for 

obers who mIRE wish fo write a fetter alone similar fines to alert fel- 

low Americans to some of the things that “dear Hiie {Israel ane its 

Jeti lobby fe America Dave been dome . 

am deeply concerned that there is a growing national rise in 

hatred toward the state of Israel, This must be stopped at all 

costs. 

Americans are continually being heard greedily complaining about 

the billions that are being given to Israel. These people say that the 

money should be spent here at home rather than helping Israel. 

At least one top military man, retired Admiral Thomas Moore, for- 

mer chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has public ly accused Israel of 

having cheli liber; itely attacked the US naval ship, the iS Liber fy, an June 

8, 1967, at which time 34 Americans died and 172 others were wound- 

ed. Admiral Moorer should be stripped of his war honors for saving ihis 

about our dear friend Israel. People actually claim that Israel wanted to 

sink the ship and blame it on the Arabs to get the U.S. involved in the 

war against the Arabs on Israel's side. (That's silly!) 

Another former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the late 

General George Brown, also ch: wrongly, of cour sc) that Isracl ; and 

its supporters s controlle d the U.S. Congress, This is similar to the bigoted 

claim by former Democratic Sen J. William am Fulbright of Arkansas (long- 

time chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee) who said 

that about" 75 percent” of the LS. Senate was subservient to Israel's sup- 

porters. That was a horrible thing t say. 

The hatred for Israel appears to be bipartisan, frighteningly enough. 
Both former President Jimnmy Carter—a liberal Democrat—and former 

Secretary of State James Gaker—a conservative Republican—have been 
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quoted in the major media as having used the same “four letter word” in 

reference to the Israelis and their supporters in this country, 

What's more,a host of prominent past and present former members 

af Congress—Democrat and Republican alike—have publicly criticized 

Israel, objecting to what they have called its aggressive policies and inor- 

dinate demands on U.S, taxpayers. 

They include: former Sens, James Abourezk (D-5.D y Adlai Stevenson 

(LT), Charles Matthias (R-Md.3 and Charles Perey (R-II: and former 
Reps. Pete McCloskey (R-Calit.), John Rarick €D-La.) and Paul Findley (R- 

Tl}, among other professional Israel haters, 

All of this is very frightening. I strongly urge all people of all faiths 

to teject this kind of fearmongering. 

MISSILE SUX TEEN 

Jimmy Carter Vowed: 
“Pim going to f- - k the Jews.” 

Hees abandoned the Republican Party fa FOSS when d 

. Peregisterced to vate ds a Democrat in Penns itani fh order 

fo casi a Dallot in favor of then-Rep. fim Traficant (Obio) wbo was 
PAER for fie Democratic Party's presidential nominallon, f anettn- 

tained MY Germocreatic Party registration for SOME veers, 

And since many of my frends (both back Dome in Pernis ylei 

and elsewhere) Gave been Democrats, Dve tried to keep Wem posled 

about affatrs tpat directly affect the Democratic P ariy barticuiariy in 

foe reaim of US. foreign policy and the often-insidious actheities of the 

fewish Lobby M America. 

fa 2004 I wrote the following deliberately provocative letter to fet 

Hose Democrats in on some tings that tbey probably did mat knott 

HO OME 

Bring Back Jimmy Carter in 2004! 

Let him do (in his own words) what he told intimate 

advisors he intended to do if he got re-elected in 1980: 

“F - - k the Jews,” 

WHY JIMMY CARTER USED A FOUR-LETTER WORD $9 

dont mean to offend anybody, but those are not my words. 
Instead, those were the words of our nation's most highly 

regarded former Fresident, international humanitarian activist 

a Ene 

Democrat an Fe arter, said this precisely: 

“IfI get back in, I'm going ta f-- kK the Jews” 

Rest assured: That isn’t something “dreamed up" by “that radical, 

Mike Piper" nor is it some sort of Internet rumor, 

Instead, this has been reported by highly responsible award-win- 

ning respected journalists James and Leslie Cockburn in their book, 

Dangerous Liaison, published by the very dependable “mainstream” 

publishing house, Harper Collins. 

You can read it for yourself in the pages reproduced here. These are 

not “mock-ups "These are actual photographie reproductions from the 

book dincluding the title page and information about the authors.) 

(Remember: Michael Collins Piper can ALWAYS cite HIS sources.) 

And note this: 

Neither the authors nor their publishers are “anti-Semitic hate-mon- 

rering neo-Nazi Jew-bashers who promote Muslim myths attacking our 

only true democratic ally in the Middle East, really our best friend in the 

whole wide world, little Israel.” 

Having learned of what Jimmy Carter had ta say about the Jews and 

Isracl, good Democrats should ask:“Why?" 

Why did one of the Democratic Party’s most highly regarded lead- 

ers—a man known (and respected) for his support for social justice ard 

human rights—feel compelled to say such a thing? 

It should raise some real questions IF you are a THINKING PERSON, 

If it doesn’t raise questions in your mind, frankly, you're either bought- 

anipaid-for by the Jews or you're stupid. ICs that simple. 

And in case you're interested (and as a Democrat, you should be, 

you might also find the other items regarding Jimmy Carter enclosed to 

he of some interesi. 

See the article reproduced from the March 2, 1976 issue of the pow- 

erful pro-isracl, Jewish-dominated Wei Street, Jour ail, The article is enti- 

tled “American Jews an and Jimmy Carter” —~ 

The article makes it very clear that these Jews were opposed to Mr. 

Car ter J a ta to bring. peace fo the Middle Fast. And the article was 

Read it for vour self Don t ale my werd on it, 
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In the article the Jews say that Mr. Carter "betrayed" them, 
Had I known this back in those days when I was opposed to Jimmy 

Carter, 1 would have worked my heart and soul to get him re-elected in 

LIRO. 

Unfortunately, however, I was taken in by the Big Jewish Media 

which portrayed Mr. Carter as a weak, spineless man and I was misled 
Into supporting the JEWISH CHOICE: Ronald Reagan. 

That's righi, the top Jewish leaders secretly threw their support to 

Ronald Reagan and pulled the strings to get him elected. And they even 
mañaged to get Reagan a substantial portion of the Jewish vote (even 

though most Jews, then, weren't voting Republican.) 

But Jimmy Carter wasn't really beaten down, even though the Jews 

denied him re-election. 

hr Garter has continued to be a human rights advocate. And for 

that, Jewish “experts” writing in their books have called him a “tool of 

the Arabs” and such vicious things, 

But Jimmy Garter won't back down 

Writing in America’s most prestigious newspaper, The New York 

Times, on April 21, 2002, former President Carter actually called for 

President “Bush to. SU SPEND . approxim; ately $l Q milion daily in 

American aid to Isr; ael” E 

“it is time for the United States ,, "declared President Carte to con: 

sider more forceful action for peace." Cutting off the aid was one such 

option, according ta Mr Carter 

What a gutsy guy! 

That's right. Thats what JIMMY CARTER said. (it's the same thing 
that Mike Piper, by the way, has been saying for years! 

Now ihe Jewish and Jewish-controlled columnists and “opinion 

makers” are bitterly attacking Mr. Carter! 

Here's a good example: 

Frank Gainey, a Republic an conservative mouthpiece for the Jew, 

William Kristal, who is, in turri, a henchman of the billionaire Jewish 

Rothschild- Bronfman-Murdoch families, recently levelled vicious accusa- 

tions against President Carter. In an article in the haw Kishly pro-Israel 

‘conservative ” Washiieton Times, Galiney charged that: 

For years, Mr. Carter has made common cause with Yasser 

| Arafat agaist America’s ally, Israel, helping draft disingenuous 

o speeches for the Palestinian despot and in at least one private 

stance With Mr Arafat joining with former First Lady, Rosalynn 

l Carter, in undermining the authority of the sitting president of 

the United States. 

al — THE REPUBLICANS Mow THE PRO-ISRAEL PARTY 

“well To Hell with these Jews, 

We loyal Democrats are standing behind Jimmy Carter 100%! 

Any Democrat who doesn't stand behind President Carter and sup- 

port his Gppasition to Israel should 

GET THE HELL OUT OF 

THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY RIGHT NOW 

We're the party of the little guy and we don’t like these Rich Jews 

pushing anybody around. 

We're the party of human rights and we don’t like what these Jews 

are doing to the Muslim and Christian Palestinian people, 

(And its important to note that many of our Black Democratic vot 

ers are also Muslims and they sure as Hell don't like what these Jews are 

doing to iheir fellow Miushins.3 

In the past [ve sent you documentary evidence FROM JEWISH 

NEWSPAPERS showing bow the Jewish Money Interests went against 

two of our Democratic statewide candidates in Pennsylvania, Lynn 

Yeakel, who ran for the Senate and for the governorship—the Jews 

accused her of “anti-Semitism” —and also worndertal Ron Klink, 

We Pennsylvania Democrats have got ta shove it to these Jews — 

and hard. And all national Democrats must join in a major realignment 

anil push these Jews the Hell out of our party. 

li looks like we might not have much trouble doing it, 

Here's why, 

Pro-lsracl Je wish writer Mona Charen cited the Gallup Poll in the 

April 30, 2002 as saying: “Throughout the 1990s, Republicans consis 

tently gave larger margins of support to the Israelis over the Palestinians 

than clid the Democrats.” 

Ms. Charen writes: 

A recent poll found that 67 percent of Republicans support 

Israel vs. only & percent supporting the Palestinians. Among 

Democrats, only 45 percent support Israel while 21 percent 

vor the Palestiniins. Among conservatives, 59 percent support 

Israel, while only 41 percent of liberals say they do. Forty per- 

cent of liberals prefer the Palestinians. Fifty-four percent of 

whites support Israel vs. only 38 percent of non-whites. 

A Jewish author Amy Wilents, writing in the May 6, 2002 issue of 

New York magazine, which, of course, is Jewish controlled and pro- 

Israel, powits Gur: 
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Even more unnerving for liberal Jews here [in New York] 

has been the fact that sympathy for Israel is strongest among 

Republicans. At 64 percent, they are far beyond Democrats, only 

48 percent of whom sympathize with the Israelis. 

Hey, tn other words, us Democrats are the ANTLISRAEL party and 

those “conservative Republicans” are the pro-Israel party—even though, 

of course, some certain “bought and paid for" politicians in our party 

remain loyal to Isracl, only because they get fancy pay-olfs or because 

they are being blackmailed or extarted into supporting Israel. Then, of 

course, there are those like Lieberman! 

$0, fellow Democrats, we need to chase the remaining hard-line 

Sionist Jews oul of our party and then line up behind Jimmy Carter and 

a good anti-fewish running mate in 2004, 

I would be inclined to suggest the outstanding Black congress: 

woman Cynthia Mckinney—an outspoken critice of Israel—as Mr. 

Carter's running mate, but since she is from Carter's home state, they 

cannot run together for Constitutional reasons, as I understand it. 

However, il Mr. Garter chooses not to run, we could logically line up 

behind Mrs, McKinney. (Excellent candidate) And then you can count 

on the Jews to start slinging racist attacks on Mrs, McKinney das they've 

done in the past.) 

But—united—we Democrats will beat the Jews! 

SO let's get to work on it. 

We've gol to bust up the big corporations that are shipping work- 

Ing people's jobs overseas in the name of “free trade."That will help get 

our economy back on even keel and then we can really go after the 

Money Lords. 

We will restore our America into being what it was intended ta be, 

whether the Rich Jews like it or not. 

Hey, fellow Democrats, LET'S FIGHT! 

Yours for Democracy, Social Justice and Human Rights and Fighting 

Terrorism and Dictatorship, 

PS. Don't forget that there are many wonderful Jewish Americans, 

like my own friend and attorney, Mark Lane, my good friend Dr Alfred 

Lilienthal, and many, many others who do NOT support Israel, They 

deserve our FULL SUPPORT! 

MISSILE SEVENTEEN 

An Absolutely Perfect Example 
of Jewish Media Control and Manipulation 

cy aive souls—inciuding some of miy “itberal™ frtenads— 

M absolnte cringe wher d declare that "The Jews Control the 

Media.” OF course, for all tafents and purposes, thats a jaci While 

fetish commianity newspapers and publications wih not go so fer os 

to procla thet fact, they do co ont af thetr Way fo remind toetr on 

readers (uo are, of course, largely fewish) that there is a major 

fewish fiffuence and presence in the mass media. fut nor-fews are 

not qiioweed fo sey such a thing. fo sey so fs anthSemitic” 

ft any case, somme years ago, J sauw—in the Jewishowned 

Washington Post—e perfect example of bow the feiish-comroled 

media can distort the reality of a news story As such, d dispatched a 

news release to some of my “liberal” friends—particularty those who 
were steadfast members of fhe Democratic Party —demonsirating d 

Perfect example of Jewish media bias, Read it and weep... 

You asked for it... 

Here's ABSOLUTE PROOF of bias 

by the JEWISH MEDIA! 

Attached is an article from The Wesitngton Post, which is owned by 

the Jewish Meyer-Graham family and a host of other Jewish financial 

interests, Note the headline: 

“Muslims Aid Embattled House Member” 

The article describes how Muslim-Americans—yes, they have 

riglis, too—have raised money on behalf of an outstanding African- 

American Progressive Woman Democrat, Cynthia McKinney of Georgia, 

But here's the catch: 

The reason why the Muslims have come to Mrs. McKinney's aid is| 

because JEWS FROM ALL ACROSS AMERICA drafted a candidate to chal-| 

lenge Mrs. McKinney and have been raising vast amounts of money on! 

her behalf. So the headline in the Jewish-owned Washington Post tells, 

precisely the opposite of what really happened. 

A factually, chronologically cotrect headline would have read: 

"Jews Trying to Defeat Congresswoman.” 
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so what The Washington Post displayed was bias, 
And bias—or so we've been taught—is wrong wrong wrong! 

One day ... one day... angry Americans—particularly African- 

Americans—are going to rise up at the falsehoods and distortions they 

see in the Jewish-controlled media. 

God forbid tt should be anything like what happened on 

Krystallnacht—but it could be... 
Let us pray that our Jewish Americans and their wealthy and pow- 

erful leaders and their media stop interfering in the affairs of the African- 

American community’ and stop trying to force Americans into fehting 

foreign wars in defense of Israel, 

Otherwise ... there will be a mighty price to be paid. 

Ps. As the godfather of an African-American youth, I am personally 

offended by the way the Jewish people are interfering in the affairs of 

the African-American community. 

MISSILE EIGHTEEN 

The Jewish Money Mob 
Destroys Two African-American Democrats 

T nobody's surprise, (he fewish Money Mob did indeed mean- 

age lo defeat African-American Democratic Congresswoman 

Citta McKey for renomination. Not omiy that, Dut they alse sab- 

ataged the renomination of Earl Hilliard, an African-American 

Democratic Congressman from Alabama. dn fhe folowing mers 

refedse seni to ay friends who were Democratie Party staliweris, I 

reflected on the infiuence of fetish money dictating party afers and, 

Perbaps more importanti the winner fh wbicb Dig money Jewish 

interests Dad tried to interjere (and successfully so) tn the political 

affairs of the African Amterican community ..., 

Remember? 

Michael Collins Piper Warned You This Would Happen... 

Two highly-respected African-American Democrats have been 
defeated in their congressional primaries by candidates funded by Jews 
from all across America. 
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The Jews cven got Republicans to vote in the cross-over primary in 

Georgia to deleat Cynthia McKinney! 

And in Alabama, powerful Jewish money kings managed to deny 

renomination to Earl Hilliard, a respected African-American member of 

the House of Representatives. 

And there's growing evidence that the powerful Jewish lobby was 

involved in the “decapitation” of two other Democrats—Jim Traficant 

(D-Ohio} and David Bonior (D-Michj—and the attempted political 
assassination of another: John Dingell (2-Mich.). 

And before you sav this is “another conspiracy theory” from “that 

radical extremist Mike Piper? check out the enclosed article from The 
Halthore Sun [which acknowledged that Jewish campaign contribu.) 

tors had played a major role in defeating McKinney and Hilliard]. 

Who do these Big Money Jewish Slave Masters think they are? 
How dare these Jewish Money Moguls try to pick the leaders of the 

AfricarAmerican community? 

(But then, considering the documented fact that the Jews largely ran 

the slave trade and brought African-Americans to America, maybe it’s 

their "right" after all! At least they seem to think that it is.) 

It's clear that the Jews still think we've got the Plantation System in 

this country and that they get decide who is the "house" worker or the 

“fell” worker, 

It's time that honest, progressive Democrats must ally with the 

African-American community and fight off these Jewish incursions into 

our party! 

It's time we had a rebellion in this country! 

We've got to show these Jews where we stand. 

We can do it legally and we can do it forcefully. 

We must must must SHUN them publicly. 

We must publicly CRITICIZE them to their faces for their aggressive, 

warlike behavior, 
We must let them know that we won't be pushed around anymore, 

No more running in fear of these trouble-makers, 

They control the Big Money and the Big Media and, as a conse- 

quence, control the Ballot Box, but WE CONTROL THE STREETS! 

And let's start showing them that 

WE WON'T BE CONTROLLED ANY MORE. 

Cynthia Mckinney for President! 
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Hard Truths for a Small-Town Liberal: 

A Candid Letter to a Favorite Former Teacher 

OM oF miy favonte high school teachers was a Good-loakitrg, 

willy, articulate, selfstiled “thera,” a no-nonsense femtinisi 

and free speech advocate—no holds barred (or so it seemed), Hut in 

the eariy 960s, wben d first Degan writing for Liberty Lobby'’s news- 
Paper The spotlight, she wes mighhiy distressed that! would work for 

an Gistitniton foal stood for America First, one that suggested that 

Aerien support for israel was, fo say the feast, problematic. She 

eed wie fo eschew “covmsprracy teories” ane stand in favor of plob- 

AMSER cid DATEN aT On a NS m 

i awell recall the fetter that sbe sent me telling me Ibat while she 

Bad efftec ys adhied my wriling talents, she deeply regretted that the 

Oran (oetl Dad chosen teas one Ial wes out of the matnstream, nol 

respectable, foo extreme, etc etc. What follows ts a fetter bat Tivrote to 

her not long cffer the frath about the Oklaboma City bombing began 

fo GREE J Dad wien fer frectousty ccdotstig Der that the “oficial” 

fovermnent version of whet happened was NOT what bappened ... 

as it “deja vu"? Did you have a strange feeling when you 

heard in the "responsible media” that the FRI was found 
to have “lost" many documents indicating that there were 

“others unknown" acting alongside Timothy McVeigh in the Oklahoma 

City bombing? 

No, IE wasn't deja vit. 

You heard it FIRST irom your protege, Michael Collins Piper, 

(In my recent letter to you, I revealed: The fact is that Timothy 

McVeigh was absolutely surrounded and manipulated by government 

agents who knew full well what he was up to. 

Don't believe the “cover story" that Timothy McVeigh was acting 

alone in the Oklahoma City bombing—inclidling McVeigh's own dying 

claim that he was a "lone bomber." Its not true. 

/ The fact is that McVeigh was uncer the thumb of intelligence oper- 

atives in the pay of the very government that he was seeking to"send a 

message to" through his ill-advised act of terrorism. 

| Even McVeigh’s own lawyer, Stephen Jones, says McVeigh is a liar. 

Yes, thanks to vour training, I was one of the first investigative 

reporters in the entire country to unearth the fact that government 

lazents had been working closely with Tim McVeigh for manths—even 

‘vears—prior to the Oklahoma City bombing. 

-J a | A SMaALL-Tow™s “LIBERAL” Faces Harp Facrs 

Conspiracy theory? 

[think neat! 

Actually, vou should get a Pulitzer Prize for playing a part in training 

one of the independent journalists who helped expose the role of 

undercover government informants in the largest mass murder in 

American history! 

Pin proud of you. And Pm proud of the fact that YOU TRAINED ME 

IN JOURNALISM ... 

You played a part—at least incirectly—in blowing the lid off the 

biggest government cover-up of the biggest damned crime in American 

history! 

Yet. ironically, you have rejected my choice of independent journal- 

ism as a career anil said that [was doing something WRONG! 

Your said that is was a MISTAKE for me to opt for independent jour- 

nalism rather than lending mv talents to the “big money” interests who 

domimite the controlled media in America! 

I'm sorry, but I refuse to share your "Wall Street Worldview of which 
vou dre so proud—a point of view that {in truth) is shared only by big 

money interests in New York, Beverly Hills, London and Tel Aviv, 

You must learn that you can’t believe evervthing you hear from 

Sunday morning television chat-show know-nothings who have no idea 

how real people in places like Juniata County live, 

Like most Americans, l'm for placing America First, Contrary to what 

Jewish television “analysts” would say, placing America First doesn't 

mean “isolationism.” 

Instead, that means that Americans should look out for their own 

negis first, before trying to spend their hard-earned dollars trying to 

solve the problems of the globe, 

It also means that America has no business trving to tell other 

nations and other peoples how to live and how to govern their own 

affairs. 

Thats why America had no business getting mixed up in the 

European squabbles we've come to know as “World War IF and “World 

Wir "or in the “police action” in Korea or in the noswin, never-dechired 

war ii Vietnam, 
The only consequence of these wars was the butchery and maim- 

ing of hundreds of thousands of American boys Cand girls) and the sense- 
less murder of millions of other innocent civilians. 

(And noit wasn't just those wonderful Jews who suffered, by the 

way, in World War IL But the Jews are very clearly the winners of that 

war they have emerged as the richest, most powerful people an the face 

of this planet—bar none. To deny it is foolish.) 
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While the rest of the nation is celebrating World War Il with the 

release of the film Pean Hearbor—with never a mention of che clearly- 

documented fact that Franklin Delano Roosevelt not only knew that it 

was going to happen and, in fact, allowed it to happen and ENCOUR- 

AGED it ta happen—we should instead be trying to make sure that no 

such thing can ever happen again! 

Although Ive known dozens, perhaps hundreds of veterans of 

World War I, as far as [m concerned, lve only met one person in my 

entire life who truly qualifies to be declared a “hero” for his actions dur- 

ing World War IN: Ken Lehman [the Sesbend of one of my otber bhigh 

school feachers—MCP] who had the guts to say “no” and refuse to 

butcher other human beings in that senseless war to defend Jewish 

Plutecracy (which it was), 

That will shock you. But it's the truth, You believe it is not only the 

right, but—more importantly, in your internationaist worklview —the 

OBLIGATION of the United States ta use its military power to enforce 

“moral” standards on the world. And you also endorse the “necessity” of 

socalled “globalization” as some wonderful form of Utopia that will 

bring listing peace and prosperity to the planet, 

SOY, but I refuse to endorse Global Imperialism by the United 

States Cor any other country) for the purpose of imposing some sort of 

global “democracy” Cin name only) that will only benefit the multi- 
national corporate and Anancial interests, 

I'm just so proud of all of those young people who have been pick- 

eling the World Hank and the International Monetary Fund and the 

Workl Trade Organization and the secretive Bilderberg group and other 

Globalist power blocs, 

These young people are the front-line forces in the next war that 

lies ahead—the war of liberation for the hard-working, decent, law-abicl- 

Ing peoples of this planet (people of all races, creeds and colors} whe 

refuse to be coolies on a Global Plantation, 

Before I close, 1 must comment on your devotion to the corrupt, 

antidemocratic, imperialist state of Israel, Let's face it: what little you 

really DO know about the history of Israel stems largely from what you 

sec on television. 

And, in truth, what you actually know about Israel is largely more 

what you “know” about the Holocaust and “all the terrible suffering of 

the Jewish people*-that is, not about Israel itself. 

Yet, despite this, you remain a devoted Zionist, cheering on Israel 

alongside the likes of fanatics such as Pat Robertson, ferry Falwell and 

Ariel Sharon, the Butcher of Beirut. 

Israel's day in the sun is over, Israel will either back down, or Israel 
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will pay the price. The civilized democratic world has had its fill of the 

Jews. 

Either the Jews will dismantle the state of Israel and open up 

Palestine to free and open elections and have a state where all people 

truly have equal rights... 

Or the Jews will be pushed into the sea. 

It is as simple as that, 

There will either be a secular, democratic state in Palestine or the 

Jewish people in Isracl (and worldwide} will pay a mighty price for their 

intransigence. 

I will lecture you no more. [ve said all that I have to say. 

It’s really quite simple; 

Cm right and YOU ARE WRONG. 

MISSILE TWENTY 

That Old Saw About “The Protocols” 

npiime—and f absolutely mean ANY Hme—in our modern 

An (bat capone says anything about Jewish control of the 
visas media ar fates abort the power af the feist Lobby the iiess 

mieidia ane self-styled “educators” qiufckly rush to assure folks that thes 

is nothing wore Khan an old “canard, a "miyib” that bas tls origins in 

the famous Protocols af the Learned Elders of Aton, which, af course, 

(hey say ts a “Cerertst forgery’ In that regard, d was inspired to write 

fhe following short story—a fantasy to be sure, Gut a fectbeased one 

nonethoeless—aboul a smalhown school teacher fbased on wry 

favorite schoolfeacher whom you niet fit the previous missile”) who 

resorted to the legends about the Protocols in atiempling fo disabuse 

ber students of ibe idea thal Jewish power wes anything other than a 
nasip old otb d Dad frat writing this story and | bope pouch! find ff 

entertatining to redd... 

“The End of a Myth” 

An Apocryphal Story for Our Times 

One day not long ago, at a rural high school in the mountains of cen- 

tral Pennsylvania, one of the English teachers, Jeannie Vallie, opened up 

a class discussion on the subject of American journalism. At that junc- 

ture, one of the students innocently made the following comment: “A 
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friend of my fathers, a puy named Michael Collins Piper, says that the 

jews control the American media” 

Jeannie Vallie sighed, smiled, shook her head and said, with a great 

deal of authority: "Let's talk about that. A lot of people believe that. But 

it's not true. [t's a myth. | know Mike Piper. He was one of my students. 

He's a smart fellow, but like a lot of other smart people, he got taken in 

by that myth” She continued: 

The truth is chat it's an old myth—an anti-lewish canard, a 

conspiracy theory— going back to the clays of Cvarist Russia in 

the late 19th century. 

The myth was started in a forged book called The Protocols 

af fhe Learned Eiders of Zion. It's kind of an old wives tale, but 

a lot of people all over the world believe it to this day. 

Here's the story of how this myth started, Because there 

were economic problems in Russia, the Czar of ussia—that's 

the king—didn't want people to blame him. So his police put 

out a little book, The Protocols, claiming that the Jews wanted 

to rule the werld and that they wanted to control the media. 

Alot of people believed the story, and it eventually made its 

way to the United States and elsewhere. These days the Arabs 

quote The Protocols almost as much as The Korey. 

In America, Henry Ford—the same guy that the Ford car is 

named after—picked up on the story and believed it, 

Although Ford was a pretty sharp businessman, he was lim- 

ited in other ways (sort of naive) and he started reprinting Fhe 

Protocols in a newspaper that he gave away free to all the peo- 

ple who bought Ford cars, That got the myth in widespread cir- 

culation here in the United States and those Protocols Cand the 

myths that they promulgated) are still in circulation around the 

world today today, 

Meanwhile, in Germany, where there were a lot of ecoa- 

nomic problems after World War I, a crazy guy named Adolf 

Hitler heard about The Protocols and believed them. And you 

know what happened from then on... 

Jeannie stopped fora moment to let the reality of history set in with 

her students, She felt as though she had succeeded in laving that rumor 
to rest and she felt good about that, 

(The guidebook that Jeannie kept in her desk, distributed by the 
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, advised teachers to constantly 

remind their students that criticisms of Jewish people had led to the 
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deaths of millions of innocent Jews. The guidebook emphasized that the 

famous Protocols had played a large role in spreading such myths. 

(Jeannie had read the book, cover to cover, not once, but three 

times, and she felt that she had mastered the material. At one point she 

had even considered asking the ADL for a grant to study the effects of 

anti-Semitic propaganda on school students.) 

Suddenly, almost mvystically, a form began to materialize before the 

eyes of Jeannie and her students. 

The specter evolved into the figure of a robust middle-aged man, 

casually but expensively attired. He was smiling to the class. His teeth 

shone like ivory, contrasting with his deep, dark tan. “Hi class,” he said. 

"Pm Michael Collins Piper" He stepped forward. A massive diamond 

ring, with a stylized swastika, glimmered on his hand. 

Yes, it was Collins Piper—in person, 

The class gasped. 

Piper continued: "Tim here to fill in some holes in Ms. Vallie’s story. 

The information that she relied upon isn't quite accurate. It comes from 

a biased group known as the Anti-Defamation League that has its own 

axe to grind. But that’s another story, In any case, let's talk some facts. 

“First of all? he said “what appears in The Protocols is not the basis 

of what people today are alleging about Jewish power in the world 

today. In the bigger picture, the true history of The Protocads is largely 

irrelevant, in Fact. 

“Twon't burden you with the complex and much-disputed history 
of Tbe Protocols, except to say this much: while it’s true, as Ms. Vallie 

suggested, that the Czar of Russia once played a part in distributing fhe 

Protocols, he actually changed his mind about them and concluded that 

they were indeed a forgery, 

"But that didn't change his mind about the insidious role that 

Jewish Communists and Jewish Capitalists were playing in the effort to 

destroy Russia and the rest of the Christian world. And that’s what the 
real issue is all about. And while it’s true, as Ms, Vallie said, that both 

Henry Ford and Adolf Hitler were influenced by The Protocols, there’s 

much more to the story. 

“First of all, when Ford was publishing his newspaper—contrary to 

myth—he wasn't relying exclusively on The Protocols, Quite the oppo- 

site, His newspaper articles were thoroughly-researched and heavily- 

documented presentations which examined the role of Jewish power in 

the American political arena. 
“What's so amazing is that Ford's articles, written in the 1920s, 

reflect the same trends in American life today. Simply change the names 

and the dollar amounts and you'll find a new breed of Jewish financiers 
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have replaced those who lived in Ford's day” 

At that juncture, Piper snapped his fingers, and, magically, a bound 

volume of Ford's articles appeared on the desk of each student. Piper 

continued with a flourish: 

“AS far as Adolf Hitler is concerned, he found that in Europe—just as 

Ford did in America—that Jewish power had been behind both 

Communism and Super Capitalism and was responsible for the eco- 
nomic crisis Chat racked Europe in the post-World War I era. The rest of 

the people of Europe soon began to recognize that fact. And that’s why 

Hitler was swept into power and why he was so widely—some might 
say “wildly — popular throughout Europe? 

"But to suggest it is a myth—today—that the Jews dominate the 

media is itself a myth, Look at CBS, NBCLAGC, CNN, Fox, The Washington 

Post, Phe New York Times, Time, Newsweek, and OS. News & Worle 

Repor All are owned by Jewish families or Jewish financial groups. 

~ "Ane | might point out, smiled Piper, "that at the time The Protocols 

came out, the only one of those media voices thal was in existence was 

The New York Tones, So even if the Jews didn’t control the media then, 

they certainly do now,” 

There was another gasp from the students. “Hey, Ms. Vallie," said one 

young lady, “You said that Jewish control of the media was a myth, based 

on those old Protocols” 

Jeannie Vallie nodded. "Okay, okay. I guess I was wrong. Mr. Piper 

seems to know what he’s talking about. Go ahead, kids, Read what 

Henry Ford had to say, and then do a paper on it.” She added: 

“This is America. We have the First Amendment. Henry Fore had the 

right to say what he said, and you have the right to respond to what he 

had to say. This will be a real exercise in the First Amendment.And thank 

you, Mr. Collins Piper, for coming here to set us straight! Thank God 

there are a few independent thinkers like you" 

A feedless fo say, this sfory is very much a fantasy: 

VY Unfortunately a scenario such is thts is not likely to bappen 

(n ARY Onblie schoals in America today On a Ofstarical note, d sbotld 

menion for the record that my late friend Ralph Grandinetti a dih- 

gent researcher spent many bours in the Library of Congress 

researcitiig data M fnatishitingiave Jewish comunity publications 

Published Doibh bere m the United States and abroad tracing what 

Hae Deen wientioned abort toe famous Protocols, 

(On one occasion Ralph showed me pages be bad photocopied 

front a London, England Dased Jewish publication—a magazine, as I 

recat, aifhoveh, unfortunately the name of the pubticatior escapes 

AMERICA’S FIRST JEWISH GOVERNOR REMEMBERED G3 

we Feller may trove Geen fhe London Jewish Chroniclej— tibici 

stated flatly thet the Protocols tere indeed genuine; that, m fact, they 

Dod been crafted’ by one fection of jews atlending one of the carly 

Zionist conchives prior fo the tinh of the 19b Century Regrettably: 

Ralph Geandinett's files disatpecved after bis death witch, By the 

IAJ wes fron neti! causes And Hased Upon what Pacguita de 

Aoisinneraj writing as “L Pry” in Waters Plowing Eastward, Pas doch- 

mented, it is certain thet (ors fection was led Gy one Asher Ginsberg, 

best know ds A Pad A bem In miy book, The New Babylon, J Deve iret 

ten about Bois fiitte-Ratoiwn bistory m some detali, 

MISSILE TWENTY-ONE 

The Major American Jewish Political Figure 

the Jewish-Controlled Media Prefers to Forget 

how American students are constantly bombarded with 

A Glowing stories abort prominent American fews—Oohh pasi 

aad pPreseni—oane af ibe mosi genuinely colorful American Jewish 

political figures Das been cast lo the classic Orwellian “Memory 

Hole” Here, jor tbe record, ts oa cerefilhedoctmmented exposition of 

mine—ortelnaly crafted for publication ta The Barnes Review, fhe 

bfuivelly Alstorical magazine (oublished by Writs A. Carto), of which 

Can prone to sayd am one of the founding editors, Once por ue redd 

Lhe story yor H mnderstand twy Lois particuiar fetwisd statesman Pas 

become d viriual non-entit despite tbe fact that be was a welbenoiwn 

figure during the Citi War anel Recowstruciton era—a period of 

American Bistory thet Bas been so olberwise uvdely commnmemorated 

fh books Bollywood fais, GOCHI TAr ES, slory did Song... 

ne of America's first Jewish governors bas virtually disap- 
Se 7 J pee en ee 3 . : T 

peared trom the history books, What little information can 

be found about him provides a fascinating insight into the 

rampant corruption and political deal-making that reigned supreme dur- 

ing the shameful period in America remembered as “Reconstruction. 

The short, but frenzied, political heyday of Franklin J. Moses was "the 

gollen age of stealing in South Carolina,” according to American histo- 

rian Claude Bowers in The Tragic Era, Bowers memorable account of 

Reconstruction— “the dark that followed the dawn of peace, 
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While Moses was just one of many crooked Southern “scally- 

wiages"—Southerners who allied with the Radical Reconstructionists of 

the North—what is notable about Moses is that he was, in fact, the third 
Jewish American to serve as a state governor (preceded only Ivy ‘David 

Emanuel, who served as g governor of Georgia for one year, in 1601, and 

by Michael Hahn who served as governor of Louisiana from 194- 1865). 

And the truth is that Moses—by virtue of his very infamy—+was far 

better known (and certainly far more widely publicized) at the time 

than either of his predecessors, 

Yel, in numerous otherwise authoritative Cand often glowing) His- 

tories of the Jewish role in American public life, Moses has become a 

“nen-person, this despite the fact that, as the period newspaper reports 

cited in Bowers’ book make clear, Moses was a nationally-known figure 

whose criminal exploits were copiously noted in the American press at 

Lhe time. Today, however, not a single one of the three most notable wol- 

umes on the topic of Jewish involvement in American political affairs 

mention Moses in any wav: 

© The few i American Politics, by Nathaniel Weyl (New Rochelle, 

New York: Arlington House, 1968) features chapters on “The Civil War" 

and “The Gilded Age" that followed, but Moses is conspicuously un- 

noticed, despite his infamy during the post-Crvil War era. a 

jews and American Politics, by Stephen Isaacs (New York: 

Doubleday Hooks, 1974) likewise does not include Moses in its list of 

‘Elected Governors of Jewish Descent” However, perhaps, the author 

Isaacs can be excused because the i circumstances of Moses’ ‘elevation to 

the South Carolina statehouse can better be described asa “theft” 
more generously, as a “purchase"- —and hardly a model of ‘the cence 
ic clective process. — 

* fewes in American Politics, edited by L. Sandy Maisel (New York: 

Rowman & Littheheld Publishers, 20019 never mentions Moses at all in 

its list of “Jewish Governors” which like the aforementioned volume by 

Isaacs, may be skirting around the circumstances by noting that the 

Jewish governors are “listed by year of election” 

e Our Southern Landsman, by Harry Golden, (New York: G, P 

Putnam's Sons, 1974), which Publisher's Weebly described as a history 

of “the South's influential Jews” also fails to highlight Moses, despite 
many otherwise heroic portraits of Moses’s contemporaries. 

An Internet search of Moses will turn up a tiny handful of refer- 
ences to Moses, but one, in particular, that does mention his religion, lists 

ii as “Episcopalian That is incorrect, 

All of this is ironic, considering the fact, that, as Jewish-American 

Professor Benjamin Ginsberg has pointed out that Moses's family was 
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"quite prominent" in South Carolina, with several members having dis- 

tinguished themselves in the Revolutionary’ Wa ar. Not to mention the fact 

Moses’ own father had himself served as chief justice of the South 

Carolina Supreme Court—an auspicious and distinguished post indeed, 
“As such, in easily accessed modern-day literature, the full story of 

Franklin Moses is not readily available. However, turning to the right 

sources—inclucding the aforementioned Ginsbere's litthe-noticed book, 

The Fetal Embrace fews and the State, we can find out more about this 

remarkable character about whom a lively Holywood film could be 

maide. 

orn circa 1842, young Moses’s first step up the political ladder 

came—through his family connections—when he was appointed pri- 

vate secretary of the governor of South Carolina during the final years 

of the Confederacy, However, at the end of the Civil War, Moses assumed 

some notoriely—particularly among his former collcagues—when he 

became *one of the first of any that were conspicuous in the state to 

submit ta the Reconstruction Act.” 

As such, by allying himself with the Radical Republicans in 

Washington, Moses became, in no short order, one of the worst “scally- 

wags" of all time. lt paid off for him both politically and financially, He 

was soon made speaker of the Reconstruction-ruled speaker of the 

South Carolina state house of representatives and then, after just two 
years, assumed the governorship. Although his tenure of office was hard- 

ly more than four years total, Moses established a record of flamboyant 

corruption that has few equals in American history. 

The aforementioned Professor Ginsberg, whose book, Phe Mitel 

Embrace, is a candid review of the influential—but often un-men- 

tioned—role of American Jews in high-level political affairs and of the 

frequent corruption in which they were intimately involved, has 

described Moses’ career in quite forthright terms: 

It is interesting that the he importance of Jews in state finance 

during the Reconstruction period helped í one Jew ish politician 

play a more direct role in a Southern - Republican state adminis- 

tration. One of South Carolina’s most prominent Republican 

politicians during the 1870s was Franklin Moses who served, 

successively, as a delegate to the South Carolina constitutional 

convention, speaker of the South Carolina House of represen- 

tatives, adjutant and inspeetor general of the militia, a trustee of 

the state university, and, in 1872, governor of the state. Moses 

was a scalawag, that is, a Southerner who supported the 

Republicans, South Carolina's Republican government, like 
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some regimes in premodern Europe and the Middle East, had a 

very narrow pool of talent from which to draw. Its political base 

consisted of uneducated, newly free slaves and a very small 

number of whites, Hence, the Republicans were eager to have 

Moses’ services even though he was a Jew and former 

Confederate, 

Like the other Keconstruction-era Southern state govern: 

\ments, South Carolina was forced to borrow heavily to finance 

administration and internal improvements. Moses proved to 

[pe especially adept at raising money through the sale of state 
securities and was able to make use of this talent to further his 

[political career 

Between 1868 and 1871, the stare legislature, led by 

| Speaker Moses, issued or guaranteed some $23 million in 

| these securities were marketed on the European continent lyy 

Jewish banking firms. Most, unfortunately, quickly declined in 

value to less than fifty cents on the dollar and were ultimately 
repudiated after the Democrats returned to power. 

Franklin Mases’s administrative talents extended beyond 

the realm of finance, While speaker, Moses organized a 14,000 
man state militia composed mainly of black troops and led by 

white officers. Subsequently, Moses personally traveled to New 

York to purchase arms and supplies for this force. 

In the American South during Reconstruction, as in the 

Third World today, election outcomes depended as much upon 
the balance of armed force as upon the distribution of political 

| popularity. Moses's state militia played a critical role in bringing 

about a Republican victory in the 1870 South Carolina state 

elections when it was able to discourage Democratic sympa- 

thizers from going to the polls while simultancously preventing 

the Democratic party's paramilitary forces from intimidating 

black and other Republican voters, 

a, 

| The state militia also prevented Moses's opponents fram 

using judicial processes that they controlled against him. 

During his term as governor, Moses was named the “Robber 

Governor” by his foes and was often accused by Demoac erats of 

| diverting pwns funds for his per sonal use —a charge that had 

— mm 

a ———, MlM O —— 

| arrest on corruption aa only by MT up our Companies 

jot black militia to | Bu; idl his residence and office. 

| bonds, As in the case of other Southern state bonds, many of 

SOME HIDDEN HISTORY ABOUT RECONSTRUCTION oF 

In fact, as Ginsberg points out, Moses was not the only Jew who 

became prominent in South Carolina politics during Reconstruction, 

Two of South Carolina's most prominent black politicians of this era, 

Francis L., Cardozo and Robert C. DeLarge, (both of whom were allies of 

Moses) were the offspring of black mothers and Jewish fathers, Cardozo 

served as South Carolina secretary of state. OeLarge was elected to the} 

House of Representatives in 1870 with “help” from Moses’ armed mili- 

tias, but, to its credit, the House, however, refused to seat DeLarec. 

In any case, Ginsberg noted, the South Carolina regime under 

Moses “was among the most _ corrupt at the period.’ Claude Bowers 

paints a vivid portrait of America’s little- known Jewish governor and his 

colleagues: 

The corruption in state bonds, criminally issued and divid- | 

ed among official gangsters, mounted into the millions, but. 

bribery and bond-looting was not enough for this avaricious | 

horde, which had recourse to the pay certificate steals... When’ 
Moses, [then the state house speaker, prior to becoming gover- 

ner], required more funds for his debauchery and made out a 

pay certificate for $2500, Lt, Governor Ransier refused to 

approve unless included ... 

When bribery, illegal bonds, pay certificates did not suffice, 

the thieves bethought themselves of furnishing the State 

House, Within four years a people on the verge of bankruptcy 

was forced to pay out more than $200,000 for the purpose. 

There was a $750 mirror to reflect the dissipated face of Moses, 

clocks for members in their private rooms at $480, and two 

hundred cuspidors at eight dollars each, for the use of 124 

members. 
The quarters of Moses at Mrs. Randall's rooming house 

were elegantly furnished at the state’s expense. And yet, on the 

expulsion of the Raclicals from power, there was less than 

$18,000 in furniture to account for the $200,000 spent; the rest 

was in the homes of the members and their mistresses, 

When, in 1872, Moses, in Bower's words, “bought the gubernatorial 

nomination,” a black band played “Hail to the Chief; an anthem normally 
reserved exclusively for the president of the United States. At the time 

Moses assumed the governorship, The New York Worfd predicted ae 
he would, within two years, “take the last of the sap out of the tree.” 

Which, it might be added, is precisely what he did. 

Described by Claude Bowers as “a lecherous degenerate and cor- 
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ruptionist.” who was "the black sheep ofa decent family" Moses—who 

was “notoriously dishonest in the legislature"—quickly made the best of 

a good situation. . With the ‘support cof the Republican regime in 

Washington, Moses had won the Palmetto State's highest office and thus 

“entered into the land of milk and honey with an insatiable appetite.” 

Bowers provides modern-day readers with a fascinating portrait of 

Moses and his shenanigans: 

Almost immediately, this penniless adventurer had jrur- 

chased a $40,000 mansion, furnished it with elegance, main- 

tained the grounds and buildings perfectly, and indulged him- 
self in every luxury. Driving through the streets in an expensive 

equipage drawn by a span of the finest horses, he conveyed the 

impression of opulence. He was living, at the rate of about 

$40,000 a year, and, while his debts had reached almost a quar- 

ter of a million, he was not without resources in the crimes he 
was committing. 

A natural actor in the princely role, a correspondent 

described his domestic establishment as “a well-trained corps 

dramatique” In the presence of minister or bishop, he was all 

piety and humility and the good man was impressed with his 

sanctity and the charms of a pious household. When occasion 
called, he could “preface a meal with a lengthy and unctuous 

grace and roll off a well-written family prayer” 

Even the domestics enjoyed the comedy. And yet, this 

“frowsy, hatched-faced, pale young man of a debauched exteri- 

or... With a big mustache and thin hair ...“could be seen with 

Negroes and low whites puffing cigarettes and sitting down 

among the blacks with a hunchback billiard player, 

In 1877, when federal troops abandoned South Carolina, Moses' era 

(however lucrative) came to an end. Democrats regained control of the 

south Carolina government, the new administration brought many of 

the corrupt Republicans to trial, Never one to lose an opportunity, 

Moses quickly offered his services as a government witness against 

many of his former allies, even admitting many of his own crimes. 

And although Moses’ halfJewish/halfblack allies, Cardozo and 

DeLarge, were among thase found guilty of corruption, they were par- 

doned as part of a settlement between the national Republican admin- 

istration of Rutherford B. Hayes (who had assumed the presidency in the 
disputed election of 1876) and the Democratic Party, working together 

ta resolve the bitterness in the wake of that national election. 

AMERICA’S Moses ENDED UP IN JAIL! 69 

Benjamin Ginsberg summarized the political legacy of Moses and 

his landsmen:" Thus, as part of their intimate connection to t the finances, 

politics and society of tlie © Gilded led Age, ] jews were involved in many i of the 
„im 

MOSE visible ands spectacul; Li frauds of af the he pott ivi War r period a as well 

as in the economic dislocations and fir financial manipulations that char- 

acterized the era” 

~ Pespite this brief blaze of glory, however, Moses’ criminal career 

was far from over. According to Thomas Byrnes (chief of New York City’s 

detective division from 1880-1895), soon after his term of office ended, 

Moses “started in victimizing friend and foe alike” 

In fact, Moses’ post-gubernatorial criminal antics were so repetitive 

anid so widespread, reaching into Byrnes jurisdiction and as far west as 

Chicago and north to Massachusetts as well, that Byrnes iel compelled 

to include a lengthy profile of Moses in Byrnes’ colorful 433-page 

gallery, Professional Crinninals of Aierica, wherein Moses was gener- 

ally described as a “swindler by bogus chec ks" Cevidently Moses’s chief 

post-rubernatorial method of operation). Noting that “an account of all, 

[of Moses] swindling transactions would fill many pages” " Byr rnes pro- 

vided a capsule description of just a few of Moses’ many endeavors: 

s Arrested in New York and returned to South Carolina in 1878 for 

passing a forged note in South Carolina for $316. (After being placed on 

parole, Moses evidently escaped); 

‘Arrested in New York in 1881 for defrauding a military man out of 

S25, ent to six months in jail; 

+ Arrested in Chicago in 1884 for false pretenses, but the case was 

sectlect: 

e Arrested in Detroit in 1884 for swindling a preacher aid sent to 

jail for three months; 

© Arrested again in Detroit in 1865—by Boston, Massachusetts 

police officers—for swindling another military man, Colonel T. W 

Higginson, of Cambridge, out of $34 under lalse pretenses, Sentenced to 

six months m jail; 

e While in jail in Massachusetts, Moses was taken back to court for 

a variety of other swindling charges, and, on Oct. 1, 1883 was sentenced 

to three years in the Massachusetts House of Corrections. His sentence 

was set to expire on May 10, 1888. Moses would have been 44 years of 

age at the time of his release trom prison, but he had already lived a life 

of crime—anel political power—that very few could egual. 

Because Moses’ has been relegaféd to the Memory Hole, we know 

little, if anything, about his final vears, but what we do know about his 
proverbial" 15 minutes of fime” is quite bizarre and telling indeed—a lit- 

the-noted chapter in American Jewish history. 



MISSILE TWENTY-TWO 

For the Sake of the Children... 

Let’s Debate and Discuss 

the Facts & the Myths 

About the Holocaust 

E foe opening weeks of the year 2001, J bad the pleasure of 

s fenparalig foward phOleation IDe Jan/Teb 2001 issue of the 

bimonthly historical magazine, The Barnes Review, which was devol- 
ed exchisitei fo &mnhining foe controversial and spichiuoritten- 

about topic of "Toe Holocaust” After that issie wes released, | sent 

copies of hoe mapazine i0 a nanber of educators and opfiton-ancak- 

Crs EA WEY Dore IOWA, accompanied by foe following fetter... 

For the sake of the children, 

let's bring history into accord with the facts! 

Dear Open-Minded Free-Chinker: 

And I clo know that YOU are THAT. You are NOT closed-mineed and 

bigoted nor do you allow others to unduly influence your thinking. 

Otherwise, I wouldn't waste my time with this letter and the informa- 

Hon that Pve enclosed. I know you agree with me that Rousseau was 

right when he said: ~ 

“Falsification of history has done mare to impede human 

development than any one thing known to mankind. 

The question is this: How much of what we've read in our history 

books is really true? Here are just a few examples of historical “facts” 

that have since been revised in light of new information ... 

THE ATTACK ON PEARL HARBOR WAS A “SURPRISE” 

Now, big name historians acknowledge that both FOR and Winston 

Churchill knew the attack was coming but did nothing to stop it, conti- 

dent the disaster would force America to go to war 

A “LONE ASSASSIN" KILLED JOHN E KENNEDY, 

Today, few people anywhere believe the Warren Commission. And 

there's unsettling new evidence the JFK conspiracy was even bigger 

than even some of the most vociferous Warren critics imagined. 

Our Kips Meen ro KNow Anout THE HOLOCAUST 7] 

RICHARD NIXON WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR WATERGATE. 

Twenty-six years afterward, recent discoveries suggest that Richard 

Nixon was more a Vvictiin—not the perpetrator—of the Watergate affair. 

THE LUSITANIA WAS “AN UNARMED PASSENGER LINER. 

We now know the British liner was net only armed but thar the ship 

probably would have survived the German torpedo if she hadn't been 

carrying explosive and illegal war materiel bound for Britain. 

These are only four instances of major events of the past that have 

been subjected to what Rousseau bhintly described as “falsification of 
history.” These events altered the course of history—vyet,in each case che 

“official” version of what happened wasit even true... 

I'm sorry to say, based on my own research, that there are literally 

hundreds— probably thousands—of other examples. So with all of this 

in mind, Pm really pleased to be able to send you this special “All 

Holocaust” issue of the historical magazine, The Harnes Review 

It just so happens that | took time off from my otherwise busy 

schedule working as a correspondent for fie Spothoor newspaper to 

act as “guest editor” of this special issue of The Garnes Review. 

EVERYTHING that you sce in this issue of The Barnes Kevint was 

acleeted for publication and edited by ME. I selected the photos, I wrote 

the descriptive “cutlines” under the photos, | wrote the headlines, I 

wrote the introductory material. I wrote the editorial. In addition, YIR- 

TUALLY ALL of the unsigned articles were written by me, not to men- 

tion Che articles that actually include my actual"byline* I opted to jump 

in as “guest editor’ on this special issue because of the fact that several 

years ago the Jewish lobby attacked my book on the JFK assassination, 

The truth is that my book on the JFK assassination had NOT said 

even one word about “the Holocaust,” yet the powerful Jewish lobby 

decided that the best way to try to deflect attention from my accusa- 

tions about Israels involvement in the JFK assassination was to tell peo- 

ple that I “denied the Holocaust.” 

In other words, they didn’t want to address my book on its merits, 

so they determined that the best way to discredit me would be to make 

false accusations about me regarding the “sensitive” subject of “the holo- 

caust. Well, the Jews made a big mistake ... THEY BIT OFF MORETHAN 

THEY COULD CHEW 

Because of their false accusations, I decided to investigate the sub- 

ject of socalled “Holocaust denial” and see what it was really all about. 

When I did, learned that there really is a lot more to the subject of “the 
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Holocaust” and so-called "Holocaust denial” than meets the eve. 

It turns out that the so-called “Holocaust deniers” don't deny the 

Holocaust at all. They've simply raised specific questions about specific 

“facts” about the Holocaust that turn out not to be facts at all. CAnd this 

is a very serious concern for people who want school children ta be 

taught the truth, 

This issue of The Harnes Reue is just an overview of what I 

learned about the subject. I think once you've read this special issue 

from cover to cover that you, too, will have some very real questions 

about all of the stories that you have heard about “the Holocaust.” 

Yes, yes, yes, THERE WERE CONCENTRATION CAMPS. Yes, yes, yes, 

Jews were sent to concentration camps. Yes, yes, ves, We've heard all the 

stories and seen the pictures. It was a real tragedy. However, this is the 

first time EVER that a historical magazine has investigated WHY this hap: 

pened... 

The Jewish magazines and newspaper reports and “history” books 

all tell us that the Germans and the rest of the people of Europe who 

were not Jewish were simply “evil” and “hate-filled” At first they told us 

that it was just Hither who was the bad guy and that he was an evil dic- 

tator who did all these things and that nobody knew what was happen- 

ing. Now the Jews have changed their tune and said that EVERYBODY— 

INCLUDING THE CATHOLIC CHURCH—knew what was happening 

and went along with it because they supported it. 

Well, if that’s the case, why did all of these different people, of adit- 

ferent languages and nationalities and ethnic persuasions and religions 

ALL rally behind Hitler? 

The Jews want to have it both ways: on the one hand, they sav that 

“Hitler and the Nazis did it" and on the other hand—now—they say that 

everybody supported Hitler and the Nazis, 

Youll be absolutely fascinatecl by the thought-provoking essay by 

the Jewish rabbi who essentially says that by their actions in Europe, the 

Jewish people set the stage for the events that followed, 

Youll be intrigued by the inelepth, fact-filled essay that explains 

how the Jews accumulated a vast amount of wealth and power Gind 

engaged in widespread corruption) in Germany during the period 
between the world wars. 

You'll be amazed to learn how it was actually the organized Jewish 

groups that led a harmful boycott against the new Hitler sovernment— 

long before any Jew was sent to a concentration camp! 

This was essentially a “declaration of war” by the Jews against 

Germany and is something that is NEVER written about in the history 

books or talked about in the schools today. 

-j H Dip YOUR DAD SEE THE GAS CHAMBER AT DACHAU? 

And you'll be delighted by the up-beat final article that shows how 

even though the Jews suffered terribly during World War IL (as did all 

people), the Jews have now emerged as the wealthiest, most powerful 

single group of people on the face of the planet! 

In other words—here’s the good news: we don’t have to feel sorry 

for the Jews anymore and we can FINALLY stop talking about the 

Holocaust! (Thank God" 

Since I know that you are a free-thinking, independent-mineded intel- 

lectual, I'm confidant that you'll be delighted to get some honest, 

straightforward, wirbiased and documented FACTS—not myths—about 

this very controversial topic! 

CW course, there are narrow-minded, easily-influenced people who 

will denounce this issue of The Barnes Review Fortunately, however, 

those closed-minded people are in the very small minority—although, of 

course, they constitute a very powerful “elite” in America today. 

If truth be told, they are people who have a vested interest in mak- 

ing a profit out of what Jewish-American intellectual Norman 

Finkelstein has called “the Holocaust industry.” (Be sure to read my 

review of Dr. Finkelstein’s book in this issue of The Barnes Review!) 

What [find most poignant in all of this are the revelations—comung 

irom the American Jewish Committee itself—which indicate that the 

Germans—contrary to popular myth—did NOT (REPEAT: DID NOT) use 

gas Chambers to kill people at the concentration camp at Dachau... 

This is particularly interesting because one of Juniata County, 

Pennsylvania's most widely-respected educators visited Dachau as a Red 

Cross worker at the cend of the war and this educator told me personal- 

ly that she “saw” the “gas chamber" and “knew that “there was a 

Holocaust” (based on having seen the socalled gas chamber that even 

the Jewish authorities NOW say NEVER functioned! 

Actually, the gas chambers that did exist, it seems, were used to 

fumigate CLOTHING to eliminate the spread of typhus, the dread dis 
ease that DID kill THOUSANDS of inmates during the war when the sup- 

oly lines broke down (as a result of British and American bombing raids) 

and prevented the Germans from providing food, clean water, sanitation 
and other necessities ta the concentration camp inmates. 

It just so happens—by the wav—thart Jewish-American attorney, 

Mark Lane, a friend of mine, visited Dachau as a U.S. soldier at the end 

of the war and he, too, was shown “the gas chamber” However, based 

upon the new information that’s come out, Mark does not believe there 

Was an “extermination program” via “the gas chambers" at Dachau. 

What about Auschwite? Well, check out the thoroughly documented 

chart in this issue of TBR. It summarizes the changing—and diminish- 
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ing—numbers of those who supposedly died there. In addition, as you'll 

see, a famous French Holocaust survivor, Paul Rassinier—who was 

interned in not one, BUT TWO, concentration camps ()—was one of the 

first people to raise questions about what did—and did not—happen to 

the Jews! 

I guarantee this much: you're in for a real roller-coaster ride that will 

leave your head spinning. But nothing— repeat NOTHING —that appears 

here can be disputed. It's FACT! 

I realize that much of what appears in this issue of TBR will be very 

painful for people who have spent their lives “believing” in the legends 

òf the Holocaust, but the truth is there for those who dare to look for it. 

Iwill say this much: 100 years from now after all of us are dead and 

gone, the civilized workl that somehow manages to survive the 

inevitable nuclear Holocaust that Isracl WILL set off in the Middle East 

will look back and say, "Isn't it amazing? Imagine how all of those peo- 

ple in the second half of the 20th century actually believed all of that 
postwar propaganda about the Holocaust.” 

I'm mighty proud, indeed, to have played a part in putting this issue 

ofTGR together. There are now over 60,000 copies of this document in 
circulation here in the United States and around the world. 

[ds of January of 2010, there are more than 100,000 copies of 

fois issue of The Barnes Review in cfreufation, —AMCF] 

And you'll find this hard to believe—-lut it's absolutely true: in mod- 

ern-day Germany, Austria and Switzerland Cand in other Western “democ- 

miucies 3, I could GOTO JAIL for several years for writing this material! 

That's not my “opinion.” That's a FACT! 

That's right, That's how powerful the Jews are. They've instituted 
laws in these countries to PUNISH people for doing historical research 

and writing—and whats really scary is that they want to do the same 

thing in this country. 

So a8 free-thinkers and intellectuals who believe in the American tra- 

dition of Freedom of Speech, it's time that we ally together and fight for 

our precious libertics—before it's too late, 

PS. You'll find this hard to believe, but ane Juniata County woman {a 

schoolteacher, believe it or noth who saw this issue of The Barnes 

keviet said, “Oh that’s just Holocaust denial propaganda!” without read- 

ing a single article in the publication. Those are the kind of closecd-mind- 

ed idiots, frankly, that are a real problem in our society today. 

MISSILE TWENTY-THREE 

What a Hoot! 

An Irreverent Review of “Holocaust” 

Television's First Great Mini-Series: 

HO T978 MAC television Grodedceest tbe oitech-pronioted PEMS- 

Poa “Hofecaist,” iohich set in imotion—in the years Dat Jol- 

forwed—a seemingiy nnenÛding array af Olber films cited docnimern- 

ferfes, novels and al meumer of “history” and "entertainment" (9 
focused on that subject jn the fall of 2009 1 Dad occasion to onee 

again view “Holocaust” eve, ot refraspect, d came to realize that the 

docu-dramie teas, to be completely bonest, quite over the top With thet 

D mind, {devoted an entire Orogedcast of my nightly radio JOrn 

Dino at muichacicoiiinspiperpodbecncom) to a review of the film. 

Whe follows fsa branseri of fet reri... 

Tonight's broadcast is dedicated to a character of fiction— Berthe 

Palice Weiss, the Jewish grand dame, the kindly, elegant, clignified wife of 

a kindly, elegant digniñed Dr, Josef Weiss, two out of some 30 billion 

innocent Jews done in by—you guessed it—the evil Nazis Cor rather, the 

Nul-veeze (that’s pronounced “gnat-zeeze") in the much-touted 1976 tel- 

evision extravaganza cntitled Healacersé. 

I just watched the film the other day on DYD while on my 

deathbed And then I rewatched it. 

[t's really quite a hoot, 

So despite what Abie Foxman at the ADL and Abie Cooper at the 

Simon Wiesenthal Center might suggest, 1 cdo listen to their side of the 

story, to all of the carping and complaining about Adolf Hitler and the 

Holocaust by the Jews and Hollywood and certain “alternative media’ 

icons who think the Nazis are hiding under the bed getting ready to 

jump out and say “boo” and take over America once and tor all. 

In any ease, plaved by the lovely Rosemary Harris, Berthe Weiss is a 

character of such thoroughly annoving magnitude that ane spends most 

of the film—up until Berthe finally gets it—hoping all the while in the 

meantime that the Nazis—the Natzis, that is—are ping to storm 

through the door and drag her away, hitting her with a stick in the 

Process. 

When it finally happens, when Berthe goes to the gas—as you know 

from the get-go, it absolutely has to happen, it just has to happen—it's 

almost anti-climactic. | mean, seriously, Berthe is such a goody two- 

sloes, soll-spoken, sweet, gentle. You just know that they're gonna get 

her, one way or the other, those dac-ummedd Natzeese. 
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It’s kind of like when you start watching a thriller about some fam- 

ily being stalked by an evil neighbor and they have a cute dog named 

Rover. You just knew that the neighbor is gonna hack up Rover and 

leave him on the front porch. 

So, yep, they finally get Berthe, She bravely makes her way with a 

bunch of beleaguered gals right into the old gas chamber, and, of course, 

she’s comforting same poor little girl that reminds her of her own 

daughter who got offed by the Nazis a year or two earlier. 

One can't help but think that even sereenwriter Gerald Green was 

glad to be done at last with this character, putting her out of her misery 

about a third of the way through the big shindig. 

Mid-drama Green actually has Berthe's rather obnoxiously cure 

daughter screaming in contempt, “Mother, vou think you're so special, 

that you're such a grand lady, that the Nazis wouldn't do anything to 

you” Surprise. Surprise. Well, they got her all right, 

Frankly, when they were ushering her to the showers, as they put in 

the film, Ewas thinking: “Thank God,” 

Berthe liked to play classical music on a really gorgeous grand piano 

Clabways wanted a grand piano), Anyway, Gerthe's piano gets confiscat- 

ed by the Nazis and—predictably—it ends up with much ado in the 

home of a particularly odious $8 officer played by Michacl Keaton, but 

more about him later, 

All told the characters in the film at large are such cardboard cutout 

figures that it is rather quite dazzling in a sense to think chat American 

television audiences were so captivated by this period costume drama, 

something akin to one of those old Bette Davis flicks with Betty jazzed 

up as ducen Elizabeth, 

The film is replete with thuggish Jew-hating Nazis who not only 

rape Derthe's daughter (who goes insane and then ends up being sub- 

jected to a merey-killing by gassing by smiling-but-sinister Reich physi- 

ciansi—a gassing conducted in one of the famous “gas vans" as opposed 

to thease good ole eas chambers... 

But another of the Nazis, a porky fellow with a weird grin, coerees 

Berthe's daughter-in-law (a sbikseb, a non-Jewish woman) into giving 

herself up in return for sneaking sneak love letters to her Jewish hus- 

band who ts locked up in Buchenwald for being a trouble-maker. 
Now get ihis. I mean this is rich. RECH ... 

The plump fellow, the tubby Wazi, later declares his love for Berthe’s 

Gentile daughter in law, having had such a good time having his way 

with fer in his office at the concentration camp, 

However, the molestee, played by Meryl Streep (a great actress, in 

my estimation) rejects him. Apparently she didn’t care tog much for 

Harry Days IN BERLIN WITH THE FAMILY WEISS if 

making whoopee with the Fat Fascist, His tender ministrations didn't 

match up, I guess, with those of her Hebrew Hubby 

I kid vou not, folks. Such stuff as dreams are made of! 

Watching this film, mare than 30 years later, one can't help but 

chuckle —seriously, | mean it—chuckle at the 1970s air of this film set 

40 years earlier. On occasion you might even expect to find Berthe's 

daughter listening to a cadio-wersion broadeast of the Brady Bunch or 

the Partridge Family. 

Michael Moriarty portrays a fictional young German 55 officer 

named Dorf who starts off the show by admitting to his potential 

employer, Reinhard Heydrich, the so-called “Blonde Beast "—olayed with 

skilful and elegant arrogance by the stylish British actor David Warner— 

that he’s “neutral” about Jews and is just looking for a job, but by the end 

of the shaw he—Moriarty'’s character—emerges as possibly the nastiest 

Navi in Germany, barring perhaps even Hitler. Moriarty’s character, Dorf 

leers crazily through the film at the thought of cand discussing) the 

killing of as many Jews as possible, and he is cast, in a sense,as the Chief 

Nazi Word-Twister, coming up with crafty linguistic euphemisms for all 

manner of murder and mayhem aimed at the Jews. 

Even some of the best Nazi murderers in the field are disgusted at 

the way Dorf conjures up some classic ways of describing mass murder. 

(Qn a factual historical note, those so-called cuphemisms, for mur- 

der, such as "evacuation" and “resettlement” were, in fact, referring to just 

these things: not the mass murder of Jews. But, hey, what's truth when 

you're pitching Zionist propaganda in the realm af Hollywood. 

Heydrich, played by the aforementioned David Warner— Chest 

known as the Evil gun-toting gentleman's gentleman who tries to off 

Leonardo DeCaprio in David Cameron's classic Pitemicj—at times 

seems to be the only one in the whole shebang whom you might want 

to dine out with. 

Poor Dorf, Moriarty’s over-the-top character (a part for which 

Keaton won an Emmy), ends up in the hands of U.S. Army nazi hunters 

and after trying to explain why his enthusiastic slaughter of 

900,000,000 million Jews was a public service swallows a big fat pill and 

drops dead on the spot with hardly a groan. 

He kind of looks like he just a nip of really bad Seagram’s gin, cour- 

tesy of those bigshot Jewish bootleggers, the Brontmans, 

Throughout the film Moriarty is shown displaying images of jews 

getting strung up, shot, beaten, rabbis getting their beards clipped by 

grinning Nazis. Oh, it goes on and on. 

The pictures that Moriarty is boasting about are shown on the 

screen. Funny thing is, though, that when Moriarty is hea rd saying,“ Here 
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they are being led to gas ... Here they are in the gas chamber .. * you 

don't get to see the pictures. 
Damn! 

Maybe it's because there were no such pictures taken since, as same 

scholars say, it never happened. 

They do manage to slip in gol ole Babi Yar. 1 mean, came on, haw 

couldn't they not show Babi Yar what by the wavy appears to be, accord- 

ing to rescarchees, a largely fictitious mass slaughter at a ravine in Poland 

or Ukraine or Cherry Hill, New Jersey, I forget which, 

The actors mutter ominously about Babi Yar, and wou know, just 

know, what's coming, Lots of machine gun fire, bodies dropping. 
There’s also a lot of jabbering, in hushed tones as the movie pro- 

eresses about that mysterious tourist trap in the East, a place called 

OUOUUUUUUUUUUUshveececeeececetz, a place that several of the 

characters actually get to visit by the end of the film, 

We do get lots of nudity--and this was on 1970s television. They 

could make excuses for baring boobies (pardon my Yiddish) on prime 

line television since it was a movie about the Holocaust. 

But then nudity and intimations of sadomasochism have always 

been part and parcel of the quote-unquote “historical imagery” of the 

Holocaust. Nekked guys and gals being herded in and out of concentra- 

tion camp buildings, into the famous OVENS Cas some like to call the leg- 

endary—and I do mean legendary—eas chambers), 

Well, anyway... 

At one point Moriarty’s character seems to show a little contrition 

for having orchestrated a symphony of bloodletting all over Europe, but 

then he and his wife decide that the best way to deal with it is to just 

keep on keepin’ on, killing as many Jews as possible and, they decide, if 

he gets caught in the end, he has to say he was doing it all for the greater 

good of Germany and the world. 

Rather interesting excuse, Flimmmi. 

They even have Keaton as the guy who dreamed up 4vklon B. 

There's a scene of him taking a sniff, almost dreamily. Seriously. m seri- 

ous. fust ane capsule, It bubbles, kind of like those old children’s drinks 

called lizzies! 

leant help but think that when Moriarty took the role he said to 

himself. "Tm really gonna go whole hog with this part. It will really make 

the Jews happy" And so he got his Emmy, In a sense, he deserved it, 

Moriarty, incidentally, is a bit of a libertarian who bad some pissing 

match with former Attorney General Janet Reno over some long-lorgot- 

ten subject. But in Moriarty’s defense, I have to say that he played a part 

in a really adorable film about a little beagle named Shiloh. 

NEXT YEAR IN JERUSALEM — MOT! FQ 

Characters playing Adolf Eichmann and Heinrich Himmler do put im 

what you might call cameo appearances, but both come across as rather 

boring, mild-mannered fellows who aren't even as bad as Dorf 

Oddly, I don't recall Me. Big—Adolf Heeetler himself (they always 

put a weird exaggerated twist on pronouncing his name, never just 

“Hitler” it's like HEEEEEFlerJ— popping up in the movie, Almost seems 

like an oversight, but considering the fact that there are probably anly 

onc or two “decent” Germans in the whole enterprise, the film-makers 

more than made up for that, 

In contrast, of course, all the Jews are witty and wise, warm and 

wonderful, heroic and hearty. I don't know if Ive ever seen so many rab- 

bis in my life-—all really dear old fellows, deeply religious, spiritual, Cull 

of hope, blah, blah, blah, yadda yadda yadda. 

Berthe's father is cast as this bubbly, cheerful Jewish war hero, an 
Iron Cross winner for Germany in World War I who loves Germany and 

the military, but this old fool gets it—on Krystallnacht no less! 

Yes, I said, Kristallnacht, the never-to-be-forgotten night of broken 

glass, the worst night in history, I guess. Hope those damned Wazis did- 
n't smash any bottles of Jack Daniels or Bombay Sapphire Gin, rm sure 

they must have busted up the Manischewitz shelves at Hymic’s liquor 

store. When, of course, they weren't busy burning Talmucls. 

At the end, when dignified Dr. Weiss, berthe's husband, is being led 

to the gas—delousing, they told him—he cracks jokes with his old 

friend Mr. Lowey and asks Lowey if ever got his prostate or his kidney 

or his gall bladder Cor some body part) ever checked! out as De Weiss had 
suggested. 

The lovely Tovah Feldshuh played a beautiful Jewish girl who is a 

devoted Zionist who later becomes a terrorist (oh, Tm sorry, "resistance 

fighter" after hooking up with Berthe's youngest son. and in her day 

Tovah (who later played the ugly Golda Meir on Broadway) was quite a 

looker. Tovah gets gunned down fighting the Nazis. Probably a better 

way to go than getting burned alive in a synagogue like a bunch of other 

Jewish gals do, right up front! Tovah is is always yapping about Next Year 

in Jerusalem, Never made it. Her beautiful corpse was left in the wilds 
of Ukraine, no doubt to be subjected to the kind of things that only Eric 

Hufschmid dreams of 
Two good looking blonde Gentile guys, James Woods and one of the 

Bottoms brothers—I forget which—play the Jewish heroes, the sons of 

Berthe. Funny thing that they couldn't find any Jewish actors to play the 
Jewish heroes. Woods—the guy who was married to Meryl Streep in the 

movie—dies at Auschwitz, worked to death I guess, right when the 

camp is being liberated. Bad timing, to sav the least! 
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Now, HE managed to be interned in not only Buchenwald, but also 

Theresianstadt and then when he misbehaved there, the Nazis shipped 

Woods off to Auschwitz where he worked dragging gassed Jews out of 

the gas chamber and off to the ovens. 

* His gal pal Meryl survives. And listen to this. She gotten herself 

deliberately incarcerated in Theresianstadt by asking her former Mazi 

parnimour 80 to speak, to officially denounce her as a subversive. 

Presumably hoping for more pleasure, the fat boy does just that, and 

Meryl sets up housekeeping with her Jewish hubby, James Woods, at 

Therestinstadt and Woods gets her pregnant just in the nick of time, 

since, as I said, he gets stripped off to Auschwitz for gas chamber duty. 

And, of course, she gives birth ta a bouncing baby boy, heir to the 

Weiss fanuly throne. The Bottoms guy, playing Woods’ brother, does sur 

vive. He had the pleasure of Tovah Feldshuh’s charms until they snuffed 
her The movie ends with him getting ready to smuggle Jewish boys into 

Palestine, presumably to start a soccer team since, in the final scene, he's 

playing soccer with the Lads and smiling brightly, I guess he was as 

pleased as everybody else to see this silly movie come to a close. 

MISSILE TWENTY-FOUR 

Responding to a Jewish Agitator 

Who Accused Me of “Anti-Semitism” 

(And of being an “Outsider”! 

ft one occasion after! wrote a letter to fhe editor ofany bome- 

ees newspaper dhing the israeli lobby to task for tis efforts 

fo push America nto needless foreign wears, another letter writer—a 

Jes) physician who bed recently moved fo my bometown recion— 

responded fo y feller aad Olasted me as an antiSenifte who was 

potentially felping stir up another “Holocaust” My response to bis 

ridicefous fetter speaks for itself... 

though one might be tempted to try ta respond line by line 

to the submission to The Juniala Sentinel! by Eric Egelman, 

suffice it to say the letter was largely abusive name-calling of 
the precise type leveled against former President Jimmy Carter and a 

number of highly regarded top ranking generals and admirals and oth- 

ers who have dared to publicly question the power of the Israeli lobby 

A [JEWISH AGITATOR WAGES WAR AGAINST AN “OUTSIDER” 41 

in America, Even philanthropist George Soros, a Holocaust survivor, has 

been abused for saving that the actions of the Israeli lobby are not in 

America’s best interests, even though the Israeli lobby holds great sway 

over Congress due to its considerable financial clout. 

In addition, it should be noted, increasing numbers of respected aca- 

demics have been going public to say that this lobby played a critical 

role in engaging the United States in Iraq and now hopes toa see the 

United States wage war against Iran. 

Even the prestigious kanitp Ferr magazine has featured several arti- 

cles of recent date noting that advocates for Israel were singular forces 

promoting U.S. in volvement in Ira q: E 

The letter writer suggested that it was somehow improper for The 

Tenita Sentinel to publish a letter from someone (myself) living in 

Washington, DC, casting me as someone fram outside “our area” (as he 

put tj. Juniata County folks are not "naive" hillbillies who might be “mis- 

led” by someone who is now from outside the county. 

Longtime Juniata residents know that the very flagpole that proud: 

ly stood over our courthouse ground for most of the 20th century Cand 

perhaps still docs) was raised with the singular support of my late granel- 

father, then a railroad executive, who not only arranged for private dona: 

tions, but also provided! railroad workers to construct the pole. 

Anal it might be added that my great-great-2rancfather was a Civil 

Wir veteran who lies in repose at Church Hill Cemetery in Port Royal, 

For Mr, Egelman to make accusations of bigotry because I critickeed a 

wellfinaneee lobby for a foreign nation is particularly egregious when 

many old-timers recall that the infamous Ku Klux Klan burned a cross 

an Mifflin Hill in an attempt to intimidate my grandfather, a Roman 

Catholic, because he was bringing other Roman Catholics Cargely for- 

eign immigrants) into Mifflin to work in the railroad yards. 

The letter writer talked about the Holocaust and even about the 

Black Plague of centuries ago, but neither of those topics had anything 

to do with the topic of my letter: the power of a forcign lobby group, 

Trying to distract attention from modern day realities by focusing 

discussion of long-ago issues does not serve the cause of free and open 

debate, 

Cackdentaihh, if ids following this Jew's fetter of complaint that 

fhe local newspaper forever stopped priniinge ANY of ney fellers to fhe 

edition Ana fiat ids no ecient foe Word Had cleariy come down 

that “nothing from IHAT Michael Collins Piper is ever fo appear im 

foes newspaper auain J Gmeagine foe Jewish aetiator Probably alse 

direct contacted be Aen DOSE Gere ol eroilla fe Naper] 
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The General, the Preacher and the Anti-Semite 

O af tbe most interesting (und revealing) letters | bave ever 

\frecetved was a missile aimed at me by a Christian funda- 

mentafish dispensdliondiisi miinister—geducated by no dess [Ban 

Liberty University. the fejdom of tbe late and unlamented Jerry 

Fahwed. This Coristtan paston ad resident of the rural community in 

Dich d wes retised, was responding to a personal letter tbat d wrole 

fo brs uvfe after she wrote a fetter to piy bometown newspaper attack- 

fiw Musiins and essentially Olamning Saddam Hussein for volve- 

IENE fh toe 9-11 ferrarisé attacks. Here ts toe letter Ibat I wrote fo fle 

minister after be wrote me fn return (presumably speaking on bebalf 

of Dinself and bis wife) fhe ministers letter—witeh f dissect lie by 

Wee ff fe selection Dat follows —is quite tustructive fa Dai ft delin- 

cates cheap fie sifneser af bie Ciristten Afonists in Arerice. 

NEWS FLASH! 

Destruction of Secular, Modernist Iraqi Regime 

of Saddam Hussein Endangers Christians: 

U.S.-Israeli-british Offensive Against Saddam 

Puts Christians in Danger, 

These are the indisputable facts acknowledged in Poe Washington 

Post on April 20, 2004. That's right, Reverend, in your fanatic pro- 

Israehism, you put Christians in [rag in the line of fire. God save you! 

Dear Reverend: 

Noting that you did not “dignify” me in your recent letter (elated 

April 7, 20043) by addressing me as “Dear Mr Piper” but simply as “Mr, 

Piper I suppose I should be honored you even granted me the tithe “Mr 

Quite frankly, I was actually pleased to receive your letter, written in 

response to my letter to your wife, following publication of her most dis- 

tubing letter to the editor of The funiata Sentinel. Generally, most pra- 

Isracl fanatics can—at best—give one only a blank stare when con- 

fronted with good, solid Facts that are thoroughly documented. It is eas- 

ier not to debate than to try to debate a bad position. I understand thar, 

50 I was pleased that a pro-lsracl fundamentalist fanatic at least made an 

attempt to responel. 
However, I also understand—having read your letter to me—that 

your particular brand of fanaticism is such that you were DRIVEN to 
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respond, compelled by your deep-rooted fundamentalist devotion to the 

donist dream. 

Indeed, your emotional attachment to the Zionist cause is hardly 

any different, realy, from that of the most dedicated of the hard-line 

Muslim fanatics who are attached to their particular brand of Islam. It is 

only natural chat two extremes would ultimately come into conflict. 

And the evidence suggests that a certain sect of American funda- 

mentalist extremists, of which you are a part, have allied with a certain 

sect of Jewish fundlamentalists—an odd alliance indeed. 

Over the years | have received many such letters as yours, from evi- 

dently well-meaning people who (as you do) avoid basic facts and, 

instead, provide me a host of quotations from the Holy Scripture, 

However, the meaning attributed to those quotations is based upon 

[8th and 19th century interpretations of God's Word concocted by the 

likes of cultist John Darby and his ideological heir, the known conm-man 
Cyrus Scofield, whose followers have perverted and twisted the Word of 

God and thereby misinterpreted what the Bible itself does indeed say. 

By God! I stand with His word—not the words of men such as 

Darby and such scum as Scofield. 

So I recognize what motivated your letter. I stand with the ancient, 

original word of the Bible, His word—and not some 18th or 1%th cen- 

tury “interpretation” which is clearly the handiwork of Lucifer himself. 

God have mercy on those who have been co-opted! 

Tam here to say, as a Biblical fundamentalist, that any interpretation 

of the Word of the Lord that originated in the 186th or 19th century is a 

fraud. And Tsay: To Hell with Fraud.” 

Lam here to say, as a Bible-believing Christian, that any man—John 

Darby or Cyrus Scofield—wheo arrived on the scene in the 18th and 

19th centuries and proclaimed himself to be the voice of God, the one 

person who understood what our ancient Biblical Scriptures reported 

unto us, as children of God... dis a fraud. 

You, Reverend, are a follower of Scofield and Darby and [ must tell 

you, wp front, that 1 reject this fallacious modern-day “reinterpretation” 

of the word of our Lord. 

I am a Biblical fundamentalist in the truest sense of the word. | 
believe in the BIBLE—not the “interpretations” of the Bible as passed 

down by religious hucksters. 

Let me be frank about it: ‘To Hell with Darby and Scolield-these 

Satanic monsters who came along nearly 2000 vears after the birth of 

our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and then—in their own audacious fash- 

ion—proceeded to “re-write the Bible”’—funded by financial interests 

and powerful political interests who OPPOSED Christianity and who 
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sought to thwart and pervert the word of our Lord, 

I assure vou, Reverend: if ever there are two men roasting in our 

proverbial Hell, it is this monstrous Darby and his insidious disciple, 

Cyrus Scofield. God damn them to Hell from whenee they were 

spawned! Christians worldwide reject the Satanic doctrine of this con 

man—this deceiver—Cyrus Scofield. 

Essentially, you maintain, I have deviated from the word of our Lord 

and Savior, Jesus Christ, and you hint that perhaps I am in the hands of 
demons, perhaps Satan himself. 

This is quite hilarious, really, considering the fact that—just ten min- 

ules before I opened up your letter—I1 had just made quite a generous 

donation to a wonderful Greek Orthodox Church here in the 
Washington, D.C., area Cand [im not even Greek Orthodox! 

My Greek friends, when shown your letter, really had an enormous 

belly-laugh and they treated me to a dinner at my favorite Greek restau- 

rant, assuring me that "If you're going to Hellas the good preacher sug- 

gesis, We want you to be well fed when vou get there” So thank vou, 

Reverend, fora wonderful dinner: caviar, stuffed grape leaves, souvlaki— 

and iced tea. I don’t drink liquor with dinner. Ruins a good meal, 

In any case, I do take your letter quite seriously—however ill-founel- 

ed much of it may be—and for the record I, tom, am compelled to 

respond to your letter, although for far different reasons than yours, 

Over Che years I have had many challenges from a wide variety of 

persons and institutions and I have found that the most effective way of 

responding to those challenges is by directing citing what my chal- 

lengers have said, and then responding to it. That is why in the better 

which follows, I am going to cite YOUR EXACT words in boldface type, 

and then respond accordingly. 

And I would note, too, that your response to my letter was nol an 

issuic-specific challenge to the various facets Cand, admittedly, occasional 

opiions) that appeared in the letter Instead, your response to my letter 

to your wife was an extended ad homenim attack on me, upon my reli- 

gious beliefs, and, I suppose, on my integrity itself, suggesting that 1 have 

in the hands of Satan and therefore no longer a child of Christ. 

Your letter begins: 

[ll begin by giving an example of three men who grew up in 
Juniata County and attended schools in the Juniata County 

School District. These three men attended various schools of 

higher learning, but came away with different ideas on govern- 

ment, religion, and most importantly, patriotism. 

THE FOLLOWERS OF Con-MAN CYRUS SCOFIELD 55 

Your letter is ill-founded beginning with the second sentence, My 

views have hardly changed at all since I was a student at Juniata High 

School. [remain just what my liberal school teacher Dwight Johnston 
once said I was (and which I pointed out to your wife): "A flag-waving 

super patriot,” There were no evil influences from outside the hills of 

central Pennsylvania that affected my thinking: quite the contrary, as I 

wernt out into the REAL world, although I learned more and more and 

came into contact with many people from many diverse cultures and 

backgrounds, what I learned not only intensified my beliefs, but allowed 
me to “tinker with" and “adapt” my point of view, yet while remaining 

consistent to one continuing thread of belief I'm against liars, bullies, 

doulle-standarels, and have very little time for fools. 

What are my ideas on government? 

I'm a firm, hard-driving advocate of democracy within our 

Constitutional republican form of government. | believe in the right of 

the people to control their own destiny, through elected representa- 

tives, tempered by the reins of authority remaining, ultimately, in the 

hands of the people. This is Jeffersonian tradition, pure and simple. I 

believe that no special interest should dictate government policy in any 

way, shape or form. I believe in AMERICA FIRST. 1 do not believe that 
America should be trying to reshape the world or to try ta police the 

world. I am for protecting America’s borders fram terrorists and I 

believe that America should tend to its own problems at home before 

trying to “fix” the world's problems, 

I will also tell you this: just recently I sat, side-by-side, in a four-hour 

private conference in his palace, with Sheik Sultan bin Zayed Al-Nahyan, 
deputy prime minister of the United Arab Emirates and son of the king 

of Abu Dhabi, Sheik Zayed, and told Sheik Sultan, frankly: "As far as I'm 

concerned, there is no greater system of government on the face of this 

planet, nothing closer to the people, than the American system of gov- 
eriment’ 

What are my ideas on religion? 

[ama Christian—a Gible-centered Christian who allows no sect, no 

pastor, no cleric, no con man like Cyrus Scofield, no false prophets like 

Tim LaHaye or Jerry Falwell or Pat Robertson, no other human being, to 

tell me what the Scriptures say, 

[believe that human beings have the right to interpret Scripture as 

they see it, through their personal relationship with Jesus The Christ, 

and reject the idea that any one partieular church (or, dare I say, syra- 

goeue) should have the power to impose its particular point of view 

upon the rest of mankind. I recognize that men will differ on interpre- 

tation and I respect that. 
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However, I will stand up in defense of Bible-centered Christian 

beliefs when I see them under assault, 
And in that regard, Reverend, I want to tell you this: 

I hate what Judaism teaches in its Holy Talmud about Jesus Christ. I 

do not consider him the son of a whore, sired by a Roman soldier, who 
is today boiling in Hell in his own urine. 

And that is what the Talmud teaches. 

[dant like what the Jewish faith teaches about my Lord and Savior 

and | question how any Christian can put the Jewish people on a 

pedestal when their religion is so hostile to Jesus the Christ. 

But then, again, any socalled “Christian” who would so idealize and 

idolize a people who have the utmost hatred for Christ is clearly not 

really a Christian at all! 

In fet, Reverend, I am suggesting precisely that: that your views 

PRECLUDE you from calling yourself a Christian, and as a Bible-believing 

Christian, Pm here to say it to YOU, 

And I cannot fail to add that itis the Jewish groups in America today 

who have most fervently warred against prayer in schools, public dis- 

plays of the Ten Commandments, and other simple tokens of religious 

belief. This is a fact that vou cannot deny. Deny it, sit, and I will marshal 

the evidence which demonstrates that your denial is simply that: denial. 

And although | constantly hear how much the Muslim people “hate 

us” I also know that I respect the Muslim faith for its respect for Jesus 

Christ, honoring him as a Great Prophet. 

(By the way: I recently purchased a wonderful book, The Muslin 

fess, Which summarizes the wonderful stories about our Lord ane 

Savior that appear in the Koran. You should definitely read it. Maybe you 

might learn something outside the teachings of Darby and Scofield that 
have isolated your learning and your worldview—not to mention vour 

Biblical understanding.) 

What are my ideas on patriotism? 

Well, Pve said it before and lll say it again. I was accurately 

described as a"“flag-waving super patriot,” and I'm mighty proud of that. 

| believe in AMERICA FIRST. That is why I have always—and will 

always—standl up and fight those who attempt to carry out measures 

that will harm my America—our America. 

There seems to be a huge gulf between them concerning 

trust for our United States Government. 

[ can speak lor myself on the question of “trust” for “our” United 

States Government, I admire the American system of government. I do 
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doubt the reliability of many people who serve in our government. I also 

have a profound respect for the good, honest decent peaple—of all 

eces, creeds and colors—whao holed office i our government, 

However, I recognize that there is massive corruption in our” gov 

ernment and Pam henor-bound as a patriotic American to challenge that 

corruption, To not do so would be to void the very reasons for the 

American Revolution. 

Your letter continues: 

Two of these men, Gen, Ronald Fogelman, Ret. USAF, and 

myself, attended Juniata Joint High School at the same time. 

You should be advised that vou have misspelled the general's last 
name. I should advise vou, sir, that not only did T attend the same church 

as the general, but both of his sisters were my Sunday School teachers 

in Mifflin. In addition, the home of his parents Cin later years) adjoinedl 

my awn fanuh’s praperty—we were next-door neighbors, essentially — 

and today his sister Naney’s home likewise adjoins our property. When 
my father was dying of cancer, General Fogleman’s mother was dying of 

cancer and they shared the pain together, You were probably unaware 

of these things, but lam bere to advise vou of these details 

You and I both know how a small town Central Pennsylvania boy 

WeITL on Lo become not only a four-star general, but Chief of the United 

states Air Force, 

And for that, we must be proud, General Fogleman served in com- 

bat and earned his stripes. However to be honest, I knew, early on, when 

I learned that General Fopleman had been recruited into the Council on 

Foreign Rehitions—a rather suspicious “liberal internationalist” group 

that bas been condemned even by your allies such as Pat Robertson, 

among others—thiat the General was on the “fast track” 

[will not go into the somewhat dubious history of the Council on 

Foreign Relations, but suffice it to say that the council has a record that 

leaves something to be desired. However, as I toll many people over the 

years: “Genera Fogleman is, I suspect, a good, patriotic Christian man. I 

know his mily. | believe he is dedicated to America first. He will be a 

torce for good within a group that otherwise bears close watching” 

And far the record, it should be noted—which you did not men- 

tign—thiat General Fogleman was essentially forced out of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff after a relatively short tinte period aboard, a remarkably 
short time indeed. There's nobody in Washington who doesn't know 

that, and I can tell you that I told many people at the time:* There's the 

proof that Ronnie Fogleman is a good man. He wouldn't bend. He 
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wouldn't compromise. He's a patriot. He gor the heck out of there, 

rather than ‘play the game!" 

And by the way, speaking of the military, Reverend, it was your 

wife's idiotic contention in her letter to the ecditor—and it was idiotic, 

pure and simple, absolute stupidity—that by protesting the war it was 

“anti-miltary” when—as | pointed out in response in my letter to her— 

that IT WAS AMERICA'S MILITARY LEADERSHIP WHO OPPOSED THE 

ARAQ WAR. That's not my OPINION. That's a fact. 

50 [guess that means that our military leaders are in the same camp 

as Michael Collins Piper! 

What do you and vour wile think about that? 

Do you think that the military leaders are also under the influence 

of some malign force as well’ 

And as far as the military is concerned: Listen to me here and now, 

Reverend: I think it is the utmost hypocrisy for the pro-war/pro-[sracl 

president of the United States and his lackeys in Congress to demand 

that Americans support the war and “support our troops” at the same 

ume the president and his Republican congress CUT VETERANS BENE- 

FILS, 

HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO THAT? 

You don't respond, sir, because you can’t. 

All you can do is throw insults and brickbats and hints that “Michael 

Collins Piper is an agent of Satan" but you can't respond to facts. 

$0 for the record, let me say this: 

As a Tlag-awaving promilitary America First super-patriat, I think 

President George Bush is a piece of disgusting crap for cutting veterans 

beaeli ls. 

I stand behind our military and our veterans and I am thoroughly 

disgusted aned insulted that this clralt-dodger, whe is helping make a 

bunch of arms manufacturers rich by starting wars, is now cutting the 

benefits to our boys and girls in the service, 

What do you think of that, Reverend? 

What you don't know is that the other young boy went on to 

become a dairy farmer and preacher after getting his higher 
education at Bob Jones University, Liberty University, and 

Trinity School of the Bible, 

Your revelations concerning your religious training confirmed my 

belief that you are guided by the earthly “interpretations” of the 

scripture concocted by the Darby-Scolfield school of thought. That is 

vor right. It is alsa my right to reject that teaching, which is, indeed, 
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rejected by millions of Christians across the face of the planet. 

Tam net alone. 

Gen. Fogelman [sic] and myself both believe in a Supreme 
Being, Almighty God. 

I can only assume that you have discussed the general’s religious 
beliefs with the general. In any case, I also believe in a Supreme Being, 

Almighty God. 

We both have a deep love for our nation 

As an America-First flag-waving super patriot, I also have a deep love 

for our nation, the greatest nation on the face of the planet, bar none, 

and it’s [sic] form of Constitutional Government. 

As [ve said, there is no greater form of government anywhere, If 

America had remained true to its Constitution, there would hardly be 

many of the problems that fice our country today. l'm an old-fashioned 

Constitutionalist. 

We both are aware that along with a belief in God, comes a 
belief in the Bible as being the inerrant Word of God, and that 
Word demands obedience. God's only begotten Son, Jesus 

Christ, said it so well. We have His Words recorded in John 14:15 

where He savs, “If ye love me, keep my commandments”. 

God bless you, Reverend., | share those views. This gives me some 

faith that perhaps you have not been totally misled. 

lt appears to this writer that the other man in this story has 

been misled, That somewhere in his educational experiences 

outside the confines of Juniata County 

To repeat myself: I evolved into a flag-waving super patriot, a 

Constitutionalist, a believer in. America First while still in Juniata County, 

mest of my views having come from close study of books in the Juniata 

County Library, the Mifflin County Library, and the Huntington County 

Library, as well as the Pennsylvania State Library (not to mention the 

school libraries). 

How many Juniata County children traveled so far to expand their 
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knowledge, even as a grade school and high school student? How many 

Juniata County kids today have memberships in all of those libraries? 

And as far as my reading capacity is concerned, I should tell vou 

that, even in first grade, I was regularly summoned out of my classroom, 

because [ was so far ahead of the other children, and asked to tutor chil- 

dren in my class who could not read. I am also proud to say that my 

mother and I taught my best friend to write his name— when the school 

system couldn't do it, 

Your “conspinicy theory’ that same outside, non-Juniata County per- 

son or force "misled" me is faulty, to say the very least and reflects avery 

bigoted, narrow-minded view of the outside world, Perhaps it is best 

that you remain centered and focused in Juniata County. 

a spirit that dwells on an extreme hatred for Israel, 

a “spirit”—there you go again, suggesting that Satan has grabbed 

control of me. I beg your pardon, sir The only spirit that has bold of me 

is Che spirit of Jesus Christ, 

[hate tyranny. I hate bigotry. I hate imperialism. I hate contemptible 

behavior All of that is reflected in the political state of Israel that has its 

very foundation THE REJECTION OF OUR LORD AND SAVIOR, JESUS 

CHRIST! 

“ye are of your father, the Devil" said my Savior to those who reject- 

ed Him. And for that they paid a mighty price and shall do so until Christ 
rules supreme, 

Pity those poor Jewish sons of the devil who brought the wrath of 

our Lard upon them, 

the United States Government, 

[do not hate the United States Government. Ido hate corrupt peo- 
ple in that government and I hate corrupt influences upon that govern- 

menl 

and Bible Truth 

I do not hate Bible Truth. I honor the Scripture and believe what it 
says. I do not rely upon human beings like Darby and Con-Man Scofield 

Lo “interpret” it for me. 

may have contaminated the thought processes. 

OPEN REBELLION AGAINST JEWISH POWER IN AMERICA OT 

If my thought processes are “contaminated” then the contamination 

evidently took place in the reading rooms of the central Pennsylvania 

libraries, Or perhaps vou suggest that I was somehow taken over Dy 

demons? Yes, of course, that’s exactly what you're suggesting. Then why 

don't you say it, sit? Don’t use flowery language to cover up the most 

severe accusation that could be leveled against any Child of Christ. 

Upon taking the time to read the letter that was sent to my 

wife, along with the accompanying materials, 

I thank you for taking the time to read the letter and the accompa: 

oving materials. God bless vou! 

Perhaps you will learn something from it. 

and remembering the various letters that have been sent to 

local newspapers, 

Lam pleased that they made an impression—certainly a tribute to 

the training in writing that I received from outstanding educators such 

as Roy Hart, Charles Close, Virginia Glenn, Lucy Lehman and others, 

I can not see a spirit of patriotism or love of country. 

You evidently consider criticism of PEOPLE IN GOVERNMENT to 

be unpatriotic and somehow reflective of “hatred” of country, as 

opposed to love of country, You are wrong, sit, very wrong. 

I LOVE my country. I'm a flapewaving super patriot, just like that 

atheist liberal teacher said. He was right on the mark. l'm for America 

First—and 1 even had another “liberal” feminist teacher attack me for 

saying THAT! 

What I see instead is rebellion, 

You are 100% correct. You DO see rebellion. I rebel against those 

who would defame Christ and distort traditional American 
Constitutional principles and undermine America’s Bible-based 

Christian heritage. They are many in number. 

And I will say it—whether the Jews like it or not: AMERICA IS A 

CHRISTIAN NATION! 

To Hell with anyone who says otherwise. 

The Jews want to have their 100% Jewish nation in the political 

state of Israel, but they won't let Christians have Christianity in America. 
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Yet, ¥ou—as a supposed Christian—allow the Jewish people to try to 

undermine Christianity in this country, even as you are screaming from 

the rooftops haw wonderful the corrupt little state of Israel is. Wonders 
never cease! 

distrust, 

You are 100% correct. You DO see distrust. I distrust those who 

would defame Christ (unlike the Muslims who revere Him) and distort 

traditional American Constitutional principles and undermine America's 

Bible-based Christian heritage. They are many in number, 

and a lack of Bible knowledge. 

What you consider a "lack of Bible knowledge” is my refusal to per- 

mit John Darby and Cyrus Scofield to interpret the Scripture for me. 

Quite to the contrary, my Bible knowledge is based upon the Scripture 
itself, not the interpretation laid down by another. 

Permit me to give you an example on the lack of Bible 
knowledge. For you to even begin to think that the current state 

of Israel is not the chosen nation of God, 

The chosen people of God are those who have affirmed His word 

by accepting Jesus Christ as the Lord and Savior The Jews have rejected 

Christ. Chey curse his name unlike the Muslims, by the way), Therefore 

the Jews are not the Chosen People of God.They abandoned that privi- 

lege long ago. Case closed. 

that her people are not the people of the Abrahamic 
Covenant, 

Most Jewish citizens of the state of Israel are descended from an 

ancient European non-Jewish pagan tribe known as the Khazars whose 

leader adopted Judaism as a choice between Judaism, Islam and 

Christianity and whose people followed that choice. 

The historical sources for this include the eminent Jewish scholar 

Arthur Koestler whose book, The Thfrfeenth Tribe, explains the back- 

ground on the history of the Khazars and their CONVERSION to 

Judaism. The Khazars had oo historical link to the area of Palestine today 

known as Israel, 

CHRISTIANS Nor WELCOME IN Hony LAND O45 

is a lie fostered on the world by Satan himself, and I will 

explain. 

Sods Tve said, eminent Jewish scholars have alirmed the history 

al the Khazars. None of these scholars are alleged by anybody to be 

agents of Lucifer. 

The prophet Isaiah prophesied in his writings these words, 

“Who has heard such a thing? Who has seen such things? Shall 

the carth be made to bring forth in one day, or shall a nation be 
born at once? For as soon as Zion travailed, she brought forth 

her children”. (saiah 66:8) When the United Nations created the 

nation of Israel on May 15, 1948, Isaiah's prophecy was fulfilled. 

A nation was born in a day. 

And thousands of Christian Palestinian Arabs who lived in Palestine 

far thousands of years were uprooted and driven into exile at gunpoint. 

Reverend: are you prepared to abandon your fellow Christians? 

Yes, vou are. You are willing to stand by the Khazar invaders and 

support their forcible takeover of the Holy Land at the expense of your 

fellow Christians. What madness! 
You believe, in vour heart, that a Jewish pornographer like Al 

Gollstein or a Jewish drug-peddler and gambler and prostitute:pedcdler 

such as Mever Lansky has more right to a home in the Holy Land than a 

Bible-belicving (Christian Arab. 

What twisted perversion of the word of Christ—that a Christian 

Arab has less of a place in the land of the Bible than a filthy, low-down 

criminal who happens to claim to be a “Jew" when, in fact, he is of 

Khazar European desceric. 

Let me state it simply: You believe that famed American-born Jewish 

pornographer Al Goldstein has more right to live in Palestine than a 

Christian Arab minister of the Gospel born in Jerusalem, 

That is EXACTLY WHAT YOUR POSITION IS, Reverend, and I will 

tell vou honestly: | think that is pretty disturbing. 

You CAN NOT deny to me that you believe that an American born 
Jewish pornographer has more right to live n Palestine than a Christian 

Arab minister of the Gospel born in Jerusalem. 

The fact that vou cannet deny that time demonstrates to the world 

how ill-founded your zealous worship of the Jewish people really is. 

Anal speaking of which, curing a conversation with a Jewish friend 

of mine, fumed Democratic pollster Phil Panitch gto whom 1 was speak- 
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ing just yesterday, and telling him about your letter}, I onee asked Phil: 

“How would you briefly describe the foundation of Judaism?” 

Do you Know what his answer was? He said:"Selfsworship. In other 
words, Jewish worship of the Jewish people—not of God! 

Aha! Reverend! How clo you explain THAT? 

AND note this: Phil was educated in Hebrew school, speaks some 

Hebrew, has visited Israel and remains a staunch supporter of Israel, He 

described Judaism —from his informed position—as “selfsyorship.” 

Reverend: that flies in the face of everything YOU believe in! 

Ast might put it lightly and blunth: “Gotcha!” 

With the stroke of a pen, it happened just as God's prophet 
said. 

Ifyou read the history ofthe period you would know that it is com- 

mon knowledge, documented in a number of reliable volumes that can- 

not be considered “hostile” ta the Jews, that wealthy American Jews 

BRIBED a number of United Nations ambassadors, largely from South 

America, in order to get the votes necessary for the establishment of 

Israel. So rt was not the hand of God, it was plain old fashioned political 

COL ruption l 

In any case, you can throw around all of the conventionally-quoted 

Biblical phrases that are used to justify support for Israeli crimes and 

atrocities and ta prop up the theory that the Jews of today are the 

“Chosen People” of (rod, but I can also refer to dozens of Christian writ- 

ers, ministers and theologians who will say otherwise. 

so why are YOU right and all those others WRONG? 

(Yes, yes, Reverend, I hear vou: they are ALSO in the hands of Satan, 

just like Mike Piper 

However, signing a piece of paper did not give to Israel all 

the ground that God had promised the nation in Joshua 1:4, 

Therefore you believe, 1 guess, that the Israelis should steal what 

they call “Greater Israel" — everything tram the Nile to the Euphrates, 

which constitutes a considerable amount of property, including a lot of 

oil, That's what vou and those wonderful Israelis want and everybody 

knows it. (That's pretty sleazy, to tell you the truth. 

As for the Jews of today not being of the same linage of 
Abraham or the ones of the Exodus, again your lack of Bible 

knowledge becomes readily apparent. The Apostle Paul wrote to 

BUT WHAT ABOUT JEWISH CRITICS OF ZIONISM? 95 

the church at Philippi about his Jewish roots, When we look at 
his words in (Phil, 4:5) we see that he was of the stock of Israel, 

(Jacob), from the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of the Hebrews, 

and a Pharisece. 

The Apostle Paul has been dead these centuries, His people were 

not the Khazars of Eastern Europe who invaded Palestine. Therefore 

what Paul wrote about the people of his time has absolutely nothing to 

do with the so-called “Jews” of today. 

Yes these words were written before Titus destroyed 

Jerusalem in 70 AD., but that doesn't mean the Jewish race 

ceascd to exist. They only became dispersed throughout the 
world, and are now returning to their homeland exactly as the 

Bible prophesied. (Ezekiel 20:33-37) 

Which is kind of interesting, considering the fact that many 

Orthodox Jews say that the Jews were never supposed to “return” to a 

physical piece of property "Israel" is a spiritual state of being, in their tra- 

ditional Jewish view. 5o are you going to tell me that the Orthodox Jews 

who believe this, based on their teachings, are also Jew-haters and liars 

and in the hands of the devil? 

Your hatred for the Jewish Nation 

What vou call the Jewish Nation—presumably [sracl—is an artificial 

state peopled by persons not of native stock, 

and people 

Your allegation will come to the surprise of my many Jewish 

friends, many of whom—but not all—reject the thesis that they have 

more right ta a home in Palestine than the native Christian Arabs. I pray 

that my Jewish friends will accept Christ. 

is so visible in all your writings. 

I hope Cand pravd chat my position, in favor of Christ's word ane his- 

torical truth, is so visible in all of my writings. 

If I were you, I would remember the words of Our Heavenly 
Father as recorded in (Genesis: 12:3), “And I will bless them that 
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bless thee, and curse them that curseth thee; and in thee shall all 

the families of the earth be blessed”. 

Il were you, | would remember the words of Christ who told the 

Jews that they were of their father, the devil, 

This same covenant is reaffirmed with Isaac, Jacob, and King 

David. With David, God even adds a little something extra that 

you and your Islamic, Muslim friends need to pay attention too 

[sic] 

l have few “Islamic, Muslim friends, per se, In fact, most of my Arab 

friends happen to be Christians, including the dear late Issa Nakhleh, 

longline representative of the Palestinian people at the United Nations 
in New York, 

So your snide remark about my “Islamic, Muslim friends” is far off 

ihe mark. In fact, I have more Jewish friends who are critics of Israel and 

who reject Zionism than I have “Islamic, Muslim friends” Reverend, so 

you are very, very wrong! 

And what about my Jewish friends, such as Rabbi Yisroel Dawid 

Weiss, Who contends that “Israel” is a spiritual state—not a geographic 

political state? Where does this Torah-true Jewish rabbi tit into VOUE 

eschatological frame work? There are thousands of Jews who even live 

in political Israel today who share Rabbi Weiss’ point of view. 

Are you here to tell me that this Jewish rabbi is WRONG? 

If so, would absolutely love to hear YOUR explanation for that. 

In 2nd Sam. 7:16 we are told that when Israel is finally 

reestablished as a nation with Jesus Christ as Lord of Lords and 

King of Kings, it will be forever, 

There are those who could contend that Christ rules today. And as 

far as Christ ruling as Lord of Lords and King of Kings forever, then I sav: 
Hallelujah! 

I will finish my story to you by asking one simple question, 
If two Juniata County boys grew to be men with conservative, 

patriotic, Bible views, 

My views are “conservative, “patriotic” and Bible-rooted, And 1 ask 

you again: how can you be so CERTAIN that General Fovleman shares 

your views? 

CALLING FOR AN (PEN DEBATE OY 

what happened to the third boy? 

He remained true to his views that are referenced above. 

Could it be that some radical rebel reached him in his quest 

for knowledge, 

You mean Satan, don't you? Why not say it? However you are very, 

very wrong. As General Fogleman would no doubt say:"God is my co- 

pilot. No, let me amend that to a more appropriate and I believe accu- 
rate, however different, analogy: God and His word are my anchor of 

faith. 

or is it nothing more than a rebellion of submission to and 

believing in Jehovah God? 

[believe in Jehovah God. I have not rebelled against Him. I submit 

to His will.l pray that you will likewise. 

And by the way, I would suggest this: it scems to me that vou have 

tried ta wrap yourself in the American flag by associating yourself and 

your views with General Fogleman. Could you not stand alone in chal- 

lenging me? 

For my own part, | stand with Jesus Christ and no earthly being. 

Woule you be willing, Reverend, to join me in a public forum to 

debate the question of American support for Isracl? Perhaps we could 

have the debate in one of the local school auditoriums and invite the 

general public. 1 have no doubt your church would come to cheer you 

on. I would definitely be at the disadvantage. 

lam no theologian, but I am a researcher and student of lustory, 

However, I would be pleased to have Rabbi Yisroel Dovid Weiss as my 

debating partner along with a Bible-based Christian pastor, perhaps Rev, 

Dale Crowley, Ir 1 would be willing to stand alongside this Toral-true 

Jew and this Christian fundamentalist and raise the questions that I have 

raised in this letter in response to yours. 

I would invite you to have debating partners as well. Perhaps 

General Foeleman, if his views are indeed what you say, would join you. 

On the other hand, perhaps, if it turns out that he, like many mili- 
tary men, is highly suspicious of the motivations of Israel, perhaps the 

penera] would choose to serve on my team. 

This would be a classic debate—two well, informed debating teams 

discussing a major issue that affects the future of our world. 

Let's do it before a large crowd of people. Let us discuss real issues, 
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real questions of policy And, before God, let Rabbi Weiss have his say, 

Frankly, Pve always thought of myself as just a good old fashioned 

American who places America first—and that’s why I am so irritated by 

powerful Jewish organizations that presume to tell America’s Jews that 

they should place Isracl—a foreign natiorn— first. 

So, as a Christian by faith, I wish to tell you that it is my opinion, 

Reverend, that: 

American troops should immediately be deployed against Isracl—a 

dangerous troublemaker which refuses to sign the nuclear non-prolif- 

eration treaty signed by other nations. I we must dismantle Israel to 

save the world, then it must be done, 
Here are the crimes which the ungrateful Israelis have committed 

against the United States (even as the American taxpayers have been 

sending Isracl nearly $4 billion a year): 

© On June §, 1967, naval and air forces of the government of Israel 

launched a deliberate and unprovoked attack on the American spy ship, 

the L44 Liberty as it cruised peacefully in the Mediterranean. Some 34 

Americans died and 171 others were wounded, 

Israel claimed that the attack was a mistake (even though it was a 

clear day and the American flag was blowing in the wind) but many, if 

met all, of the survivors are convinced that the attack was deliberate. 

[stael wanted to sink Lhe ship and blame the attack on the Arabs, 

thereby drawing the United States into the Six Day War which erupted 

the next day. Isracl was afraid that the LSS Liberty Gvhich was moni- 

Loring activities in the Mediterranean} would discover that it was 

Isracl—not the Arab states—which was the real aggressor. 
s According to former Israeli spy, Victor Ostrovsky (writing in his 

new best-seller, Sr Way af Deception) Israel knew—in acdvance—that 

terrorists were going to launch the truck-bomb attack against the US. 

Marine barracks in Lebanon, The attack ultimately resulted in the deaths 

of young Americans and many more were seriously wounded, Yet, our 

“brave little ally” did nothing to alert our Marines to the danger they 

faced. Israel hoped that the deaths of the Marines would bring the 

United States further into the Middle East conflict. 

* Even as our government has been publicly declaring a “war on 

drugs, Israel's intelligence agency, the Mossad, has been providing arms 

and military training to Latin American drug lords in Colombia and else- 

where, The insidious role of our so-called “ally” in the international drug 

racket alone merits a military attack on Israel by the United States, 

* In 1980, Israeli terrorists dynamited a synagogue in Paris as well 

asa Jewish delicatessen. An Arab busboy in the restaurant died_Although 

the attacks were blamed on “Arab terrorists” it was, in fact, Israel's intel- 
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ligence agency which was responsible for the crime. This is, also, an act 

of war and deserves punishment. 

t Israel continually mistreats Black Americans who have settled 

there, a fect which enrages all believers in human rights. Not to mention 

Israels outrageous treatment of the native Christian and Moslem 

Palestinian Arabs which has been repeatedly condemned by all of the 

nations of the United Natians—except for the United States and Israel. 

+ Israel has also been giving high-level U.S. technology to the anti- 

Christian Communist Police State known as Red China, Why would any 

“ally” do such a thing? 

Clearly, Israel is a gangster state and one that should be held up to 

worki view as the kind of nation that has no right to exist if it continues 

Lo pursue such aggression against not only its enemies—but its friends. 

America should invade Israel immediately America should return to 

its rightful Arab owners the lands seized by Isracl. America should res- 

cue the Palestinian people [rom the Israeli aggressors. America should 

wage war against this tiny—yvet powerlil—Middle East reich 

I would also strongly urge you to read The Fall of israel by Israeli 

auihor Barry Chamish who is a Jew who mourns Israels decline. This 

book tells the truth about what is really happening in Israel toclay—not 

what the Jewish-rwvned media in America would tell you. 

His book has been cleseribed as “a damning indictment of the cor- 

ruption and incompetence of a ruling class who have brought Israel 

close to ruin, The author claims the true danger to Israel comes not from 

its Arab enemies, but from its deep internal corruption and malaise. 

Almost a dezen members of the government coalition have been or are 

under police investigation for crimes of fraud, graft, theft, embezzlement 

and illegal wiretapping. Sa powerful are these men and so weak is 

Israel's democracy, that no power seems able to remove them no matter 

now deeply implicated they may be in scandal” Chamish reports: 

Under the stewardship of its woelul leaders, Israel is on the 

vergt of collapse. Its health, education and housing, its environ- 

mental, agricultural and economie systems, are all disinteerat- 

ing. The country has accumulated debts of 466 billion in for- 

cign ane internal debts, 

To cover these, the government recuests massive amioudits 

ofAmerica aid and taxes its people into penury ...The govern- 

menteowned banking system appears to indebt its clients as a 

malter of policy. The average Israeli personal debt is the high- 

est in the workl—two out of every three Israeli families live in 

dread of collection agencies, 
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The situation is so intolerable that 400,000 Israelis— almost 

10 percent of the population—have emigrated from their coun- 

try in the past fifteen years. And two-thirds of the Soviet Jews 

who would have replaced them have altered their plans for 

immigrahion: the expected Mood has become no more than a 

trickle. 

DID YOU ALSO KNOW THAT THE LEADERS OF THE ANTICHRIS- 

TLAN COMMUNIST REVOLUTION IN RUSSLA WERE LARGELY JEWS? A 

holocaust unlike anything vet seen in world history followed that reva- 

lution. This holocaust has never been duplicated, As ane American jour- 

nalist later recorded: 

soon the blood of human beings would be oozing from 

under the doors of communist execution chambers as tens of 

thousands of Christian men and women were butchered like 

cattle ina slaughterhouse. 

saan 5 million landowners would be deliberately starved 

Lo heath as part of a | preme ditated pl: in, Soon a move would be 

under way to exterminate the leader class of the entire nation 

by murdering every officer and every other person who had 

been, or might be,a potential leader, 

soon the standing population of the slave labor camps 

would exceed 15 million. Soon every church and cathedral 

would be gutte d, and every priest and | preacher would become 

A. rimin; val in his own commuriity. 

Soon Russia would have a zombie proletariat, docile, wiling 

ta work, easily controlled, incapable of revolt, Such was the 

“romance” of the Bolshevik Revolution. 

The Jewish Communist butchers had laid upon the backs of the 

Russian people a government under the control of non-Russian elg- 

ments, According to an authoritative study by Christian clergymen, the 
Soviel press revealed that of less than 600 im portant functionaries in the 

totalitarian dictatorship, only 17 were of ethnic Russian n origin, 

There was, however, at least one Hungarian as well as three Poles, 

three Finns, 1 1 Americans, 15 Germans anel 457 tt 57 (that’s s right 457) Jews— 

totally unrepresentative of the vast majority of the enslaved pe ople of 

Russia.Perhaps this explains why Winston Churchill, later British Prime 

Minister (at that time a rising statesman wrote an essay entitled 

"Sionism vs. Golshevisi: A Struggle for the Soul of the Jewish People” 

alleging, based on the facts, that communism was a Jewish creation. 
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intellige apao fled tn = the U.S, Embassy in Pn in ı mid-191 191 9.The 
report declared bluntly: “There is, now, definite evidence that 

Bolshevism is an international movement controlled by Jews.’ 
~ Under this JEWISH-CONTROLLED regime, nearly S0 million pet ople 

died in the next halfdecade as a result of Bolshevik policies. Some 5 mil- 

lion died as the result of deliberate extermination of minorities and 

political e enemies, Seven million die d fri fr om famine caused by the failure 
of the Y Bolshevik CCOMOMY. Fourteen million died in the revolution ard 

the civil war that followed, Nineteen million died. in the Soviet slave 

camps. Fifty million people dead—the result of the “people's” revolution 
‘that alien bankers and a agitators had brought to Russia. 

Not content with destroving its own subjects, the Jewish 

Communist Leaders in the Kremlin began to expand their activities 

throughout Europe and around the globe. Their activities in Germany, 

resulted in a backlash by the German people that ultim; itely brought: 

Adolf Hitler to, power In Central Europe algne some 4 4 million people— 

at a minimum—died because of Soviet ‘atrocities. And in 1 Asia COMAN- 

misii Hai sl: Se iO at least O5 million « ns More eth wi 100 mil- 

verend: the evidence has been presented to you, Make up your 

Recent Are you on the side of Christ or on the side of the anti- 

Christ? The decision is yours to make. 

Your faith has been shaken to the core by what you have learned in 

this letter. You have been forced to examine the truth as it has never 

been placed before you. Never again will you find yourself favoring an 

American-born Jewish pornographer having “rst place’ in Palestine 

over a Christian Arab minister of the Gospel. 

l know that you will REJECT that bizarre and false concept forever. 

In your heart, you know God's word is truth and that no man named 

Darby or Seotield can determine what that word is, I implore you: cast 

these fakers to the wind and accept His word, mot theirs. 

God bless you! And God bless your wife! ’m so glad that she wrote 

that letter, for it has provided me the opportunity to bring the truth of 

His word, ta yoru. 

Þat is perticuferty interesting is Ghat not iong céffer miy iet- 

Wis toas sent to bbe Coristtan aidiister—ieho never respone- 

ed, by tbe wey—the General Fogleman referenced in the letter 

resigned from toe Joint Chiefs of Steff eaidenthy fed Hp with fhe Bigb- 

level fntrioues surrounding bin. This, in sey Hnd confirmed my feel- 

ing that the general wees (indeed a good man as d mew baa to be. 
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Vindicated— 

I get the Last Laugh on the Preacher: 

The Jews Attack General Ronald Fogleman 

AIMATELY, gentle readers, you'll be pleased to Brow thet l 

Dad fhe fest laugh on tbe and Preacher Some the afler Our 

echange of letters, that same General Fogleman whom the preacher 

foiled as fits spiritual and ideological and political ally (against 

yours frig was IDe subject af a particularily wfriufent aleck Dy 

organized Jewish fiterests becatise the peneral bad made the mistake 

of Stipgesting (in feqgue with other major American military figures) 

oat if paige wel be tn the Best interests of the American people to 

CHAREE ft tanecessary wearmongering and saberratting earns 

Cite. J Dad fhe witer pleasure of writing a fetter to fhe Hometown 

newspaper The Juniata Sentinel, Pointing ort bois fact d do Dope the 

food Preacher saw the letter Din sure i drove bim wp the wall The tet- 
fer recds as JOTOS: 

people in Juniata County need to know that Juniata County's 

awn valiant General Ronald Foeleman, former chief of staff of 

the U.S. Air Force, is under attack by hard-line “neo-conserva- 

tive” supporters of IsraclAlong with several colleagues—a_ distin- 

guished group of retired military heroes, including Adm. William A, 

Owens, Ger. Charles E. Wilhelm and Gen. John M. Keane —Genecral 

Fogleman has been publicly attacked by Gabe Schoenfeld, senior editor 

of Commentary magazine, published by the powerful American Jewish 
Committee based in New York, 

The spokesman for the American Jewish Committee's magazine 

suruck out at General Fogleman in the April 4, 2008 issue of The 

Westington Times, which, incidentally, even misspelled General 

Fogleman’s last name which pretty much demonstrates how “reliable” 

his critics are—or are not, as the case may be). 

schoenteld and others of his ilk have attacked these respected mil- 

itary men tor having gone to Hainan, China in February in order to meet 

with retired Chinese military leacters in order—in the words of General 

Fogleman and his colleqgues—to build "friendships built on confidence 
andl trust.” 

General Fogleman and his colleagues have stated that they have 

been concerned that neoconservative publicists such as Bill Gertz and 

others have been flooding the media with information that tends to 

cause Americans to be unduly concerned with fears of China's military 
WIten tions. 

THe SMALL Town REBEL GETS THE Last LAUGH LÜ 

This much is certain: Our battle-tested military leaders—who have 

seen the face of war—are working for peace. The armchair warhawks at 

the American Jewish Committee are not, 

In fact, the “nenconservatives” have been adamant about banging 

the drum for war against China, but our retired military leaders believe 

that Americans need to hear another point of view and are now work- 

ing energetically to counter the propaganda from the armehair 

warihawks. Doubt these facts? Do a Google internet news search of 

“Fogelman® (as his name was misspelled) and “China” and you can fine 

the original article in fie Washinpion TENES, 

The same insicious crowd that sparked the war against Irag and 

who are now demanding war against Iran are the same people who are 

now bashing General Fogleman for his peace initiative with China. Ane 

they are the same trouble-makers who have been trying to instigate a 

new Cold War—maybe even a Hot War—with the new free nationalist 

republic of Russia. 

Please, please, please: We don’t want to hear the pro-isracl neo-con- 

servatives now saying that General Fogleman and his colleagues are 

“‘anticAAmerican” and “un-American” as they have said about others who 

have stood in the way of their agenda, 

Goad Bless General Fogleman! 
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Blessed or Damned? 

The United States and Israel 

ne oof the most exiraordinary felfers fo foe editor that ree 

Or... rece) piil forth the proposition that the United States wes 

blessed fn manty ways because the Uritted States stood Debind deci ii- 

He tsrael However—camazingly—toe letter went on fo proclaiti—ana 

describe—the decline of the United States and to condemn tts fatlure 

fo take care of its own citizens Needless to say, d was driven to write 
a response to that letter and what d Dead to sey follows ... 

ussell Delancy's recent letter to the editor cries out for a 

response, On the one hand Delancy says “God has blessed 

the United States ... Because we are the only nation in the 

world who defends Israel and stands by the Jewish nation.” 
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Yet, Delancy correctly notes that “Japan and China own 40 percent 

af the USA [in IOs]? and that the US has “the greatest deficit since the 

birth of our nation” and that in the US there are now *36,0000,000 peo- 

ple living at and below the poverty level” | 

If God has blessed the United States ... Because, as Delancy says, 

Swe are the only nation in the world who defends Israel" then God surg- 

ly has indeed worked in a mysterious way, considering all of the prob- 

lems facing our America, 

Qur country was a global industrial power, a thriving nation with a 

salu] agricultural base, as carly as the 1880s—lone before Israel was 

established in 1948! 5o U.S. support for Israel had absolutely nothing 

whatsoever to do with America’s greatness.If truth be told, most of the 

problems in America that Mr. Delaney describes actually began devel- 

oping around 1948! (Interesting and intriguing, to say the least!) 

And while Delancy is right when he notes many senior citizens are 

struggling and that “if our government would spend one half of what 

they give to foreign countries on our people in the United States, there 

would be no poverty in our country” what is so ironic—and what Mr, 

Delancy is apparently unaware of—is that Israel is by far the largest 

recipient of the very U.S. taxpaver-financed forcign aid handouts 

Delaney complains about! 

There are starving nations that hardly receive a penny in compari- 

son to the billions America gives Isracl, (Then again, we also pay Egypt 
billions to "be nice to Israel”) The United States supports Isracl for one 

— = 

reason alone: because there is a very wealthy and powerful pro-Israel 

lobby in Washington that has bought-andl-paid-for “our” Congress, 

And even now our FBI is investigating not only the powerful pro- 

Israel lobby known as AIPAC, but also a very influential pro-Israel lob- 

byist named Jack Abramoff is naw under indictment and, as news 

reports have repeatedly indicated, he is believed to have bribed MANY 

members of Congress, a 

We won't bother going inte the sordid details of Israel's deliberate 

anc unprovoked attack on the USS Liberty ship on June 7, 1967 which 

resulted in the murder of 34 American sailors whose surviving brother 

servicemen msist, to this day, that Israel knew precisely what it was 

doing. Nor will we comment on laws introduced in the Israeli parlin- 

ment to crack down on Christian missionaries, 

The point is all too clear. The facts speak for themselves. $o Mr, 

Delaney is right when he says “our citizens must come first and be our 

number one priority.” 

No more aid to Israel, the nation that murdered those American 

bovs! America First! 

MISSILE TWENTY-EIGHT 

Can't Israel Take a Pay Cut 

to Help Her Dearest Friend 
Clean Up Its Election System? 

ee clnericagns Dare any concent af bow much the Beggar state 

Ji af israel Das reaped in benefiix fron: fhe Anberican taxpayers 

over the decades But after the 2000 presidential election debacie, tn 

aich toe mass media was Geuranting ibe fact oat Holoceiist sui- 

pivors diving ie lord diet Dave (err votes conited correchh, d put 

forth the following proposition that seemed to be a logical solution to 

foe problem of cleaning up the US votecouniing systent dnd ensir 

ie Mhat—NEVER AGAIN —woulkd Holocaust survivors voting fi CiS, 

elections ever be disenfranchised. Give me credit for WIN... 

any Americans were very sad that Holocaust survivors i 

Palm Beach County, Florida accidentally voted for the 

wrong candidate in the 2000 election because of the old- 

fashioned and inaccurate punch-ecard voting machines. In fact, it is 

because these Holocaust survivors are influential in Florida politics that 

there has been such a big hullabaloo over the vote count in Florida. 

In any case, there is a solution to the problem. Although a recent 

report indicated it woulel cost as much as $8 billion for accurate con- 

puterized vole-counting technology to be brought to every voting 

precinct in the nation, there is indeed money in the national budget that 

coukl be put to good use bo make sure that never again will a Holocaust 

survivor in this country lose his or ber right to be able to vote for the 

candidate of their choice, 
since Isracl has one of the highest living, standards of any nation on 

the planet (with per capitis income equivalent to that of the living 

standards of the well-to-cdo-folks who live in Palm Beach), it seems logi- 

cal that our good ally, Isracl, would have no objection i we were to sus- 

pend (for a year or (wo) the $4 to $6 billion dollars (minimum) in aid 

that the U.S. gives to Isracl, until we get our election system in order 

Surely, surely, surely Israel would not object, particularly since Israel 

would sind to benefit from a resulting reliable voting system here in 

the United States. Surely Isracl coukl get along for a few years with U.S. 

taxpayers’ assistance and, in the meantime, we would be putting our 

own tax dollars here to use in the United States where they are vitally 

needed to make sure that no Holocaust survivor Cor anybody else for 

that matter) ever gets disenfranchised at the voting booth. 

This is one solution to a very big problem and it seems like as good 

a solution to the budgetary concerns involved. 



MISSILE TWENTY-NINE 

A Letter to a Bible-Believing Christian 

(Or Someone, At Least, Who Thinks She Is) 

O fhe years d bave seen quite a few letters to the editors of 

arigis small town newspapers in which [ve found areas of 

dgreement iwi Mose woa've written tbose letters. 40, conseguenti, 

Fee often taken the oppertunity to send those readers copies of the 

Publications for which fue terttten on a regular basis, namely, The 

Spotlight aned iater American Pree Press ana The Barnes Review, Sack 

fa JOOS 7 happened to see one such letter written by a nice lady, one 

Ars. White, anedd drapped Der a note, expressing iy aerecentent wiih 

whatever Proposition shed piil forth, and enclosed several copies of 

The Spotlight. fe response, (fs nice Christian lady sent me a rather 

blistering fetter telling me Ibat essentially The Spotlight sered i were 

destined for fhe ffery piis of Gell because we dared to question all-oue 

CA support for israel That wes wn-Godly or so she sete. dn any cease, 

nel follows is ay response to rs, White's fetter to meand as pou 

can see, T Spare HO friios . 

yur better of recent date came as somewhat of a surprise to 

me. I intended to respond sooner, but I have been very busy 

Fighting for Christ and against the Enemies of Christ, so [am 

only now able to respond fully, But 1 did appreciate your letter. 

Let us begin by defining what we are talking about, 

The anti-Christ, by Biblical definition, is he who denies Christ. by 

[his definition, then, the Muslims certainly cannot be called “anti-Christ” 

since, as [ am sure you are aware, the Moslem faith accepts Gur Lord and 

Savior as a great Prophet (although, of course, they do not place him at 

the center of their belief) However, of course, the Jewish faith totally 

repudiates Christ. 

$0, by my reckoning, there's actually more in common between 

Christianity and Islam than there is between Christianity and Judaism. 

And Iam a strong supporter of Christian-Muslim unity All of the Muslims 

I know are fine people, very family oriented, and devoted to their faith. 

You began your letter by asking me if lam aware that God told the 

Jewish people, "Those who bless vou I will bless and those who curse 

you, I will curse.” You ended your letter by saying “IT would fear striking 

out al God's people and speaking against God's chosen race, the Jews." 

I gathered, Mrs. White, that you somehow perceive that I have 

cursed the Jews anc struck out at“the Jews" in some way.And I realized, 

then, that you had probably read my letter to the editor of The Juniata 

Sentinel in which I pointed out that ORGANIZED GROUPS WHICH 
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PURPORT TO SPEAK FOR ALL JEWISH PEOPLE (BUT WHICH DO NOT) 

have been attacking President Clinton's policies toward Israel, 

You say “I pray we support Isracl to the end." In Fact, if we continue 

to provide unending, unquestioning support bor Israel it will indeed ta 

the end. Nuclear war is inevitable as a direct consequence of U.S. policy 

toward Israel and the Arab world, 

You comment that you believe Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson are 

men of God, by their fruits. I am not necessarily convinced that their 

fruits are indeed evidence of their Godliness, Although I can't nécessar- 

ily comment on Falwell, per se, I do know a little about Pat Robertson. 

First of all, I have a personal business associate, former 

Congressman “Pete” McCloskey of California, who served in the U.S. 

Marine corps with Pat Robertson, and he has told me some stories about 

Pat Robertson's antics that lead me to believe that Mr. Robertson was 
never such a good person to begin with, 

{This wes d reference to the story, told to me personally by former 

Congressman MeCloshey describing Dow, during toe Korean War 

Robertson bragued do McCloskey and several offer OS. Pary men 

how bis (Robertson's) father—Us, Senator A. Wilis Robertson (D- 

Va j—earranged to fave Robertson avoid combat service. Roberson 

sued Pete MeCtoskey for Beotng tole! bois setae story fo Rany ofbers 

publich, bit (he good Christian television rabble-rouser tree to uith- 

draw fhe shit wben Dis fellow former Marine Drought it oiber 

American miliary veterans to testify fo tbe jaci Bal Roberton —iater 

da Dip advocate of sending US. service men to fiebt wars on bebalf of 

israel—had tndeed skipped out on frontline service through IDe good 

offices of his daddy— MEP] 

Now, admittedly, that's long before Mr Robertson became a 

Mr. Robertson's sharp business practices and they really don’t strike me 

as the evidence of Godliness. 

Bul speaking of Pat Robertson's decision to accept Christ into his 

heart, I think you should also know this: another of my personal friends 

is the world-renown Christian evangelist, Cornelius Yanderbregeen. | 

have known “Cornie” for about fifteen vears—and if you know anything 

about Pat Robertson's background, you will recognize Vanderbregeen as 

the evangelist who personally brought Pat Robertson to Christ. 

And this is going to shock you, Mrs. White, but Cornelius 
vanderbreggen is totally at odds with.Pat Robertson on the question of 

the: political state of Israel and has publicly taken odds with his Christian 

protege in regard to Robertson’s devotion to the political state of Israel! 
So, Mrs. White, the very evangelist who converted Pat Robertson to 
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Christianity not only just happens to share my views of Israel and also 
is a personal friend of mine! 

As I say, I know that vou will be shocked by that, but it is absolute- 

ly true. And rest assured that Cornelius Vanderbreggen has not “gone 

astray. He is a righteous Christian of the first order. 

Another of my good friends is Dale Crowley, Jr. the longtime 

Christian evangelist, Far East missionary, and radio broadcaster (the son 

of the famed evangelist Dale Crowley, Sry. Dale also shares my views 

concerning the political power of the Isracli lobby as you can from the 

article written by Reverend Crowley that I have sent vou 

Now by this point I think you should see that Ido know a little bit 
about what lam talking about when I talk about Israel and its political 

power And I have some very personal contacts with some “big names” 

in the Christian evangelical movement. 

In your letter you comment that you don't know if | am a Christian 

or if I read the Bible, I will tell you this, Mrs. White, 

You say that “there is no middle road in Christian faith. We are either 

for God or against Him in Christ That is interesting, but, at the same 

lime, you surely must be aware that the Jews—whom you call God's 

chosen race—totally and thoroughly reject our Lord and Savior. 

I somehow suspect that you probably have never read the Talmud 

Cwhich is the Jewish holy book). I have read the Talmud. Not all of it, by 
any means, but quite a bit of it and I can tell you that you—as a 

Christian—would certainly be offended at same of the things that 

appear within the Talmud in reference to Jesus Christ. For example, Jews 

are taught in the Talmud that Christ was the bastard son of a Roman sol- 

dicr—that his mother was a whore. One portion of the Talmud declares 

that Jesus is now boiling in Hell in his own body fluids, 

It's quite a lot of nasty filth, to be honest, and it’s one reason why | 

personally would not choose Judaism as my faith: 1 simply don't approve 

of any religion that casts aspersions on the beloved figures of other reli- 

gions. And that is precisely what Judaism does to Jesus Christ. 

| would refer you to the photographs that appear in the report that 

Ive enclosed, originally published in The Spotlight, The pictures illus- 
trate same of the eminent backers of Isracl. They include, Meyer Lansky, 

chief of the international narcotics racket. Michael Milken, the notorious 
junk bend bandit, Hugh Hefner, head of the Playboy pornography 

empire, Larry Flynt, of the “Hustler” pornography empire, and Morris 

Dalitz, the top gangster in Las Vegas. 

Both the pornographer Hefner and the gangster Dalits actually 

received public awards from the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), a lobby 

for Israel, for their support for Israel. 
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(And I would note, also, that the ADL is a leading opponent of prayer 

—of any kind—in our schools, But it is interesting, nonetheless, that the 

ADL would give awards to a pornographer and a leader of the gambling 

syndicate. And, as is pointed out, the ADL alsa accepts substantial con- 

tributions from pornographer Larry Flynt.) Flynt and Hefner are not 

Jewish, by the way, but all of the aforementioned criminals are, 

So in short, by supporting the state of Israel, you are putting your- 

selves in the company of such people! 

I would be willing to bet that you didn't know this, Mrs, White, that 

NOT ALL ARABS ARE MUSLIMS. No, in fact, there are quite a few 

Christians in the Arab world and many of them are among the 

‘alestinian people who are continually being butchered by the Israelis, 

And it will probably also surprise you to learn that the one nation 
in the Middle East where there is a thriving (and relatively large) 

Christian community today is in Saddam Hussein's Iraq! That's correct. 

And what's more, some of the oldest Christian churches in the 

world today exist tn Iraq although ane of the oldest was practically 

bombed out of existence by American bombs during the Persian Gulf 

War, a war which was fought in defense of Israel, 

Those arc some facts that don't get reported in the major media in 

America Ovhich, of course, is owned by powerful Jewish families who 

support Israel but they arc facts, 

Amil | know they are facts because I have held actual photographs 

of that bombed out Christian Church in my hand., These photographs 

were taken by one of my colleagues (who ts a Bible-belteving (liristian 

and a deacon in his local Baptist Church) who actually visited that 

church in Iraq after the Gulf War! 

So, again, | do know a littl: bit about what I'm talking about. 

Dear lady: The evidence has been presented to you. 

Make up your mind:Are you on the side of Christ or on the side of 

the anti-Christ Jews? The decision ts yours to make. God Bless You! 



MISSILE THIRTY 

The Attempted Corruption of 
Good, Decent American Educators 

by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) 

Le can probably tnagine my surprise when, oi ane ocCd- 

. Son, d Pappened fo open ap my bometoiwn newspaper and 

seit d feature article describing bow one of my former bigh school 

feacders GUDO wes now ledebing in a private Catholte grade school) 

bed participated tn a Holocaust propaganda sentinar organized by 
(he Ang Defamation League ADO of Bet B'rith designed fo ficul- 

cate school! teachers fa ibe perpetuation of “Holocaust educator.” 

Needless to say d brompity fired off a fetter to the editor of the paper 

giving readers some background on the ADL... 

Our newspaper recently printed an article [Nov 3, 1999] cis- 

cussing a local Catholic school teacher's participation in a 

program for teachers sponsored by the Anti-Defamation 

League (ADL). The article effectively encouraged other teachers to con- 

tact the ADL, providing its address. 

[tis the teacher's First Amendment right to associate with the ADL. 

However, dentine readers should also know some additional data about 

the ADL not featured in that article. 

This is “the rest of the story’—information that our local educator 

was probably not told by the ADL, which functions, among other things, 

as a propaganda agency for Israel and as an arm of Israel's spy agency, 

the Mossad. 

In 1993 the ADL's offices in Los Angeles and San Francisco were 

raided by the FBI and the San Francisco Police Department. A subse: 

quent yearlong inquiry by the FBI and the police determined that the 

ADL was conducting a massive spying and invasion-of-privacy operation 

against literally thousands of law-abiding American citizens. 

Nat only was ihe ADL spying on so-called “right wing” groups, but it 

was also spying on labor unions, gay rights groups, Hispanic, Black and 

ASHIFAmerica organizations, In addition, the ADL was also providing 

data to the White Racist Government of South Africa to help the regime 

fight its African-American critics in the USA. 

And here's the real shocker: although the ADL pretended to be a 

friend of De Martin Luther King, Jr, a former ADL official admitted that 

the ADL was also spving on Dr. King. 

Although San Francisco District Attorney Arlo Smith wanted to 

bring criminal charges against the ADL, political pressure by ADL allies 

‘THE CORRUPTION OF AMERICAN SCHOOL TEACHERS [1] 

forced him to settle the case, with the ADL paving a 540,000 fine, 

However, three difterent civil suits were brought against the ADL by cit- 

izcns who had been victimized by the ADL. 

Two other cases were settled with the ADL paying substantial dam- 

ages. In additional, a federal judge ordered the ADL to cease and desist 

IN its Spying operations. 

A third lawsuit remains in the court, spearheaded by former 

Congressman Pete McCloskey, the famed war hero, and | am pleased to 

say that | have been assisting Me MeCloskey. 

I myself was victimized by the ADL. 

The ADLs top spy. Roy Bullock, regularly visited me in Washington, 

pretending to be my friend when, in fact, he was spying on me for the 

ADL. After [ discovered he was a spy, I exposed him in a newspaper arti- 

cle in 1986, although he did not publicly admit to his involvement with 

the ADL until seven years later when he was caught by the FBL In fact, 

ik was my article that set in motion the events that led to the FBI inves- 

Ligation that broke the ADL spy ring 
Our local educator was most assuredly not told any of this by the 

ADL when he met with them, but it is something other teachers should 

koow abour, 

MISSILE THIRTY-ONE 

Educating an Educator 
About Some Historical Facts 

Ignored by the Holocaust Industry 

se foilon uD looney feller fa ioe local newspaper regarding foe 

Aaa af ibe Catholic school teacher tn the ALMS 

Holocaust racket, d felt it poulid be appropriate to comact fhe ecleecer- 

for eirectiy avid adieise Dim af scare of Loe new developments h 

Holocaust studies that bed probetty been fenored by the ADI in its 

SENHIAFS . 

ince vou have put immense study into the issuc of the 

Holocaust, having been trained by some of the leading 

Holocaust buffs in the country, namely the Anti-Defamation 

League (ADL) of Knait Brith, | thought perhaps you could help me 

resolve a problem that [ve come across. 

As vou would probably agree, what happened at the the Auschwitz 
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concentration camp in Poland is integral to the foundation of the basic 

story of “the Holocaust” Auschwite was the best-known Cand evidently 

the most dungerous) of the Nazi concentration camps. 

| recall, as a student at Juniata High School, reading that “Four mil- 

lian died at Auschwitz, Jews and non-Jews alike” 

That's what my history books told me, 

On April 18, 1945, in the immediate aftermath of World War II, The 

New ror? Toes reported that 4 million people died at Auschwitz, This 

“fact” was reported over and over again during the next half century 

without question. 

Now here's where my math problem comes in... 

On January 26, 1995, commemorating the 50th anniversary of the 

Auschwitz liberation, The Washington Post and The New York Tires 

itself—borh reported that the Polish authorities had determined that, at 

most, 1.5 million people (of all races and religions}—not “four mil- 

lion” —clied at Auschwitz of all causes, including natural causes—most 

notably starvation and disease. 

Remember: that was not some “Holocaust denier” making that 

claim. [t was THe Westington Post and The New York Tines, both of 

which are published by Jewish people and both of which are respected 

“mainstream” news SOLITCCS, 

Yel this was not the first time this drastically reduced figure had 

appeared in the major media... 

Almost five years previously, on July 17, 1990, The Weshimetoan 

fies reprinted a brief article from foe London Dally fefeeraph, The 

article stated that: 

Poland has cut its estimate of the number of people killed 

by the Nazis in the Auschwitz death camp from 4 million te just 

aver 1 million ... The new study could rekindle the controver- 

sy aver the scale of Hitler's “final solution’... 

Franciszek Piper, director of the historical committee of the 

Auschwitz-Birkenau Muscum, said yesterday that, according to 
recent research, al least 1.3 million people were deported to 

the camp, of whom about 223,000 survived. 

The 1.1 million vietims included 960,000 Jews, between 

OOOO and 75,000 Poles, nearly all of the 23,000 Gypsies sent 

to the camp and 15,000 Soviet prisoners of war. 

Shmuel Krakowsky, head of research at Israel's Yad Vashem 

memorial for Jewish victims of the Holocaust, said the new 

Polish figures were correct. The 4 million figure was Jet slip by 

Capt. Rudolf Hoess, the death camp's Nazi commander. Some 
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have bought it, but it was exaggerated ... Plaques commemo- 

rating the deaths of 4 million victims were removed from the 

Auschwitz museum earlier this month .... 

This detail of history was intriguing, since, after all, history books 

had said for a generation that of the six million Jews who died during 

the Holocaust, most of them died at Auschwitz alone. 

Thus, if the new facts were correct, the actual overall number of 

Jewish “Holocaust victims” had to be considerably less than the much- 

talked-about figure of “Six Million.” 

Put simply: subtract the former “4 million Jews dead at Auschwitz” 

fram the popular “Six Million! and that leaves two milion dead. 

Simple math—aned a controversial conclusion indeed, 

More recently, Walter Reich, former director of the U.S, Holocaust 

Memorial Museum in Washington, pumped into the debate over 

Auschwitz. On September 6, 1998, The Washington Post published an 

article by Reich in which he addressed Jewish outrage over a group of 

elderly Polish nuns who wanted to place crosses in memory of 

Christians who died at Auschwitz, Reich was responding to what he 

described as a “well-meaning” August 41] (1996) editorial in the Posi 

about the affair. 

Reich commented that the editorial “illustrates how old fictions 
about Auschwitz have been accepted as facts—fictions that have been 

used repeatedly to distort the camp's history” Evidently, the Post had 

forgotten its own report on the Auschwitz numbers it had published 

three years previously and chose, instead, to repeat “old [ietionms .. . 

accepted as facts” What, then, were those “old fictions ... accepted as 

facts"? Here's what Reich had to say: 

The Post identified Auschwitz-Birkinau as the death camp 

“where 3 million Jews and millions of others were murdered by 

the Nazis, Recent scholarship by a Polish historian has put the 

number of deaths there conservatively at about 1.1 million, 

with other estimates ranging to about 1.5 million. 

Approximately 90 percent of the dead were Jews. 

The Posts numbers may have been derived in part from 

the inflated estimate—originally of Sovict origin and endorsed 

by Polish authorities after the war—of about 4 million dead. 

This number, and other numbers of similar magnitude, were 

repeated so often that they came to be aceepted by many as 

true, even though historians tn Poland and elsewhere have 

revised this number down considerably. 
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Honest people find no problem with Reich's call (in the essay) for 

“only words of accurate history" in reportage about Auschwitz. 

Anschiite: Phe fine! Coir {by British historian Vivian Bird) ¢xam- 

ines the "new" reports in the “mainstream” media Coutlined above) and 

explores the little-known but thoroughly documented phenomenon in 

which the numbers of the official Auschwitz “death toll’ have plummet- 

ed from a“high® of 9,000,000 dead to a rock-bottom of 73,137 of whom 

46,031 were Jews). 

And note that of the 26 wildly varying figures cited by Bird,all come 

from a variety of “responsible” and “mainstream” sources. No figure Bird 

cites comes from any source accused of “clenving the Holocaust” 

Clearly, the number of how many died at Auschwitz is central to 

understanding what did happen there. But the figures keep changing. If 

Bird’s book proves anything, it proves that, 

ve taken the liberty of providing an accompanying chart, cluly 

annotated, which shows the fluctuating Heures. 

My question, I guess, is this: WHICH FIGURE AM 1 SUPPOSED TO 

BELIEVE? 

I realize that this question may be “controversial” but I am not one 

ta be concerned about being “controversial.” 

And 1 must say that since 1 have been attacked by the Anti- 

Defamation League, I have put quite a bit of study into the Holocaust— 

a subject that never really interested me one way or the other—and I 

have found out many new things. 

Any information you or anv other source can provide in regard to 

this matter will be most appreciated! 

T Hever received a response from the educator and ther, sadip 

he died if a tragic car accident (alone wiih Bis pet dow) sever. 

al pears teeter f felt very bad about thet. 

MISSILE EPL) r-b Ww 

Exposing Corruption 

in the Holocaust Industry 

(hoon ibere cre a fot oof mor-feuisd folks iho care very 

Pca cece about promoting the agenda of the Holocaust 

industie most of then pave absolutely no idea bow corrupt it really 

is, Once, affer my longiime friend, the late Dalas Texas Napior 

penned a fetter to the editor of the local paper scoring Israel for some 

ofits niisdeeds, the wife of a focal community leader trote d fetter ta 

foe local paper denounce Naylor as an anitsSenite and warning 

Dat fis words could belp stir up another Holocaust Altbougb ber lel- 

fer was Published with der “Name Willibeld’— ial d pellouwbellice 

coward she wes, afthoueh she bad no problem attacking Naplor— 

Naylor tracked down the origin of the attack by visiting the newspa- 

per office and viewing the affending fetter Here's a letter (het d sent 

fo the commiioity leader and bis wife, accompanied by a copy of the 

outstanding book, The Holocaust Industry, Oy On Normen Povberstern, 

foe Jewish son of Holocaust SHEDIVOYS ... 

repurchased the enclosed book just for you. I think you will both 

find it quite luminating. This is THE book that exposes the 

Holocaust Industry for the racket that it is. 

No, this isn't one of those “horrifying” books that supposedly 

“denies the Holocaust. "This book that shows how Jewish Americans ard 

the Israelis both exploit “the Holocaust" lor power and profit. And it’s 

even been endorsed by famed Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg (whose 

book, as I recall, is in the Juniata County Library The author, Norman G. 

Finkelstein, is one of the most outstanding Jewish-American progressive 

thinkers and the son of former concentration camp inmates, so (t's going 

to be hard to dismiss him as a*right wing hater” or something like that. 

And speaking of the Holocaust, guess what? One of the world’s 

most prominent and respected figures in both the Israeli lobby and the 

Holocaust industry has been caught stealing money intended for 

Holocaust survivors! Exposed as a embezzler, Neal Sher was forced out 

of his post as chief of staff in the Washington office of the International 

Commission on Holocaust Era Insurance Claims (ICHEDC). Sher was 

caught taking “unauthorized reimbursements" on his extravagant world- 

wide travel expenses for the CHEM. 

What this means is that Sher—aJlongtime leading figure in the 

worldwide Jewish community and a wideh-promoted “media star’ — 

was stealing from Holocaust survivors and their heirs. Although Sher’s 

resignation was announced on June 20, 2002, it was not known until 
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recently that he had been the subject of a highly secretive, corruption 

investigation carried out at the direction of former Secretary of State 

lawrence Eagleburger, himself the well-paid chairman of the ICHEIC, 
The scandal was considered so “sensitive” to Jewish lobby public rela- 

tions concerns that Eagleburger actually asked William Webster, former 

director of the FBI anc the CLA, to convene a formal high-level review of 

the secret investigation that led to Sher's forced resignation. 

Sher’s pilfering lends credence to the charge by many that “the 

Holocaust” has essentially become, "a racket a point driven home in Dr. 

Finkelstein’s book Finkelstein can only be smiling brightly at Sher’s fate, 

especially since, in his book, Finkelstein raised questions about the 

ICHEIC s profiteering, perhaps not knowing how on the mark he was. 

Another individual who has good reason to smile at Sher’s take- 

down is an elderly Cleveland man and his family. You sec, for eleven 

years, until his departure in 1994, Sher was the director of the secretive 

“nazi hunting” Olfice of the Special Investigations (OSD inside the 

Justice Department. From his post, Sher framed Ukraine-born Cleveland- 

autoworker John Demjanjuk as a"Nazi war criminal.” Despite Sher’s use 

of forged documents to implicate Demjanjuk, even the Supreme Court 

of Israel cleared Demjanjuk of the false charges leveled by 

sher/Ciifortiaaieh: of course, the OM crowd weal after Demjanjuk 

ane? dgeatn and Oe wes Den tricd dnd convicted in 201) fi Germany 

for a whole new series of “wer crimes” charges—MCP} 

After leaving the OSI, Sher went on to serve as executive director of 

AIPAC, the powerful Israeli lobby unit.$0 Sher was indeed one of the 

most highly regarded and powerful figures in the Jewish community! 
And he turns cut to be a lowdown sneak thief. 

: Despite having confessed to having misappropriated holocaust 

council funds for his own use, Sher will apparently not face criminal 

charges because of his close thes to the Justice Department and because 

of his long-standing Ges to high-level forces in the global Jewish elite. 

In addition, although the story of Sher's thievery has been report- 

ed in the Jewish newspaper, Forward, the mainstream media has kept 
the scandal under wraps. This is interesting inasmuch, in the past, all 

manner of media loudly promoted Sher as some sort of hero" who was 

“hunting Nazis" and “protecting the interests of our ally, Israel.” 

Anyway, I thought you might find that interesting. Frankly, Pm glad 

(for several personal reasons) to see this “respected” personality get 

taken down a lew pegs. 

In any event, 1 know that you will definitely find Dr. Finkelstcin’s 

book interesting. It really shows what a real racket the Holocaust is. 

MISSILE THIRTY-THREE 

Challenging Holocaust “Education” Head-On 

vet dawned Holocaust just wort po diwa Not even fi the 

sail rural communities of America, The following fetter 

that d seat to a amber of educators, Public opinio niated- 

ers and offers fay Dome town specks for itself... 

Of interest to teachers, school board members and—above 

all—the students and their parents... 

This letter isn’t about SEX EDUCATION, 

It's about something even more controversial—whether you 

know it or mot, 

Please read this letter carefully—from beginning to end. 

If vou TRULY take your job as an educator or school board 

member SERIOUSLY, you will take the time to read the letter... 

While “controversial” to be sure, this letter is not just “some- 

body's opinion,” 

It contains many solid details and facts, the sources of which 

are available upon request. 

You may even learn something... 

Just recently. I received a remarkable phone call here at my olfice 

in Washington from an elderly woman from the Central Pennsylvania 

area. The lady was a reader of The frentata Sentinel She identified her- 

sell as a German immigrant with family in the area. Years ago I met two 

of her family members. 

Speaking in a pronounced accent and in somewhat broken English 

she said: 

Mr. Piper. I call vou because I see your letters to the Juniata 
paper 1 know you're not afraid of the wealthy Jewish people. 

Please tell the Juniata paper that I ate sawdust too and Iam a 

German. My husband in the army ate sawdust too. We all did. 

Not just the Jews. Everybody suffered. I can't write. You can, 

Write a letter and tell what happened. 
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Although honored by her attention, but rather confused by what 

the woman was talking about, and having a difficult time understanding 

her, I eventually gleaned from the lady that The Juniata Sentinel had 

reported that a Jewish woman who had survived the global tragedy 

known as World War I Gvhich caused suffering to millions of people of 

all races, creeds and colors—not just Jews) was going to be the featured 

speaker ata public event at Ease Juniata High School. 

Then, after I actually saw the article in Thoe fuatata Sentinel (which 

arrived here in Washington well after the big shindig at East Juniata High 

School, [finally understood what she was talking about. 

fhe Juniata Sentinels story, which sounded, l'm sorry to say, like a 

“canned” article {rather than a straight news story), reported that the 

Jewish woman had described how the Jews in the concentration camps 

had to eat bread made partly of sawdust. 

(l forgive that newspaper for falling into the trap of publishing a 

public relations press release of this sort. Its casy to do so, especially 

since those who promote “Holocaust education” have a lot of expertise 

cranking out casy-to-publish glitzy promotional stuff of this sort.) 

In any event, as I had already learned from the old German woman 

(and which subsequent others have confirmed to me), it wasn't just the 

Jews in the concentration camps who were eating this kind of bread. 

Not only were the German soldiers in the field cating this kind of bread 

during wartime, but so were the civilians back home. 

In other words, in short: WAR IS HELL! 
Thus, this Jewish kady, Hikla Mantlemacher, was, in a sense, telling a 

half truth. In fact, EVERYBODY was eating this kind of bread. 

And guess what? Pm told there's even a new health food bread that 

features wood chips? (ironically, maybe cating that sawdust bread is 

actually what saved Hilda Manthemacher’s life!) 

In our conversation, | told the old German lacy that I was certainly 

aware that there were a lot of mistaken beliefs about the tragedies of 

war and that 1 wasn't afraid to call them to the attention of The funiate 

Senfoed and, for that matter, to the administrators at East Juniata High 

School and to the members of the Juniata County school board. 

Then, I received the January 19, 2000 issue of The frertiatea Sentinel 

which not only featured a front-page story but also a much longer lea- 

ture story by Kay Folk detailing the tragic story of Mrs. Mantlemacher, 

Congratulations to Kay Folk for a job well done! Kay Folk is an out- 

standing journalist and a credit to The Janata Sentinel America needs 

more journalists like Kay Folk. 

If Ms, Folk should ever wish co do a similar story about the suffer- 

ing Of other people during World War [l—inecluding the 300,000 inno- 
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cent German civilians in the defenseless city of Dresden who were 

incinerated in a holocaust by bombing trom the British air force—! 

could probably put her in touch with some of those Holocaust survivors 

as well, 

This is a story that is little Known, but which, in many ways, is even 

more horrifying than the tragedy suffered by Mrs, Mantlemacher. 

The fact is that Hitler only started bombing English cities after 

Winston Churchill started bombing German cities, Hitler gave Churchill 

numerous chances to stop the bombing of innocent civilians, but 

Churchill refused to stop and Hitler responded in kind. In any event, w 

a consequence, many hundreds of thousands of innocent Germans died 

in Dresden and other cities THAT HAD NOTHING WHATSOEVERTO DO 

WITH THE GERMAN WAR EFFORT! (Shocking, but sadly true.) 

Tam preparing this letter for review by the responsible authorities 

who must, must, must be certain that only facts be presented to the stu- 

dents and the public in the course of so-called “holocaust education” 

What is my interest in this? Why have [spent so much time prepar- 

ing this letter? I am the son of a Juniata County native, a wounded World 

Wir Tl combat veteran, who, alone with three of his brothers, fought 

what was known as “the Axis beast" during World War IL Like my father 

and his brothers, 1 am very well versed in the history of the war and the 

events known as “the Holocaust? No one need try to educate the Piper 

taimily in this regard, 

In addition, I have read literally hundreds of books on the subject, 

written from varying points of view. I am also the author of a book, Hest 

Witness, which tells the story of one selbstyled “Holocaust survivor,’ Mel 

Mermelstein who, actually, has been caught in many lies and in trying to 

make “big bucks" by promoting himself. They even made a Hollywood 

movie about Mermelstein, starring Leonard Nimoy—"Mr. Spock” of Siar 

Tek farme—ias Mermelsteiti.) 

The foreword to my book on Mermelstein was written by interni- 

tionally known Jewish-American attorney, Mark Lane, probably best 

known to vou as the best-selling author of Rush to Judgment, the book 

that exposed the government cover-up in the assassination of our 35th 

president, ohn E Kennedy. Mr. Lane is the attorney who helped expose 

the antics of the “Holocaust survivor, Mel Mermelstein and showed him 

for the fraud that he was. lam taking the liberty of enclosing a copy of 

the book for your inspection. I hope you will lind it of interest, 

While I am personally acquainted with dozens of war veterans, 

including a distinguished former Democratic congressman, John Rarick 

of Louisiana, who was actually a prisoner of war of the Nazis, 1 also 

knoow and have worked with David Irving, the British historian of World 
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War IL who is said to be the best-selling popular historian writing in the 

English language. 

In short, while I don't want to be a*name-dropper,’ the fact is that | 

am WELL-INFORMED about this subject, more so than a lot of people, 

and I knew that is a*must,” especially when addressing such a contro- 

versial topie and, in particular, when advising responsible school author- 

ities about such things, 

There’s one other thing worth mentioning: many of the people of 

Juniata County are of German descent and these davs, the media is full 

of reports about how terrible their distant cousins in Germany are. So 

this is very much an issue of concern to Juniata Courty. 

With all of that dispensed with, let us examine this ongoing phe- 

nomenon wherein our public schools are being used as a political forum 

based around “holocaust education.” 

WITY I5 HOLOCAUST EDUCATION NECESSARY? 

First of all, let's talk about the question of why there should even be 

such an emphasis on “holocaust education” an why students in Juniata 

County schools are now being exposed to this particular form of incdoc- 

trination. 

There's a new book on the subject of holocaust education that 

every parent and every educator should read. It's written by Dr, Philip 

Glidden and entitled Jrading on Guilt: Holocaust Education in the 
Publie Schools, 

According to Glidden, who has studied the subject closely, holo- 

caust education in the public schools is destructive and has no place in 
American society. [t is social programming of the worst sort and unac- 

ceptable in a tree society where the education of children depends on 

the free flow of unbiased information presented in a manner which 

allows students to determine for themselves the significance of histori- 

cal and social events, 

Please note right up front that this copiousl-documented 233-page 

volume is nat the work of a so-called “holocaust revisionist.” In fact, the 

author firmly believes that millions of Jews and others were deliberate 

ly exterminated by the German Third Reich, 

The very fact that Dr. Glidden accepts the “Six Million" story Cor ar 

least variations thereot) is perhaps what makes his book so powerful. 

Thus, those who are doing what he says is "trading on guilt? (by pro- 

moting a never-ending stream of holocaust education gimmicks in the 

public schools) will have a difficult time saying that his book is just 

another book “denying the holocaust.” 

Glidden himself is neither an armehair critic nor some ivory tower 

academic, although he does have an advanced degree attached to his 
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name. In fact, this world traveler has taught geology, geography and relat- 

ed subjects for six years in American public schools and at the college 

level A native of Maine, and a graduate of Bowdoin College and Boston 

University, Glidden has also been involved in real estate and land devel- 

opment for some twenty years. 

His interest in the subject of holocaust education came when, in his 
current home state of Florida, pressure from Jewish groups resulted in 

the state of Florida passing legislation requiring the study of Holocaust 

material in the Sunshine State's public schools, 

Glidden was so disgusted by what he saw happening that instead 

of just criticizing from the sidelines he actually filed suit in the Leon 

County, Florida Circuit Court in July of 1997 against the Florida state 

commissioner of education and two members of the commissioner's 

“task force on holocaust education’ in an effort to put a stop to the plan. 

In his book, Glidden describes his efforts in this regard in a lively and 

highlyreadable fashion. 

Needless to say, Glidden was greeted with accusations of “antl 

Semitism” and charged with being a "Nazi" sympathizer. (This happens 

to anyone who even dares question any program put forth by the 

wealthy and powerful American Jewish community.) 

However, Glidden would not and will not be cowed by such 

charges and, if truth be told, cheerfully admits that he has no brief for or 

against any religion in particular, ancl, as such, is especially incensed that 

one religious group ews) should attempt to impose their own reli- 

rious-based teachings (through holocaust education programs) on stul- 

dents in the taxpayerfinanced public schools. Thus, Glidden is a “tree 

thinker" of the best sort. 

It should be noted for the record, though, that Glidden’s state ol 

Florida is not the only state where holocaust education is statutorily 

demanded. linois and California have such requirements and, increas- 

imgly, other states are pondering such legislation. 

In addition, many schools and individual teachers all across the 

country, voluntarily, are incorporating Holocaust studies into their cur- 

riculum, having been influenced by continuing and widespread propa- 

gation of such “education,” 

Thus, Glidden’'s analysis of this intellectual outrage, which is affect- 

ing schools Gand school students) all across America is timely indeed, 

Glidden’s conclusions are powerful and based on thorough stucly. 

“Certainly” he savs, “there is the likelihood for children ta experience 

varying degrees of emotional trauma from viewing evidence of genoci- 

dal atrocities, the memories of which can remain with them for life.” 

He notes that evidence of this has been derived from psychological 
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studies of Holocaust survivors, the offspring of victims and those close- 

ly involved with survivors and victims to whom the feeling of guilt and 

Shame has been transferred through emphatic association, Schools 

showing vivid graphics of the Jewish genocide are capable of imposing 

similar transference of horror and shame to voung people even though 

they may be completely unrelated to victims and have no knowledge of 

genocide except through segments from history courses and viewing 

movies and documentaries on television, 

Glidden savs that “to infuse young children with the burden of 

shame whose only object is to provide gain and advantage for the jew- 

ish people represents one of the most despicable and deceitful misuses 

of the public schools in the history of American education” 

This veteran educator believes, in addition, that mot only can 

Holocaust education have a highly deleterious impact on children’s lives 

and that what he calls “the emphasis on mandated moral instruction as 

opposed co the concept of moral relativism” damages the notion of 

America's pluralistic society since it is no more than an attempt by one 

singular group to impose its standards of morality on the balance of the 

society as a whole, Under holocaust education requirements, the stan- 

dards, he notes, are chosen by one religious minority that represents 

less than live percent of the population. 

Children, he says, should have an education than can enhance their 

competitive ability to succeed in life. Grucsome scenes from the World 

Wir ID concentration camps and lurid stories about violence and 

destruction have nothing whatsoever to do with readin’, titir and ‘rith- 

metic. Is as simple as that. 

HOW RELIABLE ARE “HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS? 

Now let us say this: There are many who may comment, “Well, it’s 

gppd to educate students about the tragedy of the Holocaust, and the 

lecture by Mrs. Manthemacher was a good way to do it’Granted, East 

Juniata's speaker, Mrs, Manthemacher, may have had some interesting 

things to say. However, here's the problem: 

There’s a very real concern about Mrs. Mantlemacher's reliability, 

not to mention that of many, many others who have told tales about life 

in the concentration canis. 

In Fact, ina new book, Toe Holocaust in American Life, respected 

historian Peter Novick who is Jewish) points out that many “memories” 

of Holocaust survivors are actually subject to question. Novick writes: 

“In fact, those memories are not a very useful historical source. Or, 

rather, some may be, but we don't know which ones, A few years ago 

the director of [the Israeli Holocaust Memorial Museum at] Yad Vashem's 

archive told a reporter that most of the twenty thousand testimonies it 
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had eollected were unreliable: Many were never in the places where | 

they claim to have witnessed atrocities, while others relied on second-j 

hand information given them by friends or passing strangers.” J 

Primo Levi, one of the most renowned of survivor-wiltiesses, has 

described this phenomenon: 

The greater part of the witnesses ... have ever more: 

blurred and stylized memories, often, unbeknownst to therm, 

influcneec by information gained from later readings or the sti 

ries of others... A memory evoked too often, and expressed in 

the form of a story, tends to become fixed in a stereotype .. . 

crystallized, perfected, adorned, installing itself in the place of 

the raw memory and growing at its expense. 

Thus, the question arises: When Mrs. Mantelmacher toll, among 

other things, about seeing famous “Nati Doctor, Josef Mengele, was she 

reporting what she actually siw, or was she reporting what she heard 

eclewhere? 

The fact is that while many, many persons who were at Auschwitz 

have told sometimes rather fantastic stories about Dr Mengele, it has 

been documented that some of these persons were nol even al 

Auschwitz while Mengele was there! 

In commenting on the fintasics gand lies) of self-styled “Holocaust 

survivors,” Professor Novick even takes a poke ata famed Holocaust his- 

torian, Deborah Lipstadt, He writes: 

When evidence emerged that one Holocaust memoir, high- 

ly praised lor its authenticity. might have been completely 

Invented, Deborah Lipstadt, who used the memoir in her teach- 

ing of the Holocaust, acknowledged that if this turned out to be 

the case, if “might complicate matters somewhat. but insisted 

that it would still be “powerful” as a novel. 

There's something else we should consider: Although today we are 

told to hold Holocaust survivors such as Mrs. Mantlemacher in high 

esteem—to treat them almost as living saints—the fact is that immedi- 

ately after World War M, the attitude toward the survivors was mot quite 

the same as it is today. Professor Novick {referred to earlier} points out: 

© Jewish writer Samuel Lubell, writing in Pie Salirdap Everiig 

Past of October 3, 1946, said that “lt was a survival not of the fittest, not 

of the most high-minded or reasonable and certainly not of the meekest, 

bur of the toughest,” 
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According to one Jewish official, "Often, it was the ‘ex-thetto’ ele- 

ments rather than the upper class or white collar groups who survived 

...the petty thief or leader of petty thieves who offered leadership to 

others, or developed techniques of survival” 

‘A top leader ot the American Jewish Committee wrote that “Those 

who have survived are not the fittest .,. but are largely the lowest Jewish 
elements, who by cunning and animal instincts have been able to 

escape the terrible fate of the more refined and better elements who 

succumbed.” . | 
* David StValtiel, a future Israeli general, commented that “Those 

who survived lived because they were egotistical and looked out, first 

and Joremost, for themselves” 

* Future Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion himself saic that 

the survivors included "people who would not have survived if they had 

not been what they were—hard, evil and selfish people, and what they 

underwent there served to destroy what good qualities they had left.” 

Qbviously the question arises as to whether these descriptions 

apply to Mrs. Mantlemacher who lectured at East Juniata, 

Professor Novick says that these perceptions about Holocaust sur- 

vivors, however negative, faded with time. Yet, the fact is that these were 

the perceptions at the time—and not something that we hear much 

about today. 

‘Today, the survivors are, according to writer Leon Wieseltier, the son 

ofa survivor, “the American Jewish equivalent of saints and relics." 

What is interesting is that Novick bares the Fact that the American 

military government in Germany was souring on the propriety of Jewish 

refugees being employed as civilian investigators hunting down ex- 

Nazis. 

Although it is not something that the modern-day Jewish commu- 

nity might want known, the American military government according ta 

Novick, actually “barred the further use of Jewish refugees as civilian 

investigators on the grounds that they were unlikely to be sufficiently 

‘impartial and objective!” 

This revelation is interesting in light of modern day emphasis, on 

the part of Holocaust enthusiasts about the need to focus on the mem- 
ores of Holocaust survivors as a record of what did happen during that 

period. 

Speaking of “what happened’ it is important to remember that, 

according to Phe funtete Sentinel, Mrs. Hilda Mantlemacher “still gets 

angry when Revisionists claim the Holocaust never happened. It is for 

this reason and for the six million people who didn’t survive, that she 

speaks out” 
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Contrary to what Mrs. Mantlemacher and others say, there is not one 

responsible “Revisionist” ANYWHERE who says that “the Holocaust 

never happened In fact, the Revisionists are only trying to set the his- 

torical record straight, to bring history into accord with the facts, 

Revisionists are interested in the tacts—not the myths—about the peri- 

od we remember as“The Holocaust. The Revistonists do NOT NOT NOT 

say that “the Holocaust never happened” 

In short, to be perfectly honest: Mrs. Mantlemacher was NOT telling 
the truth when she said that the Revistonists say that “the Holocaust 

never happened "People have probably TOLD Mrs, Mantlemacher that 

this is what the Revisionists say, but it is simply NOT TRUE. 

Perhaps someone from the Juniata School Board should contact 

Mrs, Manthemacher and set her straight. Please feel free to send her a 

copy of this letter if you wish. She will probably learn a lot of things that 

she never knew, and she SHOULD be delighted to learn that many of the 

things that she has been told are NOT true. 

Yet, at the same time, because Mrs, Mantlemacher has put her own 

reputation on the line, giving public lectures about the Holocaust, she 

may find it difficult te hear anything which is contradictory to what she 

has been tole tine and time again, 

[ respect that. I understand that. I can see why Mrs. Mantlemacher 

WANTS to believe what she has believed lor over 50 years. 

Yet, at the same time, I do not believe that her views (based upon 

misinformation) should be used to shape the minds of young people in 

Juniata County or anywhere else in America, for the sole purpose of con- 

vineing people that the powerful Jewish community in America and 

[Israel is beyond reproach. 

In fact, that's what all of this talk in the newspapers and the major 

media about “the Holocaust’ is really all about: POLITICAL POWER. 
Sometimes Jewish survivors of the wartime tragedies actually g0 $0 

far as to sav that “The Revisionists say there were no concentration 

camps.” 

That, of course, is ridiculous on its face, as anvone knows. 

After all, thousands of American service men and women visited 

those concentration camps at the end of the war, 

The concentration camps did exist. 

For the record, I will repeat what I said: 

THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS DID EXIST. 

Thus, the REAL question is this; what REALLY happened inside the 

camps? 

There is a common misunderstanding and/or misperception of 

what those who have been called “Holocaust Deniers” really do 
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believe—aned don't believe—about the period known as the Holocaust. 

Based upon my extensive research into this matter, here is a brief 

overview Of the things 1 have found that the so-called “holocaust revi- 

sionists DO NOT deny and HAVE NEVER denied: 
* The existence of a vast network of concentration camps through- 

out Germany and Naz-occupied Europe. 

* The existence of a foreed-labor program for inmates of these 

camps, 

* The fact that the Nazi regime was anti-Jewish and sought to phys- 

ically remove the Jews first from Germany and then trom all of Europe 

under its control 

* The fact that in order to accomplish this segregation, a vast pro- 

gram called the “Endloesung"” or “Final Solution” was developed and 

implemented, which involved, first, the segregation of Jews in ehettoes, 

and then theic mass transport (the “combing through of Europe from 

West ta East to concentration camps and other labor centers in the 

Eastern occupied territories. 
s The fact that Jewish, and other, practitioners of illegal behind-the: 

scenes partisan wathare were executed by German Einsatzgruppen 

(Action Group) units in rear security operations which were basically of 

a “preventative guerrilla-swarfarc” character, And the fact that in these 

round-up operations some innocent people were indeed killed. dn a bit- 

ter and desperate war situation it was difficult to separate the innocent 

from the guilty, especially in partisan warfare where combatants hid 

behind civilian clothes.) 

e The fact that many Jews perished among the more than 40 million 

Europeans who perished during the war and that their casualties from 

all causes—including natural attrition, disease, malnutrition, bombings, 

military actions, pogroms conducted by indigenous Eastern European 

populations, Einsatzgruppen actions, nameless ad hoc atrocities, and 

general wartime havoc— numbered unquestionably in the hundreds of 

thousands. 

* The fact that many Jews in concentration camps were separated 

from and lost contact with their relatives or friends and that many of 
these people indeed perished during this time Cor in feet, were relocat- 

ed to distant parts of Europe by both German andl Soviet forces), 

* The existence of crematorium ovens in the larger concentration 

camps, for the purpose of efficiently and sanitarily disposing of the 

corpses of inmates who died from periodie raging epidemics of typhus. 

* The existence of “gas chambers" in the camps using the disinfec- 

tant cyanic gas Zyklon-B to disinfect clothing, bedding, etc. 

* The fact that British and American troops at the liberation of the 
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camps in Germany (Dachau, Bergen-Belsen, Buchenwald, eto encoun: 

tered horrible scenes of strewn and piled corpses, as well as many 

inmates who were in terrible physical condition, barely alive. 

* The fact that same atrocities did occur, above and beyond the 

scope of legitimate martial or judicial punishment, on an acl hoc basis 

and perpetrated by the types of persons that are unleashed by all wars, 

and found on all sides in a wat. 

None of this is denied. 

What IS denied is that there was a deliberate German policy of sys- 

tematic extermination of Jews, A policy implemented mainly by mass- 

murder in gas chambers in extermination camps, with the total numbers 

of dead in the area of six million or even more. 

fhe Los Angeles dimes, on January i, , 20001}, reprortect: 

Some revisions in Holocaust history have been generally 

accepted. Stories that Jewish remains were manufactured into 

soap and lampshades have been dismissed as myth. There were, 

most historians now agree, no human gassings at Dachau. 

Deaths at Auschwitz, once estimated, based on the testimo- 

ny of Nazi commanders, at up to 3 million have been scaled 

back to about 1.1 million. Even the widely accepted figure of G 

million n Jewish dead all o er Europe has been questioned in 
recent years by some of the world's most prominent Holocaust 

scholars. 

Take a moment and re-read that paragraph. 

Consider what it all means... 

These facts probably contradict virtually all of the things that you 

read (probably in vour own high school history books in Juniata 

County) and what you remember about the Holocaust. Think about it.. 

Now maybe you understand what I'm talking about. 

Then again, you say" What about all the American servicemen who 

today bear witness to the Holocaust.” After all, aren't there Americans 

who actually passed through the “death camp" at Dachau where they 

saw, firsthand, the famous “pas chamber"? 

In fact, you're right: Many American servicemen came back trom 
Europe after the war and described having seen the “gas chamber at the 

Nazi concentration camp in Germany known as Dachau. One famous 

photo shows an American soldier at Dachau in font of a door marked 

with a skull and crossbones and the words “Caution! Cras! Lite Danger! 

Do not open! An official army caption on the photo describes it by say- 

ing, “these chambers were used by Nazi guards for killing prisoners of 
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the infamous Dachau concentration camp. 

The American soldiers also told people back home of stacks of 

corpses— presumably “gassed” by the Nazis—and photographs of those 

mounds of bodies were reproduced around the world. How then could 

anyone dispute that there had been homicidal “gassings" at Auschwitz? 

I know, for example, that one of my beloved high school teachers, 
Lucy Lehman, one of the most respected teachers in the history of the 

Juniata County School System, ance tole) me of the horrors that she 

experienced as a Red Cross volunteer when she served at the Dachau 

concentration camp in Germany at the end of World War I. 

Mrs, Lehman told me, with great emotion: #I saw what happened, | 

saw Lhe gas chamber at Dachau where they gassed thousands of Jews. 

There's no denying the Holocaust." 

Mes, Lehman was among those who saw the gas chamber that was 

displayed to hundreds (perhaps thousands) of Americans who passed 

through the camp at the end of the war. 

And at the Nuremberg trials De. Franz Blaha provided eyewitness 

testimony about the murder of “many prisoners” at Dachau in the gas 

chambers. $0 it was that the legend of Dachau’s gas chambers became a 

cornerstone of the story of the Holocaust. However, the story of 

Dachau's gas chambers is indeed another myth. 

On August 19, 1960 historian DOr Martin Broszat, writing in 

Hamburgs weekly Lie “eft, laid the myth to rest. He wrote:"Neither in 

Dachau nor in Bergen-Belsen nor in Guchenwald were Jews or other 

prisoners gassed, The gas chamber in Dachau was never entirely fin- 

ished or put ‘into operation’ Hundreds of thousands of prisoners who 

perished in Dachau and other concentration camps in the Old Reich 

were victims, above all, of the catastrophic hygienic and provisioning 

conditions...” 

Although Broszat did accept the theory that the Germans utilized 

gas chambers outside “the old Reich? d.e. in Poland, at Auschwitz, and 

elsewhere) he was firm in his contention that no gas chambers were uti- 

lized on German soil— popular history texts notwithstanding, 

What's more, even famed Nazi-hunter Simon Wiesenthal admitted in 

a letter published as recently as January 24, 1993 in the European edi- 

lion of Stars ated Stripes: “Tt is true that there were no extermination 

camps on German soil... A gas chamber was in the process of being 

built at Dachau, but it was never completed? Wiesenthal did claim that 

there were gassings at Auschwitz and elsewhere, however.) 

What about the U.S Arory photo of the American soldier outside the 

"eas Chamber’ at Dachau? Well, it was indeed a gas chamber in that 

photo, but it was used lor delousing clothing. 
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In light of all the stories we've heard about unsuspecting Jews being 

herded inta the gas chambers—supposedly being told that they were 

going into a shower—isn't, after all, the very presence of the warning 

“Caution! Gas! etc” enough to make one think twice about the truth 

about this gas chamber at Dachau? 

In 1994 the American Jewish Committee (AJC) put che final kibosh 

on the myth of a gas chamber at Dachau in its booklet, The Changing 

Shape of Holocaust Memory. The author pointed out that “there were na 

killing centers per se in Germany ... [and that] as horrifying as the con- 

ditions were at Dachau, its gas chamber was never used..." 

There were no homicidal gassings at Dachau. 

TO CONCLUDE 

l have valued this opportunity to provide the educators of Juniata 

County and the directors of its school system to provide this factual and 

detailed overview of a hotly controversial topic, 

IF YOU HAVE POUND ANY DISTORTIONS OF FACT OR ANY MIS- 

IS FORMATION IN THIS LETTER, PLEASE LET ME KNOW. 

DON'T CRITICIZE WHAT PVE SAID BY CALLING ME NAMES, 

CONFRONT ME DIRECTLY WITH FACTS—NOT MYTHS. 

IF PM WRONG, ULL BE THE FIRST TO ADMIT IT. 

Now, I will close by saving this much: 

Let's get BACK to rendit and ritiy and rithmetic and preparing the 

kids of Juniata County for that big. harsh world outside where they need 

a good education ta get ahead, 

Let's get AWAY from the lectures from Holocaust survivors and 

classroom credits Gn reading classes) for building models of the 

Auschwitz concentration camp, 

than “holocaust education” 

Surcly, surely not a single one of you can disagree with thal. 

Lets say “Farewell to the Holocaust. We had nothing to do with it, 

and lots of Juniata County boys fought and died in the war against Hitler. 

We're tired of hearing about the Holocaust.” 

The big city folks and the people who make big money by promot- 

ing “the Holocaust” might think we're “backward hillbillies” for not going 

along with their political propaganda program, but sc be it. 

[ trust that new you know some facts about the Holocaust that 

vou've probably never heard before, you'll never look at the Holocaust 

In the same way aan, 



MISSILE THIRTY-FOUR 

The Big Secret 

About the Tragic Dartmouth Murders 

| y Dile this crime bas Deen largely forgolten—ihe niurder af 
two German-born professors at Dartmouth College—those 

who do remember the tragedy wili recall Dal, imiiiaily, it wes widely 

SHoeoested in toe MASS media Coal e MOO Professors iwere miirdererdi 
by few-heating "Holocaust deniers” As tois brief press release, which d 

semi foo d queer of abiiion-nidkers Of nip degudiniance, denon- 

strates, the ruth about the affair was quite different frou the version 

of events originally touted by the mass media... 

We've Got the Haril Facts! 

This will upset the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) 

Which is trying to keep this story UNDER WRAPS: 

Jewish Media Propaganda Against Germans 

Led to the Killing of 

Two Pro-Jewish German-American 

Professors at Dartmouth. 

ight after the tragic killing of the German couple teaching at 

Dartmouth, the Jewisheawned media reported that 

“Holocaust denial literature” was found at the home of one of 

the two hith school boys charged in the brutal murders. 

But that wasn't true! 

Ti wasn't anymore true than—as first reported by the Jewish 

media—that the Columbine murders were “racist hate crimes aimed at 

minorities, when, in fact, one of the Columbine murderers was a Jewish 

boy from a wealthy and politically active Jewish mily! 

Now the truth has come put... 

foe Washington Post has now reported that the material found 

“were more akin to historical document than racist advocacy” and that 

the material addressed “the inactivity of America during the Holocaust." 

(See the actual article attached) 

In other words, the material found in the killer's home was typical 

Jewish propaganda complaining that the United States did not do 

enough during the Holocaust to save the Jews, even though American 

boys fought and died to rescue the Jewish people. 
Since the day the German couple was murdered happened to be 

“Holocaust Remembrance Day in Germany”’—according to The 
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Weshington Post—it appears that these boys were driven to a hate 

crime against the German couple to avenge the deaths of the Jews in 

the Holocaust, 

Although the German professors were actually self-hating Germans 

who “believed strongly that Germany should face up to its past, evi 

dently these murderous kids, driven to their crime by Jewish media 

attacks on Germans, didn't understand that these were Germans who 

LOVED JEWS and hated their own people—a common phenomenon 

among modern day Germans ...50 they killed the Germans! 

This PROVES what the eminent psychiatrist, Dr, Robert John, has 

been saying: That so-called “Holocaust Education” is constantly exposing 

children to violence and images of human beings committing violence 

against others. This de-sensitizes children and makes them more capable 

of violence and less sensitive to humanity. 

In other words .. We've got to get this Holocaust Crap out of the 

schools! For Gols sake, let's do it NOW... 

FOR THE SARE OF THE CHILDREN! 

MISSILE THIRTY-FIVE 

Exposing the “Tolerance” Gang: 
The Southern Poverty Law Center 

just Ded to bappen ... the editor of my Domel0wn mews pd- 

_per—a nice lady who wes afiedys qiick to echo foe CONVER- 

HonalHbheral” point of vfew—finaily got around to teriting about the 

need for “tolerance” and, in so doing, she pave a Dig pich for ber read- 

ers to refer to the work of Morris Dees and the Southern Poverty Law 

Center a well-funded ouljit that Bas long beer a force for divisiveness 
fe American society hardly the “tolerance” that the hady edHor was 

seeking to promote, Heres my letter fo the editor responding to this 

nonsense Gebich, to ber credit, the editor did publish}... 

nfortunately, a recent column in The fentidte Sentinel which 

urged readers to “fight hate” and “promote tolerance” 

telerred readers to the website of the Southern Poverty Law 

Center PLEJ, headed by Morris-Dees. 

Everyone agrees it is good to fight hate and promote tolerance, but 

readers should know that Mr. Dees and the SPLE are hotly controversial 

and harcly reliable sources for information of any Kind, 
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For example, Mearpers recently featured a documented article by 

Jewish-American writer Ken Silverstein, who charged that the SPLE 

“profits fram intolerance. In fact, liberal writer Alexander Cockburn, 

who cannot be accused of being a “hater” or “intolerant” has also 

described Dees as “the Jim and Tammy Fave Bakker of the civil rights 

movement.” 

In Harpers, Mlverstein pointed out that although the SPLE brags 

about winning a $7 million judgment for a Black woman against the 

KIRK, the truth is that Dees and his SPLE gave the Black woman only 

$51,785 and kept the rest for themselves. In the meantime, the SPLE 

raised an additional $9 million from people by bragging about the 

SPLC's role in helping this woman! 

In addition, a Black woman lawyer, Gloria Browne, resigned from 

the SPLC staff, charging the SPLC’s programs were calculated! to cash in 

on “black pain and white guilt” Also, both Tee Montgomery Advertiser 

ind Tbe Progressive magazine reported that 12 of 13 black former 

emplovees of the SPLC reported experiencing or witnessing cliscrimi: 

natory behavior by the SPLC leadership, including the top “civil rights 

lawyer” on the stati 

‘The aforementioned Cockburn, writing in The New Fork Press and 

in his own newsletter Cowmter Punch, has often exposed SPLE shenani- 

gans and described Dees and the SPLC as #one of the greatest frauds in 

American life; and has pointed out that the SPLC is always using the fear 

of “hate” and “intolerance” to raise money, exaggerating the threat of 

“racism” to scare people into contributing money to the SPLE. 

Cockburn also revealed that the SPLC is now also attacking 

American laborers, environmentalists and young people who have been 

opposing so-called “free trade” policies of the type that have displaced 

American workers whose jobs are now being shipped overseas to Third 

World countries. 

What is also interesting is that on numerous occasions, a number of 

people have caught the SPLC publishing outright falsehoods. In one 

instance, a homeless Black man in Washington, DC was falsely accused 

by the SPLC of being a member of a controversial organization of which 

he was never even a member, After the SPLC realized it had been caught 

red-handed and faced with a potentially embarrassing lawsuit, they 

rewrote the article in question, but never issued a retraction, despite the 

fact that the original falsehood appeared on the Internet. 

The bottom line is us: Morris Dees and the Southern Poverty Law 

Center are not reliable sources on anvthing and frevtata Sentinel read- 

ers need to know the facts. 

MISSILE THIRTY-SIX 

Who are “The Atheists”? 

Merny good Cbristtais in America dre immensely concerned 

about the influence of the athefsts” in American society who are cote 

staniiy trying to suppress prayer in the schools cad other sianifeste- 

Hens of Christian traditian tn Aimeric. yet, toe one point toat they 

don't seem to understand ts that many of these so-called "atheists" are, 
Qa fect, Jews wbo coniinue to faisist thet tbey (these “atheists ) rear 

conminitied to the Jewish cultural tradition, Heres an tnformational 

release that I distributed to a number of my “Christian” eared “conser 

ative” friends ii ovder to alert then to this phenomenon... 

very major newspaper in America said that Dr. Michael 

Newdow—who filed the lawsuit that got “under God” 

removed from the Pledge of Allegiance—was an “atheist” 

Yel, Forward, the most prestigious Jewish newspaper in America, 

told the real story: Newcdow is a Jew! 

Every major newspaper in America reported that the federal judge 

who wrote the hate-filled, anti-God decision—Alfred Goodwin—was a 

Presbyterian, But those same newspapers did NOT report that the judge 

Who cosine the decision—stephen Reinhardt, was—as Forward 

admitted—a “longtime leader in the Los Angeles Jewish community” 

Why was this information NOT reported? 

Oh, but tf Newdow is an atheist —you argue—then that means he is 

“not religious” and “not really Jewish." Sorry, but you're wrong, 

surveys have shown that a great percentage of practicing Jewish 

ribbis—who minister to Jewish congregations—consider themselves 

“atheists.” (Yes, that's true.) Surveys also show that even many Jews in 

Isracl—the Jewish state —consider themselves “atheisis’—but they are 

still considered “lews" under Jewish law and under Israeli law. 

Another point which drives the implications of all of this home 
even further: The United States government gives funding to Jewish reli- 

cious schools and organizations—taxpayer money, that is—on the basis 

that these are “cultural” organizations. In other words, it is Jewish “cul- 

ture” that counts. So Jews get special benefits from the US. taxpayers! 

Can you imagine the U.S. government considering Presbyterian or 

Catholic or Methodist or Lutheran or Seventh Day Adventist or Jehovah 

Witness religious schools and organizations to be “cultural” in nature. 

Don't bet on it. 

And note this: there is even a book by a respected scholar, published 

by a respected publishing house, which describes in detail how Jewish 

lawyers and Jewish organizations have been in the forefront of remov: 
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Ing religion from the schools and campaigning against CHRISTIAN reli- 

gious freedom, 

Hey, here's the bottom line: if the Jews don’t like Christianity, then, 

by God, let them get the Hell out of the United States, 

Lean hear you now:"Oh, but the Jews suffered in the Holocaust." 

Well, does that give them the right to suppress the freedom of reli- 

gion cf Christians in this country? Not in the least, 

Let's show these Jews the door—firmly and without rancor, 

Otherwise, there's Hell to pay if they don't stop trying to suppress basic 

American traditions. 

MISSILE THIRTY-SEVEN 

How Easily They Are Fooled: 
A Classic Case Study of the 

Manipulation of American “Conservatives” and 

“Patriots” By the New World Order Elite 

avenge Deen trbolved oi mging adherence to the American 

CONST ion and a retires to Americas republican princi- 

pies for all of mny adult ffe—working throved the eats of such isti- 

futons as Liberty Lobby and its weekly Spotlight newspaper and 

(Den, defer Carouge American Free Press, Poe continually been amazed 

fa see Gow foe Power elite—ionist and otheruvse—bave been so site 

cassia ficnicndvudeating good American patriots throteh the tise af 

patriotic roctoric designed to Bide tbeir schemes. What follows is ar 

expos ifor—iehich J Or AREY wrote for The spotlight—ortinnig the 

moe? fr neiich fhe New World Order forces bave beer exploiting 

“ood cases ii order to advance Ieir agenda. frantically, even ta this 

day (ioe year 2070), tbese same elements cormtiniie to manipulate Lhe 

‘petrior pavement ft fhe heme of restoring the Constitution” and 

"defending states rights” and the very patriots wbo are being misled 

SHN refuse to Heed my warnings How east! they are fooled... 

ne typical “model” Constitution waiting in the wings is the 

so-called “Newstates Constitution of America,” drafted by 

former New Deal “Brain Trust” figure Rexford Guy Tugwell. 

The Newstates Constitution was originally promoted by an elite foun- 

dation known as the Genter for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 
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Although the foundation has since changed its name to the Aspen 

Institute for Humanistic Studies, it has net changed its ideas about re: 

writine Wve Us. Constitution. 

In its issue No, 20 for the year 1985 (dated May 20), TGe Shottect 

reported on what was then an energetic push to convene a 

Constitutional Convention (Con Con). The ostensible purpose for the 

proposed Con Con was for enacting a Balanced Budget Amendment 

(HBAS to the Constitution. 

However, critics pointed out that high-level behind-the-scenes 

forces were, in fact, guiding the drive for a convention. Their real pur- 

pose was to set the stage for rewriting the entire Constitution, abolish- 

ing our republican system of separation of powers, and installing what 

would be a parliamentary form of government on American soil—a first 

step toward merging the United States into a global government. 

In addition—as The Spotlight was the first national news publica- 

tion to reveal—the balanced budget proposal owever commendable 

it may have appeared) was actually a fraud—a clever ruse to convince 

gullible conservatives, fed up with runaway government spending, to 

support a move to convene a Con Con that could result in the scrapping 

of the Constitution. 

Some years prior to this, the Board of Policy (ROPY of Liberty Lobby, 

the Washingtor-based populist Institution that published The Spottfabt, 

had initially endorsed a Constitutional Convention 

However, alter an extended investigation of the issue, led by Trisha 

Katson Ovho was then-Liberty Lobby's legislative liaison on Capital) foe 

Spotieht determined that there was much more behind the drive for a 

Con Con than met the eye. After Miss Katson presented her findings to 
the BOR the members formally voted to revoked Liberty Lobby’s previ- 

aus endorsement of a Con Con for the purpose of a balanced budget 

amendment or for any other purpose, 

In anv case, as Liberty Lobby pointed out, the Constitution itself 

already mandates a balanced budget, Article I, Section 2 of the 

Constitution requires that whenever enough revenues have not been 

collected! through imposes, excises and duties for Congress to pay its 

expenditures that Congress apportion among the states according to 

their congressional representation the remaining needed taxes required 

to extinguish the debt cach fiscal year. This requirement has never been 

repealed, 

In addition, the truth is that the oly precedent there is for what 

might happen ata Con Con is the 1787 convention thar drafted the U.S, 

Constitution. Although the delegates to that convention had been 

instructed to amend the existing Articles of Confederation in specific 
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ways, once behind closed doors they actually exceeded the authority 

granted them and threw away the Articles and wrote an entirely new 

dacument—the Constitution we have today, Those convention pro- 

ceedings were held in secret and Madison's notes, the most accurate 

record of the convention, were not released until 40 years later. 

Mocdernalay Americans can hardly feel secure in thinking that the 

same calibre of decision makers as our Founding Fathers would be in 

charge of writing a new Constitution in an age when the plutocratie 

elite have joined full force in a push to merge the United States into the 

so-called “New World Order.” 
Gne of the primary high-level groups within the elite working to re- 

write the Constitution (and first exposed by The Spotiebt is the seli 

styled Committee on the Constitutional System (CCS), funded in part by 

international banker David Rockefeller and including amone its miem- 

bers “big names” who hold membership in other Rockeleller-funded 

power blocs such as the Council on Foreign Relations and the Trilateral 

Commission. 

Many of the structural changes in the American form of government 

proposed by the CCS ancl its assorted luminaries very clearly reflect an 

Intent to revamp the American system of separation of powers into a 

form of government more akin to British parliamentary-style govern- 

ment in which the executive and legislative branches are effectively 

mergect. 

This CCS goal is particularly interesting to American nationalists 

inasmuch as there has been a long-standing effort by the British-based 

Rothschild fimily financial interests to attempt to regain the “lost 

colonies" for Britain. This was the imperial dream of the Rothschild fan- 

ily satellite, Cecil Rhodes, whose Rhodes Scholarships were intended to 

tain young Americans in the philosophy that the United States should 

be re-united with “the mother country” 

A rather bizarre new twist on the Rhodes scheme came following 

the 1994 congressional elections and it was carefully disguised by its 

high-level proponents as a “conservative” measure to curtail the central- 

ization of federal power and restore authority ta state and local govern- 

ments, 

While the establishment media touted the so-called “conservative 
revolution” under the leadership of then-House Speaker Newt Gingrich 

(R-Ga.), Liberty Lobby discovered that a so-called Conference of the 

States (OOS) was actually a carefully-crafted scheme to literally disman- 

tle the Constitution, dissolve the federal union and begin the process of 

merging the United States into a one-world government. 

At the time, Liberty Lobby warned patriots:"Doin't let the conserva- 
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tive promoters of the COS fool vou. The same forces that have been pro- 

moting the United Nations and the concept of a“New World Order” are 

now pushing the COS" 

Although COS advocates said that the 10th Amendment to the 

Constitution was a means whereby which the states and local govern- 

ments could regain lost authority, this was really a very clever trap. 

The Spothigot was the first newspaper anywhere to remind modern- 

clay patriots that in 1941, Clarence Streit—then the Establishment’s lead- 

ing promoter of world government—wrote a book entitled Eirion Now 

Wb Aritate in which Streit said that dissolving American sovereignty 

was entirely Constitutional and that the means whereby which to do so 

was already part of the Constitution, 

Streit said that the 10th Amendment provided the means and that, 

ultimately, the U.S. could be merged with Britain and the resulting union 

would become part of a world commonwealth, According to Streit: 

In establishing the Constitution the people took from the 

states certain rights and powers they had delegated to their leg- 

islatures and governments. They redlelegated these powers to 

other representatives whom they elected to Congress and the 

presidency. They prohibited the states individually from forni- 

ing any “confederation” or union with foreign countries. Dut 

they did not forbid the United States as a whole to clo as its 

component members had already donc—united with other 

democracies in a larger Pederal Unior. 

So, more than 50 years later, the internationalists who were pro- 

moting the COS began proclaiming the 10th Amendment as part of the 

means to their end—but they were not telling the American people 

what they really had in mind, and were exploiting the good motivations 

of honest patriots who believe the 10th Amendment to be a legitimate 

part of our Constitutional system 

T= idth Amendment conspiracy is stil afoot and marny 

4 guiiible American palripis are beig drawn Mio i, Hot real- 

izing they are patons ih d very Dig name they obviously farl to tender 

stand, Those who fall to pay attention ta tbe dangers outlined bere 

are playing a dangerous game util our Constitution and Our 

nettion'’s sovereigniy in short you have been warned. 



MISSILE THIRTY-EIGHT 

“Votescam”: 
How the Jewish Masters of the Media 

Control the Computerized Vote Count 

A; an edrior for The Spotlight, (avis vip pieasure to work wilb 

A the late Colfer Grothers—fim and Ken—wheo first introduced 

me (and milhons of Americans) to the story of “Volescai,” that is, the 

HGE frielo ebou’ bow the volecon ing process fr “our” nettional elec- 

Hows fs ccteity fh ibe Bands af the media elite. What follows fs a fel- 

ter tbat I sent to d mimber of omy “non political” associates in the 

wake Of ibe controversy surrounding foe disputed vole count in the 

2008 presidential election d Ded the opportunity here, ta point out the 

Pivotal role thet The Spotlight Jed payed in first alerting the nation 

fo fhe froifenis initenw) ot toe national vote-comniiing syste. 

ike you, Pm just simply disgusted by all of this nonsense over 

the election, But UNLIKE you, I'm not SURPRISED by all of 

these revelations about how the votes are counted, or NOT 

COUNTED, as the case may be. 

The attached article from Tbe New York Times, perhaps the most 

prestigious Jewish-owned newspaper in the country, reveals the BIG 

SECRET about the presidential election vote count in its opening para- 

graph. The Ties noted: 

“Much of the seesaw contusion ... over the presidential election 

returns centered on the Voter News Service, a little-known but influcn: 

tial consortium of television networks and the Associated Press that in 

recent years has became the prime purveyor of voting results to the 

media.” 

This is actually a highly-revealing article but most people will not 

understand the significance of it. 

The reason why I am not surprised about ANY OF THIS, is because 

my weekly newspaper, The Soothe, first published an expose of the 

Voter News Service and ifs suspicious activities Cin Dade County, 

Florida, mo less" as far back as 1984, 

Two wonderful independent Jewish reporters for The Spotligit, 

Ken Colier and Jim Collier, exposed “votescam” for what it is. The 

enclosed special supplement which The Spotlieht issued shortly 

BEFORE the election summarizes “votescam” and shows how, in fact, the 

actual counting of the American voce is literally in the control of the big 

media companies. 

For exposing such stories, The Speight has been accused af 

“spreading distrust’ ancd"pramulgating conspiracy theories” and “stirring 
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up hatred" (presumably against the big media companies, which all “just 

happen” to be owned by an handful of elite Jewish families}, but the fact 

is that anyone who has been reading Toe Spotlight all these years under- 

stood precisely what was happening on election night ... and why! 

Önce again, Tbe Spotlight is on top of the news and this illustrates 

the need for good, independent newspapers that are not controlled by 

the rich, powerful Jewish elite in America! 

(And by the way, itis NOT a myth that the Jews dominate the media 

in America. Numerous highly-regarded Jewish writers in books pub- 

lished by Jewish-owned companies have documented it! Anyone who 

says Jewish media power is a “myth” or a "canard" is a liar or a fool. jThe 

bottom line is that we've gor to start making a lot of noise about these 

big Jewish media companies actually controlling the vote and having 

the power to steal elections through computerized vote fraud. We 

Democrats are the party of the little guy and we should be damned mad 

about these rich Jews trying to run things their way, 

Let's DEMAND that these Big Jews in the media get out of “count- 

ing the votes” and lets DEMAND paper ballots. Don’t let these Jewish 

tricksters in the media try to convince us that voting machines and com- 

puterized voting is “honest” and “efficient”. Thats just a clever way to 

STEAL ELECTIONS! 

MISSILE THIRTY-NINE 

How YOU Can Combat 

the Anti-Defamation League 

in Your Local Community 

A sive noted, the Anti-Defamation League (Al) of B'nai B'rith 

Anas ome of foe Desbfinanced propaganda aperatfans in the 

nation. fo manages to vel fis representatives (and people fronting for 

(he ADL bebtnd the mask of otber causes) as speakers tn Many 

schools, churches ana civic ormanizations in sali bowers ane COH- 

niainilies crass Lhe COMICE Local neispapers pHONSH stories tOutng 

the work of the ADL but seldom does anyone with any real knowl- 

edge of the ADL ever make an attempt to respond. 

Wheat follows ts a brief fact filled létter about the AD! pou can use 

as aq model in writing letters to pour focal newspaper The letter ts 

designed fo appeal to a bredad-ranging audience ralber than, for 

example, fo “patriot” readers who already know about the ADL. 
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VOM Mey ISD fo aaend (he opening sentence ta ff tbe partictzy- 

far circwestances af the ADCS “apbearance” ti pour comniuirntty’s 

newspaper The letter as presented bere, comes out to 420 words, 

which is well under the average SO004word limit enforced by Many 

Pe Oe Ps, 

YOHF focal Newspaper May require hat you provide pour address 

and telephone neniber which is standard practice fo verify the 

audoorship af letters, The “model” letter follows: 

recent article in your newspaper cited claims made by a 

group called the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of B'nai 

Hrith. Although this group claims to be “fighting hate.” the 

fact is that if people access the ADL's own website, they will find out 

ADL is itself a hate group of the worst sor ADL even attacks what it calls 

“the moral duplicity” of the National Council of (Christian) Churches in 

America for criticizing Israel's treatment of Christian Palestinians. 

And people who support the right of children to pray in school will 

discover ADL is a leader in the campaign against school prayer. 

Your readers also need to know additional data about ADL not 

found on ADLs website but which is accessible many places elsewhere. 

In 1993 ADL offices were raided by the FBI and the San Francisco 

Police Department, A year long FBI inquiry determined ADL was con: 

ducting a massive spying and invasion-ol-privacy operation against liter- 

ally thousands of law-abiding American citizens nationwide., 

Not only was ADL spying on "right wing hate" groups, but it was also 

spying on Labor Unions, Gay Rights groups, Hispanic, American Indian, 

lack and Asian-American organizations. In addition, ADL provided spy 

data to the so-called “White Racist” Government of South Africa to help 
the regime feht its African-American critics in the USA, 

Here's a shocker: although ADL (to this day pretends to admire Dr, 

Martin Luther King Ic, a former ADL official admitted that ADL had spied 

on Dr. King! 

Although San Francisco's District Attorney wanted to bring criminal 

charges against ADL, political pressure from ADL allies forced him to 
back off and ADL got away paying only a $50,000 fine, 

However, victims of ADL's spy activities filed three different civil 

suits against ADL and in cach case ADL was forced to pay substantial 

damages. In a fourth suit, after ADL accused a man and wife of being 

“haters,” the couple sued and won a $10,000,000 judgment against ADL. 

Inthe 1950's, famed Jewish-American publisher Lyle Stuart revealed 
ADL had secretly funded a“Neo-Nazi Hate Group. Why did ADL do this? 

ADL wanted to build up the “Nazi threat” in order to get more people to 
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contribute to ADL to fight that supposed threat! Shocking, but true. In 

addition, respected researcher Laird Wilcox revealed that a so-called 

"Nazi" spokesman who appeared on television was actually a paid 

undercover informant for the ADL. 

Clearly, the ADL is nor a trustworthy source to be trusted, Your news- 

paper should delere all references to the ADL from future news articles. 

MISSILE FORTY 

Combatting ADL Efforts to Censor the Internet 

in Public Schools and Libraries Across America 

y peres another sampile Vetter to the editor" toatl port can ise ta 

Ae Lhe word abo fie schemes Oy Loe ADL to censor Loe 

Mernel rough fhe faistaiiation of monttoring devices that are tntg- 

grated fifo the computer programs of publie schools and fbrarics, 

ARENTS, SCHOOL TEACHERS AND LIBRARIANS, TARE NOTE: 

Although the First Amendment prevents the government from 

interfering with our right to freedom of speech, the fact is that 

In America today, private interest groups with money and clout are try- 

ing to erode that freedom. 

Under the guise of "protecting children” fram “obscenity, a influen- 

lial group of well-funded zealots with a special axe to grind ace denvancl- 

ing that public libraries and public schools install censoring devices on 

Internet Access programs, 

Here's the catch that most people don't know about (and the spe- 

cial interests want to keep it that wayi it turns out that when certain of 

these interest groups talk about “obscenity, they are mot talking about 

pornography. Instead, they use the word “obscene” co refer to POLITI- 

CAL views they ¢lisagree with. They aren't really concerned about 

pornography at all! 

For example, the Anw-Defamation League ADL» a lobby for Israel, 

describes as"“obseene "any criticism of Israel or 1.5, foreign aid to Israel, 

So the ADL has come up with an Internet filter that wall block websites 

of groups that criticize Israel. (The ADL says anyone who opposes for 

cign aid is a“hater"' 

Here's how this anti-freedom device works: la student is research- 

ing foreign aid and comes come across one of “offensive” sites opposed 

by the ADL, the program will block that site, saving it is “hate! and then 
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will direct the student to the ADL's own Web site (which often contains 

defamatory attacks on the very website that the student first accessed!) 

This seems hard to believe, but it is absolutely true. 

No one can argue with an INDIVIDUAL's right to use this software 

on his computer, but the problem is that the ADL is getting paid-off 

politicians ta force public schools to integrate the software into the 

computers that students use, shockingly, some teachers and librarians 

are not objecting. 

Additionally, ADL-backed groups lobbied Congress to require chat 

Internet censorship be mandatory for federally-funded programs that 

provide for computer education in public schools, 

Thus, this way, only ADL-approved information will be accessible to 

students using the Internet. 

And what's also interesting is that while the ADL is targeting its own 

peculiar brand of "obscenity it turns out one of the ADL's leading con- 

tributors in recent vears has been Larry Flynt, founder of the Hustler 

empire. Note additionally that the ADL also gave its annual award to 

Hugh Hefner of Playboy, citing the porn publisher as a symbol of frec- 
dom of speech. (The ADL considers exploitation of women as “freedom 

of speech” but says criticizing Israel is “obscene "Think about that.) 

Thus, while the ADL wants to limit freedom of political speech, the 

ADL proclaims the First Amendment as a banner under which its 

favorite pornographers can Nourish. 

Anv librarian or educator who favors this kind of censorship has no 

right serving in a position of public trust anywhere. 

Oy ida say so myself, my book, The Judas Goats, fers a wealth af 

fiformiation in its pages about the bistory and intrigues of the ADL 

fet cot Provide pou sapilementary material if pou feel the need for 

further DACRON d fifariication on (its tisidfous group) 

MISSILE FORTY-ONE 

Al Capone—Big Name Front Man 
for Jewish Mob Chieftains 

Che Holhwoodpronioted nage af "ibe Aafia” as an dalian- 

American crime syndicate ts only accurate insofar as the fact 

thet there bave been Italtan-American crime families Involved in the 

organized crime syidicete, in truth, fhe major payers at the Highest 

levels of “the mob” bave been Jewish elements taal, mitali operated 

fn fhe sphere of Russian-born fewish gangster Meyer Lansky and d 

number of Dis alian American associates, But what will come ds a 

major revelation fo maty people ts the fact that even the famous Al 

Capone was ectialhy) no more than a bie bdplaced front mean for tbe 

fewish crime syndicate. Here is an exposition, originally entitled "Al 

Capone: The Man & fhe Ath’ that wes originaly published tn the 

The Tarnes Review, He Dimonthliy ffstorical revistonist magazie 

Deblished by my long-time associate Wiis A. Carto... 

—4he real bosses of organized crime in America have found the 

legend of Al Capone a convenient cover to redirect public 

attention from their activities 

Even the most cursory cxamination of any substantial scholarly lit- 

craturc on the topic of organized crime suggests that the story of organ- 

ized crime in America remains largely unknown. Forget about the legend 

of"the Mafia” Here are the facts. 
Fuceeddaboutit. That's supposed to be lingo ol" Mafia wiseguys® that 

sometimes means “forget about it” and, well, sometimes not. In any 

event, as far as everything you think you know about legendary mob fig- 

ure Al Capone: forget about it. 

Capone was a big man and a colorful one, worthy of attention. But 

the Chicago boss was never as big as history—and Hollywood which, 

in many respects, writes—or re-yrites—history) suggest he was, 

Despite all the hoopla over Capone’s purported “rule” over Chicago, 
at no time ever did Capone control more than one-fourth of the rackets 

in the Windy City. And what's more, as famed independent crime writer 

Hank Messick has pointed out in his classic study, Secref File (G.P 

Putnam's Sons, 19693, Capone—powerlul and wealthy though he was— 

never held a title higher than “capo” cor “captain")—head of a crew of 

ten men—in the ranks of the formalhy-organized Italian-American 

“Mafia” crime network in Chicago. 

Another point often forgotten in the legend of “the Mafia,” is that 

Capone was only permitted to become a formal member of the Mafia 

after Italian-American crime bosses in Chicago relaxed Mafia member- 
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ship rules to permit certain selected non-Sicilians such Capone (who 

was born in Naples on mainland Italy) to join. 

If fact, if truth be told, Capone was ultimately answering to much 

bigger, more secretive bosses behind the scenes based “back cast” —part 

of the “elite” group surrounding Russian-born New York-based Jewish 

crime chief Meyer Lansky @vho ultimately switched his operations to 

Miami and, for a brief period—many years larer—to Israel), 

r It was the Lansky group—ineluding Lansky’s Jewish partner 

Benjamin “Pussy” Siegel and his Italian- born partners, Frank Costello and 

the legendary Charles "Lucky" Luciano—that sent Capone Ga distant 

Luciana cousin) to Chicago in the first place. 

In their notable Lansky biography, Weyer Lansky: Mogul of the Mab 

(Paddington, 1979— written in cooperation with Lansky, Israeli writers 

Dennis Eisenberg, Uri Dan and Eli Landau—fill in some of the missing 

clements left out by Capone's biographers. 

i Lansky himself told his Israeli biographers that “It was Bugsy Siegel 
who knew him wel when Capone lived and worked on the Lower East 

side ,..a close enough friend of Capone’s to hide him out with one of 

phis aunts” when Capone got in trouble for murder. 

To get him out of the line of law enforcement fire, Lansky and corm- 

pany sent the young Capone to Chicago to act as a tough in the gang of 

Johnny Torrio, another ex-New Yorker who had gone West and who was 

moving to unseat his own uncle, old-time gangster "Big Jim” Colosimo, 

as leader of the Italian-American Mafia in Chicago. Essentially, Torrio was 

‘Lansky's Chicago pointman and Capone quickly moved up the ranks 

and became Torrio's right-hand man. 

Hank Messick writes that Capone's positioning “delighted” the 

Lansky crowd “because Capone was very much their man.” Although 

Capone eventually became his own master in Chicago, running scores 

of rackets, his loyalty to his New York friends was so firm that Lansky 

and [Luciano] knew they could always count on him. 

And it is worth pointing out that Capone's. immediate “bass” in 

Chicago, Torrio, was also the Chic; point man for the liquor interests 

af the Canadizi-based a a or empire which ika shipping its 
legally-produced products over the border for illegal consumption by 

Prolubitton-era American drinkers, sam Brontman and his family worked 

closely with the Lansky syndicate fram the beginning. Therefore, the 

Torria-Capone link brought the connection full circle. 

Meanwhile, Chicago's ruling boss, Colosimo, was doing nothing ta 

endear himself to either Bronfman, Lansky or Sieve], whom he was 

known to refer to as “dirty Jews? Colosimo proclaimed that he couldn't 

understand why Luciano dealt so closely with Lansky and Siegel, saying 
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"I sometimes have a suspicion that he must have some Jewish blood in 

his veins,’ a suspicion that—in light of Luciano’s subsequent fate, as we 

shall see, is highly unlikely. 

In addition, Colosimo asserted there was “no future in bootlegging” 

and showed little interest in patronizing the Bronfman liquor supply. 

Colosimo wanted to focus on drugs, prostitution and loan-sharking. His 

boycott of Bronfman was cutting into the Lansky syndicate’s profits, 

Needless to say, when the time was ripe, Lansky {via Torrio and 

Capone) moved against Colosimo who was gunned down by a New 

York Jewish gangster sent in to do the job. The biggest wreath at 

Colosimo’s lavish funeral featured a card that read: "From the sorrowing 

Jew boys of New York” Soon enough, the Bronfman liquor came flow- 

Ing into Chicago, courtesy of Lansky’s henchman, Torrio and his right- 

hand, Capone, 

Two relatively recent writers—both Jewish, incidlentally—who have 

put forth what purport to be “definitive” Capone biographies notably 

give short shrift to the Lansky-Capone axis. 

Robert J. Schoenberg's We Capone (Wiliam Morrow & Company, 

1902 mentions Lansky only once in passing in the text, but Lansky 

never merits even the inclusion in the 480-page volume’s otherwise 

detailed index. Even Lansky's Sicilian partner, Capone's cousin, Luciana, 

ranks mention only twice, 

Laurence Bergeeen's Capone (Simon & Schuster, 19943) mentions 

Lansky only twice (in passing) over the course of 700 pages and sug- 

gests that there was a rivalry between Lansky and Capone, that Lansky, 

and his associates felt Capone was becoming “too big for his britches” 

In any case, Capone's high-profile conviction and imprisonment in 

1931 on tax charges brought Capone's very bricf reign as so-called 
"boss" of Chicago to an end. Historian Stephen Fox, writing in Mood © 

Power Organized Crime in Twentieth Century America (William 

Morrow and Company, 1989) summarized the situation succinctly: “Al 

Capone was the only Italian gangster who could match the power of the 

New Yorkers and his fortuitous removal at this critical point helped 

establish the national authority of the five New York gangs. Actually 

Capone always had more reputation than influence." 

But Lansky and company were ready to take charge of Chicago and 

their chosen Capone successor, Paul “The Waiter” Ricca, only moved into 

power after it was made clear that the Lansky faction would only deal 

With Ricca, $a the deal was cut, 

It is thus for good reason that Meyer Lansky's friendiy biographer, 

Robert Lacey writing in Lfftfe Afan (Little, brown and Company, 1991) 

noted that a major fallacy about organized crime was that “the early 
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L930s saw America’s gangsters become overwhelmingly Italian.” Lacey 

motes that Lansky's partner, “Bugsy” Siegel and other New York Jewish 

gangsters such as Dutch Schultz, Lepke Buchalter and Jake Shapiro 

“were responsible for more deaths between them than [Lansky’s Sicilian 

partner] Lucky Luciano and all the padrones” who fought in the inter 

mob wars between the various Italian crime factions. He notes likewise 
that Jewish crime factions also rose to power in Philadelphia, St. Paul- 

Minneapolis and Cleveland. 

In the meantime—in mid-century America—the media promoted 

the myth of Italian predominance in organized crime. While Lansky 

remained quietly behind the scenes—following even the sensational 

1947 assassination of his longtime friend and partner Siegel who was 

found to be embezzling mob funds from the syncdicate’s Las Vegas casi- 

no construction enterprises—lis two Italian partners Luciano and Frank 

Costello were capturing the headlines. 

In 1035 even Portine's investigative report on mob gambling made 

what Lansky biographer Lacey described as the “ill-informed picture of 

Luciano as an underling of Capone” Later, in 1949, both Tire and 

Newsiweee (just weeks apart) promoted the legend of "the Mafia"— 

focusing on Costello—by featuring Costello on their much-read covers. 

Costello himself was forced into carly retirement in the late 1950s 

after a high-profile assassination attempt by a rival [talian faction, but 

Lansky himself continued to remain a major power behind the scenes. 

Indeed, Lansky eclipsed even “Lucky” himself who was deported 

from the United States in 1946 after serving a prison term on charges of 

white slavery and prostitution that even most organized crime histori- 

ans tend to believe were largely trumped-up charges in the first place. 

In his own posthumously-published memoirs, The Last Testament 
of Lucky Lactate (Little Brown & Company, 1974), Luciano provided a 

convincing account of how he was framed on the charges that resulted 

in his imprisonment, Luciano didn't ask the reader to believe that he 

wasn't engaged in extensive criminal activity. He did present a very 

cogent case, however, that he was not guilty of the crimes for which he 

was convicted, The teuth is, though, Luciano was never brought to trial 

lor any Of the crimes in which he was engaged with Lansky. 

In any case, it is quite possible Lansky did have some role in fram- 

ing Luciano on the prostitution charges which smoothed the way for 

Lansky's rise to the top. 

The fact is that, upon his deportation, Luciano actually named 

Lansky as his official spokesman. According to Luciano,*I worked it all 

out with Lansky and that's the point where Meyer became the real treas- 

urer of the outfit. I put him in charge of my money and later on he start- 
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ed to take care of the finances of quite a few guys.” 

So despite his Jewish origins, Lansky was effectively acting as the 

capo di turf capi (boss of all bosses") in Luciano’s absence, Lansky 

could never be a “member” of the Matia, but he certainly ranked higher 

than even “made" members who had been inducted into the so-called 

“honored society" 

Luciano later rued the day that he had placed so much trust in his 

longtime associate. In 1961, Luciano reflected upon his relationship 

with Lansky. “In [Shakespeare's] Julius Caesar, you remember a guy by 

the name of Cassius?’ He was a pain in the ass. It seems like everybody's 

Bota Cassius in his life” 

According to Luciane, his Maña associate Vito Genovese was his 

own Cassius, However, upon further thought he added, "Come to think 

of it, leven had two Cassiuses in my life, the other ane bein’ a guy by 

the name of Meyer Lansky, Bue I cido't get on to him for a long time.” 
In his waning days Luciano considered offers from Hollywood pro- 

ducers who wanted to film his life story, However, Luciano—in exile in 

ltialy—eot word from home that there were “orders” that he not partici- 
pate in any such venture. It was then that Luciano saw the whole pic- 

ture—the whole truth about what “the Mafia” had really become: 

When | realized that Meyer Lansky was right in the middle 

of this, that's when I knew he had us all by a string. Why should 

Lansky, bein’ a Jew, give a [expletive deleted] whether or not 

some [expletive deleted] movie had a bunch of Italian names in 

it? Because he was pullin’ the wires and everybody was dancin’ 

to his tune on the other end, like a bunch of puppets. 

Lansky hekl the purse strings, too; he was the treasurer and 

he was really tryin’ to be the boss of everythin’. He was so huri- 

ery for power behind the scenes hed kiss anybody's [expletive 

deleted] and do anythin’ he had to do so that in the end, he— 

Mever Lansky, my okl partner and a Jew—would wind up the 

real boss of bosses of all the alians and the Jews—anad without 

a single [expletive deleted] vote on the [organized crime syn 

dicate! council, 

I never really knew what it meant when we was kids and I 

used ca call him the Genius. Dut at the age of sixty-four, | finally 

got wisg, 

So it was that Luciano—like Capone and Costello before him—was 

relegated to the sidelines and the Jewish crime syndicate came to the 

fore And even though organized gambling in Las Yegas— pioneered by 
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Meyer Lansky and his partner Genjamin Siegel—has (for better or 

worst—=many would sav worse) become quite an accepted and largely 

respectable family affair and a part of the American scene, most 

Americans believe chat “The Mafia Runs Las Vegas.” 

The truth is quite the opposite, All scholarly research into the his- 

tary of organized crime in Nevada demonstrates—bevond questian— 

that the predominant interests in Las Vegas were part of the Jewish«lom- 

inated crime syndicate of which Meyer Lansky was the primary figure. 

As recently as 1995, two professors of criminal justice at the 

University of Nevacda-Las Vegas, Ronald A. Farrell and Carole Case, dared 

to put forth the controversial contention, in their book The Black Book 

and ihe Mob: The Untold Story of toe Contral of Nevada's Casinos 

(The University of Wisconsin Press), that enforce ment of gambling krws 

and regulations in Nevada has largely been targeted against relatively 

small-time Italian Mafia figures. In contrast, they noted, the “regulatory 

reaction to Jews" has "been somewhat at variance with that to Italians." 

In short, the primary big-time casing owners and controllers — 

many of whom were Jewish in origin and indeed tied to organized 

cnime—were relatively unhindered by law enforcement in their opera- 

tions. This, Farrell and Case suggested somewhat gingerly, may have to 

do with the fact that political interests Cand Americans in general) were, 

as they put it, “becoming sensitized to the persecution of Jews." 

Farrell and Case also added an interesting twist to the picture. They 

note that the strong Mormon religious influence in Nevada may have 

something to do with the bias in favor of Jewish gangsters and against 

Italians since, they say “Mormons doctrinally identify with Jews" and that 

“Jews may thus be buffered fram the more negative assessments that 

members of Oubgroups fice more generally” The Jews—Farrell and 

Casc—seem to have not only avoided being censured “but also to have 

obtained major interests in the [gambling] industry.” 

Actually, as former National Security Council officer Roger Morris 

noted in foe Money and The Power—his landmark history of the 

untolel story of Las Vegas—the city in the Nevada desert was “a world 

center of finance long before many knew its name,” precisely because of 

“that secret, indirect revolving traffic” of international capital—Lansky 

syndicate gambling moncy—that flowed between Las Vegas and the 

mob's secret bank accounts in Switzerland, Morris added, toa, that *of 

the many fictions blanketing the city, none was more insidious than the 

myth that the Mafia built Vegas"—a myth that ignored the role of Lansky 

and his Jewish colleagues. There is no doubt, concluded Morris, “that 

Mever Lansky was the founding father of Las Vegas, his power enormous 

and his legacy still to be reckoned in the twenty-first century” 
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(Incidentally, central to the foundational thesis of Morris’ book is his 

contention that the history of Las Vegas and the Jewish mob is also piv- 

otal to the rise of che state of Israel—an interesting point indeed.) 

Reviewing the real history of organized crime, Meyer Lansky's criti- 

cal biographer, Hank Messick summarized it well: 

The real leaders of crime have remained hidden while the 

nation’s law enforcement agencies have chased minor punks, 

And naive is he who believes this development is accidental, 
Research reveals that non-Mafia leaders of crime have been hid- 

ing behind the vendettrridden society [the Italian Mafia] for 

decades... . Attempts to frame me have been made and I've 

been smeared as anti-Semitic from coast to coast by gangsters 

who used religion as a cloak. 

Even Lansky’s Israeli biographer, Uri Dan Gvho became his friend), 

admitted that he realized that his own book about Lansky had the poten- 

tial to"“break the back of the myth that organized crime in America is the 

sale province of people of Italian descent.” 

Yet, despite all the facts which point away from the legend of “the 

Mattia,” popular media in America largely continue to promote the idea 

that organized crime is an Italian-American production, Hollywood films 

such as The Godfather series and the wildly-promoted television drama, 

The Sopranos, have captured the public imagination. So it is that the leg- 

end of Al Capone lives on. 

The one American politician who did try to make some effort to 

expose the Lansky syndicate was Tennessee populist Sen. Estes 

Kefauver. 

The televised hearings of Kefauver's widelypublicized and hotly 

controversial 1950 Senate inquiry into nationwide organized crime—a 

virtual traveling spectacle holding hearings in cities across the coun- 

try—was one of the major events in the carly history of television, cap 

turing large and enthusiastic audiences that gathered to watch televised 

testimony by major mob figures, Lansky among them. 

Kefauver critics later noted—quite correctly—chat Kefauver’s hear- 

ings ignored some gambling kingpins and crime syndicates in his home 

state that were friendly to Kefauver but—on the whole—Kefauver's 

efforts to expose organized crime were a genuine contribution te a lit- 

the-understacxl but very prevalent factor in American life that had a 

direct impact on political and economic affairs, Until then, perhaps, few 

realized how deeply organized crime had found roots in everyday life. 

Although Kefauver liked to gamble himself, he frankly told Lansky 
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to his face that he didn’t want "you people" running gambling. What “you 

people” meant is up to interpretation: Lansky later claimed that Kefauver 

meant Jews, although Kefauver could have just as easily meant that he 

didn’t want crininals running gambling. 

However, when Kefauver made a spirited bid for the 1952 

Democratic presidential nomination, Lansky's political friends inside the 

Democratic Party struck back and dented Kefauver the nod at the 

party's national convention. Roger Morris motes that “Only afterward 

would it be Known how much these men who now turned on Kefauver 

awed their own political fortunes to the same forces he had dared or 

happened ta expose and they officially deplored as well” 

OF particular note is one of those who played a part in sabotaging 

Kefuver on behalf of the Lansky syndicate: then-Sen. Hubert Humphrey 

(D-Minn.}, the former mayor of Minneapolis and later vice president of 
the United States (1965-19699 and Democratic presidential candidate in 

1968. Although Humphrey called himself a “crime buster” the truth is 

that the Jewish crime syndicate thrived in Minneapolis during 

Humphrey's tenure as mayor. Lansky’s chief Minneapolis partner—one 

Isaclore Blumenfeld, popularly known as "Kid Cann”— was one of 

Humphrey's financial benefactors, 

hoger Morris points out that “over his career” Humphrey would 

“accept generous campaign financing from Mever Lansky and others 

like him"—a point that those whe like to remember Humphrey as a 

“crusading liberal” might prefer to forget. Actually, Humpheev's Jewish 

mob ties were quite intimate, When in 1965 Humphrey took the oath of 

office as vice president of the United States—before a nationwide tele- 

vision audience—few people knew that the man who held the Bible for 
Humphrey was Fred Gates, described by Morris as Humphrey's “old 

patron, Minneapolis vice lord Fred Gates.” 

Ct sootld probably be noted for ibe bistorical record that while 

many Of the pkbline Jewish crime syndicate figures bave passed an to 

Greater rewards fn tbe pits af Hell, their places in the panthean of 

Powerdheimoney Dave Dean ably filled by modernday Jewish gang- 

siers ihe cre best known as Wall Street fremcters.) 

MISSILE FORTY-TWO 

Even “Respectable” People 
Have Concerns About Zionist Power 

Over my many years of trying to alert my fellow Antericans £0 

the problem of Zionist fewish power mH America, as Poe mentioned 

previously Poe Jonni Hal many “average” Americans don’ seem io 

realize that tbere are, in fact, many “respectable” people in high places 

who share miy concerns. What follows is an informational alert tbat s 

issued some time ago after d came under fire from the Artie 

Defamation League of B'nai Brith, ef whitch time, a very Dig name 

cane to my defense, demonstrating, thrdeed, that f do not shod afone 

in taking an “extremist” point of view... 

Piper's Critics Sputtering (Again)... 

Former High-Ranking Marine Commander 

of All Marine Guards Around the Globe 

Endorses Piper Over Jewish Agitators! 

dhe organized Jewish Lobby, led by the Anti-Defamation 

League (ADL) of B'nai B'rith, repeatedly and maliciously pub- 

licly attacked yours truly, Michael Collins Piper, after I was 

invited to speak at Saddleback College in Orange County, California 

about my book, Final Judgment, which documents the role of Israel's 

Mossad in the JFK assassination conspiracy. 

At the same time, however, there were many people in Orange 

County who publicly spoke out in my defense and in support of the tra- 

ditional American First Amendment principle of Freedom of Speech 

(which the ADL opposes). 

Among those who spoke in my defense at a publie hearing of the 

college board of trustees were a soft-spoken, unassuming couple, Jae 

and Ethel Hunt. 

The truth is that 1 had never met cither of them, but they were artic- 

ulate and very devoted to the principles of America ancl the First 

Amendment and forthrightly CONDEMNED the hate-filled ADL, 

It was only recently that I learned who Hunt was, reading of Hunt's 

background in an article published in a national public affairs magazine, 

In fact, Joe Hunt is Retired Marine Colonel Forrest J. (Joe) Hunt, for 

mer commander of all the Marine guards at U.S, Embassies around the 

globe and of the school that trained them in Virginia! 

These are the kind of high-calibre people who came to my defense 
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against the Jewish Lobby. As one observer put it: “Anyone who would 

question the integrity of this genuine American hero, Joe Hunt, should 

get out of the United States and take up residence in Israel." 

All I knew was that Joe Hunt and his wife Ethel were just decent 

Americans who reject the kind of vile filth and Zionist intrigue of the 

schemers at the ADL. Now I learn that he was a distinguished Marine 

comunander and the veteran of action in three wars. 

You can rest assured that I would much sooner have the support of 

people like Colonel Joe Hunt than scum such as the ADL! I will always 

treasure the videotape I have of Colonel Hunt and his wife speaking out 

in my defense against the hate-mongers at the ADL. 

MISSILE FORTY-THREE 

More Public Support Gin High Places) 
For My Efforts to Expose Israeli Intrigue 

ver fhe pears, fan pleased to say there Bave been more thar 

O; few “respectable” lks who're considered my work to be 

valable Foals why d issued (his missile to some of my more reticent 

friends advising bhem that a very wel-knhoun diplomat Chis whole 

PESHE apedes bere) Dad come under fire from d fetish warnioncver 

for having cited my wreithies i bis mvn The missile Cand the facts out- 

fined therein) speak truth ta power 

Penn State-Based Zionist Propagandist 
smears Michael Collins Piper; 

Known Israeli Lobby Leader Attacks 

Famed JFRK-Era State Department Official 

for Citing Piper's Research on Isracli Lobby 

Penn State University professor, Alexander Joffe, has attacked 

both yours truly, Michael Collins Piper, and Dr. William Polk, 

ne of America’s most highly regarded academics and former 

top-level government officials known as a leader in the field of interna- 
tional relations. 

Writing on the website of Campus Watch—a pro-Israel group which 

is trying to silence university professors and students who are critical of 

[srae]—Jotle attacked Dr. Polk For citing tin his own writings) an article 
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of mine Cor American Free Press) which revealed that Pennsylvania's 

extremist Republican Senator, Rick Santorum, a hard-line supporter of 

Isracl, had been planning to introduce legislation to punish universities 

(by withdrawing federal funding) if professors and students made 

remarks critical of Israel, 
Joffe—who is a fanatic Jewish supporter of Israel—never proved 

that my article was factually incorrect, which it wasn't. In fet, my arti- 
cle was based on a news report about Santorum that appeared in The 

New York Sit, a leading pro-Israel journal. It wasn't until my AFP story 

received widespread Internet distribution, however, that educators all 

aver the United States ancl around the world learned of Santorum’s vile 

scheme to silence freedom of expression. 

Upon learning of Santorum’s scheme, educators began circulating 

my story in emails and on the Internet, causing a major uproar that 

forced Santorum to back oli but not before Santorum and his Jewish 

allies claimed that the story was not truc—despite the fact that the 

scheme had been favorably reported in the Jewish press and by pro- 

Israel groups! 

Now, Penn State's Joffe—who is an anthropologist and not a histo- 

rian ora political scientist or even a journalism professor—is attacking 

Polk by suggesting that he was wrong to cite my work because I hap- 

pen to be an outspoken critic of Isracl, 

In fact, 1 had earlier exposed Joffe's pro-Israel intrigues in his book 

The High Priests of War, noting that Joffe has been affiliated with the 

powerful pro-Israel lobbying group, the Jewish Institute for National 

Security Affairs (INSAŅ, which played a major part in getting American 

boys and girls killed in the Iraq war on behalf of Isracl which always 
gets American kids to felts its wars) 

And what is particularly interesting is the caliber of Dr, Polk, who 

cited my work. A graduate of Harvard University (B.A. Magna Cum Laude 
and Ph.D and Oxford University (B.A. and M.A J, he also studied at the 

Universidad Nacional de Mexico, the Universidad Nacional de Chile, the 

University of Baghdad and the American University of Cairo. He taught 
at Harvard University from 1955 to 1961 when President Kennedy 

appointed him a Member of the Policy Planning Council of the United 

States Department of state. 

On the Policy Planning Council, he was responsible for planning 

American policy over much of Africa and Asia and for a number of spe- 

cialized issues such as developmen refugee problems and cultural 

exchange. Dr, Polk was also the head of various interclepartmentral Task 

Forces on American foreign policy and was a participant in the “crisis 

Management committee” during the Cuban Missile Crisis. During this 
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period, he was asked to become Deputy Commissioner-General of 

UNRWA, 

In 1965, Dr, Polk resigned from government service to become 

Prolessor of History at the University of Chicago. There he also estab- 

lished the Center for Middle Eastern Studies and was a founding direc- 

tor of the Middle Eastern Studies Association. In 1967, he became 

President of the Adlai Stevenson Institute of International Affairs which, 

among other things, hosted the 20th Pugwash Conference on nuclear 

weapons problems, helped to organize the “Table Ronde" meeting that 

laid the groundwork for the European Union and did much of the plan- 

ning for the United Nations Environmental Program, 

Dr. Polk was called back to the White House briefly during the 1967 
Middle Eastern War to write a draft peace treaty and to act as an advisor 

to MeGeorge Bundy, the former head of the National Security Council, 
who was the president's personal representative during that crisis. 

Born in Fort Worth, he grew up there and on a ranch in west Texas. 

He attended public school in Fort Worth and the New Mexico Military 

Institute where he was in cavalry training during World War IL After a 

period studying in Latin America, he worked on a newspaper in Rome 

before entering college. 

Dor. Polk has traveled extensively throughout Latin America, Africa, 

Asia and Europe and speaks several of the languages of those areas. He 

is muarricd to Baroness Elisabeth von Oppenheimer and now spends 

most of hus time writing in the south of France, 

As Tl commented at the time: You can judge me by my critics—pro- 

Israel fanatics who are hell-bent for war You can also judge me by those 

who find my work of value: distinguished academics and public servants 

such as De. Polk, former State Department official Herbert L. Calhoun, 

farmer Pentagon official Col, Donn de Grand Pre and Col. Forrest |. goc) 

Hunt, the former commander and trainer of all the U.S. Marine Guards 

at U.S, embassies all around the globe. Pm pleased to say frankly that I 
value the support of these good Americans!" 

MISSILE FORTY-FOUR 

Exposing Jewish Propaganda Lies 

About the America First Committee 

Hone! Charles A. Lindbergh ts anatber American icon who 

bes been barred as an “anti-Semite” In recent pears the 

American feast writer Samuel Roth crafted a thoroughly 

ridiculous novel describing Dow Charles Lindbergh became American 

president (defeating Franklin DO Roosevelt for reelection im 1940) 

ih the peip of Adolf Hitter by this sity volume ft is “revealed thet tie 

Nazis bad actialh) kidnapped Lindbergh's Dani son ane bela PON 

Hostage in order fo blacked Lindbergh to do Adolf Hitler's bidding. 

Now white the book wes ufferty preposterous——in every respect—the 

book still received widespread favorable publfeity What folloies ts a 

letter to the editor of wry local newspaper exposing the infenotes Ong- 

perpetuated Ne—commenoarated in the book—lal Litdpergh ane 

the supporters of the America First Comittee were actly) puppets 

ef or otherwise apologists for Hitter and the Third Reich. 

cople need to know facts about a certain book being widely 

promoted. Eager librarians and chain bookstores across 

America have been putting one particular book up front so as 

many library patrons and book buyers as possible will read and/or buy 

the volume. The book in question is a so-called “historical novel” by 

Philip Roth entitled The Plat Against America, 

Although a novel, many librarians claim this book is a warning about 

“what could have happened if famed patriotic American aviator Charles 

Lindbergh had been elected president of the United States in 1940. 
The book asserts that Lindbergh would have turned America over 

to Adolf Hitler! 

The basis of this charge is that Lindbergh was a spokesman for the 

America First Committee that opposed U.S. entry into the war in Europe 

cand this was belore Pearl Harbor, 

In fact, the AFC reflected the point of view, at the time, of roughly 

A0 percent of the American people, according to polls at the time, 

Yet, today, when those historical facts are forgotten, along comes a 

biased author to paint a false picture of Lindbergh and those millions 
who shared his views. 

Although Roth won't like peaple to know it, here are some of the 

names of the people who joined Charles Lindbergh in supporting the 

America First Committee and opposing U.S. involvement in the war in 

Europe: 
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* John E Kennedy, a student at Harvard, later U.S. President; 

Gerald R. Fore, a student at Yale, later U.S. President: 

* Kingman Brewster, a student, later president of Yale; 

e R. Sargent Shriver, a student at Yale, later head of the Peace Corps 

and Democratic vice presidential canclicate in 1072; 

‘Amos Pinchot, of the famous Pennsvilvania GOP dynasty; 

‘Alice Roosevelt Longworth, daughter of Theodore Roosevelt; 

* Kathleen Norris, highly regarded lady novelist: 

‘ce. cummings, famed poet: 

© William Saroyan, acclaimed writer; 

t Gore Vidal, author, essavist and playwright: 

* Frank Lloyd Wright, world-renowned architect; and 

© Sinclair Lewis, one of America’s greatly beloved writers. 

And the following military heroes were supporters of Lindbergh's 
point of view: General Robert Wood and General Hugh Johnson and 

Marine General Smedley Butler, among others, 

Those who were just a few of the respected American names who 

supported America First and Lindbergh. 

Philip Roth doesn't mention this in his "historical" novel which 

paints Lindbergh to be “pro-Nazi” and “anti-American, counting on mod- 

cro day Americans to forget the facts, 

Today—65 years later—Roth wants Americans to think the 

Lindbergh point of view—shared by millions of Americans—was “anti- 
American.” 

That's a real warning for Americans to be wary of these who have a 

vested interest in distorting the truth, past or present. 

Ard now, for ibe record, d DU more about Lindbergh... 

MISSILE FORTY-FIVE 

Charles A. Lindbergh: 
America First, Last and Always 

(Oh, How the Jews Hate This Man!) 

TE private wartime journals af Charles A. Lindbergh provide 

A remarkable tisiebts info not oniy the magnificent brain of 

this selfiess, courageous and saistintinghy conscientious American leg- 

end Out alsa into tbe corrupt ane unrelenting power politics of the 

period thet brouebt the United States tito the second world war Here 

fsa overview of Lindbergh's thought as d originally outlined if in cr 

article first published Di The barnes Review... 

uring the years leading up ta World War I, Colonel Charles 

Lindbergh began keeping detailed diaries of his day-to-day 

activities, chronicling his views toward the issues and per 

somalities of the day, addressing in particular those aspects of U.S. policy 

relevant to the growing troubles in Europe. 

Lindbergh felt so strongly about the necessity of derailing the drive 

toward war that he felt chat it was his duty to step out of his own effec- 

tive selEimposed exile from publie life and put his own reputation for- 

ward as a voice of reason in opposition to the ever-burgeoning push for 

war With this in mind, Lindbergh felt it vital to keep a diary of that 

stormy periód. 

He realized, soon enough, that his real views on many issucs were 

being distorted by a hostile media and while he acknowledged that his 

diary could not cover everything, that it would “show the falsity of at 

least some of the stories told.” 
In fact, in later years, Lindbergh's concerns were proven correct. 

When, at the urging of publisher William Jovanovich, Lindbergh read just 

ane of the more than 20 biographies that had been written about him, 

Lindbergh did so, later sending Jovanovich a document of 76 typewrit- 

ten pages listing factual inaccuracies in the book in question, a volume 

largely based upon newspaper stories as the sources, 

Ironically, according to Jovanovich, this Lindbergh biography was 

actually one of the more temperate and ever-handed volumes written, 

yet it too relied upon the very “falsity” that rightly concerned Lindbergh. 

In 1970 Jovanovich prevailed upon Lindbergh to publish extensive 

excerpts from lus journals. 

The final published volume, covering some 1000 pages, appeared 

under the title The Wauriime foursals of Charles Lindpergh, covering 

the period from March 11, 1938 to June 15, 1945, at the time the war 

was Winding down, 
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Prior to publishing these diaries, Lindbergh wrote his publisher a 

letter rellecting on the period that he spent re-rereading his journals for 

the first time after so many years and preparing them for publication for 

the first time. According to Lindbergh: 

You ask what my conclusions are, rereading my journals and 

looking back on World War IL from the vantage point of a quarter 

century in time. We won the war in a military sense; but in a broad- 

er sense it seems to me we lost it, for our Western civilization is less 

respected and secure than it was before. 

In order to defeat Germany and Japan we supported the still 

greater menaces of Russia and China—which now confront us in a 

nuclearsweapon era, Poland was not saved. The British Empire has 

broken down with great suffering, bloodshed, and confusion. 

England is an economy-constricted secondary power. France had to 

give up her major colonies and turn to a mild dictatorship herselt. 

Much of our Western culture was destroyed. We lost the genetic 

heredity formed through eons in many million lives, 

Meanwhile, the Soviets have dropped their iron curtain to 

screen off Eastern Europe, and an antagonistic Chinese government 

threatens us in Asia. 

More than a generation after the wars end, our occupying 

armies still must occupy, and the world has not been made safe for 

democracy and freedom, On the contrary, our own system of dem- 

pcratie government is being challenged by that greatest of dangers 

[oO any government: internal dissatisfaction and unrest, 

[tis alarmingly possible that World War IL marks the beginning 

of our Western civilixation’s breakdown, as it already marks the 

breakdown of the greatest empire ever built by man. Certainly our 

civilizations survival depends on meeting the challenges that tower 

belore us with unprecedented magnitude in almost every field of 

modern life. Most of these challenges were, at least, intensified 

through the waging of World War I 

Are we now headed toward a third and still more disastrous 

war berween world nations? Or can be improve human relation- 

ships sufficiently to avoid such a holocaust? Since it is inherent in 

the way of life that issues wall continue between men, I believe 

human relationships can best be improved through clarifying the 

issues and conditions surrounding them, 

I hope my journals relating to World War M will help clarify 
issues and conditions of the past and thereby contribute to under- 
standing issues and conditions of the present and the future. 
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Although publication of the diaries stirred up new debate over 

Lindbergh's prewar views, the book became a best-seller and was actu- 

ally a semifinalist for the National Book Award. 

Among many others, Lindbergh received a fan letter from former 

First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, whose late husband, President 

Kennedy, along with his brother Joseph E Kennedy, Jr had been avid suji- 

porters of the America First movement. In her letter, Mrs. Onassis 

referred to the Kennedys, saying, “That family—and me—admire you 

more than anyone,” an interesting nugget of history noted in A. Scott 

Berg's 1998 biography, Lindbergh. 

Lindbergh's reflections in the published journals provide a fascinat- 

ing look at not only Lindbergh's wide-ranging private lile and travels 

throughout the United States and Europe and his acquaintances and 

friendships with some of the most prominent figures of the period. 

However, Lindbergh's views on a variety of matters such as history, 

culture, religion, kaw, of course, the subject of U.S. involvement abroad 

were addressed quite thoroughly throughout the journals and the 

excerpts that follow are among the most pointed and quite representa- 

live of Lindbergh's thinking at the ome. 

Lindbergh emerges as a thoughtful, introspective philosopher, guic- 

ed by a sellassuranee and a sense of humor, and a knowledge that he 

was veering Onto a course that could Cand did) impact upon his place 

In history and on the future of the world of the future, 

CH special interest, in historical retrospect, are Lindbergh's com- 

ments on the impact of the news and entertainment media of the time 

on shaping public opinion, toward both Lindbergh himself and the 

views that he put forth in the public arena. Lindbergh was very much 

aware of—and wary of—what might delicately be termed “news man- 

agement” and found himself quite occupied with the problem as he 

sought to make his views heard. 

What follows are relevant excerpts [rom Lindbergh's journals on 

public affairs and his personal philosophy The excerpts are arranged in 

chronological order, from August 27, 1938 up through December $, 

1941—the day following the Japanese attack on Pearl Warbor—at which 

time Congress declared war The dates of the journal entries appear in 

parcntheses at the endl of the selection. The subtitles above each entry 

are provided as a guide to the subject matter therein. 

POLITICIANS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

My primary interest lies in the character of a man, and net in 

whether he isa Republican or a Democrat. I would as soon vote for one 
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as the other. The issues between them are quite superficial at this time. 

I think, however, that they will begin to clarify and become more fun- 

damental from now on. Whether or not future issues will choose to fol- 

low either of these parties remains to be seen. As far as lam concerned 

personally, 1 have but little fear of being classed as a Republican for long. 

[have too little interest in either politics or popularity. One of the dear- 

est of rights to me is being able to say what I think and act as I wish. I 

intend to do this, and I know it will cause trouble. 

As soon a8 it does, the politicians will disown me quickly enough— 

and I will be only too willing. I shall have far more interest in my own 

ideas than in their support.At least I shall hold my sel-respect—andl pos- 

sibly that of a number of other people. I have no intention of bending 

my ideas or my ideals to conform to the platform of either party, One 

must make certain compromises in life—that is a part of living together 

with other men—but compromise is justified only when the goal to be 

gained is of greater importance than what is lost in compromising, 

(Saturday, October 7, 1939) 

ON RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT 

Among other things, I enjoy too much the ability to do and say what 

[wish to cver be a successful candidate for President. I prefer intellec- 

tual and personal freedom to the honors and accomplishments of polit- 

ical office —even that of President. (Wednesday, October 11, 194899 

THE FOLLY OF WAR 

Tome, the worst part of this war is the hereditary loss to the coun: 

tries involved, And the best men are killed first in war The effect of this 

is shown in England today. The leaders she might have had were killed 

In the bast war. (Sunday, May 12, 1940) 

THE PROBLEM WITH THE NEWSREELS 

Evervihing considered, my personal fecling toward motion-picture 

operators is not the best. Still, this present situation concerns the wel- 

fare of the country and should not be decided on personal feelings. But 
What advantages and disadvantages are there in speaking for the sound 

pictures at this time? 

The advantage is that additional millions of people will be reached. 

The disadvantages include the fact that only a small portion of my 

speech would be carried and that I would not be able to control its set- 
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ting The news companies could sandwich my picture and talk between 

the sack of cities and the mangled bodies of refugees. Once they have 

such a film, they can cut it and use it in any way they like. I decided 

against speaking for the sound films ..., (Sunday, May 19, 19403 

IGNORING ESSENTIALS 

[hecome more and more disturbed about the trends ancl conditions 

in this country—the superficiality, the cheapness, the lack of under- 

standing of, or interest in, Fundamental problems, National debt increas- 

es; we involve ourselves unwisely and unnecessarily in the European sit- 

vation, and we seem to have no understanding of our own limitations. 

Saturday August 17, 1940) 

CONTROLLING PUBLIC DEBATE 

[R. Douglas)Stuart says he is having trouble buying radio time for 

the America First Committee! Some of the radio stations have taken the 

stand that the committee has to do with a “controversial issue" ane 

therefore comes under the code they have formed against selling time 

lor controversial issues, It is a fine state of affairs if the question of war 

and peace cannot be debated before the American people because it 1s 

a“controversial issue"! (Tuesday, October 1, 194405 

NEWS MANAGEMENT 

The newsreels again requested that I read part of my address for 
them after | had broadcast. 

In the past I have refused their requests; first, because of the diffi- 

culty they have often caused for me; second, and much more important, 

because of the Jewish influence in the newsreels and the antagonism | 

know exists toward me. 

To speak for the newsreels on a political subject is dangerous, 

because one has no control over the way ther cut the picture or over 

the setting in which they place it. 

They can pick either the best or the worst sentences tram your talk, 

as they wish; and they can control the emotional attitude of the audi- 

ence to large extent by the type of picture they place before yours, 

Gy speaking for the newsreels, I take the chance that they wall cut 

my talk badly and sandwich it in between scenes of homeless refugees 

and bombed cathedrals. However, this is a critical period, and I think it 

is worth the chance, (Monday, October 14, 1940) 
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AN AVIATOR VIEWS THE MOON 

A huge, blood-red moon rose in the evening. It made me think of 

Europe and bombed cities. Whenever I see the moon now, | think of the 

bombing that is going on over there. As the moon rises here, it is high 

over Europe, and bombs are almost certainly falling on English ancl 

German cities, (Friday, April 11, 19419 

SURVIVAL OF THE WEST 

sometimes I feel like saying, “Well, let's get into the war if you are so 

anxious to. Then the responsibility will be yours” In comparison to the 

work Lam now doing the fighting would be fun. Gut my mind tells me 
that we better face our problems and let Europe face hers without get- 

ting messed up in this war. I have an interest in Western civilization, and 

I have an interest in my race, or culture, or whatever you want to call it, 

and I have an interest in the type of world my children are going to live 

in. That is why I will probably stay on the stump with the pacifists and 

why I will resign my commission if necessary and never regret my 

action in doing so. 

This war is a mistake; we will only bring disaster if we enter it; we 

Will da good either to Europe or ourselves, and therefore [am going to 

put everything I have behind staying out, 

No one, not even Germany, was more responsible for the conditions 

which caused this war than England and France. They declared the war 
without consulting us. If it were possible to help them win, the result 

would probably be Versailles all over again. Europe must straighten out 

her own family affairs, Our interference would simply cause another 

postponement, as the last war did. Europe faces adjustments that must 

be made, and only she can work out what they are going to be, (Friday, 

April 25, 19413 

WHO FAVORS WAR? 

The pressure for war is high and mounting, The people are opposed 

ter it, but the Administration seems to have “the bit in its teeth" and hell- 

bent on its way to war. Most of the Jewish interests in this country are 

behind war, and they control a huge part of our press and radio and 

most of our motion pictures, 

There are also the “intellectuals, and the “Anglo-philes” and the 
British agents who are allowed free rein, the international financial inter- 

ests, and many others. (Thursday, May 1, L941} 
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A NARROW ESCAPE... 

We were met at the Minneapolis airport by various members of the 

local America First Committee and driven to the La Salle Hotel, where | 

was given the “Nordic Suite”! 

What a press story that could make! But “Nordic” out here doesn't 

mean What it does in the east, In Minnesota the word “Nordic” has no 

anti-Semitic tint.And the situation is probably saved because, as | learned 

soon after arrival, [British diplomat] Lord Halifax and his party stayed in 

this same suite and left only yesterday. (Saturday, May 10, 1941} 

THE PEOPLE vs. THE PRESS 

As I go around to these meetings I feel that, without question, if this 

country is run by [the] people, we will not enter this war. | always feel 

this way after one of our meetings ts over; but I know that tomorrow, or 

the day after as I read the misinformation and propaganda in our news- 

papers, I will begin to wonder whether people can withstand such a 

barrage indefinitely. 

And even if they can withstand it, will popular opinion be enough 

to keep us out of the war? 

Which is stronger, the money and power and propaganda pushing 

us inte war, or the will of the people to say out? (Saturday, May LO, 1941) 

A PREIUDICED PRESS 

American press accounts of the war are so prejudiced and confused 

that it is almost impossible to obtain a balanced picture. 

Reports from Russia are headlined while those from Germany are 

played down, although the latter are certainly the most accurate. Results 

of RAE raids over the Continent are exaggerated, while results of 

German raids over England are minimized, 

The result is that the impression given by our newspapers is far 

more favorable to the British cause than is warranted by the facts, 

(Saturday, June 28, 1941) 

MEDIA LIES AND MISINFORMATION 

The newspapers continue to misquote my address and to remove 

sentences from their context. Sometimes what they carry between quo- 

tation marks is completely made up and does not even approximate 

what I have said, or even what I believe. (Thursday, July 3, 19415 
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ON HAVING: HIS PHONE TAPPED 

Captain Smith (America First) came at 3:30, He had phoned to say 

he had an urgent message that he must deliver personally. The message 

is Chat the FBI began tapping our telephone last Saturday and have a cor 
stant watch on it. 

The men in the FBI are, according to Smith, an the whole, friendly; 

they are simply following out orders. Smith says the America First tele- 

phones are also tapped, 

[ told him te tell everyone in America First that there was nothing 

we wished to hide and that if our phones were tapped we should speak 

more plainly, rather than less plainly in the future. 

I told him te tell his friends on the FBI that if there was anything 

they didn't understand in my own phone conversations, | would give 
them additional information. 

Captain Smith says he is certain the phones are tapped and that the 

information came from friends of his on the FBI, who are also friendly 

to me. Personally, I think it is probable that they are tapped, but I still 

have some question. 

It really makes very little difference as far as I am concerned, My 

main interest lies in knowing whether or not these tactics are being 

used by the Administration. (Monday, July 7, 19415 

THREE GROUPS PROMOTING WAR 

When 1 mentioned [in a speech in Des Moines) the three major 

groups agitating for war—the British, the Jewish, and the Roosevelt 

adiministration—the entire audience seemed to stand and cheer. At that 

moment whatever opposition existed was completely drowned out by 

Our support. (Thursday, september 11, 19414 

THE UN-MENTIONABLE SUBJECT 

My Des Moines address has caused so much controversy that 

General [Robert] Wood has decided to hold a meeting of the America 

First National Comumltee in Chicago, I must, of course, attend. I felt I had 

worded my Des Moines address carefully and moderately. 

It seems that almost anything can be discussed today in America 

except the Jewish problem. The very mention of the word “Jew" is a 

cause for a storm, 

Personally, I feel that the only hope for a moderate solution lies in 

an open and frank discussion. (Monday, September 15, 1941) 

THE PEOPLE vs. THE WARMONGERS 165 

PRIVATE CANDOR vs. PUBLIC RETICENCE 

[America First leader] John Flynn came at 11:00, and we talked the 

situation over for an hour, Flynn savs he does not question the truth of 

what I said at Des Moines, but feels it was inadvisable ta mention the 

Jewish problem, 

It is difficult for me to understand Flynn's attitude. He feels as 

strongly as I do that the Jews are among the major influences pushing 

this country coward war He has said so frequently, and he says so now. 

He is perfectly willing to talk about it among small group of people in 

private. But apparently he would rather see us get into the war than 

mention in public what the Jews are doing, no matter how tolerantly 

and moderately it is done. (Thursday, September 18, 1941) 

TRUTH NOT IMPORTANT TO PRESS 

The apposition paper here [Ft. Wayne, Indianaj is carrying a large 

advertisement in which statements are attributed to me which I never 

made As far as the “war party is concerned, what I actually say seems to 

be of litle importance. They quote me as saying what they wish or think 

that 1 said. They do not bother to refer to my addresses, which are all 

available; at best, they refer to some garbled newspaper account. The 

result is that I am often quoted as saying things which 1 not only never 

said, but which I never believed .. . ¢Friday, October 3, 1941) 

POPULAR OPINION vs WAR PROPAGANDA 

[The] strength and influence [ol the America First movement] is 

growing rapidly, but the power of our opposition is great. The amazing 

thing is not that we are so close to war but that we have been able to 

bold thie war Jocees back as long as we have, 

Their ranks include the American government, the British govern- 

ment, the Jews, and the major portion of the press, radio, and motion- 

picture facilities of the country. 

We have on our side the mass of the people, but it is a question of 

how long the people can withstand the flood propaganda with which 

the country is being covered. They have no accurate source of inform: 

tion to which to turn, 
Also, regardless of the attitude of owr people, it is a question as to 

whether the President will force us into war by actions and incidents 

which will make it unavoidable, He is in a position where he can force 

war on us whether we want it or nal. (Saturday, October 4, 1441) 
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ON SPEAKING THE TRUTH 

[former President Herbert] Hoover toll me felt my Des Moines 

address Was a mistake (the mention of the Jews in connection with the 

waragitating groups). 1 told him | felt my statements had been both 

moderate and true. He replied that when you had been in politics long 

enough you learned not to sav things just because they are true. (But, 

after all, lam not a politician—ane that is one of the reasons why I doen't 

wish to be one. [ would rather say what I believe when I want to say it 

than to measure every statement 1 make by its probable popularity) 

(Monday, October 6, 1941) 

PEARL HARBOR 

The radia is announcing that Japan has attacked the Philippines and 

the Hawaiian Islands and that Pearl Harbor has been bombed! An attack 

in the Philippines was to be expected, although I did mot think it would 

come quite so soon. But Pearl Harbor! How did the Japs get close 

enough, and where is our Navy? Or is it just a hit-and-run raid of a few 

planes, exaggerated by radio commentators into a major attack? The 

Japanese can, of course, raid the Hawaiian Islands, or even the West 

Coast, with aircraft carriers, Gut the cost in carriers and planes Jost is 

going to be awfully high unless our Wavy ts asleep—or in the Atlantic. 

The question in my mind is, how much of it has been sent to the Atlantic 

to aid Britain? (Sunday, December 7, 19414 

THE BACK DOOR TO WAR 

Phoned General [Robert] Wood in Boston. His first words were, 

“Well, he [President Roosevelt] go us in through the back door”. ..The 

President spoke at 12:00) Asked for a declaration of war. Senate passed a 

declaration of war unanimously. Only “no” in the House, What else was 

there to clo? We have been asking for war for months. If the President 

had asked lor a declaration of war before, | think Congress would have 

turned him down with a big majority But now we have been attacked, 

and attacked in home waters. We have brought it on our own shoulders: 

but I can see nothing to do under these circumstances except to fight. 

lf | had been in Congress, I certainly would have voted for a declaration 

of war. (Monday, December 8, 194135 

| yen atiteaic inongan being, Minker and pitiosopher a wean 

i Hine American origina!— this Charles Lindbergh! 

MISSILE FORTY-SIX 

Everybody But the Jews Opposed War With Iraq 

though Jewish organizations repeatedly chatmed th Lhe 

4 damonths leading of to de drag war (and Of peers since) fit 

American fews were opposed to the war that attitude, tm fect, was nol 

reflected in the writhigs iy Jewish leaders in Jewish newspapers ih fhe 

fine frame leading up to the wer Quite the contrary jewish publica- 

forms were outspoken cheerleaders far the wak 

Likewise, although, in toe disastrous war and occupation (hat 

followed, Jewish oruanizations and israel sources clathied toat Israel 

hed been opposed to the tneasion of frag, nothing could fave been 
fiertber from: the teeth, 

in fach fey book, The High Priests of War, d provided dact- 

noonitation, from Jewish and Israeli sources, that completely refuted 

fhose cats the following letter Loe editor of aay domietoten News- 

paper d laid aut the evidence which made ft all so very clear that the 

one and only organized religious group that wes atboué m favor of 

wer with frag happened to be toe American feiish corrtianily 

0 wants war [with Iraq]; On September 28 (2002), The 
Neu York Times reported that virtually all of the major 

American Christian churches have come out firmly 

against ihe proposed war against Iraq. 

Here are those who oppose the war: 

‘The Episcopal Church; 

© The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America; 
‘The Presbyterian Church (USA); 

‘The Orthodox Church in America; 

© The African Methodist Episcopal Church; 

‘The Disciples of Christ; 

‘The United Church of Christ; 

* The National Council of Churches; 
‘The U.S, Conference of Catholic Bishops; 

The Vatican and the incoming Archbishop of Canterbury (head of 

the Church of England) oppose the war, 

In adclition, Moe Westrigtor Post reported July 28 that our own 

valiant American military leaders in the Joint Chiefs of Staff—as well as 

many retired top military veterans—are firmly opposed ta the war 

These battletested heroes Believe the war is not in America’s interests. 

Marine General Anthony Zinni (senior advisor to General Colin 

Powell} and Sen, Chuck Hagel (R-Neb.jJ—a highly decorated Vietnam 

combat veteran—have both denounced the war mongers. Zinni said, 
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"Its pretty interesting that all the generals see it the same way and all 

the others who have never fired a short and are hot to go to war ste it 

another way." 

Who then is pushing President Bush to wage che war? The June 

2002 issue of The Washington Monthly pointed out that most of the 
pro-war agitators are “Jewish, passionately pro-Israel,” nothing that these 

armchair warriors believe “America should be unafraid to use its military 

power carly and often to advance its interests and values.” 

However, as The Weshington Montoly notes, this philosophy “inti 

fates most members of the national security establishment at the 

Pentagon, State and the CLA, who believe America’s military force should 

be used rarely and only as a last resort, preferably in concert with allies. 

; In the meantime, on August 1, 2002 the Jewish Telegraph Age ney 

reported that while “the Jewish community views an attack on Iraq as 
july antageous on several levels," the leaders of Jewish organizations Ae 

hesitant to speak out, "fearing that some would think America had gone 

ta war for Israel because of American Jewish pressure on Congress.” 

On September 12, the Jewish newspaper, ferwerd, reported that 

Isracl has ordered its officials to keep a low profile “to avoid letting 

opponents identify America’s war goals with the Jewish state” However, 

Forward noted, Israel's leaders and 60 percent of the Israeli people are 

strongly in favor of an attack by the United States on Iraq, with or with- 

put prior international consent., 

The question arises: 

Wall President Bush listen to Israel and its powerful lobby or will he 

listen to our Christian churches and our military leaders? 

MISSILE FORTY-SEVEN 

Driving Home the Critical Point: 

The Military Opposed the Invasion of Iraq 

fooveo the fewish-comtrolled mass media in America worked 

overtime to resent toe there ibat "The Penlapon is prepar- 

Mg for ibe tiveston of drag "—implicitiy suggesting that the military 

Wes Oe Javor of Moet tnol war tbe fects demonstrated otherwise, On 

occasion tbere were bius appearing in the seffsivled “matnstresne” 

Lael tDe Gade twas just toe opposite. 

Knowing bow much so many people wanted to “Support the 

Troops, f dispatched the folfowiig memorandum fo a number of peg- 
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ple essentially felling them: thet if they truly wanted to “Support the 

Troops” thet the best way fo do ff tees to stand wth tbe military in 

opposition tO the Jewish Lobby ihal ues toying to get America 

embroiled in irag, pet another of what the late Arnold Spencer Leese, 

a valiant Beitish nationalist, referred to as “fewish wars of surtita” 

Our Valiant U.S. Military Commanders Are Saying “No” to the 
Jewish Lobby’s Demand That We Wage War Against Iraq! 

Lets Stand Behind the Patriotic Men in Our Military and Tell 
the Jews to Go to Hell. 

Trust our Military—not the Civilian Jewish Armchair 

Warhawks! 

Dear Fellow Supporters of Our Troops: 

ust a few short weeks ago I wrote an article for Avierican Pree 

Press revealing that it was a handful of Jew ish agitators inside i 

the Defense Department—-assisted by teir Jewish Tobby | 

alli — who were promoting a war against Irag. 

In my article I revealed that the Jewish-controlled media headlines 

were misleading Americans into thinking that the leaders of our military 

wanted to go to war against Iraq and that, in fact, it was really the civil- 

ian Jewish warhawks. 

One person—a Juniata County, Pennsylvania “opinion maker’ -was 

heard to say, “Oh, that's another one of those crazy stories by that Mike 
Piper.” 

Yet, now, in a front-page story, The Washington Post has echoed pre- 

cisely what my report said, although not in such direct and graphic 

terms. And needless to say the Post article doesn’t point out how the 
media headlines on this subject have been quite misleading. 

I guess Piper deesn’t look so “crazy” after all! 

We patriotic Americans need to stand behind the military and tell 

the Jews to go fight their own wars. 

Hey, if the Jews push too hard on this one, our military is liable to 

stand up and say:“Enough is enough. We're not going to fight any more 

Jewish wars.” Next thing vou know, the military will take over the coun- 

try and put these Jewish warhawks lo rest, 

The choice is simple ...You are either with our military heroes or 

you are with the Jews and the Conservative Right Wing War Hawks, 

Let us pray that if George Bush orders the military to invade Irag 
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that our military leaders will give the order to our valiant fighting forces 

to “stand down.” 

If Bush attempts to get the United States into a senseless war against 

Irag, the military should promptly arrest Bush and Vice President Dick 

Cheney and restore democracy. 

In addition, all top Jewish leaders in America—particularly the press 

lords who dominate the media which is promoting a war against Iraq— 

should be taken into custody and the big corporate media monopolies 

should be dismantled and all media holdings should be taken out af the 

hands of the corporate bosses and turned over to the employees, 

MISSILE FORTY-EIGHT 

“They” Finally Got What They Wanted: 
The “American” War Against Iraq 

Here's gd memo d forwarded fo parions people who—for various 

recsons—seenied fo Welcome fhe United States attack on drag in the 

spring of 2003. Most people who wanted tear with Irag were firmly 

comimnced thet fhe wer wes soniebow Ta America s interesis and that 

fhe congtes! of Saddant Husseni wes critical fo fhe survival of 

Pankin Notaing com’ Dave been further [rom tbe uih, 

IS IT POSSIBLE? COULD IT GE THAT... 

MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER WAS RIGHT ALL ALONG? 

IS IT POSSIBLE THAT THIS “HATE FILLED EXTREMIST’ WAS 

ON TO SOMETHING? 

TARE A LOOR AT THE FACTS... 

Well, the Jews got their war against Iraq -- 

And now look at the chaos! 
Americans are spending $1 billion a week to occupy Iraq... and 

we re losing roughly one American a day to do it. 

Are you happy? 

Are vou “proud” of our boys in uniform” who don't even think they 

should be In Iraq? 

THE TRUTH ABOUT SADDAM HUSSEIN 17] 

Do you still seriously buy that line from the Jewish media that it is 

“unpatriotic” to raise questions about the war in Irag? 

American boys—sitting in a daily line of fire—are up in arms and 

ready to come home! 

CL you didn't know that, it's probably because vou don't read any- 

thing other than a local newspaper or watch one of the Jewish-con- 

trolled broadcast networks.) 

And did you know that Iraqi Christians are quaking in fear— fright- 

ened that they wall now face the wrath of Islamic fundamentalists now 

that the Iraqi leader who protected them trom the radical Muslims— 

Saddam Husscin—is no longer in power? 

(Chances are you didn’t even know chat there ARE Arab Christians, 

since the Jewish media stokes up hatred for the Arabs and tries to make 

everyone think that all Arabs are Muslims and that all Muslims are hard- 

line Pureclaventalists. } 

The great country of Iraq—yes, I said "the great country of Iraq’ — 
has been destroyed. Even The Washington Post has admitted: 

[Saddam Hussein] created a secular Middle Eastern state 

known for its vibrant university and public health systems and 

relatively open to Western values, compared with countries in 

the region governed by strict religious codes, He also Built 

roads and bridges, launched literacy campaigns and provided 

free hospital care for Iraqis. 

Did YOU know these things about Iraq? No, of course, vou cliche. 

Instead, the mass broadcast media has been pounding away at the “evil” 

af Saddam Hussein, 

Yes, he was a dictator, but he was a dictator who made Iraqi socie- 

tv work. He mace the country funetion, 

Yeanwhile, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld whoa is sur- 

rounded—no, let us say it—CONTROLLED—by a powerful clique of 

Jewish “nea-conservalive” warmongers has been “shaking up’ the Army 

and firing all the top generals and military leaders who said it was a mis- 

luke to invade Irag in the first place, 

And isn't it ironic that same filtecn years ago it was Rumsfeld who 

was going over to Iraq, shaking hands with Saddam Hussein, and arrang- 

ing for himn lo get American Weapons—inclidling poison gas. 

But then, again, it might be "ur-patriotie” to mention that . . . 

Well, Michael Collins Piper is here to tell you: our defense secretary, 

Donald Rumsfeld, is a scumbag now and he always has been, He's a war 

profiteer who's been tied up with the Jewish interests for all of his 
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entire adult life. Donald Rumsteld profits from the death of American 

boys and girls, In short, Donald Rumsfeld is... A WAR CRIMINAL. 

 Rumsfeid bia fncrative ties to Cerberus — dnvestments, c 

purchased tie ion aa BOW ee = ee in Bank Leumi, the mone 

largest be bank int Isracl Business Week repo ted on Oct 3, 2005 ibat, at 

fecist cts cit Dack as 2001, R ao WEES an THE celal ir Car DEPUS pra 

cng Jani tire LEF he a, cf major ara A yn Per heise SORE 

wonded veteran af the war aifgit beep thet i mind shoul be or she 

ever bappen to run into Rumsfeld on the street— MCP 

Ves, the bottom line is that if you think Saddam Hussein was a bad 

son ofa bitch, then you should agree that Rumsfeld is, too! 

And where, by the way, are all those “weapons of mass destruction" 

that George W Bush’s Jewish advisors kept telling the president were 

hidden in Iraq, just waiting to be discovered by American forces. 

Was our president ving to us or was he being lied to? 

Let's face it: the president of the United States is EITHER a liar or a 

fool, BUT HIS JEWISH ADVISORS ARE DEFINITELY LIARS! 

Americans do have the right to know if their sons and daughters 

were sent into a war that need not and should not have been fought, 

President George W Bush should show that he really does have cuts 

and promptly fire all of his Jewish “advisors” and go before the American 

pcople—before its too late—and explain what happened. He must 

explain how the Jews misled him and how the Jewish media helped 

stoke the fires of war and how he, too, was taken in by these liars and 

deceivers. 

Let's pray that our commander in chief will now stand up to the 

Jews and expose their war crimes and punish the guilty parties to the 
fullest extent of the law, 

Otherwise when the truth finally comes out, there will—or 

SHOULD be—be a massive nationwide rebellion, within the armed 

forces and within the American population—among people of all races, 

creeds and colors—against the war-mongering power-mad Jewish elite. 

The Jews are always talking about the Holocaust of 50 years aga, If 

the truth about Irag ever comes out there will be a new Holocaust 

unlike anything the Jews ever imagined, 

[hate to always have to say “I tolel you soë but the truth is.. 

“That radical extremist Mike Piper was right all along!" 

MISSILE FORTY-NINE 

Mission Accomplished—NOT! 

Bring the Troops Home NOW 

frost faumediately after the Ciriteed States affleck on frag, 

President George W Bush rushed fo prochitm “Missian 

Accomplished, brit anyone with even more than Dalf a Orem kiet 

thet the president wes efther consctorshy Ding or bal De wes Meane, 

incredibly enough, Powever there were more than a few folks— 

inelnding some pood fr lends of mine Con sorry fo sayj—who misisti- 

ed thet the duty of tee Uniled States wes to Yeman tr Irag and to con- 

Hinge permitting ber sons and daughters to be butchered and 

acenied anid dispatched fa Soldier Heaven, Thais was a Dilter Dill for 

me fo swallow as d so expressed TE in a fetter to (hose teho tere appar- 

ently continuing fo support the ward prayed toat some candied talk 

in EDE oper up Deir Pollow Deads. 

For more than half my life I have been warning (and fighting) 

against the dispatch of American men and women to fight and die in the 

sands of the Middle East, 
My mission, I'm sorry to say, has been an utter failure, 

As this is written,American troops find themselves in the midst of a 
developing quagmire that is not likely to get any better. 

Although the Isracl-Loving Jewish Neo-Conservative Warhawks— 

such as Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, Lewis Libby, Douglas Feith and 

that handful of power brokers who run the Bush administration —prom- 

ised us a “cakewalk” into Baghdad, with thousands (nay, millions) of 

Iraqis cheering and lining the streets with roses, the grind promises 

have FAILED, 

The U.S. military leaders knew better than to believe these lying 

criminals, but loval to the commander in chief—a slimy corrupt little 

Texas operator who is like putty in the hands of his Jewish masters— 

our military leaders, on cue, led American men and women—really, boys 

and girls, many of them—into war. 

The Jewish elite and American Christian fanatics who worship the 

Jewish people and the state of Israel (rather than Jesus the Christ) 

demanded war against Iraq; Said they: 

“We must remember the Holocaust We must protect tiny Israel, our 

only democratic ally in the Middle East. We must mot permit any one 

Arab state ta become too strong such that it could be a threat to Israel” 

Thus America is mow at War. 

Our Middle East policy—tchat is, the Middle East policy of the elite 

controllers of the United States govcroment—has led us to this crisis. 
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Although there are increasing "news" (e. propaganda) reports in 

the broadcast media networks (all of which are Jewish owner, inciden- 

tally) that “the American Jewish community is divided— just like the rest 

ofAmerica—over this wary the truth is quite the opposite. 

Anybody who buys that silly line that “the Jewish people are divicl- 

ed” is a POOL, because a close examination of Jewish community news- 
papers (from the beginning) 5) has shown Tgr cat enthusiasm, although « Care- 

fully worded, of course, in. favor of this war against Irag. 
Next, they say, we are going after Iran, Syria. Libya, maybe even Saudi 

Arabia 
And they want American boys and girls to do it for them, 

Dam PROUD that the Jewish elite consider me an enemy and have 

done much—albeit not ALL—in their power to frustrate my efforts for 
peace. It is a badge of honor. 

Please join me in issuing a loud and public denunciation of the lat- 

est venture in the ongoing “Jewish War of Survival’ known as “Operation 

[ragi Freedom." 

Let us pray that the military lays down its arms, calls for peace, and 

returns to America, 

For our own part, we must must must discipline the Jewish people 

and force them to accept normal standards of human behavior. 

Some would say we should hold them in contempt. | say otherwise, 
I says" Let us educate them, firmly but forthright 

I hope you share my concerns. 

God Bless America! 

Suppert our Troops! 

Bring them home! 

Of confinies fo Amaze and confound me—neariy ten years after 

the foalish invasion of Irag—that so manty good Americans, includ: 

fig some dear friends of mine, tasisi upon saying thet “We Musi 

Support fhe Troaps”’— heat ts, Ibal the troops musi remain iH drag— 

even despite the obefous ies that sent (bent (bere and tbe resulting 

debacle that has accompanied their presence ti thet tragic nalion. 

Such ausplaced “patriotisnt” bas been meanipulated quite cpnicalty 0y 

(be fewish warmongers woo fave learned that all they need to do ts 

create some artificial "enemy ” and Eben tell Americans thet they musi 

“nly “round the flag” fh order to Preserve the American way And as 

a comsequence, miore and More cinerican kids ate ta these Hella 

Jewish Wears of Survival) 

MISSILE FIFTY 

Another No-Win War— 

for Which the Warmongers 

MUST Ultimately Pay the Price 

T Jews h-s pired no-i war M frag continued to get worse 

l and continued to drag on. Despite thot, Dowevern are-bhare 

supporters of the war wouid not back dunun And toe worse lobe iwar 

pol, the more adamantly J beleved it soon wold be time to start 

speaking even more frankly and directly than ever before and con 

demning, fortorighity, bhos who were responsie. Here—ypet another 

of ary PISSiDES on IDES sorry topic, 

(his is a noewin war, as [ve said from the beginning, and I’m 

pretty confident that, whatever the outcome in the end, 

A America and the American people aren't going to be better 

off as a consequence, Another “greatest generation” being butchered for 

the Jews. And ves, this war HAS been brought on DY Jews FOR Jews 

with, of course, the willing aid of bought-and-paid-lor politicians, crooks 

and thieves all, who have no problem with sending off kids to fight and 

die for “Greater Israel.” 

This crap about “American Jews being divided on the war” is just 

that: absolute crap. Sure, there are lots of Jews who do oppose the war, 

but the Jews that count—the powerful Jewish organizations and bigshot 

Jewish billionaires—have been firmly behind the war and the planning 

for it from the beginning. 

I have literally spent more than half my life fighting against U.S 

involvement in a Middie East war on behalf of the Jews and on that 

count, [ have failed.Consistent Tam: as far back as [97 2—yjust twelve 

years old—I was supporting George MeGovern because of his opposi- 

tion to the Vietnam War, But I have never been a pacifist. Quite the corn- 

trary. In fact, el lead the first U.S. battalion to invade Palestine to rescue 

the Christians and Muslims from the Jewish invaders and Ud wave the 

American flag as proudly as | could. 

But the Jews got their war, and, ultimately, it's going to backfire on 

them.The late Pacquita de Shishmareff, better known by her pen name, 
L, — ne —— of Waters eens PET TER once m that “The Jews 

about that. Thar 5 a ae ea ices and y ata and pushing, but 

things always blow up in their faces. 

Sol will have the satisfaction of having been on the cutting edge, so 

to speak, in fighting these warmonger. No regrets whatsoever. | made the 

right decision when I made this my life's work, and I’m glad I did. 
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Sorry, Friends: No More Mr. Nice Guy 

Speaking Directly About a Difficult Subject 

dier cormfinutng fo talch the loss of American men and 

women ih drag—not to menion tbe needless slaughter of so 

Mety Housednds of innoceni frag men women and children, and the 

brutal destruction of d once vibrant nation—] finally decided to 

speak forcefully after baving essentialfy piled my punches for so 

forte. di was forte, T fell, fo siop playing “MWe Nice Guy” and tfp-toetrg 

qiileiiy and avoiding the cold, bard reality of why we found our pril- 

far) (and our national treasure and our nation’s very essence, for 

fot piettier) Hed ap in the debacle in frag in this private message to 

sone of niy friends and offers d dared to speak out 

God Bless America 

God Damn the Jewish Warmongers 

That's right. I said it. And it’s about time somebody is up front and 

says out loud what lot of people are THINKING, 

These Jewish fanatics who say they are “God's Chosen People’ —to 

the exclusion of all other good religious peaple around the world—have 

finally gotten what they wanted: Their war against the Islamic world is 

now being fought right here on American soil and Americans don't even 

understand what's happening . 

Americans don't see that the Jews are trying to drag America into an 

all-out war against foe entire fslanitc wore! 

Most Americans are frankly too stupid to go beyond the sensational 

and often maudlin stories about survivors and victims of the World Trace 

Center lost Americans are too stupid to see beyond the headlines and 

the “sound bites’ of crying, sobbing Dan Rather, Most Americans who are 

waving the flag and saying public prayers don't know that the Jews have 

been promoting tlig-burning and trying to stamp out any mention of 

God or expression of religious feeling in American life. 

Maybe this war is really a blessing in disguise. 

But let's say it once again for the record—while we still have free- 

dom of speech in America: 

God Bless America 

God Damn the Jewish Warmongers 

MISSILE FIFTY-TWO 

Remembering Joseph P. Kennedy: 
Another of the Great “Anti-Semites” 

(That Is, He Was an Opponent of War) 

Des he 2008 fend note fhe AISO Century, those Americans 

, he stood in opposition to needless foreign warg were (eiid 

are) veneraily referred to as “antesSeniutes, since — ds foe facis show'— 

fewish elements Dave been in the forefront bushing for OS. interven- 
How in forefon squabbles at toe bests of which generally fay Jetish 

‘rieresis And as anyone who knows (be bistory of the Kennedy faut 

fy is eed atoare, the charge of “antiseniitisni” bas been repeatedly lev- 
led at Ambassador Josepb D Kennedy, foe founder of tbe esteemed 

Where! American political dynas it uD, Joe Kennedys redi “erie” 

WaS to oppose the Piriou gsS of fhe Jewish forces to embroil the United 
States in the Second Word War Here's an accotint af Kennedys efforts 

lo sta ie peaocideal conflict (bal fore apart modern civilization... 

s arly as 1935, Joe Kennedy told a friend, “| have Four boys 

and I don't want them to be killed in a foreign war” With that 

principle in mind, Kennedy spent the next six years working 

ta prevent the United States from becoming embroiled in what became 

the second world wear 

And then—atter the war actually erupted— Kennedy worked ener- 

eetically behind the scenes to stop the war and achieve a negotiated 

peace that would have saved tens of millions of lives. 

A Wall Street speculator and dabbler in motion pictures, real cstate 

and whiskey, Kennedy was appointed) Ambassador to the Court of St. 

James by Franklin Delano Roosevelt in 1938. FDR considered the 

appointment quite hilariaws—the idea of naming a stalwart Irish 

American as “his” ambassador to Britain- 

Although FDR respected Kennedy's abilities, it was largely because 

Kennedy was known as one of the most influential American Catholic 

business leaders that the appointment was mace in the first place. 

FDR viewed Kennedy's appointment as largely a sop to the Catholic 

vote, The president believed that having this Irish Catholic in London 

wold help overcome the resistance to U.S. involvement in Europe from 

the anti-British Catholic voters of the northeast. 

Little did FDR know that Kennedy would, in fact, emerge as a major 

thorn in FOR s drive for war. PDR's san James later remarked thar "Father 

never dreamed that Joe might put ideology above loyalty, He felt that if 

a policy disagreement ever arose between them, he would simply shift 

Kennedy to another job” 
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In fact, because Kennedy was very much a man of principle, it was 

precisely this reason, as we shall see, that Kennedy, in the end, was 

unable to bring himself to publicly bring down Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt and expose his behind-thescenes maneuvering with British 

intriguer Winston Churchill that brought America to war. 

Kennedy was very much his own man, so much so that Pie Boston 

Post once said of Kennedy that his only drawback was that “he is too reg- 

ular to be a politician. His expressed insight into human nature would 

probably cause a riot on the stump.” 

Shortly after becoming ambassador Kennedy wrote to nationalist 

Senator William Borah (R-Idaho}: 

The more I see of things here [in England], the more con- 

vinced lam that we must exert all of our intelligence and effort 

toward keeping clear of any involvement. As long as I hold my 

present job, I shall never lose sight of this guiding principle, 

As historian Michael Beschloss thus commented, “At the outset, 

therefore, Kennedy's purposes were oppose to those of his patron in the 

White House .., Kennedy was striving to influence the president, the 

Congress, and his countrymen to bar fram American foreign policy the 

alternative of war." 
In a draft of a speech that he sent to the State Department for clear: 

ance, Kennedy said: “Perhaps I am net well informed of the terrifically 

vital forces underlying all this unrest in the werld, but for the life of me, 

| cannot see anything involved which would be remotely considered 

worth shedding blood for 

Upon reading the speech, FOR muttered to his Treasury Sceretary, 

top-ranking Jewish leader Henry Morgenthau, that “The young man 

(Rennedy) needs his wrists slapped rather hard,” 

However, Kennedy was unrelenting. He gave an address in which he 

made it clear that he cient see a war against Hitler as the great save-all 

for western civilization. In his speech, Kennedy said: 

It has long been a theory of mine that it is unproductive for 
bath the democratic and dictator countries to widen the divi- 

sion now existing between them by emphasizing their differ- 

ences, which are now selfapparent ... But there is simply no 

Sense, common or otherwise, in letting these differences grow 

into unrelenting antagonisms. After all, we have to live together 

in the same world whether we like it or not, 
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Although there was a great public furor over Kennedy's speech, his 

son Jack (the future president, then a student at Harvard) wrote to his 

father of the speech that “while it seemed to be unpopular with the 

Jews ete was considered to be very good by everyone who wasn't bit- 
terly anti-fascist.” 

Subsequently, Kennedy himself actually put forth a plan to transfer 

tens of thousands of German Jews to the United States and Africa, hop- 

ing to win the support of the American Jewish community and the 

Roosevelt administration for the effort, but FOR denied any knowledge 

of it and the plan never came to fruition, 

Had Kennedy succeeded, many lives could have been saved on both 

sides of the European conflict that ultimately involved the United States. 

According to Kennedy, there were three options for American for- 

cign policy, One was to pursue Woodrow Wilson's doctrine of “making 

the world safe for democracy” by working to overthrow Hitler, The sec- 

ond was the concept of occupying all vital positions within a thousand 

miles of American shores. Kennedy rejected these options, 

The fife option was Kennedy's recommendation: He suggested 

dividing the globe into four or five independent spheres of influence — 

the Americas, France and Britain, Germany, Russia, and Japan and China, 

Each region would support itself politically and economically but 
would trade with the others as necessary. Kennedy argued that under 

this plan, the world would “settle down to a long peace and security in 

Which the forces for freedom everywhere would once morc have an 

opportunity to develop” 

And bear in mind that during this period, Kennedy had become 

quite a close friend with then-British Prime Minister Neville 

Chamberlain. This surprised many people —FDR in particular—who felt 

that an Irish-American such as Kennedy could never forge an alliance, 

However, Kennedy and Chamberlain were devout men of peace and 

were determined to avoid war with Germany at all costs. In addition, 

both felt that Jewish interests were largely responsible for the clamor for 

war against Hitler, 

Speaking to his many English friends who saw no reason for Britain 

to enter into a war against Germany, Kennedy actually once described 

the policies of the Roosevelt administration of being “a Jewish produc- 
tion.” But Kennedy felt that he had more influence being “on the inside” 

rather than fighting FDR from the outside and did everything in his 
power ta work for peace. 

At one point, Herbert von Dirksen, the German Ambassador to 

London, reported back to berlin on Kennedy's attitude toward Germany 

in particular: 
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Although [Kennedy] did not know Germany, he had 

learned trom the most varied sources that the present govern- 

ment had gone great things for Germany and that the Germans 

were satisfied and enjoying good living conditions . . 

The ambassador then touched upon the Jewish question 

and stated that it was naturally of great importance to German- 

American relations. 

In this connection it was not so much the fact that we 

wanted to get rid of the Jews that was so harmful to us, but 

rather the loud clamor with which we accompanied this pur- 
pose, He himself understood our Jewish policy completely. 

What is not widely known today is that Kennedy himself mace an 

active effort to thwart the drive for war, working to achieve an accord 

with Germany that could have preserved the peace, | 

In the spring of 1939, Kennedy and James D. Mooney, the head of 

Gener Motora | in denna pu as al eae to provide a massive 

‘After a serica of iets = enned representatives from 

Germany came to London and reached an amicable agreement. 

Germany would receive a one-billion dollar gold loan, a return of her 

colonies, and the removal of any restrictions on German trade, In return, 

the German government would agree to limitations on armaments, non: 

aggression pacts with its neighbors, and tree trade, 

Kennedy and Mooney had received commitments from major inter- 

national financiers to provide the money for the loan and Hitler himself 

was reportedly pleased with the peace pact, but the Roosevelt adminis- 

tration managed to scuttle the deal before it ever went through. 

When war was thus finally and seemingly unavoidable, British Prime 

Minister Neville Chamberlain called his friend to his office and, with 

tears in his eyes, Kennedy read Chamberlain's speech to parliament. 

Kennedy then called FOR via trans-Atlantic telephone. 

According to historian Michael Beschloss; “Roosevelt could barely 

recognize the choked voice from across the Atlantic ... Over and over 

Kennedy cried, ‘It's the end of the world... the end of everything ...* 

Despite this, Kennedy was still hopeful that the US could avoid 

entering the war and continued to put forth proposals to prevent it. 

However, at one juncture, FOR told his aide Jim Farley, that Kennedy had 

sent him "the silliest message to me I have ever received. It urecd me to 

do this, that and the other thing in a frantic sort of way" FOR alse told 

Aionist Henry Morgenthau that “Joe has been an appeaser and will 

always be an appeaser” 
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Returning to the United States for a much-needed rest, Kennedy cre- 

ated quite a stir speaking at a Catholic Church in Boston, when he 

warned the parishioners, “As you love America, don't let anything that 

comes out of any country in the world make you believe you can make 

a situation one whit better by getting into the war. There is no place in 

this fight for ws. Its going to be bad enough as it is” Kennedy said he saw 

"no reason= economic, financial or social—to justify the United States 

entering the war. This is not our fight,” he concluded 

Kennedy pulled no punches, He told the Queen of England to her 
face that he felt that the United States should assist Great Britain, but nol 

by sending young Americans to fight and die for Britain. 

While serving in London, Ambassador Joseph E Kennedy met famed 

aviator Charles Lindbergh and the two took an instant liking to each 

other, finding themselves in full agreement that the U.S. had no business 

interfering in the conflict in Europe, Lindbergh wrote in his diaries of 

Kennedy that: “He is not the usual type of politician or diplomat. His 

views on the European situation seem intelligent and interesting.” i 

Mrs, Lindbergh herself noted that she could barely pull her husband 

away from Kennedy and concurred that she saw in him “an Irish terrier 

wagging his tail (a very nice Irish terrier)" Despite his “ugly” image that 

prevails in the mainstream media today, there were some nice people 

who clearly thought otherwise about Kennedy. 

With the growing rift between Kennedy and FOR over FDR's war 

policies, many leading figures in both major parties began to encourage 

Kennedy to come out publicly and oppose Roosevelt, parucularly when 

it became apparent that the president was going to make a bid for a 

third term im 1940. 

Yet, still hopeful that war could be avoided and that he could play a 

part in preventing it, Kennedy said," can’t go against the guy. He's done 

more for me than my own kind. If he wants it, PU be with Aim” 

Thus, Kennedy declared his early support for a third term for FOR 

and later formally endorsed the president in the 1940 election. 

However, as we shall see, there was probably much more to that story 

than initially meets the eye. Although Kennedy did endorse FOR, he still 

made clear his ultimate intention of leaving the ambassadorship by the 

end of 1940.At the same time, Kennedy began to intensify his own effort 

to counter the drive for war. 
At a meeting in Hollywood, before a largely Jewish audience of 

movie executives, according to the actor of Jewish extraction, Douglas 

Fairbanks, Jn, who rushed to report Kennedy’s remarks to the White 

House, Kennedy said, according to Fairbanks, that “the [America First 

Committee and other) groups were not so far off the mark when they 
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suggest that this country can reconcile itself to whomever wins the war 

and adjust our trade and lives accordingly ...." According to Fairbanks: 

[Kennedy] apparently threw the fear of God into many of 
our producers and executives by telling them that the Jews 

were on the spot and they should stop making anti-Nazi pic- 

tures or using the film medium to promote or show sympathy 

to the cause of the democracies versus the dictators. 

Fairbanks concluded his report by proclaiming his view that 

Kennedy had been “violently influenced by strong Catholic appease- 

ment groups and is in favor of a negotiated peace” | 

F Kennedy began meeting with other high-level anti-war figures such 

as publisher William Randolph Hearst, former President Herbert Hoover, 

Charles Lindbergh and others including former diplomat and author 

Lawrence Dennis (who was, in fact, later indicted for “sedition” by the 

‘Roosevelt administration). 

However, shortly before the 1940 election, Kennedy made a return 

trip to the United States and in many quarters it was widely believed 

that he would resign as ambassador to England and thoroughly 

denounce PD's policies and endorse Republican candidate Wendell 
Willkie. The circumstances surrounding that visit remain controversial 

to this day, 

Kennedy arrived in New York, having made plans in advance to first 
visit his friends Henry and Clare Boothe Luce at their home in 

Manhattan A newspaperman said that Kennedy “looked for all the world 

like a man bursting with things to say” 

Yet, something unexpected happened. When Kennedy stepped off 

the gangplank at New York Harbor, he was greeted promptly with two 

messages, a handwritten message from FOR asking him to come to the 

White House and a telegram from Senator James Byrnes €D-5.C.) advis- 

ing Kennedy that he should indeed go straight to the White House. 

An obviously surprised Kennedy immediately phoned the White 

House where FDR was having lunch with House Speaker Sam Rayburn 

and young Rep. Lyndon Johnsen. 

Telling Kennedy to come to the White House, FOR cooed that he 

was “dying” to talk to him. As he did so, the president looked up at his 

guests and reportedly drew his finger across his throat as though he was 

about to cut somebody else's. 

In the meantime, Kennedy told the press, "Tm going right to the 

White House and PI talk a lot when I'm finished with that.” Kennedy 

immediately caught a plane to Washington with his wife Rose, never 
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even letting his friends, the Luces, know of his change of plans 

At the White House Kennedy and his wile were joined by Senator 

Byrnes and his wife and there was a candid discussion of Kennedy’s sti 

tus as ambassador All of the published reports of the meeting as report- 

ed by the participants were in basic agreement as to what happened, 

However, as historian Michael Beschloss notes, perhaps cryptically, 

“The next partion of the dialogue remained a mystery” 

Joho E Kennedy later said that FOR gave his father the impression 

that FOR would supporti Ambassador Kennedy for the Democratic 

Party's presidential nomination in 1944. 

James Roosevelt, the president's son and a close Kennedy friend, 

later said he believed that his father had warned Kennedy that aban: 

doning him would damage to the political careers of the Kennedy boys. 

However, more ominously, according to Michael Beschloss, “others 

later insisted that the president confronted Kennedy with transcripts of 

his indiscreet Londen conversations, acquired through British intelli- 

gence” According to Beschloss, however all sources were agreed on the 

conclusion of the conversations” Kennedy agreed to give a nationally 

broadcast radio address in which he endorsed FOR for re-election and 

that, in fact, he did, much to the shock of many people who had great 

hopes that Kennedy would cmerge as an unabashed national 

spokesman for the burgeoning antiwar movement in America. 

Another Kennedy biographer, Richard Whalen, says that “undeniably 

[there is a] “nagging sense of incompleteness” about what happened at 

that meeting and sugeests that there might have been an “intervening 

quid pro que.” However. Whalen rejects the thesis that there was anv: 

thing suspicious about Kennedy's sudden and apparent about-face. 

Por their own part, according to Michael Beschloss: 

Henry and Clare Boothe Luce were astonished by 

Kennedy's address. For some reason he had failed to warn them 

ol his change of heart and offered little more than a halheart- 

ed apology to the publisher a few months liter. but Mrs. Luce 

continued to wonder what had happened that evening at the 

White House to make Kennedy change his mind, Sixteen years 

later she asked him. 

Kennedy's explanation was that"you just don’t refuse a presidential 

Invitation, andl then, according to Mrs. Lace, Kennedy said: “I simply 

made a deal with Roosevelt. We agreed that if 1 endorsed him for presi- 

dent in 1940, then he would support my son Joc for governor of 

Massachusetts in 1942." 
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So it was, according to Beschloss, “Joseph Kennedy finally reached 

the conclusion that opposing intervention and supporting Franklin 

Roosevelt were irreconcilable. He now realized that the president's 

promises to stay out of war had no meaning, he told Herbert Hoover.” 

For being personally loyal to FOR for so long, despite multiple times 

when he could have single-handedly destroyed the president, Joe 

Kennedy (today said by the media to be “ruthless” and “mean") by now 

realized that he had been had. 

Nonetheless, Kennedy was so relentless in his efforts to oppose the 

war that after he officially left his post as ambassador, it was reported in 

December of 1940 that Kennedy was privately working with a group of 

American businessmen and financiers to arrange a negotiated settle- 

ment between Great Britain and Germany to end the war. Kennedy's liai- 
son in the effort was a Wall Street figure, Bernard E. Smith. 

For his own part, Kennedy apparently planned to join two proni- 

nent British figures to begin a push in England for a negotiated peace. 
But the Roosevelt administration sabotaged the plan. 

Not surprisingly, perhaps, in early 1941 it was reported that the 

Administration was investigating Kennedy’s private activities and his tax 

returns for possible criminal action. 

so in light of later subsequent reports that the Roosevelt Justice 

Department was investigating Kennedy's finances and his personal 

Afairs including his behind-the-scenes efforts to reach an accord with 

Hitler), it scems quite likely that FOR presented Kennedy with a deal he 

Couldn't refuse, 

Although FDR probably did assure Kennedy that he would support 

his son's political ambitions, there was probably more to it than that. 

FDR most likely told Reonedy:"Phay ball or go to jail.” 

Kennedy actually began to write a memoir of his London years and 

toll Herbert Hoover that che book would “put an entirely different color 
on the process of haw America got into the war and would prove the 

betrayal of the American people by Franklin D. Roosevelt” 

But once the United States ultimately entered the war Kennedy 

decided against publishing the volume. Even his efforts to volunteer on 

behalf of the war effort were rejected by FOR who had no use for 

kennedy whatsoever. Kennedy was now determined to put aside lis 

own concerns—he had lailed—andl work toward putting his son, Joseph 

E Kennedy, Ir, in the White House, 

However, young Joe died in an airplane explosion during World War 

lIi on a top-level mission. And while today there are many who “remem- 

ber" that Kennedy was “shot down by the Germans" there's actually 

much more ta the story 
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On October 4, 2009, columnist John Kelly, writing in Te 

Washington Post, perhaps inadvertently let the cat out of the bag regard- 

ing the circumstances surrounding young Joe's death, 

It turns out that Joe Irs plane was not “shot down by the Germans. 

Instead, as Kelly pointed out, "Kennedy's bomber—packed with explo- 

sives and rigged to be operated remotely by radio control from a near- 

by plane—exploded before the Navy pilot could bail out.” i 

Kelly cited the book, The Navy Cross, by Jim Wise, a retired Navy 

captain, which includes a chapter on young KRennedy.According to Kelly, 

[Wise] notes that both U.S, and British investigators cited a 

number of factors that might have caused the explosion. Among 

them: radio static, a jamming signal, excessive vibration, over- 

heating in the electrical circuitry of the arming panel and an 

enemy radio signal. 

In his book, Wise wrote: 

One plausible conjecture was that the most powerful jam- 
ming station in England went on the air just before the explo- 
sion, causing its pulses to affect the remote-control system or 

the arming mechanism in the aircraft. 

Over the vears there have been more than a few who have sug- 

gested that the “tragic accident” was anything but that; rather, that it was 

outright murder, perhaps carried out at the instigation of FOR and/or 
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill who obviously (under the his- 

torical circumstances) also had his own axe to grind with Joe Kennedy. 

Both FOR and Churchill knew that Joc Jr was the apple of his 

father's eye and that killing the son that Ambassador Kennedy hoped 

one diy to see in the White House would be the greatest strike possible 
against the hated American nationalist who sought to foil their war aims. 

It is entirely possible dikewise) that young Kennedys death was the 

work of intriguers in British intelligence not necessarily working at 

Churchill's direct order or, even, that Jewish operatives “arranged” the 

events that caused the explosion. 

In any event, the rumors circulating that Kennedy’s death was actu- 
ally murder could not have failed to reach the ambassacdor—u, in fact, il 

was not Kennedy himself who initiatecdethe speculation, 

Considering all of this, it is probably not without meaning that 

Kennedy was later regularly heard to refer to FDR as “that crippled son 

of a bitch that killed my son Joe. ita 
ee e ý -oo T e 
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In any case, Kennedy’s views about the reasons for and the conse- 

quences of World War I mast definitely did not change as years went by. 

This was evidenced in a 1956 meeting in Palm Beach, Florida 

between Kennedy and a New York-based television producer and enter 

tainment execulive named DeWest Hooker at the time John E Kennedy 

was secking the Democratic Party’s vice presidential nomination. 

(The two had been introduced by their mutual friend, author 

Lawrence Dennis, another critic of FDR's war policies.) 

‘The details of this meeting were related to this author, Michael 

Collins Piper, by DeWest Hooker—who died in 1999—who was a long- 

time friend of mine and quite a remarkable figure in his own right. 

Following a game of golf, Kennedy and Hooker got down to busi- 

ness. Hooker was there to solicit Kennedy—a former movie mogul him- 

self—for Kennedy's financial, political and personal backing for 

Hookers proposed “fourth” network free of Jewish influence, 

After Hooker made his presentation, Kennedy's response was suj 
portive in spirit, but Old Joe made his final position clear during their 

four-hour conference, | 

What Kennedy said to Hooker is, in my estimation, one of the most 

revealing things I have ever heard about the reality of Jewish power and 

the consequences of American involvement in World War I. Hooker 
recalled Kennedy's words: 

Joe admitted that when he was ambassador to England that 

he had been pro-Hitler. However, in Kennedy's words, “we” lost 

‘ithe war. By “we" he didn't mean the United States. When 

[Kennedy said “we,” he meant the non-Jews. Joe Kennedy 

believed that it was the Jews who had won World War IL. 

Kennedy said, “I've done everything I can to fight the 

Jewish power over this country. I tried to stop World War IM, but 

I failed. I've made all the money 1 need and now I'm passing 

everything I've learned on to my sons.’ 

“I don't go with the loser," Kennedy told me. “I've joined 

| the ‘winners.’ I'm going to work with the Jews. 

“Pm teaching my boys the whole score and they're going 

| to work with the Jews. 

“Tm going to make Jack the first Irish Catholic President of 

the United States and if it means working with the Jews, so be 

i. Pm in sympathy with what vowre doing, Hooker," Kennedy 

said, “but I'm not going to do anything that will ruin Jack's 

chances to became president.” 
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Despite this, however, Kennedy told Hooker that there was a bigeer 

agenda at work: Once the Kennedy family achieved the White House 

and consolidated their power they planned toward moving to breaking 

the back of Jewish power in America—by hitting the Jews where ik, 

would truly make a difference: in the financial arena. | 

\ 

In fact, Kennedy said, the intent was to move against the Federal 

Reserve banking monopoly controlled by the international plutocratie 

America—understood money if he understood anything.” 

But there's still more to the story of the meeting between Joe 

kennedy and DewWest Hooker. 

As they parted, Hooker asked Kennedy if there was anything he 

could do to help the Kennedy family's agenda and Kennedy—the old 

politician that he was— said this: 

Yes, as a matter of fact, there is something you can do. Ud 

like you to use your contacts in the right-wing. Have them start 

publishing articles accusing Jack of being controlled by the 

Jews, of being a Jewish puppet. This will have the effect of neu- 

tralizing Jewish opposition to Jack (because of me}, 

The Jews know my views and naturally they'll assume that 

Jack is a chip off the old block. If the right wing starts hitting 

Jack this will give the Jews second thoughts—at least the ones 

who do the voting, 

"While there are these today whe circulate the false story that JPR (as pres- 

ident did move against the Federal Reserve by issuing debt-free U.S. Notes that 

{so [he story goes) were withdrawn mom circulation by Lyndon Johnson imme- 

diately afer JFK's assassination, this story is just mot true. It is a combined prodl- 

uct of wishful thinking, misinterpretation of actual events, and an outright 

refusal to face some historical facts.In reality, the Johnson administration itself 

released LS. Notes inte the American economy in 1966—following a long-stand- 

ing congressional mandate that had been on the books for same time. And for 

those who have any doubts, a simple check of currency dealers on the Internet 

will demonstrate that such U.S. Notes were indeed introduced into the econo- 

my and many can still be obtained today. The complete (and accurate) story 

behind the legend of “JFK's Greenbacks*—which never existed—cin be found 

in my book Final Judgement And while [ take no pleasure in throwing a wet 

blanket on this popular legend, I remain committed to the facts, no matter how 

much they may upset sa many good people who have pliced so much faith in 

this myth—and a myth is what it is. Jn any event, despite the myth that contin- 
wes ta reverberate to this day, the fact is that—as Hooker had learned—the 
Kennedy dynasty did indeed have the Federal Reserve System in its gunsites, 
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In response to Kennedy’s unusual request, Hooker promised 

Kennedy he would do what he could. And being a man of his word, 

Hooker did influence his right-wing contacts as Kennedy had asked. 

Hooker encouraged his friend, American Nazi Party leader George 

Lincoln Rockwell, and other "right wingers" to smear John E Kennedy as 

JFK's father had suggested, His efforts succeeded. 

As one chronicle of the 1960 campaign noted: "The American Nazi 
arty helped too by throwing its support to Richard Nixon—'Nazis for 

Nixon, Kikes for Kennedy was one of its slogans’ o 

This, of course, was inspired by JFK's father and carried out through 

the good offices of De West Hooker and his Nazi friend, although the his- 

toran who wrote of it probably had no idea it was indirectly the work 

of Joe Kennedy And for his part, Hooker always said, "As far as I'm con- 

And his claim was not off the mark, inasmuch as American Jewish lead- 

ers claimed themselves at the time that it was Jewish support for JFK 

that gave him his narrow victory over Nixon in the 1960 election. 

This interesting—and revealing —episode is not likely to be memo 

rialized at the John E Kennedy Library at Harvard or in any friendly biog- 

raphies of the Kennedy family. However, there is no doubt the Jewish 
elite had a fairly good idea of what was going on behind the scenes. 

Considering what ultimately happened in Dallas, Texas on 
November 22, 1963, it thus seems likely that the powers-that-be had a 

fairly good idea of what was going on, 

In the end, Ambassador Joseph E Kennedy’s greatest attribute was 

perhaps also his greatest Naw: he was too loyal and too trusting, 

Gtherwise, Kennedy might have single-handedly been able to stop 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt and the special interests from getting the 

United States embroiled in the second world war. 

MISSILE FIFTY-THREE 

How Many Shoes Does Queen Elizabcth— 
the Rothschild Dynasty’s “Royal” Front Woman— 

Have in Her Godforsaken Palace Closet? 

eae cn trish American —ained as et critic of faipertalisii—pve 

fone bad a bealthy distrust of the British Empire However in 

ay perception, the Settish Empire is really bardiy “Aritish” at at. 

As fo wrote fa my boar, The New Babylon, the kerm “Yiddish” 

entjpire might better be used in describing that bistoric global TAn 

ay eoich, as the facts demonstrate, bas been acting as a tool of ie 

Rothschild Dynasty and futermeational Jewish financial interests for 

sererai Oren hee Years, 

The wobel inirigues of Britain fave afiways been in furthercdice 

af toe Rothschitl interesis—iol tbe fniterests of (be Enghsh people, 1H 

thet regad, d cannot Delp Dut point out that, for all intents and piir- 

poses, (he bngiish royal fonii Das tous been Hile more Loan d front 

for the Rothschild Empire. 

And when one considers the niistrertaient subjected to former 

Piilipoine President ferdinand Marcos and bis ile Mmielda Dy the 

Western media for fhe Marcos frmity’s allevedly famboyant fifestpte, 

it thes scenis appropriate to vaise questions about the lifestyle of the 

British royals whe are frequentiy glorified for tbeir own vest riches 

ce foldiiies. What's sauce for ibe goose fs sauce for the under 

Thus whet follows is aay effort to tura foe tables and demane clos- 

er serati af fie Geitesh voyais cate (oer fooling of TOCE OWH mations 

ieas Alfboush this commentary was Mest pieblished fit the fate 

PUSOe forte? tus the nancial numbers cited world adfffer steriufi- 

cant toe Dasig fowndation of toe loess stetrteds. 

ow many pairs of shoes does the Queen of England have? 

Has anyone ever asked that question? Does anyone really 

care? Queen Elizabeth IL is the world's richest woman, The 

extent af her family's vast wealth—anel its origins—it little known. 

Here's the incredible story—what little that can be unearthed, that is. 

Many populists believe that Congress should promptly begun a full- 

fledged, in-depth investigation of the billions of dolars hidden tn 

Manhattan ceal estate by Britain's Queen Elizabeth, perhaps the wealth- 

lest woman in the workl. 

It's not well known, but (Queen Elizabeth is said ta be one of the 

largest landholders in Manhattan. What properties the Queen controls, 

however, are a deeply-kept secret. And rest assured that Elizabeth and 

her"“royal® family want to keep it that way. 
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Ironic ISt it? America fought for its freedom from British tyranny — 

but now the Queen of England owns most of the Big Apple, America’s 

first national capital following independence. 

Should Elizabeth be brought to New York and made to stand trial in 

federal court on racketeering charges? After all, that's what happened to 

former Philippine First Lady Imelda Marcos, 

Mis. Marcos was tried in New York Citv for the “crime” of having 

purchased just three properties—and this reportedly, according to Mrs, 

Marcos, at the urging of then: Vice President George Bush and the CIA. 

Isn't it appropriate then—if our legal system really and truly does 

treat everybody equally—that Queen Elizabeth and members of her self- 

styled “roval” family will, themselves, be brought to the American bar of 

justice and made to defend their empire building on Yankee shores? 

Few Americans realize how greedy the Queen of England really is, 
According co Pie Netw Vor Times, there are some 400,000 homeless 

youngsters living in the streets of London. Yet we see the Queen doing 

nothing to alleviate their plight: this from a woman who is hailed by her 

billionaire friends who own the American television networks as a “role 

model” for women the world over. 
The Queen's full rank and title alone is enough to raise eyebrows. It 

is: Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern ireland and of Her other Realms and 

Territories Queen, Head of the Commonwealth, Defender of the Faith. 

Elizabeth is well paid, to say the least. Until just recently, on an annu- 

al basis Queen Elizabeth took home a tax-free “salary” of nearly $15.4 

milion dollars. This does not include additional millions raked in by the 

rest of her clan. (She finally consented to paying taxes on her reported 

iIncame—atter immense public pressure.) 
Her mother, known as “the Queen Mother” is the highest paid of all. 

She receives an annual “pension” of $1,243,000. The queen's husband, 

Prince Philip, collects $694,000 yearly; Her sister, Princess Margaret 
rakes in $423,000; Daughter Princess Anne receives $441,000; Second 

son, Prince Andrew is paid $481,000.Her youngest son, Prince Edward, 

squeezes from the English taxpayers an “allowance” of $186,000 a year. 

And although heir to the throne, Prince Charles has no official 

salary, but he still gets a hefty $4 million annual (tax-exempt) income 

from properties in the Duchy of Cornwall captured by force by his 

mother's pirate ancestors who seized power in Britain through bloody 

wars of conquest, installing themselves as the “royal” family. 

Prince Charles’ fortune is said to be worth about $400 million, 

although to keep up his image, Charles turns over to the state 25 per- 

cent of his income from the Cornwall properties in lieu of paying taxes. 
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The royal family's loot is paid out of what is euphemistically called 

the “Civil List.” Now, in order to stifle criticism, the list wil no longer be 

calculated on an annual basis. Instead, it will be calculated once every 

decade. This way, che Queen's propagandists figure, the public will be 

less likely to respond negatively to their royal rulers expensive tastes if 

they are not exposed to the piracy on an annual basis. 

Believe it or not, even though the Queen has an entire worth of 

$10.7 billion—not $10.7 million—$10.7 billion, she was exempt from 

paying taxes until, as noted, just recently. 

(The poll also found that 36% of those who responded said that the 

royal family was “an expensive luxury the country cannot afford”) 

Queen Elizabeth was nothing like her grandmother, the late Queen 

Victoria. Victoria paid taxes voluntarily. 

In all fairness to the Queen, however "only" $860 million of the total 

sum is the Queen’s personal property. The rest of the take is considered 

hereditary possessions of "the Crown" that pass from one king or queen 

to the next and cannot be sald. 

However, there is no indication that the (Queen and her royal House 

of Windsor are planning to give up their claim on the throne within the 

next several penerations. Thus, in effect, the gigantic multi-billion dollar 

fortune remains a family affair. 

The Crown Estate owns, among other things, 270,000 acres of 

British agricultural land and the right to 30% of Britain's shoreline 

between the high and low watermarks. The Estate also controls all the 

land under territorial waters extending out 12 miles and mineral rights 

(except hydrocarbons) out 200 miles. The mineral rights bring in rev- 

enues of $19.1 million annually, 

Elizabeth docs collect $5.6 million in income from her $2,000 

estate known as the Duchy of Lancaster which was seized by her royal 

ancestor, King Henry Il from several of his foes. The Queen uses this 

income to support her favorite charities and to pay wellare benefits to 

retired servants, 

Because of her status, the Queen need not reveal the nature of her 

far-flung worldwide corporate holdings—an empire established 

through the blood, sweat and tears of millions of English men and 

women who fought “in service ta the Crown” 

The royal family's minions were forced to invade foreign lands, con- 

fiscating their riches, and enslaving people in Africa,Asia, the Middle East 
and anywhere else the “roval” get-rich-quick artists saw a fast buck to be 

made. And today what is purported to be “The British Museum" is actu 

ally a warehouse of valued antiquities looted by the British Empire from 

their colonies in Africa and Asia. Nothing “British” about them! 
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The only true genocide in the world was perpetrated by the British 

Empire. The Tasmanian race which inhabited the island of Tasmania was 

wiped out. Thousands were shot for sport by British hunters as in a fox- 

hunt, complete with uniforms, bugles and gala events, 

Not only is the Queen one of the biggest New York real estate 
tycoons (rivaling even hotel queen Leona Helmsley) but she also lias 

large holdings in France and West Germany. 

The Queen's own “privately-owned” Sandringham House, a 274- 

room castle, and Balmoral Castle in the Scottish hishlands are valued at 

a combined $90 million. 

While the 600-room Buckingham Palace, the Palace of 

Holyroodhouse, Windsor Castle and Kensington Palace are ostensibly 
the property of the British government, these two showplaces are for 

the exclusive use of the "royal" family alone. 

Upkeep costs for all of the royal residences jumped by 22% last year, 

although inflation in Britain averaged a correspondingly miniscule 9.5 

percent. It naw costs $49.6 million to keep the Queen's chambers in 
order, 

Although, at one time, the roval family was responsible for main- 

taining these costs, over the years they have managed to shift the bur 

den onto the British taxpayers. According to “royal watcher” Andrew 

Morton, “Over time, the monarchy has unburdened itself of its fiscal 
responsibilities while retaining its financial privileges” 

Omitting the costs of security and a new jet, the Royal Families 

annual expenses cost $101.5 million—paid for by the beleaguered 

British taxpayers. 

When the Queen wants to sport about London she has a choice of 

either five Rolls Royce limousines or one of seven horse-drawn coaches, 

she also has three aircraft, purchased at the cost of S77 million and 

which cost $14 million annually to maintain. 

For short jaunts the Queen has two helicopters. She also has a pri- 

vate lecar train which costs an annual $2.8 million to maintain. This is 

not to mention the Queen's 412 foot yacht with a crew of 286.This cost 

$17.9 million to maintain just last year alone. 

The total estimated value of Her Majesty's jewels and art fincludine 

priceless da Vincis, Michaelangelos, Rembrandts and others} are valued 

at $75 million. One diamond alone is valued at $12.3 million. 

The Queen's horses and stables—inclucding a 100-acre stud farm— 

are Valued at some $20 million, 

Most secret are Elizabeth's stock portfolios which are estimated at 

$675 million—a healthy investment indeed. 
The Queen's defenders (many of them well-paid public relations 
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hacks claim that much of the $1.1 bilion in Britain's annual tourist 

income can be attributed ta interest in the royal family. 

However, as Philip Howard, an expert on the monarchy writes, “If 

you add the concealed costs of the monarchy, and subtract the con- 

cealed profits, you arrive at the conclusion that such arithmetic is not 

worth the calculation.” 

The facts are there for anyone who wishes to investigate. The British 

buccaneers who call themselves royalty are guilty of the worst form of 

worldwide looting, corruption and mass murder ever seen, Yet they are 

being allowed to get away scot-free. 

Even Harold Grooks-Baker, the publishing director of Burkes 

Peerage, has been forced to acknowledge, “The whole issue of the 

monarchy is very problematic in this country. If I had to bet on there 

being a monarchy in 20 years, [wouldn't do it” 

[Isn't it about time that the House of Windsor—the house of ill- 

repute—be held accountable for its global piracy? 

MISSILE FIFTY-FOUR 

A Proposal for a Final Solution 
of the International Terrorist Problem 

howe tn our babhetic modern era most People belfeve that 

Aine source of danger to the world are so-called “Islarno-fas- 
cists” nebo are bebind global terrorism, toe following fetter that T 

addressed lo some Radite [Diks look d straiehtforward approach to fae 

reality of terrovrisni—and particularly the circuuistances surrounding 
the III tragedy From tbe beginning, as Goose fermiliar with ty writ 

mics noiu J bave ahvays belfeved Israel was responsible for Gf f, 

he critics of Israel have been proven right once again! Israel 

knew in advance of the impending Sept. 11 terrorist attack 

on America and did nothing to stop it, And there’s also evi- 

dence sneaking out that the Israelis may have even had a hand in insti- 

gating the everis. 

Some people are beginning to wonder if the “evidence” against 

Osama bin Laden is even “evidence” at all and suspect that it may have 

been disinformation fed to the U.S. authorities through Israeli networks 

in the Middle East. 
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(This would explain why President Bush has attempted to defocus 
attention on bin Laden, to the surprise of many, many people.) 

The facts about Israeli foreknowledge of the 9-11 tragedy were first 
unveiled in a shocking series of reports by highly regarded investigative 

journalist Brit Hume and his colleague on Fox News, Carl Cameron, and 

broadcast between December 11-14. 

Then, the Paris-based Intelligence Online followed up on the matter 

and has broken the story wide-open, first through the pages of the dis- 

tinguished French daily, fe Monde, and now through a wide variety of 

Independent news sources that are helping keep the story alive. 

This information presents a great moral quandary for both sincere 

supporters of Israel and for those who support Israel for political and 
financial reasons, 

AS President George W. Bush so rightly put it:"You are either with 

America or you are with the terrorists.” 

Israel is not with America, Israel was with the terrorists. 

The truth is that ANYONE—ANYONE—who continues to support 

Israel or do the bidding of the Jewish lobby and its powerful financial 

supporters in America is a lowdown, filthy, vile, disgusting, pro-terrorist 

piece of slime! 

President Bush and Secretary of State Powell should PROMPTLY do 

the following: 

1) Declare a formal State of National Emergency based on the evi- 

dence of Israeli foreknowledge and/or complicity in the September 11 

terrorist attacks. Privately advise all foreign nations that a major strike 

against Jewish terrorist power is underway and to “stand down” 

2) Seize the assets of American Jews (and Christians) who support 

the state of Israel: this would inchide all major newspapers, television 

networks, banks, insurance companies, ete—the very sources that pro- 

vide Israel] the financial means necessary to carry out espionage against 

America, The operations of all Jewish-cavned media outlets should be 

suspended until the National Emergency is over. 

Contingent with this, launch missile attacks on Israeli targets. The 

United States, in collaboration with allied nations should begin a con- 

certed missile assault om the state of Israel to weaken its military 

machine. This should be followed by a lancl-air-and-sea assault in order 

to rescue the beleaguered Palestinian populations. 

4) Make a public declaration through all media outlets that there is 
evidence of Israeli foreknowledge and/or complicity in the September 

11 terrorist attacks. 

This public pronouncement should acknowledge that, contrary to 

propaganda from Jewish-owned media outlets, it was indeed the heavy- 
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handed power of the Jewish lobby that forced an American forcign pol- 

icy that resulted in dissatisfaction with the United States by Muslim and 

Arab states fand the rest of the civilized world, most particularly our 

European allies). 

4) It is likely that when Americans learn that the Jewish controlled 

press has been covering up Jewish complicity in the events of 9-11 that 

there will be rioting and looting of Jewish-ownedl stares and business 

establishments, 

In order to ensure tranquility and to protect American Jews who are 

not complicit in Israeli intrigue (and this includes many, such as attor- 

ney Mark Lane, philanthropist Alfred Lilienthal, scholar Norton 

Meavinsky, famed pollster Phil Panitch and others), it may be necessary 

to use military and national guard troops to selectively capture and 

detain those who ere suspected of Israel intrigue. 

5) Round up all other American Jews Cand Christians) who are 

known or suspected of supporting the state of Israel. 

These persons should be thoroughly questioned (and tortured, it 

necessary, just as Israeli supporter Alan Dershowitz urged the torture of 

Arab American suspects) to determine whether they are now Cor have, 

in the past} provided any form of financial or tactical support to Israeli 

intelligence agents who have been determined to have been operating 

on American soil, 

This five point program will bring an end to Middle East terrorism 

and will put an end to Jewish and Israeli manipulation of U.S. forcign 

anid domestic policy. 

Individual citizens can help in this important fight before President 

Dush and Secretary Powell take formal action by government fiat. 

Our policy will not be to target “Jews as Jews” No, we will also tar- 

gel American Christians who also support Israel. (This way we cannot 

be accused of being “anti-Jewish” since we are not. We are simply against 

Jewish tyranny as practiced in Isracl} 

We shoukl BOYCOTT all businesses owned by supporters of Iscacl; 

We should PUBLICLY SNUB all supporters of Israel: 

We should DORIVE OUT OF OFFICE all politicians who continue to 

stipporl Israel. 

How do we start? Here's a program, Here's how to do tt in a demo- 

cratie Fashion: 

If you know a Jewish person, simply say "Are you a sionist sup 

porter of Israel, or do you believe in hunti rights and believe that the 

Christian and Moslem Palestinian Arabs should have a right to help gov- 

ern a secular democratic state in which Jews and Arabs can live togeth- 

er treelw?" 
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(This same question can be directed to a Christian whom you sus- 

pect may be a supporter of Israel. In many respects, these pcople are 

even more odious than Jewish supporters of Israel.) | 

If the Jewish or Christian person raises even a single question inl 

response to you about the idea of a secular democratic state for all peg 

ple of all religions, that means this person is a “Zionist” and that this per- 

son should and MUST be shunned and boycotted, 

That's right, If we use the same tactics against the Zionists that Dr. 

Martin Luther King used during the civil rights struggles, we will back 

the Zionists to the wall and FORCE them to act like human beings., 

Otherwise they will continue to run roughshod over human rights. 

This is the DEMOCRATIC way to bring peace ta the Middle East and 

to restore Muman rights and liberties in the DEMOCRATIC tradition. If 

the Zionists resist, then they will only force people to take harsher 

actions and we don't want that ta happen. 

Americans are the best friends the Jewish people ever had and we 

need to treat them like we treat our own bad children tiat we love. We 

need to chastise them and PUNISH them and bring them into line. If 

they refuse to behave, then we must “send them to reform school,” so to 

speak, by cutting off their foreign aid supply line, by cutting off our 
financial support for their businesses in America, and by making it clear 

that they have no place in “polite” society. 

It's that simple, LETS DO Pr! 

MISSILE FIFTY-FIVE 

The Vatican Blasts the Jewish Lobby 

fine fedy with whom d wes fore aequainied was a devol 

member of the Roman Catholic Church and although she 

Wes Ver)! MUCH dwar of malien fewise Political influence in tlds 

comniry she made energetic efforts to proclaim berself a friend of the 

feeish peopie The following fetter d wrote ta ber was an effort to 

weiderscore to Der the point thal, in fect, even ber own Catholic 

Cotrco bad serious reservations about fewish trffuence . 

{huis news is so exciting that I had to share it with you imme- 

diately, Once again, it turns out that That crazy radical Mike 

Piper was right again!" Here's the story . 

The Vatican has issued a not-so-subtle blast at aie influence of the 

Israeli lobby and the wealthy Jews over the American media. 
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This is news that the media (not surprisingly) is keeping under 

oes You won't read about it in your eal shel a Or — Dan 

m — — a 

— | y aM 

Catholic e Chureh s sex scandals. 

I only picked up the story in a report by the Buropean-based 
Reuters News Agency published in the small circulation Washinglon 

Tines. lve enclosed a copy for vour personal inspection, 

(As you know, I always DOCUMENT my allegations regarding the 

intrigue by the Jewish groups. That way they can't say that I “imagined” 

something or “made it up." That's what the Jews and their silly support: 

ers often try to suggest.) 

What is most significant is that in tracing the media's interest in the 

church's troubles, the Vatican has hinted at the behind-the-scenes power 

of the inter-connected handful of powerful pro-Israel families and finan- 

cial interests who dominate the media monopoly in shaping the media's 

News COVETHEE, 

Published on June 1, 2002 the Vatican-approved article Matly asserts 

that—at least in part because the Catholic Church refused to support 

the much-ballyhooed and media-promoted Persian _Gulf W ar against 
: saddam Hussein in 19O)]—the controllers of the American “media 

monopoly have nursed a grudge against the church. 

And while, in this context, the Vatican doesn’t say it directly, it ts 

absolutely beyond question that it was the pro-Israel lobby that was che 

prime mover behind the war against Saddam who has long been per- 

ceived as ane of Israel's areatest enemics, 

(Youll recall that long ago I sent you little-noticed news items 

regarding the Holy Father and his friendly approaches to Saddam 

Hussein. This is something that the Jewish warhawks will never forgive!) 

In addition, in recent months—sinee the Sept. 11 attacks— Israel's 

American lobby (actively abetted by the media monopoly) continued to 

push for war against Iraq, despite the fervent opposition of career 

American military leaders, even including the entire Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Given that—as the record indicates—the media's sudden and 
intense interest in the church's problems did, in fact, evolve alter Sept. 

11, itis interesting to note that Crete Cetfolica also cited the aftermath 

of 9-11 in its dissection of the media's attacks on the church: 
The journal suggested that the Catholic Church's appeals against 

“vendettas” against the Arab and Muslim world in the wake of 9-11 also 

offended the media, which has been heavily promoting an anti-Arab and 
anti-Muslim agenda, often quoting so-called “experts” on terrorism and 
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on the Middle East who are—more often than not— advocates of Israeli 

policy and often directly affiliated with Israeli intelligence, 
While no one excuses either the Vatican or other church officials for 

misfeasance, malfeasance or non-feasance in handling the travesty of 

sexual abuse by priests, the truth is that the problem has been one of 

long-standing and has really been no secret whatsoever. 

It Lwas only after a 1l—as any content analysis of daily news coy- 

devoting SQ) nach space to the Spee to the politt that “the term 
“Catholic” is now become almost synony mous in many people's minds 

wW ith" pedophilia” —a scpurge Which is, by no means, limited to any one 

religious affiliation, Some critics note, for ex ample, that pedophilia is 

actually advocated in the vile and disgusting Talmud, the true holy book 

of the Jewish religion, 

Observers say the fact the Vatican has fired back at its enemies— cit- 

ing their hidden motivations—is a veritable “warning shot across the 

bow” that could very well point toward a new, bald approach to world 
affairs by the Catholic Church which, for the last fifty vears, has 

approached its dealings with Israel and its worldwide supporters in a 

most gingerly fashion, 

“That crazy radical Mike Piper was right all along!” 

You're right, in a sense: 

I ert a little crazy to take on the most powerful, corrupt, evil peo- 

ple on the face of the planet—the richest people in the world. 

But lam obviously “thinking like the Vatican," so I guess it could real- 
ly be said that, “That crazy radical Mike Piper is doing the work of our 

Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ” 

Amazing, isn't it? 

(Actually tn retrospect, it's a remarkable thing fo watch the multi- 
level chess pame being Played between fhe Vatican and Orewntzed 

Jewry One teek a feist newspaper wil make some grand pro- 

nowncenent along the hnes toat "The Vatican is preparing lo say thet 

Loe worked mist! worship fhe Jews above aii" and the mass media will 

Follow up witb mews reports along those ines, Then, tiwo weeks later 

buried in a small report in the pages of The New York Times there wil 

be a brief notation that the Vatican fas suggested that perhaps the 

original reports were overstated T do not exaggerate that continuing 

phenomenon at all While there are most definttely strong Jewish cane 

Masonic fafluences within the Roman Catholic Charch—e tragedy— 

i believe thet the Church still remains, at least for now, a force for 

good, standing in some apposition to global Jewisb titrigies. —MCP) 

MISSILE FIP DT T-SLA 

Woodrow Wilson: American Nero 
Destroyer of the Republic 

fthomeh an argument can be made that Trankil Delano 

LRoosevell wes tbe most dangerous mean ever fo serve fn the 

Wivte Hovse—and then, again, others wight argue that such d 

description quite aptly applies to George W Dush, bistory sieeests thet 

Woodrow Witson—itn many respects—teins thet dubious bonor The 

following essay, originally published fa The Barnes Review, fs g ais- 

turbine account of the record of Mie Witroan ff iwas dlining Bis ddtiin- 

istration that America Degan reaching ever further toward the status 

ofan imperial troublemaker And, of course, TE was under Wilson Thal 

ihe infamous federal Reserve System was established, Pirning contral 

of America’s money over to the Jewish plutocracy This selection is nol 

comfortable reading, Oy amy ameans, Out itis an inportant record of 

the intrigues of Woodrow Wilson—fbhe American Nero. 

he administration of our 28th president, Woodrow Wilson, 

saw the enactment of the progressive federal income tax, the 

establishment of the Federal Reserve System and the involve- 

ment of the United States in the first-ever “world” war that set the stage 

for World War IT, the Cold War and the never-ending series of “brush tire” 

wars that have followed. Here’s the little-known story of Woodrow 

Wilson and his ideological leanings and the high-level, behindthescenes 
forces that brought Wilson to power, selling the stage for where the 

United States is today. 

Mainstream historians portray Woodrow Wilson as a vanguard of the 

Progressive Era, a forward-looking realist who ushered America into 

modern times, Wilson is hailed as a globally oriented statesman who saw 

the need to abandon the isolationism of the past and open up new vis- 

tas for the United States in the world arena. Although admiring histori- 

ans almost uniformly score Wilson tor his failure to bring the United 

States into the League of Nations, they praise his valiant efforts to do se. 

Others—ineluding historians such as Prof. Harry Elmer Barnes, in 

whose memory The Barnes Review is decdicated—have a less favorable 

view of Wilson. They recall his duplicity and beluned-the-scenes treach- 

ery in bringing America into World War I—a war many Americans 

viewed as a European quarrel in which the United States had no busi- 
ness, and which, it might be added, faid the foundation for the postwar 

struggles that led to the outbreak of the second world conflagration. 

Populists remember Wilson as the president under whom the mod- 

ern Federal income tax (inspired by fhe C cpnuariitretst Manifesto) Was 
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first instituted, through the controversial 16th Amendment. They also 

recall that it was under Wilson the privately owned banking monopoly 

known as the Federal Reserve system came into being. Others point out 

that Wilson was one of the first American presidents to attempt to insti- 

tutionalize the theory of “free” trade as national policy. Under Wilson, 

popular election of U.S, senators began, withdrawing the traditional 

Constitutional mandate of state legislatures to elect the members of the 

upper house of Congress—a major blow against the republican form of 

BOYCTHIMC Ht. 

Wilson, clearly, is a controversial figure, Yet, despite all the debate 
over Wilson's policies and his legacy, few people (outside academie cir- 

cles) are actually aware of the origins of Wilson's world view. And to 

understand Wilson's world view is to understand the forces that drove 

America’s 28th president into pursuing the policies that he did, 
Although Wilson was elected president in 1912 as a Democrat—the 

party of Thomas Jefferson and Andrew Jackson, two of America's tower- 

Ing populist statcsmcn— Wilson was anything but a populist or a nation- 

alist. If anything, as Wilson's sharply critical biographer, Jennings Wise, 

wrote in 1938, Wilson was a“disciple of revolution” 

The son of a Presbyterian minister and an English-born mother, 

Wilson was born in Virginia in 1856, but raised in Georgia. And one 

might expect young Wilson, growing up in the South, to have absorbed 

and echoed the sentiments held by most southerners of the post-Civil 

War era of Reconstruction. In fact, however, according to Wise, Wilson 

himself began to “look askance upon all but the British democracy." 
Under the tutelage of his father—who had become disillusioned 

with the American system as a consequence of the Civil War that left his 

Confederacy in ashes—Wilson became (ike his father) an ardent 

Anglophile by the time he took up his studies at Princeton. According to 

Jennings Wise: 

By the end of his senior year he had become the leading 
debater in college, $o set was his character, and so firmly devel- 

oped his prejudices, that he refused to take the tariff side in a 

college debate against free trade, because of his admiration for 

[British Prime Minister William Ewart] Gladstone and British 

free trade policies, 

Wilson entered the University of Virginia (founded by Thomas 

Jefferson) to study law, but he was never quite at home there. “Disliking 

Jefferson as lacking in force, he was out of harmony from the beginning 

with the university where Jefferson was held almost a divinity. In 
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Woodrow's own words.” according to Wise, “he became ‘something of a 

Federalist! looking upon [Alexander] Hamilton [Jefferson's great adver- 

sary] as‘the greatest American statesman, not excepting Washington ” 

Frail health gave Wilson the opportunity to escape Jefferson's uni- 

versily and Wilson completed his law study at home. But although 

Wilson went inte law practice in Georgia, the academic arena continued 

ta beckon, Wilson entered graduate school at Johns Hopkins University 

inl Baltimore where he studied political economy, philosophy, history 

andl government, While at Hopkins, Wilson completed his graduation 

thesis published in 1885 under the title Congressional Goverinient, 

This volume was Wilson's effective declaration of war against the 

American Constitutional republic. Wilson wrote: 

The Constitution is not honored by blind worship. The mare 

openminded we become, as a nation, to its effects, and the 

prompler we grow in applying. with the unhesitating courage of 

conviction, all thoroughly tested or wellsconsidered expedients nec- 
essary to make selbgovernment among us a straight forward thing 

of simple method, single, unstinted power and clear responsibility, 

the nearer will we approach to the sound sense and practical 

genius of the great and honorable statesmen of 1787. 

Although Wilson's words, one might think, sound a tribute to the 

Founding Fathers, Wilson's biographer summarized Wilson’s attitude 
quite well: "Plainly he chafed under the bonds of the Constitution” In 

fact, Congressional Government was a tribute to the British parliamen-: 

tary system that Wilson had so long admirel, 

And now, moving in the rarefied circles of what some would later 

call “the Eastern Establishment, Wilson—like his associates —was 

becoming cancerned with the growing populist movement that was 

taking off in America's hinterlands under the leadership of men such as 

William Jennings Bryan of Nebraska, According to Wilson's biographer, 

the young academic was “convinced, like his intellectual associates,” that 

Bryan's philosophy was “the product of a dangerous nationalism” and 

that “America must be led away from the traditional policy of isolation 

characteristic of both national parties” In this mode, according to Wise: 

Wilson had now come to believe in the necessity of an Anglo- 

American alliance, He further averred that both national parties were 

moribund and urged the formation of a third party. Plainly he had in 

mind one that would abandon the old American isolationism, which, he 

felt, had became a threat ta the world, Being but an unknown professor, 

he naturally made no headway with this proposal. 
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By 1895, Wilson had increasingly come to look upon himself as 

some form of statesman. But he also realized his world view was not in 

“syne” with the thinking of most Americans.“ Wilson had long since seen 

In the danger of Bryanism a great political opportunity for himself? 

noted Wise, but, “moreover, he had learned that... he must stop talking 

about the superiority of the British over the American system of tov- 
ernment." 

Thus, in an attempt to essentially cover himself, Wilson set about 

drafting a life of President Washington: "He was now ready to make a 

popular appeal to the country by glorifying the Patriot Father! wryly 

commented Jennings Wise. 

By the time Wilson finished his manuscript he was on the verge of 

a physical breakdown, but he was well enough to call attention to the 

fact that “there were thirteen letters in the names of bath Geo. 
Washington and Woodrow Wilson"—through, it might be added, a typi- 

cal Wilsonian trick of remembering the Father of Our Country by an 

abbreviated first name. 
In the finished manuscript of his book, George Washington, Wilson 

even went so far as to suggest that Washington had longed, at one time, 

to return to his home in England—although, of course, Washington was 

a native-born American, Wilson's critical biographer, Wise, in one of his 

more generous comments, describes this as an “almost grotesque bun- 

der” on Wilson's part, but ic did certainly provide an insight into Wilson's 

enthusiastic Anglophilia, 

Despite all this, Wilson's new work on Washington had the remark- 

able effect of giving Wilson the appearance of being some sort of “con- 

servative® or traditional American nationalist rather than the revolution: 

ary that he truly wus. 

By 1902 Wilson had become ensconced—his academic reputation 

erowing—us the president of Princeton, And here, at Princeton, his asso- 

ciation with the movers and shakers of the Eastern Establishment laid 

the groundwork for his move toward the Oval Office. 

As president of Princeton, Wilson's personal finances and his uni- 

versity incame were supplemented by endowments by Wall Street fig- 

ures who saw in the dreamy Wilson a pliable tool of the future. Wilson, 

asa potential presidential candidate, had already been “bought and paid 

for” He was also eminently blackmailable. OO 
In 1906 an event took place that was not only to have a major 

impact on Wilson's personal life, but on the course of America’s future. 

Renditions of this story have been told in bits and pieces in a variety of 

places, but here may be the first time that the entire story has ever been 

told in one place in detail. 
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In 1906 Wilson suffered a stroke that left him blind in his left eye 

and suffering periods of numbness in his right arm. At his wife's urging 

he went to bermuda for a vacation in order to rest and recover There le 

met Mary Allen Hulbert Peck, the vacationing wife of a Pittsfield, 

Massachusetts woolens manufacturer. While Mr. Peck was busy tending 

to the family’s business in New England, Wilson took up with Mrs. Peck. 

Although Wilson had earlier told his wife of his own studious efforts 

to control “the riotous elements in my own blood? the Princeton sehol- 
ar enjoved the adulterous @alliance so tremendously that he arranged to 

return ta Bermuda for two months in January and February of 1908 in 

order to actively resume the liaison with Mrs. Peck. 

Upon returning to his family, Wilson confessed his affair to his wife, 

who announced her forgiveness. However, Wilson obviously had the 

affair on his mind when he went to Pittsfield, Massachusetts, the home 

of the Peck Family, where he declared tin a speech, “Uf there is a place 

where we must adjourn our morals, that place should be in what we call 

the private life. It is better to be unfaithful to a few people than to a cot- 

siderable number of people” 

Clearly, Wilson had come to define a new standard of morality in 

order to justify, at least in his own mind, the betrayal of his wife. Wilson, 

as we shall sec, was coming to perceive his own destiny as something 

much bigger and more important than his Christian ideals and his dedi- 

cation to his wife and family, 

But the confession to Mrs. Wilson was not the end of things, Mrs. 

Peck took out a house in New York City and in 1909 and 1910 Wilson 

resumed his relationship with the woman, 
According to one Wilson biographer it was now a full-fledged love 

affair. Wilson himself had long told Princeton’s graduating seniors that 

they should realize, essentially, that the Ten Commandments were [lext 

ble, that ethical situations were “complicated by a thousand circum- 

stances” and Wilsons affair was evidently one such circumstance that 
enabled Wilson ta circumvent the laws of Cod. 

However, this dalliance with Mrs, Peck was not Wilson's only extra- 

marital exploration. It seems as though Wilson was so energized by his 

adulterous affair with Mrs. Peck that his new outlook on morality had 

led him into the arms of yet another married woman, the wife of a col: 

league at Princeton. That ladys name is lost to history, although, to this 

dav, the story of Wilson's escapade with Mrs. Peck has often been con- 

fused with this additional indiscretion But in fact, as we shall see, this 

second affair proved even more momentous in the course of history. 
During this time, though, Wilson was moving step-by-step toward a 

political career. Prime mover behind Wilson’s political ambitions was 
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George Harvey, the editor of the influential Harpers Weekly and, accord- 

ing to historian Ferdinand Lundberg, a “henchman” of the LE Morgan 

banking interests (which, it might be added, were essentially American 

fronts for the European Rothschild financial interests). In 1910 Harvey 

eased Wilson's election to the New Jersey governorship and promptly 

began laying the groundwork for Wilson's bid for the upcoming 1912 

Democratic presidential nomination. 

Upon his election to the governorship, Wilson enced his physical 

relationship with Mrs. Peck, but the two did continue to correspond as 

Wilson began focusing on his future political ambitions. How ever, that 

allair—and the matter involving the wife of his Princeton collenapue— 

would yet come back to haunt Wilson. 

In New Jersey and elsewhere, admirers and detractors alike agreed 

on one thing: Wilson was quite the orator and an able politician. But 

Wilson saw in himself much more than that. Wilson, actually, had berun 

to perceive himself to be some sort of messenger from God. 

At ane point Wilson described his awn desire ta be “a minister to 

the state ...an instrument of judgement, with motives not secular but reli- 

gious.” The would-be president and world-shaper said chat he felt that he 

was one leader “who conceives in his mind those reforms which are 

based upon the statutes of morality; who tries to draw society together 

by anew motive, which is not the motive of the economist or of the 

politician but the motive of the profoundly religious man” 

While such views, on their face, could be hailed by many religious 

people as noble goals, there were more than a few people who detect- 

ed a strange, even frightening, aura about Wilson. One Democratic fung- 

tionary said that Wilson gave him, as he put it blunth, “the creeps.” 

According to the party hack, “The first time | met him, he said something 

to me, and I didn’t know whether God or him [sic] was talking” A few 

more mystical among Wilson’s critics would rise to point out that in the 

Bible, even demons are known as “gods.” 

Behind the scenes the international money lords were rallying — 

albeit quicthy—in favor of Wilson, Among the names of the high-pow- 

ered financiers who were funding Wilson were Jacob Schiff of Kuhn, 

Lorh ay Co, and C —— oo of the Nation: al C Sea Bank, s along WwW i 

New Yi = attorney sianel Tere a leading ARE in T increas- 
ingly powerful Jewish community in New York and across the country. 

In America’s Sixty femiffes, Ferdinand Lundberg described the 
political maneuvering of the period as “the politics of agzerandizement,” 

and that is precisely what it was. The plutocratie elite were mancuver- 
ing to pul Woodrow Wilson in the White House, 
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In his monumental study, The Sirangest Friendship in History, 

George Sylvester Viereck examined the rather bizarre personal and pro- 

fessional relationship of President Woodrow Wilson and his closest advi- 

sor und alterego, “Col” Edward Mandel House. The Wilson-House rela- 

tionship impacted subst: intially upon Wilson’s internationalist policies, 

with House acting in many ways as “copresident, although some would 

even go so far as to say he was Wilson's “controller” 

A longtime behinc-the-sceenes politic al operative in Texas, the enig- 

matic and shadowy House was the son of an English immigrant who trad 

acquired a summer home in Massachusetts and ingratiated himself with 

the eastern plutocratic elite As the history of House and his associations 

demonstrates, it is thus no wonder that later critics of Wilson cand 

House} commonly referred to House as “an agent” of the international 

financial interests of the Rothschild banking empire. 

Among those in House's inner circle was one Theodore Marburg 

whom Wilson biographer Jennings Wise describes as “one of the world’s 
leading economists and internationalists,” whose views reflected, among 

others, the influence of the Bi ank of England and other one-world forces, 

including the Rhodes Scholars at Oxford, The Rhodes Scholars were fol- 

lowing through with the stated desire of the late Cecil Rhodes, yet! 

another satellite of the Rothschild empire, who dreamed of “the fur- 

therance of the British empire, for the bringing of the whole uncivilized 
world under British rule, for the recovery of the United States, for mak-| 

ing the Anglo-Saxon race but one empire.” 

Marburg worked closely with American industrialist Andrew 

Carnegic—=who shared his tnternationalist views—in attempting to 

coordinate efforts by the international banking community to shape the 

course of global affairs for the ultimate purpose of what has been 

termed “the enforcement of universal peace"—that is,a“one-world” gov- 

ernment. The English branch of this internationalist bloc was the Fabian 

Society —remembered tod; ay as the driving force behind socialism in 

En England. In the United States, Marburg set up the American Association 

for International Conciliation, Among its members included a diverse 

array Of religious figures, academics and others. 

However, the funds for these globalist ventures were provided by 

American syndicates of the Rothschild financial empire including the 

ha inking | houses of Paul ul Warburg and Oto Kahn. Yi wung “Jewish states- 

man” and financier Bernard Baruch could also be found operating 

behind the scenes. 7 
While Marburg, in the years approaching the 1914 presidential elec- 

tion, was favorably inclined toward the re-election of President William 

Howard Taft, House saw in Woodrow Wilson an ideal candidate through 
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which to combat the populist and nationalist tendencics in the 

Democratic Party represented by the party's three-time presidential carn- 

didate William Jennings Bryan. House was watching Wilson closely and 

made contact with him even as Wilson’s advisors were urging him to 

“look up Col. House. He's been doing a lot of good work for vou” 

AS history records, House very | became a kev Player d in me 

at ver in fag Y oodrow Wilson's word View. 

When the two figures met, House brought to Wilson's attention an 

unusual novel that he had written, It was entitled Philip Oru— 

Adnunistrefor, a lantasy about a young American, Philip Dru, : and how 

he came to be leader of the United States and about the policies he car- 

ried out. According to Jennings Wise, House and Wilson discussed the 

book and the philosophy put forth therein at length, 

In fact, as students of history know, Philih Dra—Administrator was 

a blueprint for a socialist dictatorship, and many of the programs put 

or in House's —, volume ultimate si C ame to dois a part of the 

But Ww hile Wilson's move tow; ard the White Poue was being pushed 

forward, his opponents leaked word of Wilson’s adultery, and in April of 
1912 Wilson's briefcase was actually stolen from a Chicago hotel room 
by someone who was apparently attempting to gain incriminating evi- 

dence of Wilson's personal indiscretions. It is known that Wilson corn- 

tacted Mrs. Peck and told her that “malevolent foes" were trying to 

destroy him. He also sent her money, presumably to buy her silence. In 

any event, Mrs, Peck divorced her husband several months later. 

However, despite the backing that Wilson was receiving, the biggest 

obstacle in Wilson's path to the White House was Wilson's longtime béte 

nod, populist William Jennings Beyan, who was making yet a fourth bid 

for the Democratic presidential nomination (having lost the presidency 

in 1896, 1900 and 1908 as the Democratic candidate). However, at the 

Democratic Convention, Bryan's campaign began faltering, and his pop- 

ulist supporters began moving into the camp of Missouri populist 

Bennett “Champ” Clark, 

Wilson's big money backers saw that action was necessary:to pre- 

vent the stampede toward Clark by Bryan's followers and “leaked” word 

that Wall Street was quietly supporting Clark. This maneuver tricked 

Bryan into lashing out against Clark, crippling Clark’s candidacy. This left 

the Democratic convention wide open, and after several ballots, Wilson's 

nomination was assured, 

For the November election, Wilson was not only facing incumbent 

Republican President William Howard Taft, but also Taft's former friend 
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and sponsor, President Theodore Roosevelt, Having unsuccessfully chal- 

lenged Taft for renomination, Roosevelt was now running as an inde- 

pendent candidate on the ticket of a party of his own creation, the 

Progressive Party, popularly known as the “Bull Moose” movement, 

In fact, the same Wall Street and Rothschild money interests pro- | 

moting Wilson were raising funds and propping up Roosevelt's third 

party candidacy. These forces had their own reasons for supporting the | 

effort to divide the Republican vote between Taft and Roosevelt and 

thereby guarantee Talts defeat and Wilson's election to the presidency.: 

The circumstances rose directly from the rise of the communist 

Bolshevik movement in Russia that the government of Czar Nicholas H 

wis working to suppress. Although it was common knowledge at the 

lime, and frankly acknowledged in diplomatic communiqués and fre- 

quently mentioned in the press, it is not well Known today that the 

Bolshevik movement was overwhelmingly Jewish tn origin. Thus, the 

Bolsheviks had a vested interest in claiming that the czars attempts to | 

suppress Bolshevism were acts of "antisemitism" when, quite the con-| 

trary, the evidence demonstrates chat the Jews were flourishing freely in 

Russia, In fect, to this day there are those who say that it was precisely 

because Nicholas filed to suppress the Jewish population that his 

regime fell and the Bolshevik takeover of Russia took place. 

In any case, American Jewish leaders, including the aforementioned 

International banker Jacob Schiff (among Wilson's sponsors) 

approached President Talt and demanded that the United States imme- 

diately break its long-standing and historic diplomatic and commercial 

ties with cvarist Russia. They also demanded that Tall veto a literacy test 

on immigrants proposed in Congress that, if incorporated into American 
immigration law, would have prevented many millions of Jewish immi- 

erants from Russia from coming into the United States. 

Thus, Talt was surprised, to say the least, when, on February 15, 

1911 Sechiff and his colleagues came to the White House and presented 

him with a prepared statement on these issues that they wanted Taft to 

release to the press and to Congress. The “statement” drafted in Taft's 

name did not reflect the president's views in any way and the American 

president told the Jewish leaders, frankly, that the interests of the 

American nation as a whole would not be served, cither domestically or 

internationally, by taking the actions the Jewish leaders demanded. 

The White House meeting ended ona bitter note with Schiff refus- 

ing to shake the president's hand and thën later cdechiring,”* This means 

war! And war it was.The Jewish elite intensified their efforts against Taft 

and began maneuvering for his defeat. Woodrow Wilson was one of the 

pawns in the game. Although, in 1912, B'nai Brith, a leading Jewish 
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Masonic organization, gave a medal to Taft, calling him “the man who 

had contributed mosi during the vear to the welfare of the Jewish 

cause,” the actions of the Jewish leadership during the previous year 

Cand in the months that followed) indicated clearly that, public relations 
notwithstanding, Talt was “out” as far as they were concerned, 

Thus, when Theodore Roosevelt opted to launch a third party can- 

didacy on the Bull Moose ticker, Wilson's backers on Wall Street and in 

the Jewish elite saw the opportunity to split the opposition GOP vote 

between Roosevelt and Taft and throw the election to Wilson. 
That is precisely what happened. Wilson won with 41.8 percent of 

the popular vote and 445 electoral votes. Roosevelt actually outran Taft, 

came in second with 27.4 percent of the vote and carried 88 electoral 

votes. The beleaguered Taft trailed in third place with 24.18 percent of 

the popular vote and only eight electoral votes. Taft had paid the price 
for independence and had been removed from the presidency. 

For his own part, upon his election to the presidency, Wilson made 

great overtures to assure his influential backers, particularly the Jewish 

community, that he would be compliant with their wishes, so much so 

that one critic, industrialist Henry Ford, later published the comment in 

his newspaper foe Dearborn fidependent, that “The Jews made much 

jor Woodrow Wilson, far too much for his own good, They formed a solid 

ring around him.” One of those Jewish leaders in Wilson's inner circle 

was the aforementioned New York attorney Samuel Untermyer. 

It was Untermyer who brought Wilson some most unpleasant Tews 

shortly after Wilson was sworn in as president. Untermyer came to the 

White House and advised the president that although be dike others in 

the American Jewish community) had been a contributor to Wilson's 

campaign he (Untermver) had been retained in his capacity as an attor- 

ney to bring a breach of promise action against Wilson. Untermyer's 

client was the lady from Princeton with whom Wilson had conducted 

the adulterous affair. 

The lady had since remarried and taken up residence in 

Washington, D.C. where her stepson, of whom she was fond, was in 

trouble to the tune of $40,000 involving some financial indiscretions 

relating to his work fora bank in the nation’s capital. The lady, through 

Untermyer, gently suggested that perhaps the new president might have 

easy and immediate access to such large funds and that if her ex-para: 

mour could come up with the funds that she would noc be inclined to 

release a number of candid letters that Wilson had written to the lady, 

Wilson expressed his gratitude to Untermyer that the lady had 

approached one of his Democratic Party allies in the Jewish communi- 

ty rather than an attorney with Republican connections—a complica- 
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tion that could have been embarrassing indeed. However, Wilson made 

it clear to Untermyer that he did not have the $40,000 required, 

Untermyer, however, offered a solution: Untermyer not only came 

up with the $40,000, but he also made certain that not only no breach 

of promise lawsuit would ever be brought, and also obtained control of 

the incriminating letters and kept them for himself, assuring Wilson that 

no one else would ever see them. 

Untermyer did ask one thing in return for his consideration: that 

when a vacancy occurred on the Supreme Court that Woodrow Wilson 

might ask Untermyer for his recommendation as to whom Wilson might 

appoint. Such a vacancy soon did occur with the convenient death of 

one of the sitting justices, and Untermyer put forth the name of Louis 

Dembits Brandeis, who did indeed rise to the Supreme Court, the first 

person of the Jewish faith to assume a post on the high court. 

Thus, Woodrow Wilson's personal in discretion of some years before 

had set the stage for much bigger developments after Wilson achieved 

the presidency 

In fact, according to an admiring biographer, Professor Bruce Allen 

Murphy of Penn State University, writing in The Brandeis Trankfurier 

Connection The Secre! Political Activites of Tipo Supreme Conrl 

Justices (the other being Brandeis’s protégé, Felix Frankfurter): “Guided 

by Brandeis ... the American Zionists acquired substantial political influ- 

ence in a short period of time.” 

Through what Murphy describes as “invisible wires into many gov- | 

ernment bureaus, Brandeis became a kev power behind the throne in 

the Wilson administration. And in a few short years, Brandeis was also a 

key player, as England’s closest high-level ally, in the effort to push | 

America into the evolving war in Europe. As Samuel Landman, the forj 

mer secretary af the World Alonist Organization disclosed: 

“The only way to induce the American president to come into’ 

the war Gvas) to secure the cooperation of Zionist Jews by promising 

them Palestine, and thus enlist and mobilize the hitherto unsuspectedly 

powerful forces of Zionist Jews in America and elsewhere in favor of the 

Allies on a quid pro quo contract basis." = 
The direct result of this behind-+he-scenes deal was the Balfour 

Declaration issued by the British on November 2, 1917, establishing the 

legal basis upon which the state of Israel was ultimately established. In 

fact, Brandeis himself had final approval of the declaration even before 

Britain's k foreign m minister, Arthur 1 Balfour (after whom the declaration is 

named) h ad seen it hi himself, g ' 

The irony of Wilson's m: anipulation by Untermyer gand then by 

Brandeis) is that vet another of Wilson's adulterous adventures came 
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back to haunt him: the matter of Mrs. Peck. This happened in May of 

1915. By this time, the first Mrs. Wilson had died and the president was 

already involved in a blossoming relationship with a vivacious 

Washington widow, Edith Bolling Galt, to whom he was engaged. Mrs. 

Peck (three years divorced from Mr. Peck) showed up at the White 

House for what one writer has referred to as “frank discussions" with the 

president, presumably involving her financial needs, not to mention the 

previous relationship that she had had with the president during his 

days at Princeton, 

Shortly thereafter Wilson came up with $15,000 with which to buy 
several mortgages that Mrs. Peck held on property in New York, but this 

apparently was not enough to silence her. The presidents sonin law, 

Treasury Secretary William MeAcoo, advised Wilson that he had received 

an anonymous letter saving that Mrs. Peck had been showing off letters 

she had received from Wilson and essentially bragging that the $15,000 

was a bribe for her silence. 

hy whatever means, Mrs. Peck was convinced to remain silent there- 

after and her letters never reached the public. Perhaps Samuel 

Untermyer had worked his legal legerdemain once again and gained 

favors from the president similar to those involving the appointment of 

Louis Brandeis to the Supreme Court, 

Yet, while the story of Wilson's affair with Mrs. Peck has become 

part of the Wilson legend, the other more explosive story of his affair 

with the lady from Princeton and its very clear influence on Wilson's 

presidential decision-making, has been carefully excised from the “off 
cial" story of Woodrow Wilson, 

The only reason the story ever received anv airing Gn independent 

publications) was because an American Jewish businessman, Benjamin 

Freedman, an carly associate of Wilson, later told the story. (For more on 

Freedman, who converted to Catholicism and be came an ardent critic 

of Zionist power in America, see the July/August 1999 issuc of The 

Barnes Review.) 

Today, as we noted earlier, there are many who confuse the story of 

Mrs. Peck with the story of the lady from Princeton, but now, for the first 

time ever, the truth about both affairs has been delineated by TBR in an 

effort to set the historical record straight, 

So it was that through the process of blackmail and cdouble-dealing 

and political intrigue at the highest levels, Woodrow Wilson was 

ensconced in the White House. The rest, as they say, is history, The mas- 

sacre of World War I set the stage for Wilson's attempt to force America 

inte the League of Nations, a globalist scheme to police the world, and 

set in place a veritable global government. 

THE WILSONLAN REVOLUTION ... 21) 

Woodrow Wilson's personal “god complex” became more evident 

during this time. In fact, at one point, Wilson himself tokl prominent 
Jewish leader, attorney Felix Frankfurter, a Brandeis protégé, that he 

(Wilson) was “the personal instrument of God” at the postwar Versailles 

conference where Wilson, in league with his Zionist advisors, sought to; 

reshape the world, , 

British Prime Minister David Lloyd George believed Wilson "regard- 

ed himself as a missionary whose function was to rescue the poor 

European heathen from their age-long worship of false and fiery gods” . 

At one point Wilson announced to those at Versailles that “Jesus 

Christ so far [has] not succeeded in inducing the world to follow His 

teachings because He taught the ideal without devising any practical? 

scheme ta carry Gut his aims.” i 

After Wilson's pronouncement, according to Lloyd George, French 

Premier Georges Clemenceau—already quite familiar with Wilson's 

flights of faney— opened his dark eyes to their widest dimension and 

swept them around the assembly to see how the Christians gathered 
around the table enjoyed this exposure of the futility of their Master” 

Wilson's messianic visions notwithstanding, Versailles and its after- 

math were a shambles for the course of world history. Belgian general 

and historian Lean Degrelle frankly describes Germany's Adolf Hitler as 

having been “born at Versailles.” 

According to American ‘populist economist and historian Lawrence 

Dennis, writing in 1940 in The Dynamics of War and Revolution: 

The Wilsonian revolution of international idealism was one 

of destruction, net creation... 

The Wilsonian revolution liquidated such workable social 
integrations as the Austro-Hungarian empire and the German 

empire, the first of which was decrepit when dissolved by the, 

international idealists, 
ut the internationalists could destroy better than they 

could build. They replaced these nineteenth century political 

integrations ... with oo workable 20th century substitute... 

Since the war, all that democracy has created of historic impor- 

tance has been a sterile and suicidal internationalism ... 

Nationalist opposition in a wareweary America scuttled Wilson's 

plans for U.S. entry into the League-of Nations and what was the fore- 

runner af what is today referred to as “the New World Order” and 

Wilson, beaten down, collapsed in exhaustion, crippled by a stroke. 

A few have even alleged that Wilson may have also been suffering 
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from venereal disease (perhaps as a result of his indiscretions) which is 

known to cause brain damage and insanity. 

In any case, bedridden and bitter, Wilson spent the last years of his 

second term a virtual recluse in the White House although (in another 
of his flights of taney) the physically and emotionally ravaged Wilson, at 

one poimt, actually instructed his subordinates to attempt to gain him a 

third nomination for the presidency in 1920. Nothing ever came of that 
nite drean. 

After leaving the White House, Wilson settled into retirement in the 

nation's capital, seldom venturing out, but occasionally receiving visitors 

who would hear Wilson muttering darkly against his critics who had 

frustrated his grand design for a New World Order, Wilson placed hirni- 

self again on the level of God, saying, "I have seen fools resist Providence 

before, angl I have seen their destruction. You can’t fighe God” 

Wilson died—in his own last words—"a broken machine, in 1925. 

‘His legacy: world war and destruction, burdensome taxation, incredible 

deficits, debt money ancl interest slavery, the decline in national sover- 
eignly and ever-growing federal intrusion upon liberty. 

| Had Americans only studied Wilson's workd view and been made 

aware of the secret forces behind the scenes that were sponsoring 

Wilson's drive lor the presidency, the United States—and the people of 

the workl—could have been spared so much tragedy and suffering, 

(ANDONGO fconsider Franklin Delano Roosevelt fo certataty be 

one of ibe most treacherous figures in American and world bistory I 
do fora is s saje to sey, based upon bis record, that Woodrow Wilson, 

H sore respects, was even worse fein FOR, for ft was Wi Ison whose 

years me the Wole House laid the groundwork for much of ihe tred- 
SOMONE internationalism ibat followed, setting the stage for 

i OOSEL ens $ RJY —AC P) 

MISSILE FIFTY-SEVEN 

Who Wants War With Iran (and Everybody Else?) 

T: dra Geet for war will iran echoed Precisely thal of foe 

eoriier dewnand for war against frag. The one and oly ethnic 

eroni—the one and onfy organized group of any Rind for toat mat 

for—colling for iar dualni dran iwas ibe fewtst fooby Dats noe 

poini that f drove bome in a letter to the editor af my bometown 
newspaper pointing oni who wanted war and who didnt.. 

Are Polish-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

Mo. 

Are Serbian-Americans clamoring for war against Iran’ 

No. 

Are Chinese-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

Mo, 

Are Irish-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

MO, 

Are ItalianAmericans clamoring for war against Iran? 

Mo. 

Are Hungarian-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

NO. 

Are Mexican-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

Nag 

Are Japanese-Ameriqins clamoring for war against Iran? 

NO. 

Are Scottish-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

PEN. 

Are GermarAmericans clamoring for war against Iran’ 

No, 

Are Shovic-Americuns clamoring lor war against Iran? 

No. 

Are Austrian-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

No. 

Are Vietnamese-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

No, 

Are Awedish-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

NO. 

Arc Aarmenian-Americans clamoring for war against Irar’ 

No. 

Are Polish-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

NO, 

Are Duteh-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 
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NO, 

Are Indian-Americans clamoring for war against Irar? 

No. 

Are Pakistani-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

No. 

Are Arab-Americans clamoring for war against Iran? 

NO, 

Are Czėech-Americans climoring for war against Iran? 

No, 

Are our battle-tested generals and admirals in the Pentagon clamor: 

Lng for war aedinst Pran’ 

wo, Not at all, 

In fact, famed writer Thomas Powers (a confidant of many top mili- 

tary leaders} noted in the prestigious Mem Fore Renew that “the locus 

of opposition to attack on Iran is not in Congress but in the Pentagon,” 

And this is precisely what Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Seymour 

Hersh, writing in fee New Yorker magazine has also asserted: that OUR 

MILITARY LEADERS OPPOSE A WAR AGAINST IRAN. 

$0 then, why is the Jewish Lobby in Washington clamoring for war 

against Iran? And they are, 

The Jewish Lobby is paying absolutely no attention to what our gen- 
erals and admirals are saying. 

In other words, the Jewish Lobby gand its supporters across 

America) are disloyal to our troops and their commanders! 

That's disgusting. They should be ashamed of themselves. 

Isnt t about time the overwhelming majority of the American pea- 

ple stand up—united—and demand that the warmongers be brought to 

heel? Otherwise, a military assault on Iran could spark a global nuclear 

holocaust that could put an end to our world as we know it today. 

MISSILE FIFTY-EIGHT 

“There'll Be A Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight” 

A Response to Quentin Tarantino’s 
fnglorious Basterds 

afyimood's Quentin Tarantino flabbergasted many people 

H with the release of Dis friar, Inglorious Basterds, which, in 

effect, ploriffed Jewish revenge dgafnst the Nazis, presenting the most 

horvible nages of brutality and fibumeanity in what cole oniy be 

described as a positive fashion. Responding fo Bat vile fini d fiunped 

fifo action and on d brogdcast on my radio forim Crow Heard et 

milcheelcolinspiper podbean conh d presented a review” of a Min— 

purely fictions, af cotrse—ldal d said MiC be considered a seguel 

to Inglorious Basterds, reflecting wbai meal be described as foe count 

erepotit Heres a ioanscrittion of (oat brocedceast. 

onight's broadcast is a summary of a forthcoming new movie 

that some say is a sequel to the film, faglorions Gasterds The 
movie starts out with the scene of a roaring, angry, fanatical 

crowd, somewhere in ancient times. 

The crowd is screaming “crucify him! Crucify him’ We never see 

who He is but we hear a voice saying,“ Ye are of your father, the Devil. 

In the next instant we are amidst an explosion. a bomb exploding 

at the King David Hotel in Jerusalem and the horrible chaos that erupts. 

There are visions of bloodied British soldiers crawling out of the ruins, 

sirens screaming, an ald Arab woman with her arm blown off—a small 

baby being pulled from under a pile of rubble. 

Cut to a scene of Count Folke Bernadette being gunned down by 

Jewish terrorists, 

Next we sec dozens of Arab women and chiklren being machine- 

gunned as their homes are set alre. Ariel Sharon's image appears as a 

giant figure overlooking the scene with a bright smile upon his face. 

The word NAKBHA—Arabic for “catastraphe"—the memory of the 

ilicit seizure of the Holy Land by Zionism— explodes upon the sereen. 

Fast forward to a bomb exploding at the Voice of America office in 

Cairo in 1954 as the voice of an Israeli intelligence officer says,"We must 

make this appear as though it were the work of Muslim terrorists. No 

Israeli connection must be found.” 

We see John E Kennedy being sworn into office. 

We see him meeting Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion, We 

see the image of Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion and hear his 

voice: "Mr. President: Israel's existence is in danger” 

Cut to an image of James Angleton, the CLA’s devoted liaison to the 
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Mossad. We hear his voice: "JFK must cease and desist in his efforts to 

undermine Israel's nuclear endeavors, If he will not cease and desist, we 

must make him do so” 

Suddenly we see Dealey Plaza in Dallas, Texas. November 22, 1963 

A triumphant John E Kennedy is blazing through the city in his motor- 

cade, Shots ring out. The famous Zapruder film—real or not—comes 

to view at frame 314 and John E Kennedy's head explodes in a show- 

er of blood and brains. 

And then the image comes: Israel explodes its first nuclear weapon, 

Suddenly we are sailing in the Mediterranean, off the coast of Egypt. 

Amercian sailors are aboard a ship as the Stars and Stripes flaps in the 

breese. We see an image of James Angleton, the number three man in the 

CIA. We hear his voice: "The ship will be in place on June 8, 1967." 
Planes begin approaching and a fussilade of fire rips across the ship. 

Torpedo boats begin approaching. “It must be the Arabs!" shouts one 

sailor to another. The scene shifts abruptly. We are aboard one of the tor- 

pedo boats. We're on the bridge with the Captain and he's looking 
through his binoculars. The camera zooms in to the name of the ship 

that's under attack: it is the “94 Liberty 

And then a torpedo lets loose. We watch as it strikes amidships in a 
giant KHA. 

We see the Liberty in drydock, Ron Kukel and other Liberty sur- 
vivors are shown trying to identify their 34 dead shipmates, Its a grue- 

some Image to be sure, 

The scene fades to one of the rescue ships. We see young Phil 

Tourney sitting down with Admiral Isaac Kidd. We hear Kidd's voice sav- 

ing, “Never ever speak about this anyone. If you do, you may face court 

martial—or worse” 

We see the turmoil of the 1960s. Race riots, the antiwar protests, We 
see Lhe office of the ADL in New York City and a voice says, “He's vetting 

out of control, He's a loose cannon” 

And then we hear a new report about the assassination of Martin 

Luther King. Bobby Kennedy claims victory in the California primary. We 

hear a voice with an Israeli accent proclaiming, “He's been talking about 

reopening the investigation of his brother's murder We need not con- 

cern ourselves about that any longer” 

Richard Nixon is sworn into office. And then we hear Nixon's voice 

saying, Get me the files on Israel's nuclear weapons program.” We see 

Images OF Nixon, Yasser Arafat and the King of Saudi Arabia. 

Wwe hear Nixon's voice “If the Jewish lobby continues to undermine 

my efforts for peace, Im going to rip up my 1975 state of the Union 

address and tell the American people just what the Hell is going on. 
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We again see James Angleton, We hear his voice.“Some people just 

don't learn from history. 
We sec the headlines of Watergate. We see Richard Nixon's farewell. 

jimmy Carter becomes president, We see the Camp David accords 

We see a headline in The Mew York Tintes: “Jewish voters disillusioned 

with Jimmy Carter” And we hear Jimmy Carter saying, “After I get in for 

my second term, Pm going to fuck the Jews.” 

We see the 1980 election map. It's a Reagan landslide. We hear one 

broadcaster saying, "Ronald Reagan has won a greater percentage of the 

jewish vote than any Republican in a century. | 

George Bush Sr, becomes president and we hear his famous speech. 

“I'm just one little guy fighting against this big powerful lobby” And we 

sce former Mossad officer Victor Ostrovsky. We see his book, The Other 

Side of Deception.” On the screen we see an excerpt from the book 

describing a Mossad plot to kill President Bush. 

Next, it's the first attack on the World Trade Center. We see the head- 

line from Robert I Friedman's little-noticed article in The Village Voice, 

"MOSSAD LINKED TO WORLD TRADE CENTER ATTACK" 

AND THEN we're in Oklahoma City. We see Timothy MeVeteh and 

the Murrah Building. We see the media proclaiming that “this has all the 

carmarks of a Middle East conspiracy” Over and over again we see 

Saddam Hussein's face, We sce Saddam firing a gun into the air We see 

screaming crowds of angry Arabs. 
And then we see Bill and Hillary Clinton. We hear Clinton's voice, 

“It's pretty clear that they want us to go to war against Saddam. They 

want us te think he did it” 

Clinton adds: “Well, Fm not going to go to war against Irag. Tell 

Janet Reno that this was one lone nut. That's our official line on this”. 

And then we see Monica Lewinsky's pretty face. We see the headline 

from The Mew York Post: "Israel Blackmailed Gill with Monica Sex Tapes.” 

We hear Hillary Clinton’s voice:“I think it's time for a Palestinian state.’ 

George Bush is sworn in as president. We see him surrounded by 
such faces as Richard Perle, Poul Wolfowitz, Douglas Feith, William 

Kristol And we hear voices saying, “Attack Iraq. Destroy Saddam,” 

And then it's September 11—the Trade Towers come down, One 

after the other. And we see George W Bush saying,“ You're cither with us 

or you're with the terrorists." We see Osama bin Laden's face and he 

turns into Saddam Hussein. And then we see Saddam and his face 

morphs into Bin Laden. Over and over and over again. 

And America goes to war against Iraq and Afghanistan and the 

images of bloodied civilians are intercut with pictures of Americans 

waving flags and George W Bush smiling brightly. 
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And then we see Benjamin Netanyahu, We see the image of Iranian 

President Ahmadinejad. And we see Adolf Hitler. We hear a loud patriot 
broadcaster, Alex Jones, braying, “The Nazis actually won World War IL. 

They furineled their assets into the Bilderberg group And now they are 

trying to take over the world once again” 

We sec Ahmadinejad morphing into Hither and Hitler turning inte 

Ahmadinejacl. 

We hear Benjamin Netanyahu saying, “If America won't fight for us, 

we'll take the whole damned world dawn with us." 

And the movie begins... 

A troup of American diplomats are shown at the U.S. State 

Department." They bombed our installations in Cairo in 1954. It's time 

for payback” We see a distinguished looking diplomat in conference 
with a group of commandos. Next, bombs going off all over Tel Aviv. 

A group of American sailors are sitting inside their submarine. It's in 

chaos. “Remember the Liberty,’ one of them says. 

And we see a group of renegade sailors talking with their Captain, 

saving, “Sip its in your hands” And we see the Captain nodding his head 

quietly, There’s an Israeli vessel sailing nearby and the Captain says: 

“Prepare to fire’ The next scene we see is an American torpedo (with 

the words remember the Liberty painted upon it, with an American flag) 

cruising through the water. The Israeli ship explodes, 

We see the Kennedy compound at Hyannisport. We see a rear view 

ola grey-hured Ted Kennedy and see the Kennedy clan gathered around 

him. We hear his inimitable accent. “It’s time for payback” There are a 

number afAmerican military otficers—-all red-headed Irishmen—stand- 

ing nearby, 

Suddenly, we're at a giant “Rally for Israel" in downtown New York 

ind we hear a voice saving, “Welcome the Prime Minister of Israel” and 

his motorcade roars into view. 

We sce three sniper teams—those red-headed Irishmen—preparing 

their weapons. And the shots ring out, The Israeli prime minister's head 

explodes in a halo all too reminiscent of what happened in Dallas, 

The halo of red suddenly morphs into the red and orange clay of 

rural Oklahoma And we're on a ranch, We see a sign saying, “Oklahoma 

City: 20 miles” A group of ranchers are having a cookout, but there’s an 

interesting mix of allLAmerican types of all races. A sign says: "OK 

Bombing Survivors and Families Reunion” 

We sec an elderly black woman saying, “They killed my grand- 

babies And we see one rancher say,"Well, what goes around, grandma, 

comes around." A black fireman says," We'll see to that." 

Cut to the explosion that tears apart the Israeli consulate in Los 
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Angeles, We hear a newsman say, “We haven't seen anything like this 

since the Murrah Building.” 

The flames of the Israeli consulate suddenly turn into fames of a 

pile of burning brush and as the camera pulls back, we see an older 

man, tall and cistinguished, with his arms on the shoulder of a cowboy. 

We hear the older man saying, "Son, they gave me a screwing and they 

did the same thing to you. You did want they wanted and they still 

blamed it all on you."The younger voice, says,” Yeah, they ruined our iam- 
ily name” There's a pause, and the older man savs, "I was CIA director 

forty vears ago, but I've still got friends in a lot of places” 

And suddenly we see a worldwide map. We sce flashes of explo- 

sions at all points worklwicde, Headlines scream: “Worldwide attacks on 

Isracli diplomatic installations. Hundreds dead." 

Suddenly we are in the Oval Office. We sce military figures, diplo- 

mats, politicians facing us. The rear of the presidents chair is visible. A 

black-skinned hand is resting on the arm of the chair, One politician 

avs: Wewe had it up to here with the Jews. An admiral says, “Yeah, no 

more wars for Israel” A one-armed man says: “I was just working as a 

clerk in the World Trade Center and this is what our grand ally Israel 

gave me” He waves the stump of his arm. A military figure says:“They 

have the bomb and they will use it. They've got to be stopped,” 

The voice from behind the chair says firmly, with resolution. “The 
lime has come. Something has ta be done! The back hand picks up a 

real phone and speaks:*Mr. Putin please. This is the president," There ts a 

quel pause. Were moving, We must” 

In Moscow we see the Kremlin and inside we see a muscular shad- 

ow over a group of military officers. A voice says: "The Americans are 

prepared to take on Zionism, the force that destroyed our nation and 

hele us in bondage for so long.” 

Flush buck to the White House. A military figure savs: "What about 

the Chinese?"A gruff general says;"They have no truck with these peo- 

ple” The president's voice says: "They've already given their assent. 

In Moscow we see the Kremlin and a closeup of the Russian leader 

speaking into the phone.“It is a go." (in Russian}. We see Russian missiles 

creeping up through the ground. 

In Washington, at the Pentagon, a general savs:"The President says, 

its a go" And American submarines are being alerted. 

The missiles are launched. 

We see a map of Israel. We see Tel Aviv incinerated. 

And the music begins to play—the old sone: “There'll Be a Hot Time 

in the (Hel Town Tonight.” 
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The Modern-Day Pharisees 
Have Looted America 

bong fhe word ei never once appeared fi the following 

essay ar wes Published in American Free Press, toe Anti 

Defamation League (ADD of B'nai Mrith featured this item as an 

eae Of “anthemic” Preachines (Dat were rife tn the aftermath 

of foe econoanuue meltdown fn toe United States. As published fin AFP 

foe trem: wes entitled “Today s Financial Pharisees Will Take Taxpayer 

Dalloni & Disappear d an fatrhy certain thal fhe average American, 

reading fits iiem, would berdly Bave been moved fa go oul and rat 

cee d Jewish cemetery, force a Hasidic rabbi to cut off bis own Deat- 

tific locks, of perbaps, bob d sprcgogite. 

or the last seven years we have been told that the greatest 

threat to America and its people came from abroad, We now 

learn the truth. The greatest threat to America comes from 

within—trom those said to be “the best and the brightest," some of the 

best-educated, most talented, highest paid people on the face of the 

planet: the big money boys of Wall Street, 

While viewing Manhattan fram their $25 million penthouses, week- 

ending on Long Island at the exclusive Hamptons, and spending time at 

their vacation homes in Israel, these racketeers have been pillaging the 

American people and now they come asking for the cash-strapped, debt- 

burdened taxpayers to bail them out, 

Some say that this ts their birthright, their privilege, that the Wall 

aireer gangsters are the apple of God's eye. Why else would they be 

blessed with such success? Gr so say those such as Pat Robertson, John 

(“the Toad") Hagee,Tim LaHaye and others who worship at their altar. 
The Lehman Brothers were hailed as financial geniuses, princes of 

the Earth. Maurice Greenberg of AIG was crowned as a high priest of 
money. It turns Out that they were nothing less than big-time crooks, 

highly paid henchmen of the international House of Rothschild, 

Their crimes are greater than traucl and theft. Their crimes consti- 

tute treason and they should be dealt with as the traitors they are, 

Most of these Wall Street thugs have been major financiers behind 

special interest groups that have been promoting American intervention 

in Wars and would-be wars that are not in America’s best interests, wars 

that have made many enemies of America among peoples abroad who 

admire America and our way of life and who want nothing more than to 

be our friends. 
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These Wall Street money kings—these modern-day pharisees— 

demand that American boys and girls march olf to fight and die in wars 

that advance an age-old agenda, spawned in ancient Babylon and thor- 

oughly un-American: a dream of global imperium. 

They are fear-mongers, warmongers, hate-mongers—demagogues 

Of the first and worst order. 

They tell us that unless we pay them off, our economy will collapse. 

In truth, they will take the money and run. 

They will cash in U.S. dollars for gold and Swiss francs and head for 

them thar’ hills—the Seven Hills of Jerusalem. 

And the American economy will then go into a tailspin and we will 

see spiraling inflation that will make Weimar Germany look like para- 

ilise, 

Famed writer Max Dimont said that these people have historically 

survived the collapse of multiple civilizations and cultures and that, in 

the end, they will emerge as the rulers of our planet. 

We beg co differ, 

MISSILE SIATY 

“The Biggest Crime of the 20th Century” 

One Prophet's Appeal to Reason: 
The Dangers of Zionism, Imperialism 

and Nuclear Madness. 

“wie 30 peers ago an American intelectual wib few peers 

(then or now) saw the (reoftable consequences af global tpe- 

rafisin Gy foe United Mates ane fhe dangers of firttle wars in fe 

nome of “democracy” He recoenized that the rise of Zionist power 

and the concurrent emergence of nuclear weapons were a combine- 

Hon for disaster The fete Lawrence Dennis (655-297 7) made an 

appeal! to reson that Das inunense relevance to the survival of 

America and our word today 

The essay which follows foe fitroductory miaierfal, was earlier 

Delisted M tbe chosing Pages of my Doak, The Golem, aid represents 

a distillation of the wwrittigs of Dennis d consider dfs words so ultal— 

so mecessery—ihet T present then bere once again for those readers 

repo may not pave Dad the opportunity to read them before. 

This is “must” reading if ever there twas “nist” reading... 



Introduction by Michael Collins Piper 

to the writings of Lawrence Dennis... 

uring the mid-20th century—from the early 1940s through the 

1960s—Lavrence Dennis established himself, beyond ques- 

tian, as America’s foremost nationalist theoretician.An outspoken oppo- 

nent of imperial meddling, Dennis warned early on against American 

involvement in the affairs of the Third World—particularly the Middle 

East—and predicted disaster for America Cane the world) as the ultimate 

consequence of such action. 

What Dennis said during his heyday is so profound and so prophet- 

ic that his commentary is worth resurrecting in these modern times 

üne cannot read Dennis's remarks—as published in his smalbcircu- 

lation (Dut still highly and quietly influential) newsletter, The Appeal to 

Reason (published from the 1950s through the early 1060s)—and 

reflect upon how his analysis of world events, even then, would so accu: 

rately predict the propaganda and warmongering bombast that led to 

the American invasion of Iraq and the events that followed. 

Although best remembered as the towering genius whe stood trial 

in 1944 (along with some 30 others) on trumpec-up “sedition” charges 

for opposing Franklin Roosevelt's drive to push America into what 

became World War I, it is largely forgotten that Dennis was also a forth- 

fight critic of the subsequent Cold War era that followed. 

During the Cold War, Dennis was fiercely adamant about the dan- 

gers Of saber-rattling against the Soviet Union. He recognized that com- 

munisim could not survive and asserted unswervinegly that American 

intervention in the Third World in the name of "fighting communism’ 

would only make new enemies for the United States, and set the stage 

for Soviet exploitation of Third World distaste for American adventurism, 

Neither a "conservative" nora "liberal," Dennis defied (and execari- 

ated) those labels, well before it became fashionable to do so and long 

prior to the time that honest intellectuals came to understand the terms 

had ceased to be relevant Cane perhaps never were), 

And in this age of socalled "political correctness,” it is probably 

appropriate to note that although Dennis was of African-American her- 

itage on both sides of his family, he “passed” for being “white.” Dennis 

never formally denied his ethnic antecedents, much to the subsequent 

dismay of modern<lay howlers who demand—in retrospect—that 

Dennis should have “acted Black” and thereby effectively denied himself 

the opportunity to become the world-traveling diplomat, economist, 

writer and lecturer this multi-talented human being happened to be. 

Ironically, it has only been in recent years that American nationalists 

of both the "left" and the "right" have come to recognize his wisdom. 

Today even Pat Buchanan echoes che anti-imperialist, America First 

pasition that Dennis put forth, calling for critics of "Pax Americana" on 
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both the "right" and the “left" to unite against the New World Order, 

which is—now all too clearly—a mad, plundering war-criving (and war: 

driven} amaloam of the forces of international plutocratie capitalism 

and Zionism, united in an Axis of Evil. 

Long before Buchanan, however, independent-minded journals such 

as Right, The American Mercury, Poe Spotlight Call since defuncti and 

now American Free Press and the bimonthly American history maga- 

“ine, Tbe Barnes Review, were commemorating Dennis. 

Willis. A. Carto—the publisher of The Barnes Review —was a friend 

of Dennis and treasured his rare collection of Dennis’ newsletter, Tbe 

Appeal to Reason, upon which is based the following distillation of 

Dennis’ thought reeacding the combined danger of U.S. global meddling 

and support for Zionism in the era of nuclear weapons, 

(lam pleased to note that, at the beginning of 2011, Carto honored 

me immensely by presenting me his collection of An Appeal to Reason. 

And it is not without coincidence that when I edited a selection of 

Carto's own writings, that book was (appropriately enough) also enti- 

Hed An Appeal to Reason.) 

Reflecting upon the intense thought and carefully-crafted writing 

and analysis by Dennis on the big issues of war, capitalism, imperialism 

and expansion and his opposition thereto—not to mention the inter- 

play of those forces with the spiral of Zionist influence in the wake of 

the establishment of the state of Isracl and the rise of nuclear prolifera- 

tian—the reader will be astounded at how truly prescient Dennis was, 

writing more than 30 years ago. 

It is no wonder that a host of influential 20th Century personalities 

relied on Dennis for his insights: from former Ambassador Joseph P 

Kennedy (father of President Kennedy) to General Robert Wood and on 

to famed aviator Charles Lindbergh and such free-thinking historians as 

William Appleman Williams and Harry Elmer Barnes, among many oth- 

ers who respected the dynamic brain-power of this amazing man. 
While one may not agree with everything Dennis had to say—nor 

would Dennis have demanded this—it is impossible to deny that Dennis 

was a prophet with an articulate capacity to cut to the chase and ansi- 

wee world affairs in a lively, no-nonsense style. His words are a clarion 

cull for a global offensive against Israel's nuclear Golem and the imperi- 

al madness that is being pursued by the United States in order to further 

the Zionist dream of a New World Crcder—the Jewish Utopia. 

What follows then is a distillation of Dennis’ most significant com- 

mentary as it appeared in the pages of his newsletter... 



Lawrence Dennis Appeals to Reason... 

he dynamics of religious wars are hate (of sind and fear Cof 

the foreign devil). This we have. The American people were 

never adequately told that World Wars I and M and our Korea 

fasco were all religious wars [although] I have been very much alone 

harping on the religious war nature of World Wars I and Il and of the 

post World War ID state of permanent Cold War. 

This aspect of America's wars since 1914 has to be seen in the light 
of history and of analogy with the religious wars of the 17th century 

wid earlier. It was not so obvious in World War I as in World War II.The 

Kaiser and Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria Hungary had no counter- 

parts of Hitler's Nazism or Mussolini's Fascism or of Russian and Chinese 
communism today. 

Worki War I was turned into a sort of religious war as a matter of 

practical necessity in order to sell the American people intervention in 

that war on the side of the Allies, They could not have been lined up for 

that war by being told it would be good business for the United States 

or that it was necessary for American defense. 

The Americans had to be told it was a war to end war That made it 

for them a religious war. selling World War I to the American people as 

a religious war was rendered easy by Hitler and his "ism." 

Before each of the last two world wars and before the next one, 

Americans have had the delusion that foreign devils can be prevented 

or deterred from doing evil if only we do the right things. The right 

things are building up a tremendous war potential and constantly 

denouncing the foreign devils for being what they are and doing what 

they do. When these delusions prove wrong and when the foreign devil 

réeluses to comply with one of our ultimaturms, as did the Japanese 

before Pearl Harbor, and when the foreign devil at last strikes, as at Pearl 
Harbor, then the American ideology dictates, as up to that point, what 

CLO) WE, as a nation, must take. 

The roadblock to debate is that almost no one of stature with a 
career or a livelihood to worry about is willing to risk it by telling the 
American or British people that they made a mistake by fighting two 

world wars which most of them still think they won. 

To say anything like this is to invite the charge of defending the 

German devils and of arguing that it was not worthwhile ta save the 

world from German conquest and domination. The answer is that the 

results of fighting to save the world from one devil have been far worse 

than would have been letting the Germans and the Russians fight it out 

or of letting the Chinese and the Japanese do likewise. 

The answer is that there never was and there never will be just one 

devil from whom the world is to be saved by crusaders who, by defeat- 

ing this ane devil, can usher in the Millennium. 

I E rfi THE FAILED POLICY OF AMERICAN INTERVENTION 

“on-interventionist America was a great success in the 19th centi- 

rv An interventionist America has been a failure in world affairs since 

Forld War L Since World War I, the U.S, has bitten off more than it can 

chew, 

The idea that the British, the Germans or the Americans could, in 

the 20th century. repeat the Roman Empire of two millennia earlier was 

widely heralded in this country and the Western world. But it was always 

absurdly unrealistic. 

World unification under any one formula scems every day less ane 

less possible, Law and force offer no formula for world peace. More tol- 

erance is the only constructive approach to the war problem, War is 

becoming unacceptable by reason of nuclear weapons. Nuclear war cari 

only be averted by appeal to reason and self-interest. 

What is US. foreign policy or Mideast policy? It is intervention with 

force and money in every major foreign crisis or conflict in the name of 

abstractions like collective security, the world rule of law, defense, and 

the United Nations. 

The United Nations are not united. Retaliatory co-<anmihilation is not 

defense. An interventionist policy is unpredictable and uncontrollable, 

Intervention can't succeed. Only non-intervention and playing a balance 

of power game could serve the United States. 

The U.S invented nuclear weapons and launched nuclear war... our 

contribution to the decline of the west. Therefore, the U.S. must prevent 

nuclear war by deterring those with nuclear weapons from using them. 

Absurd! We predici, once the atomic trigger is pulled, total war is on, 

A nominterventionist or a neutrality policy, now so often miscalled 

an isolationist policy, gives a nation like the U.S. fr more initiative and 

power Lo shape events and determine results than our present policy of 

unlimited and unpredictable intervention, 

Thanks to 40 years of American world meddling since 1917, the 

world is now in a bigger mess than ever. American intervention with 

mency or foree creates a situation or balance of forces which can only 

be maintained with continued and often increasing deployment of 

American force and money. 

‘The latest in the international situation is the passing of the buck of 

defense to the United States by the British as well as by the I[sraclis, 

American foreign policy of intervention everywhere serves well only 

one major purpose, that of maintaining full employment through intla- 

Lian andl maximum spending by our government, 

Expert lawyering or advocacy with words for any one side whether 

for a nation in the world contest or for a pressure group or movement, 

domestically, will not contribute to peace or better relations ancl stabili- 
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ty. Internationalisimn, universalism and one worldism are all unrealistic 

and dangerous concepts or tools of thought. American universalism or 

uiternationalism is phony 

We [can] respect any sincere and consistent believer in and crusacl- 

er for his particular cult of one worldism or universalism, be it religious, 

political or otherwise, ideologically or operationally, provided he does 

not propose to put over his one world order by the sword, as did the 

Christian Crusaders of yore and so many other brands of historical 

crackpots, or religious fanatics. 

But ta have American southerners—now as in the past, against 

racial integration or assimilation—preach internationalism, ane world- 

ism, the wearld rule of one law, and a mushy sort of universalism, well, 

that really nauseates any rational person. 

The same gocs for the leaders and voices of organized labor, all pro- 

fessing the deepest attachment to the values and norms of a one world 

internationalism or universalism, but all opposed to lowering our immi- 

eration barriers $0 as to allow our labor market to be flooded with mil- 

lions of cheap workers from the colored world. 

The organized labor internationalist is a phony just like the south- 

ern internalionalist and one workler who is against integration but who 

would have U.S, forces stationed all over the planet to enforce the world 

rile of law, while he is now flouting or denying the decision of our 

Supreme Courl on integration. 

When the liberals and internationalists were crusading for our entry 

into an anti-Nazi war, were they any less extremists than are the naw so- 
called conservatives who are preaching anti-communism? The 

Revisionists are not and never were extremists. The extremist label 
should usually be applied to those in the war party. 

The most extreme factor now operative and to be feared is war, 

Including preparations for war 

War has progressively been becoming a more extreme factor since 
the middle of the 19th Century. War rolled the national debt up from $43 

bilion in 1940 ta $279 billion in 1945.The Cold War has rolled it up to 

over $300 billion at present 

Can the extremism of war be successfully met with moderation? 
Must one extremism always be met with another extremism? 

Dohn E] Kennedy scems to be more of a moderate than an extrem- 
ist. Unfortunately, extremism, that is to say, same form or type of extrem- 

ism usually has more mass appeal than a course of moderation. Kennedy 

is coming under considerable fire or criticism because he is not talking 

or acting tough enough for the taste of most people. Most people still 

do not accurately or rationally evaluate the new war factors, 

I tr ~d THE Dav OF PROFITABLE EXPLOITATION Is (VER 

(This was written om fune 7, £963, jist less than six months 

before Jobn E Kennedy todas kiled im Dallas in fact, Dennis’ commen: 

tary foreshadowed, mm many respects, tbe subsequent widespread 

belief that JFK wes ideed assassinated prectsely Decause of bis 

refuse to adopt the "tough" fire of the Atonists ane their Cold Warrior 

dailies who today make np toe ruling “neo-conservdtive’ cligie at the 

highest levels of the American government, —MICKARL COLLINS PIPER J 

Most of the current criticism of Kennedy is based on his failure to 

make achievements for the United States or to display what the masses 

of our people like to think of as world leadership. 

The Boobus Americanas or the American hick cannot understand 

why his country, the winner of World War Il, should not now be the 

world leader and in control of the world situation. 

Obviously, neither President Kennedy nor anyone of his spokesmen 

can tell the Boobus Americanus that America did not win World War II 

but that Russia and communism, only, thanks to American aid, won the 

wir And this is something that neither the American conservatives, s0- 

called, nor the American liberals, so-called, are disposed to say openly or 

publich. The conservatives talk tough against the foreign devil and 

against mare government at home. This is paradoxical and irrational. 

What could be more absurd than the demand of the American con- 

servative for a tougher policy against Communist Russia and China 

along with less government intervention, contre! and taxation at home? 

What could be more paradoxical than being for war and against 

socialism? The great weakness of most American conservatives and lib- 

erals is their failure or inability to take an operational view of big mod- 

ern war. They just cannot get it through their thick heads that big mod- 

ern war lias to be socialistic. 

The permanent cold war now being carried on must downgrade 

the white world and upgrade the colored world, something our dumb 

Southerners [who supported) Woodrow Wilson's war to make the world 

safe for democracy never saw, DeGaulle sees this and wants to end the 

futile French war in North Africa. 

(in fect fn (962 DeGawlle surrendered French control of 

Alverfa—much to Israels disntay—and a major new Arab republic 

Weis DOFN. During the same period DeGaulle Degan severing DES fong- 

Hone aliance with Israel and fis support for Israels nuclear weapons 

Programs, bois af the same tree Jobn E Kennedy was adanientty 

Protesting Israel's drive for nuclear weapons, —Micnast Comins PIPER) 

The day of profitable exploitation by the white man of Africa or Asia 

is now over. From here on, profitable cooperation only is a rational and 

practical objective. 
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The idea or ideal of world unity has for over a half century been 

promoted by our subsidized foundations. It was never supported by his- 

Lory or current events. Today it is more discredited than ever 

The American people were sold two world wars on a general theo- 

ry which was most irrational and contrary to the logie of past history 

and which has been continuously and conclusively proved fallacious by 

events since 1917. 

According to this general theory, a war to end war and the world 

rule of law could enforce peace with justice. As we have so offen repeat- 

cal, the craziest phrase or idea of the 20th century was that of a war to 

end war Anyone who thought a war could end war should have been 

sent to a mental hospital for psychiatric analysis and treatment, 

(ne of the great insanities of America in the 20th century bas been 

prolubitionisa: Prohibit alcoholic drinking, prohibit war [fit is sin, it has 

to be stopped or prohibited. 

The big U.S. idea: The world must be unified by force—ours or 

theirs. This idea is factually and logically all wrong. Gut is now accepted 

asa LOO percent American lea. IE you want to be a conformist and not 

a nonmecontornmist, a dissenter or a subversive, security risk, vou must sul- 

scribe to this wrong idea. 

The generation that started reading Mahan on sea power, Kipling on 

the White Man's Burden and the lesser breeds without the law, and 
numerous olhers on America's and Britain's manifest destiny, also began 

getting subsidies for embracing these ideas. 

The subsicies came from British millionaires like Cecil Rhodes and 

Andrew Carnegie and from American millionaires like John D 

Rockefeller. Technological trends and scientific progress were seen to 

support this “weorthey-must-rule-the-world® ideology. 

World-Unification-by-Force cultists who are against sharing are 

phonies, These internationalists have a great Gime denouncing national: 

ism as selfish, predatory and generally immoral. They are even more vio- 
lent in their attacks on certain extreme exponents of racism, that is, of a 

racism other than their own, But thev are just as guilty as those whom 

they attack when it comes to sharing or to setting up a world order 

based on equality of opportunity and access. 

We are prepared to join with fellow Americans in the defense of this 

country against any invasion by foreigners in search of living space. 

But we are indisposed to fight or have Americans fight ta protect 

any other area of people from similar wars or attacks. For such wars, our 

advice is that we should keep out of them, try to keep them localized 

and limited, try to avert or to end them by the use of good offices and 

neeotiation with both sides. 
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We want no part of wars to liberate other peoples. Let them liber: 

ate themselves. 
We want no part of wars to defend the status quo in other areas, 

Government intervention in all phases of life on the home front has 

been on the rise since World War LThe Negroes on the warpath in the 

South are exploiting this trend. They are riding the wave of the future, 

really started by World War Land greatly accelerated by World War H. 

The Southerners who are now fighting desperately the rising tide of 

color were all for the United States getting into World Wars 1 ane ID to 

make the world safe for democracy. They lacked the imagination or intel- 
ligence to foresee the consequences of the crusades the United States 

embarked upon. 

[General Douglas MacArthur saidi] “Global war has become a 

Frankenstein, to destroy both sides. No longer is it a weapon of adven- 

ture—the short cut to international power. If you lose, you are anniht- 

lated. If you win, you stand only to lose, No longer does it possess even 

the chance of the winner of a duel. It contains now only the germs of 

double suicide." 

The MacArthur approach to war is not pacifist but operationalist, 

the line we have taken for over three decades. 

The dynamics of hate and fear have run the West in hwo wars.To get 

America into two world wars, it was necessary to mobilize and utilize 

the dynamics of hate and tear. 

These factors, of course, were always present and operative in the 

nationalistic wars of the two centuries and a half preceding the 20th 

century and following the era of the religious wars. Gut these factors 

were never, during the two centuries and a half from 1648 to 1900, as 

important as they have been in the western world during the 20th cen- 

tury, Democracy only came to maturity at the end of the 19th century. 

Whipping up mass hate and fear is che easiest and surest way for a 

political leader in the western world to come to power and to weld 

power. It is now the approved way to get a country into a war or to keep 

it in a state of permanent war such as we are in right now. 

The west in the 20th century taught Afro-Asians hate, fear. Now they 

hate and fear white rule—not communism. They never knew White 

Russian colonialism. 

The strength of [Egyptian Pan-Arab leader Gamal) Nasser today is 

that he has the rising tide of anti-colonialism or of hate and fear of the 

white intruders in Africa and Asia te ride. 

No political leader in Africa or Asia can have a better asset than to 

be disliked or denounced by us Americans. That we are "agin" commu- 

nism is communism's greatest asset in Africa and Asia. The fact we are 
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“for” a local ruler or regime in Africa or Asia is the worst liability for that 

ruler or regime. 

The world ninority of whites should have the brains to understand 
that exploiting or trying to exploit and use the dynamics of hate and fear 
never was and never will be good business for a privileged "have" minor- 
ity, The dynamics Of hate and fear can, in the long PUIT, only prove fatal 

for the minority. The white West, or the haves, are the minority. 
Permanent Mideast crisis has great headline news value for policy. 

How could our power elite in Washington get from 40 to 50 billion dol- 
lars a year for defense spending and foreign aid if they did not have war- 

crisis headlines from the Mideast and other areas in our papers most of 

the time? It is wonderful having a "colored world Hitler" who is 

nowhere near so dangerous or powerful as was Adolf. 

The end result ts certain, Time, numbers and space are with the col- 

ared world, They are with the Muslim nationalists and against the Israeli 

nationalists, What the colored world has lacked has been unity and 

dynamism for war on the whites, 

Well, Israel is contributing ta the unification and activation of the 

colored world for war against the colonial and other outsiders. 

The [Russians] can't control but will aid and encourage Afrasians 

versus the U.S-Israel. Our patriots and fanatical "antis" who want to bear 

the White Man's Burden over Asia and Africa now that the Europeans are 

being driven out are naive to suppose that Moscow controls or directs 

every troubleamaking power factor or behavior pattern now giving 

Uncle Sam, the UN, the western colonial powers or Israel a headache. 

That is nonsense. It is one thing to aid and encourage a trouble maker 

and to profit from his operations. It is another to control or direct him. 

American, western—and, apparently, recent Israeli policy and 

wclion—have been preceeding an the irrational premise that the col- 

oreds only respect force, wherefore, their white opponents have only to 

mobilize enough force against the coloreds. What makes this basic prem- 

isë about force and the coloreds so asinine is simple arithmetic. 

The white colonial powers and the Israelis, certainly, can never 
achieve ultimate and decisive force superiority over the colored world 

and the vast arcas it populates. The western or white world, however, if 

it were guided by operational rationalism and calculation instead of mys- 

tical legalism, moralism and traditionalism, could easily formulate and 

werk out propositions or deals with the colored world mutually advan- 

tageous to both or te all concerned. This is our “constructive” word. 

Only a return to neutrality, as counseled in Washington's Farewell 
Address, coukl really ensure against our government starting and fight- 

ing a Third workl war against overwhelming numerical odds. 

Psat ahs m THE CENTURY OF RELIGIOUS WARS 

Only the substitution of diplomacy for trying to play God or world 

policeman can provide an operationally practical alternative to total all- 

out war, if same clay, same wild man, somewhere goes Loo far, 

Only cational operationalism and the logic of enlightened national 

self-interest instead of obeying the imperatives of legalistic, moralistic 

and tracitionalistic absolutes can avert World War IID and with it, possi- 

bly, the extermination of most of the human race, 

As war in the Mideast is stepped up, the U.S. is going to have to send 

hundreds of thousands, and, eventually, possibly, milions of American 

solciers inte that area to protect the oil wells and the thousancls-of- 

mileslong pipelines cacrving oil to the Mediterrancan for export to the 

Europeans who must depend on it.The American people, of course, will 

not be told that American troops must be sent to the Mideast to protect 

the oil stakes. They will be told American intervention in that area is mec- 

essary to defend America by stopping communist aggression., 

LIBO Denis wrote fos fi 1955—at the height af the Cold 

Weer—is remarks rennin valid Today toe "coriis" enemy Das 

been replaced by the “tstrmo-Pascist’ enemy ard by "Widdle East elic 

tefors tD weapons of mass destructio "—ADCHARL Caring PIPER} 

Ifthe colored world nationalist leaders can force the U.S. to deploy 

in perpetuity millions of American soldiers over the colored world to 

stop communist sin fea: At fodep'’s paradigm, “fshanio-lascist” sin— 

Aficnag. Conas Preece) what have those leaders to worry about? The 

more natives American or forcien troops kill, the better for the long run 

interests of native nationalisms now on the warpath against outsiders. 

How can the U.S. ever hope to pressure peoples living so near the 

margin of bare subsistence? The pressure will be only on the American 

taxpayers and conseripts for the wars of perpetual foreign intervention 

widi no loct pay-off, 

Hollywood couldn't have picked a more fitting war stage than 

Palestine. In this century we have gone forward to nuclear war and back- 

ward to holy war This is the century of religious wars, 

For the opening of the third great religious war of one lleume, na 

area could be more appropriate than the Holy Land, the birth place of 

two, if not of three, of the world's truly great religions, Judaism, 

Christianity and Islam. 

The staging and casting are superb and logical. Zion is the subject 

of Torah, Prophets, Psalms, Lamentations and many of the great classics 

of history like those of Joseph and Mafmonides. [tis the chosen land of 

the chosen people. It is under the special personal care of God, or 

ralher. Yahweh, the God of Israel. 

Now Unele Sam has taken over. OF course, Allah is in the other 
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camp, that of the Arabs. Yahweh helped the children of Israel take over 

the Promised Land more than once in the past four thousand years. But 

he never stopped their several expulsions and dispersions. This is what 

Uncle Sam must doin the future. 

For reasons which we, like the theologians, are unable to give, 

Yahweh allowed the Chosen People to be driven out of the Chosen 

Land more than once. But Uncle Sam cannot permit anything like that 

to happen to the new Israel. 

Uncle Sam is no defeatist. He does not put up with war, sin or 

aggression. He fights wars to end war. He is a perfectionist. 

The believers in the great religions with a Messianic Promise used 

ta wait and pray for the coming of the Messiah and the dawn of the 

Millennium. Americans, however, today must not just wait and pray for 

the Millennium: they must fare forth and fight for it—<all over the plan- 

et. This is the new internationalism, | 

Gad never stopped war or evil in all history as Uncle Sam now must 

do, We do know Uncle Sam is committed to not allowing war or ageres- 

stan to happen without getting in to stop war. He cannot allow the 

Chosen People to be driven out of Israel as they were, more than once, 

in the past. How fitting to have World War IM start in the Holy Land, 

What will be the nature, the extent, the duration and the end results 
of America's third war in one lifetime ta enod war and to stop evil? 

Well, it is going to be interesting to watch the American casualties 

pile up in the Mideast as Uncle Sam tries to stop what Yahweh did not 

stop in the distant past. And it is going ta be even more interesting to 

follow American mass reactions to the killed and wounded notices from 

the Crusade in the Holy Land 

Americas contribution to religious war in the 20th century [was] 

mono-diabolism [ie.the designation of a single “devil” enemy]. Now that 

Unele Sam has taken over and is trying to do a job Yahweh never did, 

Unele Sam can never admit any imputation of sin or evil against ane of 

his allies or proteges. 

Cine “ism” has to get security clearance. The other has to be brand- 

ed as subversive. It won't be long now until Judaism and Islam will be 

up for security rating in che permanent war. 

Dernnis clearhy saw that—ultinately—in the United States, 

Judai would be piven security clearence Not sa with islam. Dennis 

sau tf coming, — ACHAR COMING PIPER) 

Nowadays, When Uncle Sam gets into a war, he resolves quite sim: 

ply and decisively the whole issue of sin or as to who and what are good 

af right and who and what are evil and wrong, Sin is always and only on 

the side of the enemy. This was setiled by Nuremberg and other war 
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crimes trials. There is just one devil that is against Uncle Sam or not with 

him. @lad George W Dush did sap (E "Ritber yon are witb ts or por are 

AEG ihe terrorists — ANCHAL COLINAS PILER] 

The build-up of World War IN goes on in the Mideast over Israel, oil, 
western colonialisms v, colored world nationalisms and the ralonalizą- 

tion that the contest is one between the [ree world and communism, 

Isracl and our western, colonial powers are our bulwark against com- 

munis and the colored world. This pattern is what Sir Norman Angell 

called in the April 15 (1956) London Times: “The Suicide of the West." 

In the 20th century religious war pattern of the suicide of the West, 

the West is crusading, inflating and "technologizing" itself to death. 

It is ending itself trying to end war. 

It is preparing with nuclear fission weapons to render the world 

uninhabitable by way of trying to make the world safe for democracy. 

The leitmeotif is the idea that foreign sin and devils cannot be lived with 

but must be wiped out. 

Well, if man's know-how cannot cod war or sin, it can now end the 

human race. We now have an infinite potential for annihilation. How 

long can our idealists hold in check their impulse to do good by pulling 

the global annihilation trigger? 

If only we did not have nuclear fission and so much know-how, the 

current wave of madness might result in nothing worse than the bloody 

futilities of the Crusades or the religious wars of the Aimteenth and 

Seventeenth Centuries. 

The German ex-Nazi military men, technicians and capitalists are 

quietly moving [into the Arab world] to cooperate and assimilate. If this 

docs not make monkeys of people in America and Britain who fell for 

World Wir I propaganda about German "racism," we don't know what 

could! IF the Germans now gang up with [Russia] and the colored world 

antiwhite nationalists, whom will che British and the French find to sign 

up lor iheir third Holy war? 

Is the answer “Just the U.S, anil Israel?” If it is, the cards will be heav- 

ily stacked against the third Anglo-American crusade. 

[Demus did not know at that poit that France would Break its 

aiiance with daragi or foal, ER toe period prior to tbe the second Ob. 

wer aris frag, France wouid emerge as an ally with Germany and 

Russia against the United States and Aritatia and israel As we shell 

see, Dems diso noted Russia's capaciiy to exploit Poird World ten- 

sions with fhe Uniled Stefes ard, HRewlse, foreshadowed Russia's 

defeat after tts tnvasion of Afghanistan, —Micnags, COLLINS PIPER] 
Russia has 21 million Muslims or over ten percent of its population, 

mostly concentrated in areas from which Russia gets most of its oil. The 
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idea that Russian communists can convert ta communism and contra 

from Moscow the 200 million natives of Africa and the thirteen or four- 

teen hundred millions of Asia seems to us too silly to merit serious con- 

sideration. But Russia, as the only great power besides the U.S., can prof- 

it from the revolt of the colored world against the western powers. 

The new religious war rationalization is to call it kav enforcement. 

Attempts at an unattainable world cule of one law insure permanent reli- 

gious war, inflation, and socialism. About the only subject of general 

agreement among the shapers of American opinion and policy today, so 

far as war and power politics—inter- or intra-national—are concerned, 

is that there must be no return to neutralism, 

Most of the rightists, criticizing the Supreme Court's desegregation 

decision and the use of federal armed force to enforce it, are, inconsis- 

tently and amusingly enough, all for American world leadership, 

American intervention, and American liberation by force of the people 

enslaved by the red devils of the Kremlin 

The Kremlin Kommunist Kommissiars arc now making out their Por- 

mer peerless leader and our noble war ally Stalin to have been a devil, a 

monster and guilty of all sorts of crimes or sin. As to Stalin, the Kremlin 

communists are following the line of the American anti-communists, The 

American anti-communists are following the Kremlin communist linc, 

This is really funny, But it is significant. The point being proved is 

that our allies under Stalin's successful and victorious leadership, in part- 

nership with us, were just as big and just as bad devils as the Nazis and 

the Fascists. Stalin's sins were operational inevitables of communism. 

he biggest crime of the 200i century may turn out to be the 

eventual extinction of the human race by nuclear radiation in 

a wart fought with the weapons which we, peace-loving, goad 

Americans are now having our scientists perfect. We are developing 

these weapons to end war, communism and sin on this planet and there- 

by usher in the Millennium. 

(io yon marvel at the prescience—surely you vinst—of ths one- 

au-omy Lawrence Dennis asf do? frmagine what our word would be 
hee if people bad paid Deed to bis earnings so Matiy years ago ivben 

be first put these ideas tn writing. —MCR} 

Hardly the last word... 

Reflecting on Thirty Years of Speaking Out: 

Its a Dirty Job—But Someone Has to Do It 

ame years ago I happened to be going through some boxes of 

papers and other artifacts from my childhood and came across 

a single sheet of tablet paper containing a story I had written 

when I was roughly five or six years old, 

This may well have been the first story that I ever put on paper. It 

detailed an account of “Jack and Jackie" riding down the street and a guy 

named “Lee” shooting Jack, much to Jackie's dismay. This, of course, was 

a cleseription of the assassination of President John E Kennedy, although, 

as I know now, Lee had nothing to do with that crime. 

Little did I know when 1 wrote that piece that some 30 years later | 

wold write a Full-length book on the topic or that in the period that fol- 

lowed I would produce nearly a dozen other books—and as this is writ- 

ten, I actually have several books in the works, This, of course, not to 

mention all of the other writings I have put forth ina variety of venues. 

When Iwas in high school, I now find, referring back to my old year- 

books, that a number of my friends, in inseribing those yearbooks, pre- 

dicted that I would one day publish “a book” They based those asser- 

Lions or assumptions on the fact that I did have a well-known history of 

cranking out short stories and extended writings in which I placed my 

tricnds and myself in wildly exaggerated, even satirical, stories of excite: 

ment and intrigue: accounts of ship disasters, Moords, earthquakes, riots 

and other form of chaos, 
So in predicting that | would one day be a writer, my friends were 

absolutely right, although at that time, even if I did ever think that I 

would one day write a book Cand I really can’t recall actually thinking at 

the time that I would I really don't think that I would have imagined! 

that I would ultimately have written the politically-charged and interse- 

ly inflammatory volumes that have been the product of my labors, 

In these days, to the extent | thought about my future at all, I Padl 

the idea that I was going to be a lawyer While my real interest was film- 

making—I think I had the talent to write and direct and even act—I was 

smart cnough ta Know that a nice little Goy from the hills of 

Pennsylvania would have a tough time making it in Jewish-controllec 

Hollywood (and by that point, I was well enough aware of the Jewish 

domination of that industry to realize that it would be a tough goa}. Sa 

my fallback was the law (but even that realm has a certain Jewish cal- 

oration, as we all know too well, to say the least), 

In any case, ultimately, I came to recognize the fact that—whatever 

my ambitions in the legal arena—I had developed a series of political 
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views that, if publicly enunciated or otherwise known, could prove fatal 
to the career of any attorney who would dare to express them. As such, 

having had a brief opportunity to write for The Spotlight newspaper 

before going to law school, I finally saw that the door for me to contin- 

ue to express my “controversial” points of view was through the venue 
of writing And so it was that I became a writer, 

Always having appreciated the good words and support of the read- 
ers of Poe Sfoffieht and then American free Press, and next finding 

that—on an international level—there were many other good people 

who found my work to their liking, I have to say that it’s been quite 
interesting and very much personally rewarding, although not even 

close to being as lucrative as a thriving law practice or even writing for 

the Jewish-controlled publishing houses. But the fact is that I do have 

the opportunity to write the truth and to know that those who like my 

work do so because they know that lam dedicated to the truth. 

Once, when | was lecturing in Malaysia, a member of my audience 

asked the pointed question, more or less in these terms: “Why is ic that 

the Jewish interests haven't silenced you by this point?" I had never real- 
ly been asked that question, but my answer came instantly and was, I 

thought, especially notable and succinct. I said: “Well, President George 

W Bush often suggests that he and those who share his worldview are 

on Go's side, Well, as far as I am concerned, I am on God's side and I 

have His protection.” And you know what? I believe that. 

Over the years, I will admit—as | once noted to my good friend, 

journalist and broadcaster Mark Glenn—I have occasionally wondered 

il I was doing the right thing and questioned whether I was on the right 

side, considering all of the terrible things that have been said about me 

and my friends and associates who share my point of view, But then I 

have looked at “the other side” and noted the venal, violent and vicious 

nature of their worldview and the crimes that they have committed 

both in America and Occupied Palestine and around the globe and I 

could not help but conchide that I was indeed on*the right side” 1 have 

no doubt about it. 

So Ive had a lot to say in the past and expect to continue saving a 

lot in the future and this volume has just been my latest contribution to 

my published record. 

And as [said at the outset, hope what I have presented here proves 

Lo be valuable research and resource material for other folks who want 

to speak out and make their voices heard, 

It's a dirty job, as they say, but somebody has to do it! 

— MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER 

More from Michael Collins Piper... 

THE CONFESSIONS OF AN ANTL-SEMITE. Michael | a 

Collins Piper tackles one of the most-talked-about subjects in | THE CONFESSIONS: 

history: the phenomenon of anti-Semitism. Olten called an ores Ahti- S EMITE 

“antbSemite” by his critics, Piper candidly address the charge I os 

and proceeds to examine the history of antisemitism—and 

its causes. In no uncertain terms, Piper raises such questions Fay 

Cand answers them): Are the Jews really Jews? What about p pi 

the Holocaust? Are the Jews a superior racer What's the ft E 

teuth shout Islam? Why are big name patriots afraid to dis M AU 

cuss the origins of the New World Order? Is there any real L In Weit etina FA 

a, i 

ps oboe 

ees. se 
I Para ir 

i ama m 

art y 
difference between Zionism and Judaism? Piper tops off the 

work with a wide-ranging array of fascinating anecdores about his own often- 

amazing experiences traveling around the world and confronting the problem of 

anti-Semitism, Many readers say it’s Piper's best work VeL 

= THE NEW JERUSALEM, Unlike any other resource 

The New book available anywhere todav—guaranteed—here are the 

venison solid facts and figures—taken from Jewish and Zionist 

Mees sources—which demonstrate the extraordinary level of 

T wealth and power accumulated in the hands of the 

J American Jewish community. While there are many books 

d| on “the Israeli lobby” and on Zionism, this is the only book 

7 that dares to delve into the stunning statistics that reveal 

4 the hard truth about where the source of power lies in 

America today. Includes an eye-opening summary of some 

200 little-known, immensely wealthy Zionist families 

THE NEW BABYLON, A Panoramic Overview of the 

Order. The first book ever to document, from the beginning, Tess M Bs sira 
Pi ee 

the truth about this geopolitical phenomemenon. Explains jj 

in no uncertain terms the long-suppressed origins of the [Ree 

New World Order and the global engine of tyranny rooted | 

in the financial empire of the Rothschild Dynasty. Examining 

the New Word Order's philosophical roots in Jewish teach- 

ings spawned in ancient Babylon and explores the manner 

in which followers of the Jewish Talmud rose to the highest 

levels in finanee, Today, with the Rothschild network firmly 

entrenched on American soil, the United States has emerged as “The New 

Babylon” from which these modern-day Pharisees are working to set in place a 

global hegemon many call the New World Order, 



THE JUDAS GOATS, The Infiltration & Subversion of 

C] the American Nationalist Movement. Demonstrates how 

| paid agents, working on behalf of the Zionist cause and for 

| the interests of the Rothschild empire, infiltrated and sub- 

| verted American nationalist groups. A faccfilled and colorful 

historical overview of the intrigues of the infamous ADL; the 

corruption of the FBI and the CLA by Zionist elements; evi- 

dence pointing coward Israeli involvement in the Oklahoma 

| bombing’ the strange story of how Trotskyite elements 

seized caonunand of the “conservative” movement anc 

played a role in manipulating Sen. Joe MeCarthy; a study of 

the secret powers behind Rupert Murdoch'empire and much, ouch more, 

THE HIGH PRIESTS OF WAR. The secret history of y 

how America's “nececonservalive" Trotskyites came to power 

and orchestrated the war against Img as the Arst step in their | 

drive for Global Empire, the so-called New World Order The 

first-ever book on the role of the “neo-cons” in sparking the g 

debacle in Iraq and still the only book that tells the entire i 

starye=no holdsharred ‘Translated into a variety of languages, 

and acclaimed as the one book that explains the “who, what, 

when, where, why and bow" of the tragic involvement of the 

United States in Irag. This fast-paced, carefully-documented 
Volume helped spread the word about the REAL reason for 

the Iraq war and how it is all part of a grand design that is being suppressed by 

the Controlled Media, An extensive annotated photo section shows who these 

necHoons are and the role they play in the grand scheme to remake the world. 

TAAI FA : THE GOLEM, Isracl’s Nuclear Hell Bomb and the Road 

PI to Global Armageddon, Michael Collins Piper pulls no punch- 

es in asserting Ismel's nuclear weapons pushing civilization 

toward destruction and that this un-centrolled arsenal has left 

the world held hostage, Explains the danger the planet laces 

as a consequence of American collaboration with nuclear- 

armed Israel, a nation with an open historical record of hostil- 

fa ity to other peoples, based on Jewish religious teachings that 

4 are the philosophy upon which Isrel has worked to construct 

an atomie arsenal—its Gelem—the foundation of its national 

| security strategy, Demonstrates that Americt’s international 

policy has been hijacked by well-heeled supporters of Israel who—in combination 

with a mass media dominated by Jewish financial interests—have become the mas 

lers of America’s destiny and that of mankind itself, Piper calls this phenomenon 

“the ‘Israeclization’ of American foreign policy’ A mammoth record of indisputable 

facts pointing towiurd the unmistakable conclusion: That the world must ensure 

[sraé]'s Golem is dismantled. 

TARGET: TRAFICANT. The outrageous inside story of P 

how the Justice Department, the Israeli lobby and the mass |) [| 
media conspired to set up and take down Congressman Jim fy pt 
Traficant. Michael Collins Piper—whom Traficant said was 

the only journalist to tell his story truthfully from the begin- 

ning—assembled this eye-opening expose of the campaign 

to destroy the no-nonsense populist congressman, the most 

outrageous hit-and-run operation ever orchestrated against 

an American public official, Dissects the intrigues of the 

Justice Department and demonstrates beyond doubt that 

the congressman was absolutely innocent of all charges and 

that, the entire criminal case against him was fabricated through and through. 

MY FIRST DAYS IN THE WHITE HOUSE Many 
of Michael Collins Piper's more serious friends told him: 

My First Days - Don't publish this book. Your readers are used to your non- 
= WHITE HOUSE 
eer fiction writings. IF vou publish this novel, nobody will ever 
beir Leto bettie ol Ba Pee: 

take you seriously again” Piper defied his friends and pub- 

lished this tongue-in-cheek—buct still deadly serious— 

“memoir in which Piper describes how a military coup 

against the corrupt George W. Bush catapulted Piper inte 

{iai the White House and of the amazing revolutionary populist 

EPSA ceforms Piper and his fellow revolutionaries accomplished. 

Meee Often humorous in tong, but nonetheless politically-charged 

and a defiant enunciation of uncomfortable fects about the realities of American 

political life, this work tickles the big issues no-holds-barred:You may be 

shocked. You may be amused. You may vow to never read anything by Piper 

apain, But this book will make you think about American affairs as never before, 

FINAL JUDGMENT. Michael Collins Piper's most 
famous work, now being readied for an expanded, up-dated FRB Seay aie 

Seventh Edition. Some $0,000 copies of previous editions ey JUDGMENT 

are in circulation here and around the world, documenting 

that JFK's obstinate efforts to prevent Israel from building 

nuclear weapons of mass destruction played a key role in 

the conspiracy behind JFK's assassination. Yes, clements of 

the CLA and organized crime were involved in the JFK cot- 

spiracy, but the role of Israel's intelligence agency, the 

Mossad, was the long-suppressed “missing link” that was — 

finally unveiled in this titanic work. n 

ar more on the availability of these works by Michael Collins 

Piper, call AMERICAN FREE Press at 1-888-699-0397 or write: 

AMERICAN FREE Press, G15 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100, 

Ww ashington, DEC 20005, See the website at amecricanfree press. net. 



{HIS IS MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER . 
There’s no doubt about it—Michael Collins Piper is 

one of the Israeli lobby's primary targets today . . 
Michael Collins Piper is truly the author the Israeli 

lobby loves to hate. Repeatedly attacked over the years by 

propagandists lor Isracl, Piper is undaunted, despite the 
fact fis hte was threatened by Irv Rubin, violent leader of 
the terrorist Jewish Defense League. Once, after discover- 

ing a wiretap on his telephone, Piper noted wryly, “The 
Valcan didn’t put that wiretap there,” 

In the style of his combative, colorful great-ereat arand- 
father, famed bridge builder “Colonel” John ‘Pipe T—s1tr- 
rogate father and early business partner of industrial siart 
Andrew Carnesie—the outspoken author relishes anv 

OPPOrninity to confront his many critics, although they refuse to debate him. 
Like his ancestor, Piper is a bridge builder in his own way: In recent years, he has 

lectured around the globe in places as diverse as Abu Dhabi in the United Arab 
Emirates; Moscow, Russia; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; Tokyo, Japan; Tehran, Iran and 
across Canada. Police-stateminded advocates of war and imperialism have been dis- 
uuirbed at Pipers energetic efforts to forge links of understanding among peoples of 

all creeds and colors. 

A lover of dogs, cats and all animals and an unapologetic old-style American pro- 

gressive m the LaFollette-Wheeler wachlion, Piper rejects the labels of “liberal” and 
“conservative” as being archaic, artificial and divisive, manipulative media buzzwords 
designed to suppress popular dissent and free inquiry. On one occasion Piper was 
offered a lucrative assignment in a covert intelligence operation in Africa, but turned 
it down, preferring his independence—a position in keeping with his ethnic heritage: 
another of Piper's great-great grandfathers was a full-blooded American Indian. 

sourcing much of his writing from his library of some 10,000 volumes—inclucing 
many rare works—Piper is a contributor to American Free Press, the Washington-based 
national weekly, and the historical journal, The Barnes Review One media critic hailed 
Piper as one of the top 25 best writers on the Internet. In 2006 Piper began regular 
Internet broadcasting. He can be heard at michaelcollinspiperpodbean.com and at 
republicbroacasting.org. His work can also be found at michaelcollinspiper.com. 

Throughout his career, Piper has led the way on several major stories. In 1987, he 
was Ue Jasi to expose the Justice Department frame-up of Pennsylvania State Treasurer 
Budd Dwyer that led to Dwyer’s shocking public suicide. Piper was also the firs! to 
expose San Francisco-based Roy Bullock as an operative for the Anti-Defamation 
League (ADL), a conduit for Israel's Mosad, involved in illegal spying on American 

citizens. [his was seven years before The New dort Times confirmed Bullock's ADL link. 
The ADL witl never forgive Piper for his pivotal frontline mole in unmasking Bullu. 

Piper was the ondy journalist to dare 1o assert that the Oklahoma City bombing was 
a Mossad “false flag” operation aimed at implicating Saddam Musseim—a scheme 
derailed by U.S. investigators whe rejected Israels machinations, opting instead for 
another “lone nut” cover-up, Piper's pioneering work on Israels role in 9-11 has been 
echoed by truth seekers and damned by defenders of Israel for its accuracy: 


